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Art. I.—Sketch of a Journey from Canton to oe through 
China ; by Aubert 8. Broxmore, A.M. 

[Read before the Royal Geographical Society of London, Dee. 8, 1867, and before 
the Boston Society of Natural History, Feb. 19, 1868.] 

7% the 7th of PSUS 1866, I left Canton, in com mage abi 
Mr. C. L, Weed, photographer at Hongkong, and R 

_ of Canton, on a journey through the Sst: uF Kwang- 
tung and the eastern part of rai Se Our course, at first, 
was westward, for about sixty miles, when we reached the head 
of the great ‘Delta of the Bikiang, whose low, fertile fields 
spread out widely along the river banks, and support a most 
dense population. Along ee borders of these low lands, rise ser- 
rated mountains—some s attaining an elevation of fifteen 
hundred to two thousan eet teers rp ridges and project- 
ing spurs coming out in strong relief, on account of the scanty 

‘ vegetation on their sides. To one who has been journeying in 
tropical lands, and especially among the luxuriant forests of 
Sumatra ,, these mountains appear surprisingly bare, and only 
the more so, when he considers that he is but on the verge of 
the temperate zone. 

This nakedness appears to be a universal characteristic of 
the mountain scenery in China, but it is not the faultof the 
soil or the climate, for wherever the little pines have been suf- 
fered to rise, they show a vigorous growth. The cause of this 
universal devastation i is the frequent rebellions that hae swept 
back and forth over the whole empire, like a desolating fl 
Am. Jour. Scr.—Sgconp Serres, Vou. XLVI, No. 136.—Juzy, 1868. 
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and rebellion has followed rebellion too quickly for her to ac- — 
complish the ever recurring task ; and besides, the people do | 
not care to labor much, when there is every probability that — 

a outlaws or robbers from a neighboring province will profit by — 
their industry. Yet it is true they do raise some trees in afew — 
laces; but over all the wide area that I have traveled, nota — 

tenth part of the soil is thus improved that might be; and then — 
the trees are generally cut down before they attain any consid- — 
erable size; and this, in districts where the population is num- — 
bered by the hundred thousand. The grand old trees which 
are occasionally seen around the Buddhist temples, owe their 
preservation only to the superstitions of the destroyers, and 
these show well what splendid timber thousands of hill-sides in 
China might yield. : 2 

But in regard to the ‘low lands, it scarcely seems possible 

raised—two full crops being obtained in nearly every part of 

- (where all their rice and most other sustenance is obtained) 
are all, or very nearly all, subject to floods at least once a year, 

a rusty iron tinge where large frag- ments have been lately detached, the whole traversed Ei every 

hrough, in ev on 
the whole exterior they are eetstirict 
furrowed. by perpendicular grooves, worn by the small streams 
that course down their sides during every slight shower. 
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They form such striking objects in the surrounding plain as 
~ the “Little Orphan” does in the waters of the Yangtse, and, 

4 

- 

like it, abound in groups of little temples placed in the natu- 
niches in their sides. Larger temples are ranged at their 

feet, and one which we entered contained in the principal hall 
three images in bronze six or seven feet in height. In another 

room I noticed an idol with six arms. The whole building was 

feet had worn in the steps of the solid rock. we, entrance to 

the temple was through a crazy gate-way or portal of loosened 

bricks, that leans over the precipice, and threatens to fall with 

the first person who sets foot within it and immolate him to a 

heathen god. This temple we were informed was built some 

two hundred years ago when Shauking was a great and flour- 

ishing city, but now the monks can scarcely beg enough from | 

their poor neighbors to answer their immediate necessities, and 

their once splendid temples are rapidly becoming only unsightly 

heaps of ruins. 
Here, as is frequently the case in masses of limestone, are 

several- caves, We entered one of a bell shape, Its floor was 

mostly covered with water, and a bridge led us to a platform 

seem to be approaching the regions over which Cerberus pre- 

with a crest so t. ear 
it exactly describes it, Northwest of this, ina small plain, is 
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a conical hill of limestone, whose whole interior has been washed — 
away, forming a much grander cave than the one we had pre- 
viously visited in one of the “‘Seven Stars.” 

the mountains in these regions are composed of fine, 
hard siliceous grits, which in some places are compact and flinty, 
becoming true quartzite or quartz rock, and in others are soft 
as sandstone; and besides these, of slates that are interstratified — 
with these grits and are sometimes soft clay slates, and at 
others as hard as shales. Half a mile below the village of 
‘Kok-hau, on the left bank of the Sikiang, just before I reached 
the boundary of the province of Kwangsi, I found these grits 
and slates resting immediately on granite. Two miles below 
Kok-hau rises “ Ornamental Monumental” Rock. It belongs 
to the lower part of this series of grits and slates, but is com- 
posed of a coarse conglomerate, and perhaps represents the 
conglomerates that are found neargranite, in other parts of the 
empire. * sa Yar : 

Crossing the river from Cock’s Comb Rock, we came to& 
small village, and anchored for the night astern of a small 
gunboat. On consulting my chart I found these words writ- 
ten around the next bend, about half a mile up the stream,— 
“a favorite resort for robbers!’ But 1 believed we must be 
safe with a gunboat so near, and taking care that my revolver 
was in prime order, and that a heavy sword was within my 

and groaning of some women on the bank, who were lamenting 
the decease of a friend ° 

robbers had that time mistaken the; This is but @ fair example of ‘the noises and alarms thet « es 
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It is so dangerous ascending this river, on account of rob- 
bers, that boats leave Wuchau only when several are ready to 
go and can keep together and afford each other mutual assist- 
ance in case of an attack. As an additional protection, the 
Mandarin offered to send a small gunboat along with us, but 
when we were ready to go, only one policeman appeared and 
he carried no arms. 

The boats used on this river are quite different from those 
seen at Canton. They have flat bottoms and curve up high 
at the bow and stern, that the helmsman and a man on look- 
out forward may see some distance ahead and avoid the rocks, 
as they come down with the rapid current, 

The principal article carried up the river by these boats is 
salt, which is a govérnment monopoly ; and, notwithstanding 
our boatmen all agreed not to bring a particle on board, they 
did buy a considerable quantity, and tried to hide most of it in 
our part of the boat. We very plainly informed them they 
had not kept their agreement, and if they left it there it would 
instantly go overboard. They finally, as near as I could ascer- 
tain, bought a permit for a part of it and smuggled through 
the rest, This smuggling is so common, that I was repeatedly 
informed that the Mandarin boats, which are not liable to be 
searched by the custom-house officers because they carry high 
officials, never fail to improve every opportunity to avoid pay- 
ing the regular tax. 

As we passed along these rivers, every day or two we came to 
a small house with two poles in front, each bearing a large 
triangular flag. There we were obliged to stop, and allow our 
boat to be séarched by fierce looking fellows, each armed with 

a long stick pomted with iron. Ascending this Cassia river is 
little better than dragging a boat up one continued series of 
rapids ; and though ours drew but five or six inches, it seemed 
sometimes as if our boatmen would be quite unable to get her 
along any farther. This fact indicates the shallowness of the 
Stream, and also the unfavorable fact, that steamers can never ~ 
be used on this river. The boatmen at Wuchau calculate to 
on Kweilin in fourteen days, but to go all the way back in 
four, 
_For the first hundred miles we passed only small, scattered 

s, each having on the top of the highest hill near it a 

es, ~ 
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As an illustration of the complete state of anarchy that ob- _ 

tains throughout all this region, I may mention that on our — 

third day from Wuchau we passed a large Mandarin boat that 
had been robbed of everything the very first night after leavmg ~ 

Kweilin, the officials even not being able to protect themselves — 

from these desperate thieves. ‘gs 
1 along our route the Mandarins were very kind to us, but — 

kept asking how we could dare to come there, where only one 
foreigner had ever been before, and who, though he had. escaped — 

the pore of Kwangsi, was murdered by the people of Hu- 
nan, They referred to an eccentric genius, who did succeed in 
reaching Hankow, but was completely stripped of all his cloth- 

ing. His difficulty with this people was certainly one cause of 
their hostility tous. —- 

and when her silver disk rose over the jagged edge of the high 
peaks above us and threw long pointed shadows down the 

y- 
As we approached Pingloh, a high range of needle-shaped 

peaks stretched across the river from east to west. They were. 
composed of the same dark blue, highly crystalline limestone 

ec Age ae 
places were large quantities of a beautiful blue Convolvulus in 
fu bloom, of the same species as specimens Mr. Graves had 

king 
? 
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Our daily routine was to walk in the forenoon until the sun 
got high, and again in the afternoon until the boat reached a 
safe anchorage, “Mr. Graves collecting plants and sketching a 
map of the river, and I gathering geological specimens, ascer- 
taining the dip of the strata and the direction of the elevations, 
details too numerous to be given in full in this hasty skete 

On the evening after leaving Pingloh we were following the 
river as it bent around a high bluff, when we suddenly found 
ourselves on the edge of a valley, ten or twelve miles broad, 
and extending farther than we could see to the right and left. 
In every direction this whole valley was perfectly bristling with 
sharp peaks of limestone. The strata of this limestone were 
nen hor 

hundred and ninety-two separate peaks. The highest I judge 
- Tose 1200 feet above the plain,* but even this did not represent 
the original depth of the deposit. These dark rocks, rising ab- 
ruptly up from the low, level lands at their feet, ‘contrasted 
most strikingly with the bright light green of the ‘fertile plain 
and made this view the most picturesque and remarkable seen 
on thi w is to be enjoyed among the 
contorted and fractured Devonian rocks on the banks of the 
Tchussovaya, on the western flanks of the Ural; and it is prob- 
ably to this same Devonian persed that these ‘limestones, and 
those previously mentioned, 
On passing out of this osha region, a section was ob- 

tained a little above the market-place, Hingping, where these 
limestones were seen resting (conformably as near as I could 
ascertain) on the grits that at Kokhau were in them found 
resting on granite. 

About Kweilin, the capital of the province, the valleys are 
much broader and heer cultivated; and large w water-wheels, 

ing. 
angle, and being up the w c and pour it intoa fom as 
they reach the ghost pan ad begin to descend on the re- 

_ volving wheel. 
A small pagoda, perched on the top of a ragged rock, and a 

* As we could not learn that this peak was ee any particular name, I 
Propose to name it Longfellow'’s Peak. This and all the surrounding limestone 
pacing appear like high columns that once seaiporiad the roof of one }imanee 
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high wall of limestone, through which had been chiseled a — 
large hole, were pointed out by our boatmen as indications 
that we were nearing the capital-of the province of Kwangsi. - 
Instead of being situated on the west side of a lake, as repre 
sented on the best maps, we found it on the west side of the 
Kweikong river, which in the rainy season probably overflows 
its banks. The walls of the city are of limestone blocks neatly 
cut, with a parapet of bricks. 

e carefully closed our boat and in the evening rowed Up 
to the city. I at once dispatched my servant to the Yamun—_ 
as the Chinese call the place where their officials reside—to ask 
for chairs and policemen to protect me as far as the next city, 
but all arrangements could not be completed till the next day. — 
Meantime we were careful not to let any one see us, but m 

some way they found we had come, and early the next morning — 
all the streets and boats near us were perfectly packed with 
people anxious to get a sight at the foreigners. At first we 
tried to escape by ordering our boatmen to move, first to one 
place and then to another, and thus we darted hither and” 
thither like a bird trying to escape from a hawk, but every- 
where we found a greater and greater throng, and finally we ~ 
concluded it was best to try to partially gratify their insatiable | 
curiosity by going out on to the forepart of the boat and ex- 
hibiting ourselves by turns. | 

hen one crowd had satisfied their desire to see “ the barba- 

Mr. Graves kindly translated the proclamation for me. It 
ran as follows : 

and young, shall be at once put to death.. 
By ORDER OF THE WHOLE ProvinoraL Cir. 

ee great crowd ees on the shore where I landed and the 
oys hooted and shouted, but I could not understand what they 

said and only hurried on my chair rs through the suburbs, 
which were everywhere perfectly thronged. Two or three times 

: o 
# * 
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I feared they would block up the street in front of me and 
stop me completely, but they seemed to have a suspicious re- 
gard for the barbarian and concluded to allow me to pass on. 
When we came to the chief gate and were entering the city, 

some officials stopped my chair and drew me up into their of- 
fice out of the press of the crowd, while they were instructing 
my coolies to go round the city and not through it. One of 
my chair bearers took this opportunity to run away and it 
seemed an age before another could be found; but finally I 
continued on between the city wall and the river until we came. — 
to a great rock, round which we were carried in a boat, and 
thus we were at last freed from our tormentors. It gave me a 

the beautiful view before me a villager chanced to pass by and 
notice my open compass, so I shut it up and went back to rest 
for fear he might think I was like some of their own people—a 

geomancer, Later in the evening the whole neighborhood be- 
gan to resound with a heavy beating of gongs, and soon a la 
crowd gathered in front of the inn, shouting out in the most 
fiendish tones, “ Kill him! Kill him! Kill the white devil!” 
I plainly saw that they had come with the determination to 
rob me and then kill me. I realized the danger of my position 
and I feared the worst, for how could one man defend himself 
against such an infuriated mob. ; ‘ 

ut my policemen proved firm, and at once showed the ring- 
leaders my pass from their own Mandarin and assured them 
that if they injured me in the least their Mandarin would take 

every one of their heads off and completely destroy their vil- 
lage. Then their wrath took another channel and they cursed, 
the Mandarin, and finally, after much angry disputing, they 
offered to go away on the condition that I should leave their 

village as soon as daylight appeared. My servant ass 
them that they need have no fear that I should remain there 
long, and that I certainly should not have stopped short of the 
next vil if my coolies and policemen had not refused to 
travel any farther that night. The only crime alleged against 
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certainly has the clairvoyant power of looking three feet into ; 
- solid rock ! 

lin, The road, or more properly path, was three or four feet 

this stream there had once been a large flight of marble steps 
nicely cut and carefully laid up, but when I passed they were 

aling apart and the whole work going to decay, the amount of travel at present not being sufficient even to keep them in Te 

_, On one’ bank was a small square pagoda-like tower, and near 1t two great iron pillars surmounted by a large ornamental cap. 

insisted on my going into a small room and remaining there out of sight till we were ready to start again, and after that all the way to Hankow, a distance of some 800 miles; I was so 



= 
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strictly guarded and attended that I found myself really a 

prisoner. I could not make detours to the right and left as I 

pleased when we were passing some object of special interest. 

our lives. 
2 p.m. we came to Lingsun a hien city, 60li by the way 

we came from Kweilin. I must confess that a sickening sen- 

sation closely akin to fear crept over me as I entered the gate 

of this city and thought of the danger I had passed through 

the day before at Kweilin. 
The Yamun was near the gate we entered, and the officials 

that quickly gathered round all seemed to regard me with pity 

rather than hate. I tried to show my appreciation of the kind 

feelings they manifested by naming the places I had_ passed 

and marking out a rude map’ on the wall, but m policemen 

were afraid another mob might gather and therefore led me 

away to a little dirty inn where every room was full but one, 

and on one of the two beds in that an old opium smoker ‘lay 

stretched out nearly stupefied with’ the intoxicating drug. Our 

room was more properly a dungeon than a guest chamber. A 

single segment of glass in the roof, which was little higher 

an our heads, admitted all the light we were permitted to 

enjoy. But my companion, at least, was blissfully indifferent 

to the inconveniences of our prison and no doubt was imagining 

himself floating on clouds in the high air or in some richly 

gilded barge quietly gliding down Lethe’s stream, whose waters 

he had certainly drank to satiety. : 
Small boys climbed up the partitions to peep over and steal 

a sight at me, but I was then quite accustomed to such slight 

annoyances, Meanwhile numbers of the curious of both sexes 

al d 
_ After three hours in these uncomfortable quarters, we con 

tinued on through the city and passed out the eastern gate. 

The whole city is merely one heap of ruins and there are 

way from Chauping I had come almost exactly in the track of 

these rebels, and their hordes were composed of just such rob- 
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suppose, & man whose prime motive was to take revenge on 

his government should care much about elevating his country- 
men, It is true he and his confederates invited foreigners to 
participate with them in overthrowing the dynasty of-the 
Manchus, but I believe that they did this only because they 
needed assistance, and that if they had once gained the’ supreme 
authority they would have been as hostile to foreigners as the 
present dynasty ; anda partial proof of this appears in the 
reserved manner in which their chief conducted himself as soon 
as he had secured Nanking and believed the whole empire 
within his grasp. This territory where the “Great Peace” 
rebellion began, and the territory too that they held the longest, 
is the most despoiled, the most dangerous and the most un- 
promising of any I have seen in my long journeys over China. 
Revolution has followed revolution throughout the whole length 
and bréadth of China until her soil has been reddened with the 
blood of tens, even hundreds of millions of her people, and yet 
she remains just where she was two thousand years ago ; and — 
simply because all these movements have been originated by 
those whose only desire was to get the throne, to plunder or to 
avenge personal wrongs; and not by high-minded,’ generous 
men, having in view the good of their fellow countrymen. 

A walk of 35 li brought us to Tai-ung-gong, a small village 
on the Kweilin or Cassia river, for the water still flows toward 
Kweilin. Before we reached it we crossed a small stream flow- 
ing into the Kweikong from the north. In its bed I noticed 
pebbles of granite and porphyry, but all the rocks seen in sitt 
were the common siliceous grits, rafts of 
bamboos to be floated down to Kweilin and Wuchau. The 

e€ 

water here flows to the north and the water-shed is a few li to 
the southwest. It is not natural but artificial, and what were 
originally small streams have been changed into canals and 

¥ 
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these extended to head waters of the Siang. The water is kept 

for a time in these rivers and canals by building dams across 

them whenever a rapid would occur and allowing the water to 

escape only over a small gap deep enough for a single boat to 

pass over. Hingan is in the same ruinous eondition as Ling- 

many as ten great water wheels were sometimes seen, one 

behind the other. ‘It seemed as if there were more rapids in 

the 14 leagues from Tankatse to Sinchau than in the 16 leagues 

from Kweilin to Wuchau on the other side of the water-shed. 

b 

which all agreed in saying came from a waterfall 93 li distant 

among the hills. Small boys gather them at the foot of the fall 

and bring them to market to sell for curiosities. They were 

Brachiopoda, probably of the Devonian period, and from the 

cury rts near the hinge the Chinese call them “ hawks.” 

A Mandarin afterward gave me the same account of them. 

They come from the limestones already described as resting on 

grits and slates 

hills border the river, and the valley of the Siang really begins. 

All the way from Shauking near Canton to this point, the 

safety and that those policemen were absolved from any farther 

responsibility. But all 
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and one military Mandarin and from two to four soldiers 
besides : 

that previously noticed. Highty-four li below Kiyang, at the. 
village of Pin-cha-bu, we passed a hill of limestone interstrati- 
Jied with coal. They were quarrying the lime rock and using — 
the coal obtained at the same time to burn it to lime. The dip 
of these strata is 40° to the north. A little farther in that 
direction came red sandstone with a similar dip of 15° to 20°. _ 

Sept. 16th, stopped for the night in a little village 165 li 
above Hangchau. As we arrived after dark no one saw me and 

take a walk along the front street. But he only shrugged his 
shoulders, shook his head in an ominous manner and said, 
“they are all the worst of ruffians there !” 

About ten o’clock a loud talking and disputing began on the 
kK near us and soon one man commenced. screaming ant 

an out by us into the middle of the stream, their 
victim all this time groaning more and more feebly and evi- 
dently dying. My servant who was on the watch then informe 
me is man was a merchant and belonged to another vil- 
lage and was taking some money to Hangchau, and when the 
people there robbed him and he shouted out for the police, they 
stabbed him and were finishing their work by sinking him in the 
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river. By this time, after the evil was done, the Mandarins at 
Yamun began firing small cannon every ten or fifteen minutes; 
and this they kept up regularly for some two hours, showin 
plainly to us all that they expected to be attacked next them- 
selves 

I found we had thus unwittingly ran directly into a nest of | 
those assassizis who prowl in bands over the whole country. I 
trusted however that no one had seen me, for that was my only 
hope of saving my life. 

Nothing remained for me to do but keep as quiet as possible 
and leave the place at the earliest dawn. I therefore sat down 
quietly, opened the lid of my revolver box—for I believe it is a 
uty every one owes to his Creator to save his life at any cost 

until he is convicted of some crime—and coolly determined 
when the event came to sell my life as dearly as possible. 
But after listening with the keenest solicitude for many long, 
lonely hours, I finally fell asleep, and when J awoke again our. 
boat was floating down the stream and this village of assassins 
was far out of view behind us. 
We soon came to Lichang the principal coal mine on the ne on 

Siang, It is situated on the left bank of the river some 50 
miles above Hangchau. The cog] beds here were seen resting 
on limestone, and this is also the case in Sz’chuen, at the coal’ 
mines near Peking, and probably in every part of the empire 
where both occur. On the coal strata rests a red sandstone, 
which origi ‘covered all these coal deposits, at least, in 
this region ; and the coal appears at the surface only where it 
has been thrust up through the overlying strata of red sand- 
stone or where this sandstone has suffered very considerable 
denudation. As we were but six miles from the village where 
the murder occurred, the Mandarin sent to protect me declared 
he would not let me go on shore and inspect the mines on any 
condition, and therefore I could note only what was to be seen 
from the river as we passed, All the so-called “ mines” that 
thus came,in view were nothing more than deep pits in the 
sides of hills and consequently only ‘surface coals” have been 
obtained 

ion, to doubt whether it will ever eqital the best coal in England 
and America. Hangchau is the great coal depot for the pro- 
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vince of Hunan, and the military Mandarin that accompanied 
me from that city to Changsha, the capital, stated that itis 
mined at Kweiyang and Laiyang (see Dr. Williams’s map of 
China) and also at Sinhwa on the Tsz’kiang. It probably 

he most important place for trade in Hunan is Siangtan, 
90 li south of Changsha. All the boats that come down the — 

t 

Hankow, unless a shallow bar occurs where this river empties — 
into Tungting Lake. That place I crossed by night and there- , Si ets : : es 

lake, and at sunrise I enjoyed a view only to be witnessed in 
this land whose population is numbered by the hundred million. As far as the eye could see before us, behind us and for several miles on either side, the surface of the lake was perfectly feath- 
ered with white sails, some in sunshine, some in shadow an some in the dim distance, gliding on a thin film of air over the water. Twice during the day I counted nearly four hundred — 
nd forty in sight at one time ; and with the aid of my field 

were loaded with tea, many with coal, and many were just 8 along under huge deck loads of round timber. This 
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cities for the Mandarins, I have laid in the bottom of my boat 

among the cargo with a straw mat over me without daring to 

stir for nearly half a day, for fear of a repetition of what oc- 

curred at Kweilin. 
Once I had a severe attack of fever and ague, which seemed 

to set my brain on fire, and for fear I should lose command of 

my mind I gave my passport and money to my servan nd 

ordered him to be sure to take care of me if I should become 

delirious, and to take me along with him to Hankow where my 

friends would reward him with an ample present. Fortunately, 

after suffering severely for a few days, I shook off the disease, 

encouraged by the idea that every hour was bringing me nearer 

the end of my weary journey. For the last fifteen days I did 

not once have an opportunity of leaving my boat and walking 

some American friends. All cause for solicitude was then over 

and for a week the doctor ordersd me to keep my chamber. 

is journey was undertaken with the hope of ascertaining 

the kinds of the rocks in the region traversed and the order of 

their superposition. The time chosen was the dry season, and 

admitted by all to be a very dry season. In such a coun 

ner. In this way, from actual observation, the series was found 

to be: First and lowest, granite; on which rests the second 

formation composed of grits and slates. I am not aware that 

any fossils have ever been discovered in these rocks. These 

grits and slates are covered by the third formation of old 
limestones, which the fossils obtained at Sinchau lead us to 

regard as probably belonging to the Devonian age. On these 

rest, fourthly, another series of limestone strata of the same 

geological age as the coal beds. A rare collection of fossil 

plants of these rocks in the neighborhood of Peking was given 

me by Abbé David, They probably, belong to the same 

geological age as the fossil plants s2nt-by Mr. Pumpelly to Dr. 
Newberry, who regards them as later than the Carboniferous 
Am. Jour. Sct.—SECOND Serres, VoL. XLVI, No. 136.—JuLx, 1868. 

2 
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period and probably Triassic. My journey through the great 
coal fields of Hunan also gave me an opportunity of more 
narrowly defining its limits. The route herein described was 
the one chosen for a railroad between Canton and the southern 
parts of the empire, and Hankow and the central parts of the 
country. But no one had been through the mountainous re- 
gions and ascertained whether there was a break in the Meiling 
Range or whether great tunneling would be necessary. Hav- 
ing passed over the whole area, I am prepared to say that there 
is no physical feature that would render the construction of 
such a road a work of any greater difficulty there than in a 
very hilly land. The great obstacles to such work in every 
part of China are, first, their bitter hostility to foreigners, and 
secondly, their superstitious fears that any such work “ will af- 

_ fect the winds and rain and deluge their crops with floods or 
parch them with heat.” The prevalence of this belief, and the 
extent to which it influences all their actions, are most sur- 
prisin 

an excavation, the neighboring community draw up a petition | 
that this man be 

only give its consent, but also can and will guarantee to pro- tect such property or fully make up any damage the people . may do. When this can be done, it is as certain that railroads 
will pay there as that native and foreign merchants find it profit- 
able now to use steamers on the Yangtse and Canton rivers an along the sea coast. Then, and not till then, will these great improvements be begun in China, and her future promise to 

something more than a mere repetition of the past. 
Up to the date of this journey it had been a matter of spec- 

ation whether there was a water communication between the niver system of the Sikiang and that of the Yangtse. This 
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ueryis at once answered by the fact, that if the gentry of 
Recilin and the people in the adjoining country had allowed 
me to proceed at my leisure and had not forced me to fly for 
my life, I could, even in that remarkably dry season, have per- 
formed the whole journey in boats except nine miles; and I 
am confident that if I had left Canton in the rainy season I 
could have made the whole distance of two thousand miles, 
through the interior of China, and come out to the sea coast 
again at Shanghai in one and the same boat. 

his enables us to realize that the next wonder in regard to 
China, after the density of her population, is the completeness 
of her internal water communication. 

Art. I1.—Preliminary notice of a Scorpion, a Eurypterus ? 
and other fossils, from the Coal-measures of Illinois; by 
F. B. Meex and A. H. WorTHEn. 

Amonast some fossils discovered last summer by Mr. Joseph 
Even, in the iron nodules of the Coal-measures at Mazon creek, 

Grundy county, Illinois, and loaned by him for the use of the 

Illinois Geological Survey, there are a few types of such unu- 

sual interest, that we have thought it desirable to present a pre- 

liminary notice of them, in advance of more extended descrip- 

tions and illustrations, to appear in one of the reports of the 

urvey. . : 

‘The first of these is a fine. Zurypterus, or a species of a 
ipes and E. ro- 

_* These legs are slender, apparently without lateral spines, and terminate in a 

Single long, acutely pointed dactylus, gotus. 



The post-oral plate is about 0°76 inch in length, and 055 
inch in breadth, the widest part being very slightly behind the — 
middle. Its general form is subovate. From near, or a li 
behind the middle, it rounds off rather rapidly to the rounded — 
posterior end, and tapers more ogerag! to the anterior ex-_ 
tremity, which is rounded on each side, and rather distinctly 
emarginate in the middle. The maxillary joints or plates ot 
the swimming feet expose a subtrigonal outline—their length — 
being 0°85 inch, and their breadth at the posterior margin — 
about 0°70 inch. Their lateral slopes are slightly sinuous 
along the middle, while their anterior ends (or the portions 
exposed) are very narrow, pointed, curved inward, and extend — 
scarcely beyond the anterior end of the post-oral plate. The 
succeeding joints are visible, but scarcely in a condition to be 
described. | 
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The thorax measures 2°45 inches in breadth near the middle, - 
and a little more than 2 inches in length. Its middle seg- 
ments (on the ventral side) are 0°35 inch in length or anterio- 
posterior diameter, while the anterior and posterior ones, es-— 
pecially the latter, are shorter ; and they are all rounded on 
their posterior lateral angles. Some impressions in the matrix, 
however, show that the lateral terminations of the dorsal por- 
tion of the posterior thoracic segments or rings extended out — 

strong angular processes, nearly straigh : ch a 

oblique axterior io y straight behind, but wi | 

y 6 h not more» 
than half the breadth (more properly length) of the “er ge which 

he body se, 

in E. remipes, and other Silurian species, resemble body segments so closely that they were actually mi , y 
and second segments of the ate = Peleon by Prof. Hall, for 

2), and not suspected by him to 
ot aga bod gouns Lewis This error has been pointed out and corre 

: X , In his memoir on the genus Pter A j the Pa- leontographical Society, pp, 40 and 41-1866. ygotus, published by 
4 
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rior margin of the fifth thoracic segment, or to a length of 1-60 
inches, while we are almost positively sure it is not bipartite 
at the extremity. There is also on each side of the anterior, 
or attached extremity of the mesial appendage, a small spatu- 
late piece, not corresponding to any of the parts of the opercu- 
lum of Furypterus, as hitherto illustrated, so far as we have 
yet seen. ‘These are about 0°41 inch in length, and 0°15 inch 
in breadth, with nearly parallel sides and pointed anterior ex- 
tremities, while their posterior ends are transversely truncated, 
with lateral angles rounded. Their anterior pointed ends ter- 
minate nearly in contact with the posterior angles of the two 
little “intercalated pieces” (a a) of Prof. Hall’s fig. 3, p. 398, 
of third vol. Paleont. N. Y.; so that they occupy exactly the po- 
sition of what are apparently intended in that figure to represent 
the inner truncated ends of the lateral alee, immediately on each 
side of the mesial appendage. They are proportionally wider, 
however, and extend back slightly beyond the posterior mar- 
gins of the lateral alee, and are certainly separate pieces. They 
were evidently over-lapped, on their mner edges at least, by 
the mesial appendage, and look as if, in case they were attach 
at all to the operculum, it must have been to its inner side. 
Possibly, however, they were really attached to the anterior tho- 
racic segment, and form no part of the operculum itself; in whic 
case they would seem to represent, though greatly smaller, the 
membranaceous modified feet of Limulus, bearing the branch- 
ie. As now seen, however, in the condition of impressions, 
they certainly look as if appendages of the operculum; while 
they show the same scaly sculpturing seen on other parts of 
the surface. 

All the portions of the under side of the fossil, that have 
left their impressions in the matrix, were provided with fine 
subimbricating scale-like markings. 
From some of the characters mentioned, particularly the 

in having no eyes, at least in the position they oceupy in Bw- ng no eyes, Shs posite ey i 
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of the dorsal half of each thoracic segment more pong : 

-* 
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Another specimen, from the black shale of the Coal-measures 

rtunately it is not in a condition to show 

cepha : to be sub-quadrangular in form, coment wider (behind) than long, the breadth being about 
e 

ocelli, nor can we see whether or not its anterior edge is emar- 
ginate. Its posterior edge has a very slender, minutely ¢ 

o1 W 

re- 

nate, raised marginal line, from a little in advance of hich 

z 

* 
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there originates a distinct mesial furrow, that extends forward 
to near the middle of the shield, where it is intersected by two 
oblique furrows, with the prominence for the mesial ocelli be- 
tween them. ‘T'wo other deep lateral furrows extend, one on 
each side, from the posterior end of the mesial one, obliquely 
outward near the posterior margin. The surface is ornamented th j ; : 

at the point. Palpi unknown, Legs stout, long, with long 
joints gradually decreasing in breadth, and apparently like all 
the other parts, without hairs, serrations or spines, 

he abdomen is a little more than twice the aly length 
n 

Of the tail, only the anterior three segments are preserved in 

of division, but is incomplete at both ends, ; 
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Although the discovery of such a type in our Coal-measures, 
even in the mutilated condition of this specimen, is one of © 
much interest, it is still greatly to be regretted, that its condi- — 
tion is such as to show no traces of the ocelli, neither mesial — 
nor lateral, nor of the palpi and terminal portions of the tail,— _ 
since these, especially the ocelli, are the very parts upon which 
generic distinctions are based by most of the naturalists who 
have investigated the living Scorpions. Consequently, we are 
left entirely without the means of deciding which of the known 
genera it would fall into, if not a new generic type. Its gen- 
eral physiognomy, however, the structure of its mandibles, and 
particularly the possession of the peculiar comb-like organs, 
leave no doubt whatever in regard to its belonging to the fam- 
ily Scorpionide, as defined by the generality of authors. 

On comparison with the only other Scorpion known to us 
_ from the Carboniferous System—(Oyclopthalmus Sternbergi 

from the Coal-measures of Bohemia)—it will be found to differ 
remarkably in having its tail as distinct from the abdomen, in 
form and breadth, as in the modern Scorpions (with which it 
agrees exactly in general appearance, so far as its parts are yet 
known), instead of having its abdomen passing imperceptibly 
into the tail, without any well defined ahiitigs in the form of 
the segments. 

Although our specimen does not retain the anterior part of 

lothorax, and the stoutness of its tail, it resembles Buthus hir- 
sutus, of Wood, from California. From these points of general 
oe and the necessity for some name by which the 

genus, however, when all its characters can be made out, is 
exceedingly improbable ; and we are prepared to believe more 
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nearly perfect specimens will show it to be typical of a new 
genus. If so, it might be called Hoscorpius, in allusion to its 
early appearance in time. 
Amongst the specimens we have, from time to time, had an 

opportunity to examine from the Mazon creek locality, we 
have frequently observed impressions of a long, many jointed 
fossil, in regard to the true nature of which we 

e to arrive at any very satisfactory conclusion. We could 
hardly doubt but it was an Articulate of some kind, and were 
inclined to believe it a Myriapod, All our examinations, how- 
ever, of the specimens at that time known, failed to quite sat- 
isfy us that what looked like legs projecting out into the mat~ 
rix, were really not rigid, inarticulate spines,* Hence, we were 
left in some doubt, whether or not it might be the mould of 
the vertebral column of some little vertebrate animal; and 
after many careful examinations, we concluded to lay the speci- 
mens aside, hoping that better examples might be found, giving 
some clue to their nature. In the meantime, however, we 
showed all of them we had seen to several of our most eminent 
naturalists, none of whom could give us any suggestions in re-~ 
gard to the affinities of the animal. : 

Several of the specimens now before us, of this same fossil, 
ound last summer by Mr. Even at the same locality, are more 
complete, in some respect, than any we had previonsly seen ; 
and from these we are satisfied that it is not a vertebral col- 
umn, but really an articulated animal. As it seems impossible 
that it can be a Crustacean, an Annelid, or larval insect, we can 
scarcely doubt that it is a gigantic Myriapod. : 

One of the specimens now before us seems to be entire, and 
has apparently a sub-hemispherical head, as wide as any part 
of the long slender body. It is not in a condition to show the 

eyes, if any existed, nor can we see any remains of mandibles, 
antenne, or other appendages connected with it. The entire 
length of this specimen is 3°90 inches, and its breadth about 
0:20 inch. It tapers very little from the anterior to the poste- 
rior end, which terminates rather abruptly. In the whole 
length, as many as seventy-five or seventy-six segments can b 
counted ; but it is worthy of note, that there are only half this 
number on the dorsal side, where each one corresponds to two 

low.t As seen in a side view, the downward curved ends of 
the dorsal scutes, if we may so call the larger dorsal portions 
of the segments, are rounded in outline ; while each of them 

_* At that time, we had only seen specimens showing the dorsal spines dis- 

ey cred maliarity ea nents of the body ocours in some types of existing 
fi va Cormatide, in which the dorsal scutes are also generally 
Spiniferous. 
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bears apparently three or four short, pointed, rigid spines, d- 
rected obliquely backward, and arranged so as to form a 
many longitudinal rows along the back and dorso-lateral parts 

of the animal. Some of these spines are seen to give off a 
small, short, lateral fork, or branch, on the anterior or poste 

rior side. - : 
On the under side of the body there are, as already stated, ‘ 

two segments, or rather two half rings of the dermal integt- 

der jointed legs, about 0°20 inch in length, in the specimen 
nearly 4 inches long. So fur as can be made out, there are at 
least five gradually tapering joints to each leg. In some of the 

imens these lower segments show appearances of something — 
like spiracles, though we are not sure that they aresuch. Fora — 
long time we failed to detect joints in the legs, but in some of t 
the specimens now before us they can be clearly seen. 

nder a magnifier, the impressions of the body rings 0 the 
matrix show a minutely granular kind of marking, that must — 
have been produced by minute pitting of the surface. No — 
pow however, have been seen projecting from any part of the 
ossil. 
For this uncouth looking creature, we would propose the 

generic name Huphoberia, in allusion to the formidable | 
appearance a living example, more than a foot in length, 
must have presen when alive and moving about, wl 
its back bristling with forked spines, and its 150 legs 
motion. Some fragments in the collection are much large 
than the most complete specimen from which our measure 
ments are given, and if of the same proportions, the individu- 
als to which they belonged must have been from 12 to 15 
inches in mags _ near + of an inch in diameter. Bag 

ecimens seem ong to two ies, one comparatively 
small, and one large. For the seudlied tigi! one, from which 
the foregoing description was made out, we would propose the 

me H. armigera, and for the larger EB. major.* : 
On comparing our specimens with a curious jointed, spinifer- ous fossil, figured and described by Mr. Salter in the Quarterly 

Journal of the Geological Society of London, vol. xix., p- 
fig. 8, from the Staffordshire Coal-measures, under the name 
Eurypterus ? (Arthropleura) ferox, we can scarcely entertain 

ordan and von Meyer have proposed the nam tonotus : —, Ha Pe: pl. te. 3) for @ mg ey 

armiger, and C. major. 
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had he seen a specimen showing a side view of even a few seg- 

ments of the animal. At any rate, our fossil is entirely dis- 

tinct, in all respects, from the typical species of Arthropleura 

of Jordan and von Meyer, which is almost certainly a Crus- 

tacean. 

Supplementary Note on some of the Morris Crustacea, &c., 

= formerly described. 

A number of additional specimens now before us, in various 

' conditions of preservation, of some of the articulates already 

described and figured in the Illinois State Geological Report, 

from the Grundy county locality, enable us to add some facts 

in regard to these fossils not determinable from the specimens 

first obtained. This additional information we give below :— 

fo) ing with the thoracic legs spread out on each side for walking, 

led us to think the former probably their natural posture, and 

show that the animal could probably stand and walk upon 

them, and that this may have been its natural attitude. It is 

worthy of note, that in all these specimens, the thoracic 

legs are all directed forward, and not a part of them forward 

and a part backward, as in most of the Amphipoda. 
These specimens also clearly show that the last joint of each 
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pieces of each being exactly alike, and scarcely distinguishable | 
in size and form from the telson. They likewise appear 10 

this suggestion is right, by marking off a short inconspicuous — 
segment, from the anterior end of the telson, as now repre — 
sented, ; | 

One specimen of apparently a new species, nearly allied to 
A, Stimpsoni, has the peduncles of the outer antenne well 

than that of A. Stimpsoni, with proportionally larger anterior : 
As seen on the dorsal side, its body is long, narrow and 

been obtained showing an 
that it may be an Anneli, 
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Art. III.—On the formation of Nitrite of Ammonia ; by 

O. Lozw, Assistant in the Chemical Department of City 

College, New York. 

convenient form as a reagent, I dipped strips of Swedish filter- 

paper in a solution of alloxan and dried them in vacuo, after 

tube 

some drops of water on them (distilled water I avoided be- 

cause of its containing ammonia) and placed some strips of 

acid and standing ona glass plate. A bell-jar was put over the 

whole, taking care that the junction was air-tight. The appa- 

ratus was then set in a place where ammonia had never 

car 
were perfectly clean. The bell-jar and test tube were r 

with diluted sulphuric acid, afterward with alcohol, the strips 
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ployed. At first I did not remark any reddening, but it be- 
came visible in an extremely short time, when the apparatus 
was placed in the sunlight. I repeated this experiment more 
than once and always found, that—1l, this red color appears 
only at that part of the paper where the evaporation of the 
water takes place. 2. This discoloration does not increase after 
all the water is evaporated and absorbed by the sulphuric 
acid. 3. This phenomenon makes its appearance very quickly 
in the sunlight, and slowly in diffused daylight. 
Now what are the reasons of this phenomenon ? Only one 

explanation suggests itself, and that 1s given by the discovery — 
of Schoenbein, in regard to the formation of nitrite of amm 
nia from water and nitrogen, There can be no doubt that this 
coloration only comes from the nitrite of ammonia, formed by 
the evaporation of such a small quantity of water. The open 
end of the test-tube was in contact with the dried air in the 

face on the ends of the paper. In the ordinary evaporation 
of water, the newly formed nitrite of ammonia is quickly de- 

stroyed again, generating water and nitrogen :— NO’ 0= 

2H,0+2N (O=16.) But in our case every trace of this salt 
is quickly fixed by the alloxan, murexyd ‘being formed, which 
is the cause of this reddening. If one employs a concentrated 
solution of alloxan, the experiment will not always succeed, be- 
cause the crystalline surface formed by it will not allow the 
water to be sucked up, and therefore the place of oe 

orme 
: 

changes. On the other hand, the ammonia salt thus 

amount of carbonic acid and ammonia in the atmosphere, We 
find the proportion of C : N=300:1 (N in the form of am- 
monia), but if we — with that, the proportion of these 
two elements in the body of vegetables, we find on an average 
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the ratio of 50:1. Whence then comes the nitrogen that is 
required to make up the proper proportion? The ammonia of 
the soil is not able to give a sufficient answer to this question, 
but we have here the explanation: In the direct sunlight, not 
only the carbon and hydrogen are taken up in a higher degree, 
but also the nitrogen of the air, the latter being quickly conver- 
ted into the easily assimilable form of nitrite of ammonia. 
New York, April 1, 1868. 

Art. IV.—Notes on some Algae from a Californian hot 
Spring ; by Dr. H. C. Woop, Jr., Professor of Botany in 
the University of Pennsylvania. 

. Some time since Prof. Leidy handed me for examination a 
number of dried Algge, which he had received from Prof. Seid- 
ensticker, by whose sister, Mrs. Partz, they had been gathered 
in the “‘ Benton Spring,” which is situated in the extreme 
northern point of Owen’s Valley, California, 60 miies south- 
west from the town of Aurora. Afterward a number of simi- 
lar specimens came to me directly from Mrs. Partz by mail. 
The subject of life in thermal springs is one of so.much gen- 
eral interest, especially in connection with that of spontaneous 
generation, as to induce me to make a very careful examina- 
tion of the material and offer the results to the readers of this 
Journal. In this connection the following extract from a 

0 
green. Below 100° F. these plants cease to grow and give way 

ppears, ing 01 

soft and pulpy nature as not to bear the least handling, and 
must be carried in their native hot water to the house, very few 
at a time, and floated upon paper. After being taken from the 
water and allowed to cool they become a black pulpy mass. 
But more strange than the vegetable are the animal organiza- 
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tions, whose germs, probably through modifications of successive” 

generations, have finally become indigenous to these strangt 
precincts. Mr. Partz and myself saw in the clear waters of th i 

basin a very sprightly spider-like creature running nimbly ove | 
ea 

the ground, where the water was 124° F’., and on another occa 

sion dipped out two tiny red worms.” , } 
In regard to the temperatures given and the observations #8 

to the presence of animal life in the thermal waters, Mr. Wm 
Gabb of the State Geological Survey states that he has visitel 
the locality, knows Mrs. Partz very well, and that whatevé 

she says may be relied on as accurate. a 
The color of the dried specimens varies from a very elegant” 

bluish green to a dirty greenish and fuscous brown, After 
somewhat prolonged soaking, in hot water, the specimens Ie 
gained apparently their original form and dimensions, and wert _ 

found to be in very good condition for microscopical study. 

fringe. Other spec 

plant. a 
the method of soaking ’ 

ocesses, Proxi- — 
mally they were one or even two lines in thickness, distally — 
they were scarcely as thick as tissue paper. Their bases were — 
especially gelatinous, sometimes somewhat translucent, and 
under the microscope were found to have in them only a few — 
distant filaments. 

Two sets of filaments were very readil dines ‘shed in the | 

adult plant. The most abundant of dian, sind that especially | 

rti 
finally split up into innumerable hair-like pr 
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other cells. In one instance only was I able to detect hairs 
upon these heterocysts. 

The larger filaments are found especially near the base and 
in the other older portions of the frond. Their cells are gen- 
= irregularly elliptical or globose, rarely are they cylin- 

ical 
They are mostly of an orange brown color, and there exists 

a particular gelatinous coating to each cell rather than a com- 
mon gelatinous sheath to the filament. These larger threads 
are apparently produced from the smaller‘filaments by a pro- 
cess of growth. 

Near the base and in the under portions of the fronds, these 
ents are scattered in the homogeneous jelly, in which they 

run infinitely diverse courses. In the upper portions of the 
frond and at some little distance from the base, the adjoining 
cells are very close to one another and pursue more or less par- 
allel courses, with enough firm jelly between to unite them 
into a sort of membrane. 

propose for it the specific name Caladarium, which is suggested 
by its place of growth. There are several species of allied 

- caladarium, sp. nov.—N. thallo maximo, indefinite ex- 
panso, aut membranaceo-coriaceo vel membranaceo-gelatinoso 
vel membranaceo, aut lete viride vel sordide olivaceo-virid 
vel olivaceo-brunneo, irregulariter profunde laciniato-sinuato, 
ultimo eleganter laciniato ; trichomatibus inaqualibus, inter. 
Am. Jour. Sct.—SEconp Series, Vou. XLVI, No. 136.—Juty, 1868. 

3 
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dum flexuoso-curvatis, plerumque subrectis et arcte conjunctis, | 
in formis duabus occurrentibus; forma altera parve, vitl 5 
articulis cylindricis, cum cellulis perdurantibus hic illic inter 
jectis, vaginis interdum obsoletis, sepius diffluentibus, instructs; 
orma altera maxima, articulis globosis vel oblongis, aurantiace- 
brunneis, cellulis perdurantibus ab ceteris haud diversis. 

Diam, Cellule cylindrice maxime ;;3;; unc. Ce 
eee susp un 

lam. Forme prime articuli maximi ;;3;; unc. Cellule 
perdurantes 5,5, unc. Forme secunde articuli oblongi longi 
aoeo—saa0 UNC, lati 30 0—-ss ss) Articuli globosi a3 5072005 4 ; 

are united to form a sort of indeterminate gelatinous stratum. 
In this species the.families are composed of but very few cells, 

ento crassissimo, achroo, haud lamelloso, homogened; cytioplasmate viride, interdum subtiliter eranulato, interdum omogeneo. 
Diam. Cellule singu 

tss7  latitudo maxima 

Art, VI, 

Parentage: Introduction to the Royal Institution : Earliest Experiments: First Royal Society Paper : Marriage. 
Ir has been thought desirable to some image of MicHarn Farapay, as a scientific investigator and discoverer. The attempt to respond to this desire has * From the Report of the Royal Institution of Great Britain. 

le sine tegumento longitudo maximé 
1 ‘ft of 

zeas - 

—On Faraday as a Discoverer ; by Jonn TynpAtt, 
F.R.S.* 

give you and the world 
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been to me a labor of difficulty, if also a labor of love. For 
however well acquainted I may be with the researches and dis- 
coveries of that great master,—however numerous the illustra- 

not easy of performance, and all but impossible amid the dis- 
traction of duties of another kind. That I should at one 
period or another speak to you regarding Faraday and his 
work, is natural, if not inevitable ; but I did not expect to be 
called upon to speak so soon. Still the bare suggestion that 
this is the fit and proper time for speech sent me immediately to 
my task: from it I have returned with such results as I could 
gather, and also with the wish that those results were more 
worthy than they are of the greatness of my theme. 

It is not my intention to lay before youa life of Faraday in 
the ordinary acceptation of the term. The duty I have to per- 
orm is to give you some notion of what he has done in the 
world ; dwelling incidentally on the spirit in which his work 
was executed, and introducing such personal traits as may be 
necessary to the completion of your picture of the philosopher, 
though by no means adequate to give you a complete idea of 

e man. 
The newspapers have already informed you that Michael 

Faraday was born at Newington Butts, on the 22nd of Sep- 
tember, 1791, and that he fell finally asleep at Hampton 

Court, on the 25th of August, 1867. Believing as I do, in the 
general truth of the doctrine of hereditary transmission—shar- 
ing the opinion of Mr. Carlyle that “‘a really able man never 
proceeded from entirely stupid parents’”—I once used the priv- 
ilege of my intimacy with Mr. Faraday to ask him whether 
his parents showed any signs of unusual ability. He could 
remember none, His father, I believe, was a great sufferer dur- 
ing the latter years of his life, and this might have masked 
whatever intellectual power he possessed. When thirteen 
years old, that is to say in 1804, Faraday was apprenticed toa 
bookseller and bookbinder in Blandford street, Manchester- 
Square : here he spent eight years of his life, after which he 
worked as a journeyman elsewhere. 
You have also heard the account of Faraday’s first contact 

with the Royal Institution : that he was introduced by one of 
the members to Sir Humphry Davy’s last lectures ; that he 
took notes of those lectures, wrote them fairly out, and sent 
them to Davy, entreating him at the same time to enable him 
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to quit trade, which he detested, and to pursue science, which 
he loved. Davy was helpful to the young man, and this should 
never be forgotten: he at once wrote to Faraday, and after- — 
ward, when an opportunity occurred, made him his assistant.* 
Mr. Gassiot has lately favored me with the following reminis- 
cence of this time :— 

“Crapuam Common, SuRREY, 
“28th November, 1867. 

“My dear Tyndall,—Sir H. Davy was accustomed to call on the © 
late Mr. Pepys in the Poultry on his way to the London Institu 
tion, of which Pepys was one of the original managers ; the latter 
told me that on one occasion, Sir H. Davy, showing him a letter 
said, ‘Pepys, what am I to do, here is aletter from a young man 

a | 
anythin , he will do it directly ; if he refuses, he is good for noth — 

appoineed Director of the Laboratory, and, as Farada 
t rate im on apes ara oceasions to hold a definite position — 
in the institution, in which he was always supported by Davy. | believe he held that office to the last. oe : ‘i “Believe me, my dear Tyndall I paige ee 
From a letter written by Faraday himself soon after his ap- pointment as Davy’s assistant, I extract the following account of his introduction to the Royal Institution :— | 

| “Lonpon, Sept. 13th, 1813. “As for myself I am absent (from home) nearly day and night 
Me = occasional calls, and it is likely shall shortly be absent en- — 

wens be this (having nothing more to say and at the request 0 my mother) I will explain to you. I was formerly a bookseller 

* Here is Davy’s reommendation of Farada tituti : Y, presented to the managers of the 
Nia rs chan? ot @ meeting on the 18th of March, 1813, Charles Hatchett, 
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and binder, but am now turned philosopher,* which happened 
thus:—Whilst an apprentice, I, for amusement, learnt a little 
chemistry and other parts of philosophy, and felt an eager desire 
to proceed in that way further. After being a journeyman for six 
months under a disagreeable master, I gave up my buisness, and 

through the interest of a Sir H. Davy, filled the situation of chem- 
ical assistant to the Royal Institution of Great Britain, in which 
office I now remain; and where I am constantly employed in ob- 
serving the works of nature, and tracing the manner in which she 
directs the order and arrangement of the world. Ihave lately had 
proposals made to me by Sir Humphry Davy, to accom i 
in his travels through Europe and Asia as philosophical assistant. 
If I go at all I expect it will be in October next—about the end, 
and my absence from home will perhaps be as long as three years. 
But as yet all is uncertain.” 

This account is supplemented by the following letter, writ- 
ten by Faraday to his friend De la Rive,t on the occasion of 
the death of Mrs. Marcet. The letter is dated 2d Sept., 1858: 

“ My dear Friend,—Your subject interested me deeply every 
way; for Mrs. Marcet was a good fri 

oks. Now it was in those books, in the hours after work, that 
d the beginning of my philosophy. There were two that 

especially helped me, the ‘Encyclopedia Britannica,’ from which 

ine first notions of electricity, and Mrs. Marcet’s ‘Con- 
versations on Chemistry, which gave me my foundation in that 
science, ‘ pie ‘ . . 
“Do not suppose that I was a very deep thinker, or was marked 

as a precocious person. I was a very lively, imaginative person, 
e‘ Ency- 

clopedia.’ But facts were important to me, and saved me. 

‘You may imagine my delight when I came to know Mrs. Ma- 

cet personally; how often I cast my thoughts backward, delight- 
ing to connect the past and the present; how often, when sending 

_ * Faraday loved this word and employed it to the last; he had an intense dis- 
like to the modern term physicist. 

+ To whom I am indebted for a copy of the original letter. 
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a paper to her as a thank-offering, I thought of my first instructress, 
me and such like thoughts will remain with 

“ ave some such thoughts even as regards your own father; — 
who was, I may say, the first who personally at Geneva, and after 
ward by correspondence, encouraged, and by that sustained me.” 

show you something that will interest you.” We walked 
northward, passed the house of Mr. Babbage, which drew 
forth a reference to the famous evening parties once assembled 
there. We reached Blandford street and after a little looking 
about, he paused before a stationer’s shop, and then went m 
On entering the shop, his usual animation seemed doubled ; he 
looked rapidly at everything it contained. To the left on en- 
tering was a door, through which he looked down into a little 
room, with a window in front facing Blandford street. Draw- | 

ing me toward him, he said eagerly, “Look there, Tyndall; 
that was my working-place, I bound books in that little nook.” 
A respectable-looking woman stood behind the counter: his 
conversation with me was too low to be heard by her, and he 
now turned to the counter to buy some cards as an excuse for 
our being there. He asked the woman her name—her prede- 
cessor’s name—his predecessor’s name. “That won't do,” he 
said, with good-humored impatience, who was his predeces- 
sor 

such person.” Great was her delight eho I told her the name 

een this period and 1818 various notes aD 
papers were published by Faraday. In 1818 he experimented 
upon “So g Flames.” Professor Auguste De la Rive, 
father of our present excellent De la Rive, had investigated 
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those sounding flames and had applied to them an explanation 
which completely accounted for a class of sounds discovered by 
De la Rive himself. By a few simple and conclusive experi- 
ments Faraday proved that the explanation was insufficient. 
It is an epoch in the life of a young man when he finds himself 
correcting a person of eminence, and in Faraday’s case, where 
its effect was to develop a modest self-trust, such an event 
could not fail to act profitably. ; 

From time to time between 1818 and 1820 Faraday published 
scientific notes and notices of minor weight. At this time he 
was acquiring, not producing ; working hard for his master and 
storing and strengthening his own mind. He assisted Mr. 
Brande in his lectures, and so quietly, skilfully, and modestly 
was his work done, that Mr. Brande’s vocation at the time was 

“95th January, 1847. 
“ Amongst these records and events, I here insert the date of 

one which, as a source of honor and happiness, far exceeds all the 
rest. We were married on the 12th of June, 1821. 

“MM. Farapay.” 

this entry. In his relations to his wife he added chivalry to 
ection, 

Early Researches : Magnetic Rotations ; Liquefaction of Gases: Heavy 

Glass : Charles Anderson: Contributions to Physics. 

Oersted, in 1820, discovered the action of a voltaic current 

on a magnetic needle; and immediately afterward the splen- 
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tion of a magnetic needle round an electric current. Inciden- 
tal to the “ historic sketch” he repeated almost all the experl- — ments there referred to; and these, added to his own subsequent — 

experiments on the alloys of steel. He was accustomed in 
after years to present to his friends razors formed from one of the alloys then discovered. ; 

During Faraday’s hours of liberty from other duties he took — 
up subjects of inquiry for himself ; and in the spring of 1823, — 
thus self-prompted, he began the examination of a substance — 
which had long been regarded as the chemical element chlorine, — in a solid form, but which Sir Humphry Davy, in 1810, had — proved to be a hydrate of chlorine, that is, a compound of chlo- — 
rine and water. Faraday first analyzed this hydrate, and — 

te out an account of its composition. This account was — looked over by Davy, who suggested the heating of the hydrate pucer pressure in a sealed glass tube. This was done. The — 
hydrate fused at a blood-heat, the tube became filled with a 
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“ Dear Sir—The otl you noticed yesterday turns out to be liquid 
chlorine. “ Yours faithfully, 

“M. Farapay.”* 
The gas had been liquefied by its own pressure. Faraday then 
tried compression with a syringe, and succeeded thus in lique- 
fying the gas. 

To the published account of this experiment Davy added 
the following note :—‘“‘In desiring Mr. Faraday to expose the 
hydrate of chlorine in a closed glass tube, it occurred to me 
that one of three things would happen : that it would become 

metals ; whence comes this odor, if it be not from the vapor 

of the metal ? 
* Paris: ‘Life of Davy,’ p. 391. 
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region of pay to that of honor, papers of mark only being 
chosen for it by the council of the Society. Faraday’s first — 
akerian Lecture, “On the Manufacture of Glass for Optical Purposes,” was delivered at the close of 1829. It is a most ; 

. . . . 
U- elaborate and conscientious description of processes, preca 

This glass did not turn out to be of important practical use, — 
i 

the reverential helper of araday and the faithful servant of this Institution for nearly forty years. 
* Viz. November 19, December 3 and 10. + Bs make the followi from a } me from Collingwood, on the 3rd of November, 1867 :-— +s “T will take this opportunity to mention that I believe myself to have original’ the Suggestion of the employment of borate of lead for optical purposes. some’ i 

in consequence, the trial was made in his pty street, precipitating and working a large quantity of escaar though 
and fusing it under a muffle in & Porcelain evaporating dish. .A very limpi er set 
Lehtly yellow) glass resulted, the refractive fades race. (which you will, down in my table of refractive indices in my article ‘Li E politana’). It was, however, too soft for optical use as an object day overcame at least to a consideral) Regarding Anderson, casion that is thus offered 

e degree, by the in I ‘i 
Faraday Writes thus in 1845:—"T cannot resist en 
to me of menti ming the name of Mr. Anderson, W! 

that time; and to his care, steadiness, aor ating po 
faithfulness in the performance of all that has been committed to his much indebted.—M, F”_. . , Vol. iii, p. 3, footnote. 

, 
) 

i 
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that this paper on vibrating surfaces was too heavily laden with 
experiments. 

Discovery of Magneto-electricity : Explanation of Arago’s Magnetism of 

Rotation: Terrestrial Magneto-electric Induction: The Extra Current, 

The work thus far referred to, though sufficient of itself to 
secure no mean scientific reputation, forms but the vestibule 
of Faraday’s achievements. He had been engaged within these 
walls for eighteen years.* During part of the time he had 

nk in knowledge from Davy, and during the remainder he 
continually exercised his capacity for independent inquiry. In 
1831 we have him at the climax of his intellectual strength, 
forty years of age, stored with knowledge and full of original 
power. Through reading, lecturing, and experimenting, he 
had become thoroughly familiar with electrical science: he saw 
where light was needed and expansion possible. The phenomena 
of ordinary electric induction belonged, asit were, to the alpha- 
bet of his knowledge ; he knew that under ordinary circum- 
stances the presence of an electrified body was sufficient to 
excite, by induction, an unelectrified body. He knew that the 

wire which carried an electric current was an electrified body, 
and still that all attempts had failed to make it excite in other 

le knew well that from every experiment issued a kind of ra- 
diation, luminous in different degrees to different minds, and 

rdly trusted himself to reason upon an experiment that 

he had not seen. In the autumn of 1831 he began to repeat 

__* He used to say that it required twenty years of work to make a man in Phys- 
ical Science ; the previous period being one of infancy. 
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of its bed. The intentness of his vision in any direction did not . 
apparently diminish his power of perception in other directions; 
and when he attacked a subject, expecting results, he had the 
faculty of keeping his mind alert, so that results different from 
those which he expected should not escape him through pre 
occupation. 

e began his experiments ‘‘on the induction of electric cu 
rents” by composing a helix of two insulated wires, which 
were wound side by side round the same wooden cylinder. One 
of these wires he connected with a voltaic battery of ten cells, 
and the other with a sensitive galvanometer. When connet- 
tion with the battery was made, and while the current flowed, — no effect whatever was observed at the galvanometer. But he 
it the utmost power at his command. He raised his battery 
from 10 cells to 120 cells, but without avail, The current 

red at the moment when he made cont + with the battery; 
that the needle would afterward ea 

This result and others of a similar kind led him to the com 
: current through the one wire did m 

ty induce a similar current through the other; but that i continued for an instant only, and partook more of the nature 

The momentary currents thus nerated were called induced currents, while she cnarestt which generated them was called th. nducing current. It was 1 

8 sed in directi : 
that developed on ih Troha ar then to its generator, W 

; 

, 
| 
3 

| 

i 
i 
Z 
; 

; 
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tion with the inducing current. It appeared as if the current 
on its first rush through the primary wire sought a purchase 
in the secondary one, and, by a kind of kick, impelled back- 
ward through the latter an electric wave, which subsided as 
soon as the primary current was fully established. 

Faraday for a time believed that the secondary wire, though 
quiescent when the primary current had been once established 
was not in its natural condition, its return to that condition 
being declared by the current observed at breaking the circuit. 
He called this hypothetical state of the wire the electro-tonic 
state: he afterward abandoned this hypothesis, but seemed to 
return to it in later life. The term electro-tonic is also preser- 
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pulse which vanished immediately. On interrupting the a : 

The magnet, for example, must not be passed quite through the coil, but only half through, for if passed wholly through, 
the needle is stopped as by a blow, and then he shows how this 

He next operated with the powerful permanent magnet of the 
Royal Society, and obtained, with it, in an exalted degree, all 

darkest physical phenomena of that day. Arago had discovered 
in 1824, that a disk 
bringing a vibrating magnetic needle sus ended over it rapidly to rest ; and that on causing the disk to rotate the magnetic 

was not the slightest measurable attraction or repulsion exerted tween the needle and the disk ; still when in motion the disk 

been examined in this ined b bage and Sir John Herschel ; but it still remained a mystery. Faraday always recommended th i j 
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plication, and in refusing to assent to the imperfect theories of 
others.” Now, however, the time for theory had come. Fara- 
day saw mentally the rotating disk under the operation of the 
magnet flooded with his induced currents ; and from the known 
laws of interaction between currents and magnets he hoped to 
deduce the motion observed by Arago. That hope he realized, 
showing by actual experiment that when his disk rotated cur- 
rents passed through it, their position and direction being such 
as must, in accordance with the established laws of electro- 
magnetic action, produce the observed rotation. 

Introducing the edge of his disk between the poles of the 
large horseshoe magnet of the Royal Society, and connecting 
the axis and the edge of the disk, each by a wire with a gal- 
vanometer, he obtained when the disk was turned round a 
constant flow of electricity. The direction of the current was 
‘determined by the direction of the motion, the current being 
reversed when the rotation was reversed. He now states the 
law which rules the production of currents in both disks and 
wires, and in so doing uses for the first time a phrase whic 
has since become famous. When iron filings are scattered 
over a magnet, the particles of iron arrange themselves in 
certain determinate lines called magnetic curves. In 1831, 
Faraday for the first time called these curves “lines of magnetic 
force ;” and he showed that to produce induced currents neither 
approach to nor withdrawal froma magnetic source, or center, 
or pole, was essential, but that it was only necessary to cut 
appropriately the lines of magnetic force. _Faraday’s first pa- 

on magneto-electric induction, which I have here endeay- 
ored to condense, was read before the Royal Society on the 
24th of November, 1831. 

On the 12th of January, 1832, he communicated to the 
Royal Society a second paper on Terrestrial Magneto-electric 
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to the globe of the earth. He plays like a magician with the 
earth’s magnetism. He sees the invisible lines along which its © 

magnetism. ; a 

And then his thoughts suddenly widen, and he asks himsell 
- ing earth does not generate induced currents 

as it turns round its axis from west to east. In his experimel! | 

galvanometer wire would necessarily be carried along with cs : 
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terminal plates dipped into the earth, and su the wire to 
lie in the magnetic meridian. The ground underneath the 
wire is influenced like the wire itself by the earth’s rotation ; 
if a current from south to north be generated in the earth 
under the wire, a similar current from south to north would be 
generated in the earth under the wire; these currents would run 
against the same terminal plate, and thus neutralize each other. 

his inference appears inevitable, but his profound vision 
received its possible invalidity. He saw that it was at least 

possible that the difference of conducting power between the 
earth and the wire might give one an advantage over the other, 
and that thus a residual or differential current might be ob- 
tained. He combined wires of different materials, and caused 
them to act in pda to each other: but found the com- 
bination ineffectual. The more copious flow in the better con- 

and the severed ends connected with a ce No 

Obs no effect, moving water might. He therefore worked at 
ondon Bridge for three days during the ebb and flow of the 

tide, but without any satisfactory result, Still he urges, ‘“Theo- 
tic seems a necessary consequence, that where water 

is flowing there electric currents should be formed. If a line 
. be imagined passing from Dover to Calais through the sea, and 
returning through the land, beneath the water, to Dover, it 
traces out a circuit of conducting matter one part of which, 
when the water moves up or down the channel, is cutting the 
a curves of the earth, whilst the other is relatively at 

There is every reason to believe that currents 
ao run in the general direction of the circuit described, either 
one way or the ed Bee as the passage of the waters is | 
up or down the Cha This wa was written Etre the sub- 
marine cable was focal of, and he once informed me that 
actual observation upon that cable pee Yonn Toued to bem: 
accordance with his theoretic deduction. 

* I am indebted to a friend for the following exquisite morsel :—" A short t time 
after rag publication of Faraday's first researc’ arches in m: magnels-siec nee he attended 

Meeting of the British Association at Oxford, i in 1832.—On this occasion he w 
requested by some of the authorities to repeat the celebrated ipeiee ie eliciti 
a spark from a magnet, employing for this purpose the sa ma ~ in 
molsan Museum, a this he Seeene aya hg Ue eat assemble 
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Three years subsequent to the publication of these researches, 
that is to say on the 29th of January, 1835, Faraday read be- 
fore the Royal Society a paper “ On the influence by induction — 
of an electric current upon itself.” A shock ana spark of a 
peculiar character had been observed bya young man named 
William Jenkin, who must have been a youth of some scientific 
promise, but who, as Faraday once informed me, was dissua- 
ded by his own father from having anything to do with science. 
The investigation of the fact noticed by Mr. Jenkin led Faraday 
to the discovery of the extra current, or the current induced in 
the ary wire itself at the moments of making and break- 
ing contact, the phenomena of which he described and illustra-- 

in the beautiful and exhaustive paper referred to. : 

Seven and thirty years have passed since the discovery , 
magneto-electricity ; but, if we except the extra current, un 
quite recently nothing of moment was added to the subjec 
‘araday entertained the opinion that the discoverer of a great 

law or principle had a right to the “ spoils’”—this was his term 
—arising from its illustration ; ; and guided by the principle ’ 
had discovered, his wonderful mind, aided by his wonderful tea 

ers, Overran in a single autumn this vast domain, and hardly 
bode bebe him the shred of a fact to be gathered by his suc 

ates here the question may arise in some minds, Wha 
the use of it all? The answer is, that if man’s intellec 
nature thirsts for knowledge, then knowledge i is use 
it satisfies this thirst. If you demand practical ends, you 
must, I think, expand your fine of the term practi 
and make it include all that elevates and enlightens the in 

u umed a eco us countenance 2! 
im sorry for it, said he as. he ) walked away; in cont a 

ey the io when the-handle. was in his hand he See round ; "Indeed 
a piers abi a I am sor for it; iti 1s putting new arms into the hands of the Siete 

occu 10 papers had bee: th the doings rick pea An erroneous statement of what fell from the Dean’s mouth 
printed at the time in one of the Oxford 

pet 

have said, ‘It is putting new arms into: Eas o is there wrongly stated 
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that speed from place to place through these wires. Approach- 
ing the point of Dungeness the mariner sees an unusual] 
brilliant light, and from the noble phares of La Héve the same 
light flashes across the sea. These are Faraday’s sparks ex- 
alted by suitable machinery to sunlike splendor. At the present 
moment the Board of Trade and the Bretheren of the Trini 
House, as well as the Commissioners of Northern Lights, are 
contemplating the introduction of the magneto-electric light 
at numerous points upon our coasts ; and future generations 
will be able to refer to those guiding stars in answer to the 
amy What has been the practical use of the labors of 
araday ? But I would again emphatically say that his work 

. needs no such justification, and that if he had allowed his vis- 
ion to be disturbed by considerations regarding the practical 
; use of his discoveries, those discoveries would never have been 

made by him. “TI have rather,” he writes in 1831, “been de- 
sirous of discovering new facts and new relations dependent on 
magneto-electric induction, than of exalting the force of those 
already obtained ; being assured that the latter would find their 
fall development hereafter.” 

In 1817, when lecturing before a private society in London 
on the element chlorine, Faraday thus expresses himself with 
reference to this question of utility :—“ Before leaving this 
subject, I will point out the history of this substance, as an 
answer to those who are in the habit of saying to every new 

_ fact, ‘What is its use 2? Dr. Franklin says to such, ‘ What is 

the use of an infant 2? The answer of the experimentalist is, 
“Endeavor to make it useful.’ When Scheele discovered this 
substance it appeared to have no use; it was in its infancy and 

useless state, but having grown up to maturity, witness its 

_ powers, and see what endeavors to make it useful have done.” 

os 

3 
“ 

2 Arr. VII.—Chemical Apparatus; by W. P. Dexter. 

Such a lamp may be made by removing the air 
on Bunsen lam ing in its place a lamp and putting in its place a 
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Gas re 
of heat in laboratories, it is desirable to have a means of kee 
ing ane ‘pressure constant, and independent of the chang 

Ss The arrangement which I have had in use for the last y 
consists of a common gasometer, made of zinc, and about inches in height and diameter. The floating bell is connect 

and be in proper proportion to the diameter of the tube, which 
may e 

tor.—Now that De is universally used as a sour 

place in the mains. 

tor T ected with several burnet! 
whole laboratory, if the gas pipes are 
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by a jointed rod with a stopcock in the pipe by which the gas 

enters. When the bell rises from the pressure of the gas, it 

Songer closes this cock, and thus cuts off the farther supply. 

he gas is then under a constant pressure depending upon the 

weight of the bell ; as gas is consumed the bell sinks and open- 
ing the cock allows more to flow in. The difference of weight 

of the bell from its greater or less immersion in the water is 

inappreciable ; a very slight diminution of pressure, hardly 

perceptible without a microscope, is observed when one of the 

outlets is suddenly thrown open to its full extent, and is due 

probably, to the friction of the gas in the tubes, which should 

therefore be of considerable size. 
The apparatus should not be painted, as oil is acted upon by 

water which has been long in contact with gas. Asphaltum 
varnish seems-to answer better. 

Art, VIIIL—On the Equivalent of Cerium; by the late Dr. 

HARLES Wor, of Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Ar the suggestion of Professor Bunsen in Heidelberg, the 

father “ the late Dr. Charles Wolf of sacar Ohio, p ste 

in my hands and preparations relating to an invest 
tion, which ison hed feeds while in the laboratory of Prof. 

Bunsen, and requested me to collate the same and prepare 

them for publication. This task I cheerfully accepted, the 
more, that I deemed the death of this young and promising 

chemist a real loss to the cause of science. : : 
I here give a translation of Dr. Wolf’s investigation on the 

regan of cerium, which Bunsen pronounces very valuable. 

ve examined all the data with the test care and gone 

culations. The — 
my hands, all buta iew 

notes, but these 
it, with the aid 
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r. Wolf may not be lost, but that they may induce some im 
restgntor to advance or conclude this pretly epper 

F. A. Gen 
ae April 26th, 1868. 

Since the discovery of the peculiar oxyds contained in 
cerite by Berzelius & Hisinger* and Mosandery they have 
the subject of numerous researches. Their occurrence togethe 
with their very similar chemical properties presented very great 
difficulties in their separation and indeed the mixture of 
three oxyds was for a long time looked upon as the oxy: 
one metal only, which was ‘called cerium. Notwithstanding 
many investigations made on this subject, the methods for 
ee. and purification of the three cerite-oxyds are 

The oxyd of cerium, which in its properties differs most f 
the oxyd of didymium and from lanthana, and which is 
most common, 1s more eadite obtained in a state of pe 
purity than either of the two others. 

_ The following investigation was made for the purpose of p 
penne salts of cerium of absolute purity, so as to detert 
ay them the equivalent of the metal, The material 

cerite. 
"The method rae for the preparation of the oxyds 

1 by Bunsen,{ with some slig 

and ice. It was then agitated until the water had become 
vas when it was a bi biter The saturated solutit 

ferward poure and the residue washed until # 
uid = tasteless and gave no further precipitate with 

amie es 
After havin ng been concentrated by evaporation this solu 

was precipitated by sulphydric acid and ‘ltered, The exce of sulphydric acid was driven off by heat, the liquid was api: by chlorine, oe which the excess of the latter f 

> Gavseling &. Hisicaey, Gehlen's Journ. der Chemie, ii, 397. + Mosander, Journ. fur pract. © yi 

& Dubl. Phil. Mag., Oct. 1843. ®, XEx, 1843; Poke Ann., clvi, 1843; 
¢ Bunsen, Annale: @ der Chem. & Pharm, or tae 
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decanted and washed with boiling water. The mother-liquor 
still contained a large portion of the rare oxyds, but these were 
very much mixed with other bases. 

he dried oxalates were then placed into a porcelain dish 
and decomposed by heat over an open fire, care being taken to 

of the precipitate. — : i 
This basic sulphate, although sometimes prepared by a dif- 

ferent rocess, has been used by most chemists as a starting 
point for the preparation of pure salts of cerium, and the sul- 
phate obtaing! from it has served for the determination of its 

_ equivalent. ee ae 
_, The washed basic salt, obtained by the method above men- 

tioned, I divided into two equal parts; with the one I repeated 
the experiments made by previous observers, while the 



: | : rally sufficed to give the amount of water, 

same disti 

‘ams 

rid of calcium, was 
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poured off, the salt washed twice with boiling water, and 
purified salt dried over a water bath. S 
Upon being tested with the spectroscope, the mother-liqt 

showed the whole absorption spectrum of didymium, wi 
istinctness as a moderately concentrated solution 

didymium would do. 
_A solution of the purified crystals gave such lines asi 

didymium spectrum are usually marked by their intensity. 
small portion of the mother-liquor precipitated by oxali 
gave on ignition of the oxalate an oxyd of a brown color, wait 

: c C, . c. 

C, and C, were analyzed. 

3 weighed in a tared plati “ple: 

was transferred into a es erin platinum crucible; 

of which was a thick - | : 

crucible rested, fully surrounded by air, The large eruci 
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The anhydrous salt was then dissolved in a large quantity 
of water, the solution heated and precipitated by a concen- 
trated boiling solution of oxalic acid. The filtrate should 
always be tested by ammonia and should not give a precipitate, 
if the proportions of oxalic acid are correct. 

The greatest precautions are necessary in the ignition of the 
oxalate, because the resulting ceroso-ceric oxyd is in such an 
exceedingly finely divided condition that the slightest shaking 
will occasion a loss, unless the crucible be covered by a well 
fitting lid. 

The resulting ceroso-ceric oxyd was always analyzed and the 
amount of cerous oxyd corresponding with it determined ac- 
cording to Bunsen’s volumetric method by iodid of potassium 
and chlorhydric acid from the amount of liberated iodine. 

1—1'4542 prs. of B, gave 0°19419 grs. water and ke St, 
ceroso-ceric oxyd, * corresponding | wit. 
oxyd ; 0°70325 grs. of ceroso-ceric oxyd gave 086766 & ns 
of cerous oxyd. 

2.—1'4104 grs. of C, gave 0°1898 grs. water and 0°7377 grs. of 
ceroso-ceric oxyd, giving 0°70217 grs. of cerous oxyd. 

3.—1°35027 ers, of C, Se 0:1820 on water and 0° seks a 
of Si ceotarie ox dc rresponding with 0°67261 grs 

: oxyd; 0°6916 grs. ears oxyd gave 0°65829 ors, aves 
oxyd. 
According to these results the anhydrous sulphate contains 

as follows : 
Bs C, 0; 

Cerous oxyd, 57-494 51526 B75 14 57531 
Sulphuric acid, 42°506 A4Q°474 42°426 42°469. 

100°000 100°000 100°000 1007000 

B, would give for the equivalent of cerium 46°104 
© c é< ‘ 46°176 

ic 2 3 é a3 46°281 

giving as the mean result=46-187. 
The anhydrous sulphate consists according to these numbers _ 2 : a 

of one equivalent of base for one of acid. 
or of the crystals is as follows : 

€, C, Mean. 

Cerous oxyd, i9 816 49785  49°813  49°805 
Sulphuric acid, 36°830  36°758  36°708 36-765 

ater, 13-354 13457  18°479  13°430 

100°000 100°000 100°000 ene : 

‘These resu with the calculated analy , which res 
Ponds to ie formula: 3(CeO, SO,)+5HO. : 7 
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The een 46187 has been used for these calculatio: 
The salt, which gave these results was crystallized in § 
crystals, Tae | in one direction, the gerystallogeen™ ay 
scription of which I shall subsequen tly gi 

Let us compare this equivalent with the posal which we 
previously obtained by other observers 

Beringer* made in Wéhler’s Iatoratoty. four doterminatiil 
of the equivalent of cerium. His salts were all prepared from 
the residue, remaining after the extraction of the mixe 
oxyds by dilute nitric acid. They were all rose-colored. 

From the pale rose-colored cerous sulphate > ae earls fi ° 

From the like colored cerous chlorid, S : 7 sea 

By the conversion of the ae into ‘oxyd, 576°69 46°127 
From the cerous format 576°00 46°080 

‘“Mean,.. 576°73 46'1. 

Hermann} found the number 575-00=46-00 by an anal 
of the cerous sulphate prepared from the basic sulphate. . 
ne case likewise the mixed oxyds were first extracted by ni 

mixed oxyds, remaining after having been extracted by 2 
: ey The residue was dissolved in sulphuric acid. na 

sta tion. The solution of these c stals in wat mp red; in boiling water, containing s iceerie acid, p! 
aU e basic ceric sulphate, from which the sutival cero 
It was obtained, which gave : 
«5763 a 5 1 | 

= by 

. the ihe mame Oa ‘90= 073. the analysis of the cerous 0X 

oe inger, Annalen der dee Dicks hacen. 
gt at Hermann, — far Pract, st Angpi mre ge 

f Marignac, A sae de Chimie et Phys. , I, xxv, 148; Ann. der Chem. ¥ 

en der Chem. & Pharm, ev, 1858, 
fom Poggendorf’s $s Ann, evil, 1859. 
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To facilitate comparison I will tabulate the different results: 

O=100 He=1 

Beringer, .------------------ 576°73 46°138 

ermann, .... +. -+--+2 +--+ 575°00 467000 

Marignae, .----------------- 575°00 46°000 

BSED, S wind Se ewe she Se ess 575°73 46°058 

Rammelaberg, fa eeaed eae « 575°90 46°072 

ia eteweeak eee ae 577°33 46°187 

The new number differs from all the others and is even higher 

than that obtained by Beringer with far less purified material ; 

all his salts were rose-colored, owing to the presence of didy- 

mium, my salts, on the contrary, were perfectly colorless, each 

had been re-crystallized at least ten times (always rejecting the 

mother-liquor). 
Having used the very greatest care both in the preparation 

and in the analyses of the salt, it is difficult to account for 

this high result ; either the same analytical error has been 

committed in the three pe ge or peas may be present 

while the spend I shall discuss presently. 

A sample of salt, which had been re e-crystallized twenty 

times, still distinctly showed the line D of the absorption spec- 

trum of didymium, and it being evident that by crystallization 

alone no absolutely sage seins sulphate can be Lo 

was therefore necessary to rch for ee me 

preparation. To ascertain ain the aay of the resulting prod
uct 

the cerous oxalate was ied, and from the color of the oxyd 

— by its ignition the ‘state of purity was readily ascer- 

“Mosander had already correctly stated that the brown color 

of the mixed oxyds was due to the presence of foreign substan- 

ces 5 3 he obtained the ceroso-ceric oxyd of a redd
ish white color ; 

a had it of an isabel color. By a slight alteration in 

e of preparation, Bunsen obtained it of a yellowish 

ich I have ‘ried, ‘but. jae > have na encouraging alts. ee 

: "The first was as follows: A small portion of the precipitate | 

Was dissolved by heating it with a few drops of sulphuric acid 

and ne solution n peste by pouring it into a large quane 

_ tity of After its conversion into oxalate © oe 

ee. precipitate ga sires a paler ceroso-ceric oe
 ; meee A 

| white color On Bay eae e made aie gedaan S ee 



were still ee 
A portion of Nf was converted into sul 

re-crystallized six times, the mother-liquor being always sepa 
rated at each operation e crystallizations were obtained 
a very slow evaporation of the liquid, and I observed that the 

_ other but small octahedral forms were produced. : 4 From this salt several new determinations of the equivalent — 

The pulverized salt was dried over sulphuric acid and the — analyses conducted as already described : x 8. 14327 grs. gave 0-2733 gts. water and 0°69925 grs, of ceroso- — oxyd, corresponding with 0°66491 grs. cerous oxyd; 

a 

ou 

oxyd. 
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These results give for the anhydrous sulphate: 

By Ba Bs Mean. 

Cerous oxyd, -..-32<6 57°349 57°335 57°329 57°338 

Sulphuric acid, -_-.----- 42°651 42°665 42°671 42°662 

100°000 = 100°000 100°000 100°000 

Equivalent, 45°184 -45°754 45°741 45°760 

The hydrous sulphate has the composition: 

By Bs Bs Mean. 

Perous oxyd, aa: - 28 46°409 46°767 46°544 46°573 

Sulphuric acid, 34515 34°802 34642 3.4653 
Water, .  19°076 18°431 18°814 18°774 

100:000 100°000 100°000 100°000 

From these analyses it becomes evident that the composition 

of this hydrous sulphate differs from that previously described 

and that it can be expressed by the formula 2(CeO, SO,)+ 

SHO, which would give: 

Cerous oxyd,-.------+------------------ 46°241 

Sulphuric acid, -.-.--------------------- 34°406, 

ater, 

The equivalents resulting from these analyses differ very much 

equivalents 46-058 and 46-072 were certainly made with cerium 

salts free or almost free from didymium. The salt ¥ ch 

of the equivalent of cerium from 46° to 45°760 is not owing to 

the separation of didymium, but to that of another foreign 

substance, 
The mother-liquor and wash-waters from Né gave with am- 

monia a very minute precipitate. 
Encouraged by the results obtained by this me

thod of sepa- 

ration, I have continued in the same manner. A portion of 

N@ was dissolved in nitric acid, and this solution fo peor oe 

__ ted by boiling water. The new precipitate Ny was almost white. 

“Inthe mother-liquor the presence of didymium could hardly 

be detected by the line D, while in the precipitate itself not a 

trace was visible. ee : 

___ The sulphate prepared from Ny again showed the habitusof 

‘the first sulphates and crystallized in slender crystals, w. ich 

gave the same angles with no new modifications ; analysis — 

proved that their composition also was nearly the same. 
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14684 gers, gave 01880 ers. of ae and 0°7717 grs. of ceros 
ceric ‘oxyd, which gave 0°7338 grs. of ceroso-oxyd. 

The sulphate contains therefore as follows : 
The anhydrous: The hydrous: ; 

Cerous oxyd, 57°310 49°973 
Sulphuric acid, 42°690 37°224 

r Pals 12°803 

100°000 100° ser 

I thought that a repetition of the same mode of pari 
might lead to a still greater reduction of the equivalent, ow 
to the removal of the foreign substance above alluded to. 
A portion of Ny was therefore treated as usual, and p 

duced the basic salt N9, 
After washing it was perfectly Mee though otherwise 

appearance similar to N, Na, N@ and Nj. 
The oxyds obtained, both from the oxalate, pe age from 

mother-liquor, and that from the basic salt, were white. In 
neither could the least trace of didymium be detected The 

— 13756 ers. gave 0° 1832 ¢ grs. water ea 07186 grs. of ceros0- 
_ ceric oxyd, yielding 0°68318 grs. of cerous oxyd. 
ae These results would give for : 

ee The crystallized salt 
a Cerous oxyd, --. 49°664 
SPER BOM, iso 37°018 

prepared 
Further investigations will be needed to ascertain, whethet 

_ acontinued repetition of the same operation can reduce 
) ageiylent of cerium to a still lower number. 
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Art. IX.—Laws of Botanical Nomenclature adopted by the 
International Botanical Congress held at Paris in August, 
1867; together with an Historical Introduction and Com- 
mentar ry. By AtpHonse .DeCanpo.ie. Translated from 
the French. 

*,.* We reprint, from the English Transl os published by L. 
Reeve & Oo. .. (London, 1868, pp. 72, 8vo) t 

Laws or BorantcaL NOMENCLATURE ADOPTED BY THE CONGRESS. 

General considerations and leading principles. 

Articte 1, Natural History can make no real progress with- 
out a regular system of nomenclature, acknowledged and used 
by a large majority of naturalists of all countries. 

.2. Therules of nomenclature should neither be arbitrary, 
imposed by authority. They must be founded on consid- 

sation clear and forcible enough for every one to comprehend 
and be disposed to accept. 

. 3. The essential point in nomenclature is to avoid or to 
reject the use of forms, or names, that may create error or am- 

ity, or throw confusion into science. 
Next in importance is the avoidance of any useless introduc- 

tion of new nam 
Other considerations, such as absolute grammatical ¢errect- 

ness, regularity or euphony of names, a more or less prevailing” 
custom, respect for persons, etc., notwithstanding their unde- 
niable importance, are relatively accessory. a 

Art. 4. No custom contrary to rule can be maintained if it 
leads to confusion or error. When a custom offers no serious 
inconvenience of this kind, it may be a motive for peser are ae 
which we must, however, abstain from extending or imitating. 
In the absence of rule, or where the — of rules are 
eyes established custom becom : 

W ries of cua sts 
. =< or nist terms, expressing Sa nature of the groups 
et Gee yemgon one within another. 2. Names particular 1 
oth ne oe of = or animals that observatio} 
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On the manner of designating the nature and subordination of ie : 
groups that constitute the Vegetable Kingdom. 1] 

Art. 8. Every individual plant belongs to a species ( (pei | 
every species to a genus (genus), every genus to an order (ordi, 

_familia), every order to a cohort cohors), every bee tou 
class (classis), every class to a division (divisio). | 

Art. many species we distinguish likewise varieties aul 
variations, and in some cultivated species, modifications rel 
more numerous ; in many genera sections, in many 0 
tribes. 
ue 10. Finally, if circumstances require us to cist 

ter number of intermediate groups, it is easy, by puttin 
Sosy syllable sub before the name of e group, to form sib 
divisions of that group ; in this manner suborder (subord) i 
designates a group between an order and a tribe, subtribe (sth i 
tribus), a group between a tribe and a genus, etc. The ensel 
ble of subordinate groups may thus be carried, for uncultivatel 
a plants only, to twenty degrees, in the ila 
0! 

re ensemlr 

a 
is Regnum vegetabile, 

Divisio, . 

nieve 

® frtliation of one Seaton by another givé 
: ridus) ; that of a jaediBeation or subdi-_ 

: mother rg spe of the same s 
mistus, mule of florists) sve arTangement of species in a genus or in a su 
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Art. 14. Modifications of cultivated species should, where 
possible, be classed under the wild or spontaneous species from 

ich they are derived. 
For this purpose the most striking are treated as subspecies, 

and when constant from seed, they are called races (proles 
Modifications of a secondary order take the name of varieties, 

and if there be no doubt as to their almost constant heredity 

cies, are indicated according to their origin in the following 
manner :—1. Satus (seedling ; Gall. semis ; Germ. Siimling), 
for a form obtained from seed. 2. Mistus (blending ;* Gall. 
métis ; Germ. Blendling), for a form arising from cross-fertili- 
zation in a species. 3. Lusus (sport; Germ. Spielart), for a 
orm originating from a leaf-bud or from any other organ, and 

propagated by division. 

On the manner of designating each group or association of plants. 

i Section 1. General Principles. 

Art. 15. Each natural group of plants can. bear in science 
but one valid designation, namely, the most ancient, whether 

adopted or given by Linneeus, or since Linneus, provided it be 
consistent with the essential rules of nomenclature. 
Art. 16. No one ought to change a name or a combination 

of names without serious motives, derived from a more profound 

* Since'the meeting of the Congress, the author of this pamphlet has, together 

with the translator, turned his attention to the choice of a significant English term 
for the French métis. The word blending does not perhaps indicate eo clearly 

e term enough the existence of a mixture, and does not allude to its 
half-breed, d by agriculturists, appea answer much better to the sense 

méetis; breed p plying a race, and half-breed the mixture of two races 

Tt may, however, likewise be suggested that the shortness of word 

métis, analo the Sp mestizo, and tly derived from the Latin 
tus, or miaxtus, will perhaps induce English botanists to adopt it, together with 

the word half- The latter i uw ressive, but metis has : d 
over it the advantage of being intelligible in several tongues. The term mule, as 

applied to the mixture of vari ties of races, is in constant use amongst English 

7 oinsed but is too obviously erroneous to be sanctioned by scientific writers. 

AM. Jour. Scr.—Szconp Serres, Vou. XLVI, No. 136.—Juxy, 1868. 

5 
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knowledge of facts, or from the necessity of relinquishing #) 

nomenclature that is in opposition to essential rules (art. 3, 

first paragraph, 4, 11, 15, etc. : see sect. 6). 
Art. 17. The form, the number, and the arrangement d 

names depend upon the nature of each group, according to the 

following rules. ‘ : 

Section 2. Nomenclature of the different kinds of Groups. 

§1. Names of Divisions and Subdivisions, Classes and Subclasses. 

Art. 18. The names of divisions and subdivisions, of classe 

and subclasses, are drawn from their principal characters. They 
are expressed by words of Greek or Latin origin, some similar 
ity of form and termination being given to those that designatt 
groups of the same nature (Phanerogams, Cryptogams; Mon 
cotyledons, Dicotyledons, etc.). 

Art. 19. ong Cryptogams, the old family names, such # 
Filices, Musci, Fungi, Lichenes, Alge, may be used for nam 
of classes and subclasses, | 

§ 2. Names of Cohorts and Subcohorts. 

Art, 20. Cohorts are designated preferably by the name & 
one of their principal Orders, and as far as possible with 
uniform termination. 

Subcohorts (rarely used) may be designated in the saul 
manner, 

§ 3. Names of Orders and Suborders, of Tribes and Subtribes. 

Art. 21. Orders (Ordines, Familie) are designated by the 
name of one of their genera, with the final acece (Rosaceh 
from Rosa; Ranunculacee, from Ranunculus, etc.). 
see. 22. Custom warrants the following exceptions :— 

oe _ (1.) When the Latin name of the genus from which is takes 
that of the Order ends in ~iz or -is (genitive -icis or ~idis), tt 
termination -icew, or -inee, or -idee is admitted (Salicim 
from Salia ; Tamariscinee, from Tamarix: Berberidec, 
Berberis).. ° 

(2.) When the genus from which the name is derived has# 
unusually long name, no tribe in the Order taking its appelH 
tion after the same genus, the termination in -ee is admitted | 
(Dipterocarpee, from Dipterocarpus). a1 

(3.) Some large Orders, named long since, have retained tH 
exceptional names under which they are generally known (21 
cyere, Leg uminose, Guttifere, Umbelliferce Composite, Lal 
tate, Cupuliferce, Conifere, Palmee, Graminewe ete.) a3 
: (4.) An = generic name, which has become that of a sect 

18, may be preserved as the foundation of th 
the Order (Lentibulariee, from Lentibularia; Hippocastan® 
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from A’sculus Hippocastanum; Caryophyllee, from Dianthus 
Caryophyllus, etc.). 

Art, 23. The names of suborders (subordines, subfamilic) 
are derived from the name of one of the genera that form part 
of them, with the final -ee. 

Art. 24. The names of tribes and subtribes are taken from 
that of one of the genera included in the group, with the final 
ee or -inew 

§4. Names of Genera and of Divisions of Genera. 

Art. 25. Genera, subgenera, and sections, receive names, 
commonly substantive, which may be compared to our own 
bs family names. 

hese names may be derived from any source whatsoever, 
and may even be arbitrarily imposed, under the restrictions 
mentioned further on. 
_ Art. 26. A name may be given to subsections, as well as to 
inferior generic subdivisions ; or these may simply be indicated 
by a number, or by a letter. 

Art. 27. When the name of a genus, subgenus, or section is 
taken from the name of a person, it is composed in the follow- 
ing Manner :— 

The name cleared of titles or of any accessory particle, takes 
€ inal -a@ or -2a. : 
The spelling of the syllables unaffected by this final, is pre- 

(6.) If possible, by the composition or the termination of 
the word, to call to mind the affinities or the analogies of the 
genus, 



(for instance, ew at the bear 
rigin ; -astrum, -ella, at tt end of a name, when Latin, or any other modification re tent with the rules of grammar and the usages of the Lati ). 

(2.) Avoid calling a section by the name of the genus it be longs to, with the final -oides or ~Opsis ; give, on the contrat, the preference to this final for a section having some resellt blance to another genus, by adding, in that case, -oides or -0ps to the name of that other genus, if it be of Greek derivatioy on, 
_ 80 as to form the name of the secti pee Avoid taki “ 1, in another genus, or w ich is Art. 30. W. hen it is Tequired 

that of a genus. 
to express the name of a se 

the section is put bet 

BS. Names of Specie, 
Art. 31. All species 

oom, Siten Get by the name of the genus to Lionte i 0) > 10Llow & nam t * 0 at ective kind. = CT med specific, more comm 
A rt. 32. The specific hame o some 

appearan 

7 4S & sectional name, one already in use’ : 

r with a generic name and that of a species, “ . ween the two others ina pr — 

of Hybrids, and of Subdivisions of Species, either sp tane or cultivated, 

» even those that singly consti 

ing of the | igin, the 
ene the feo ‘ance, the characters, the orig be the 
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Art. 33. Names of persons used as specific names have a 
genitive or an adjective form (Clusii or Clusiana). The first 
is used when the species has been described or distinguishéd by 
the botanist whose name it takes; in other cases the second 
form is preferred. Whatever be the form chosen, every specific 
name derived from the name of a person should begin with a 
capital letter. 

Art. 34. A specific name may be an old generic name, or a 
substantive proper name, It then takes a capital, and does not 
agree with the generic name (Digitalis Septrum, Coronilla 

8). 
Art. 35. No two species of the same genus can bear the 

same specific name, but the same specific name may be given in 
several genera, 

Art. 36. In constructing specific names, botanists will do 
well to give attention to the following recommendations :— 

(1.) Avoid very long names, as well as those that are difficult 
to articulate. 

(2.) Avoid names that express a character common to all, 
or to almost all the species of a genus. 

(3.) Avoid names designating little known or very limited 
localities, unless the species be very local. 

(4) Avoid, in the same genus, names too similar in form,— 
above all, those that only differ in their last letters. 

(5.) Readily adopt unpublished names found in travellers’ 
pegs in herbaria, unless they be more or less defective (see 

(6.) Avoid names that have been already used in the genus, 
or in some nearly allied genus, and have become synonyms. 

-) Name no species after any one who has neither discov- 
ered, nor described, nor figured, nor studied it in any way. 

(8.) Avoid specific names composed of two words. 
(9.) Avoid specific names having, etymologically, the same 

meaning as the generic name. : 3 
Art. 37, rids whose origin has been experimentally de- 

Monstrated are designated by the generic name, to which is 
added a combination of the specific names of the two species 
from which they are derived, the name of the species that has 
supplied the pollen being placed first with the final 7 or o, and 
that of the species that has supplied the ovulum coming next, 
with a hyphen between (Amaryllis vittato-regine, for the 

tyllis proceeding from A. reginc, fertilized by A. vittata. 
Hybrids of doubtful origin are named in the same manner 

48 species. They are distinguished by the absence of a number, 
and by the sign x being prefixed to the generic name (X Salix 
Capreola, Kern.). 
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Art. 38. Names of subspecies and varieties are formed in tht _ 

same way as specific names, and are added to them according 

to relative value, beginning by those of the highest rank 

Half-breeds (mules of florists) of doubtful origin are namel_ 
and ranked in the same manner. 

Subvarieties, variations, subvariations of uncultivated plans 

may receive names analogous to the foregoing, or merely null 

bers or letters, for facilitating their arrangement. : 
Art. 39. Half-breeds (mules of florists) of undoubted origit _ 

are designated by a combination of the two names of the sub 
species, varieties, subvarieties, etc., that have given birth 0 
them, the same rules being observed as in the case of hybrids 

Art. 40. Seedlings, half-breed of uncertain origin, and sport 
should receive from horticulturists fancy names in commol” 
language, as distinct as possible from the Latin names of spe 
cies or varieties. When they can be traced back to botanical 
species, subspecies, or variety, this is indicated by a successidl — 
of names (Pelargonium zonale, Mrs. Pollock). 

Section 3. On the Publication of Names, and on the Date ¢ 
each Name or Combination of Names. 

_ Art, 41. The date of a name or of a combination of name 
is that of its actual and irrevocable publication. un 

Art, 42. Publication consists in the sale or the distribuit’ 

ing, and the placin 
to public, do not constitute publication. 

. A species announced in ye’ 
t a wor erie et specific names, b i i Piha iets 

recommendations :-— do well to conform to the followist 

(1.) To give accuratel ia : 
: y the date of publication of their work! or portions of works, and ¢ meat 

of named and numbered pect the sale or the distribut! 
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Section 4. On the Precision to be given to Names by the Quota- 
tion of the Author who first published them. 

Art. 48. For the indication of the name or names of any 
group to be accurate and complete, it is necessary to quote the 
author who first published the name or combination of names 
in question, 

rt. 49. An alteration of the constituent characters, or of 
the circumscription of a group, does not warrant the quotation 
of another author than the one that first published the name 
or combination of names. When the alteration is considera- 
ble, the words: mutatis charact., or pro parte, or excl. syn., 

. exel. sp., excl. var., or any other abridged indication, are added 

to the quotation of the original author, according to the nature 
of the changes that have been made, and of that group that is 
dealt with. 

Art, 50. Names published from a private document, such as 

an herbarium, a non-distributed collection, etc., are individual- 

ized by the addition of the name of the author who publishes 

them, notwithstanding the contrary indication that he may 

ave given. In like manner names used in gardens are indi- 

meme by the mention of the author who first publishes 

em. 
The herbarium, the collection, or the garden, should be fully 

quoted in the text. (Lam. ex Commers. ms. in Herb. Par. ; 
Lindl. ex horto Lodd. 

. 51, When a group is moved, without alteration of name, 

to a higher or lower rank than that which it held before, the 

change is considered equivalent to the creation of an entirely 
new group, and the author who has effected the change 1s the 

one to be quoted. 
_Art. 52. Authors’ names put after those of plants are abbre- 

viated, unless they be very short. 

For this se, preliminary particles or letters that do not, 

strictly speaking, form part of the name, are suppressed, and the 
first letters are given without any omission whatsoever. ifa 

hame of one syllable is long enough to make it worth while to 

abridge it, the first consonants only are given (Br. for Brown) ; 
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if the name has two or more syllables, the first syllable ant 
the first letter of the following one are taken ; or, the two first 
ir they are both consonants (Juss. for De Jussieu ; Rich. fo 
Richard), 
When it is found: necessary to give more of a name, for the 

sake of avoiding confusion between names beginning with the 
same syllables, the same system is to be followed. For instance, 
two syllables are given, together with the one or two consonants _ 
of the third ; or else one of the last characteristic consonants 
of the name is added (Bertol. for Bertoloni, so that it may be 
distinguished from Bertero ; or Miche. for Michaux, to prevent _ 
confusion with Micheli), Christian names or accessory desig- 
nations, serving to distinguish two botanists of the same name, 
are abridged i in the same way (Adr. Juss. for Adrien de Jussiel, — 
Gertn. fil. or Gertn. f. for Geertner son). 
When it is settled custom to abridge a name in another 

manner, it is best to conform to it (LZ. for Linnzus, St.-Hil. 
for Saint-Hilaire). 

Section 5. On Names that are to be retained where a Group's 
ivided, remodelled, transferred, or moved from one rank : 

another, or when two Groups of the same rank are united. 
Art. 53. An alteration of characters, or a revision carrying 

with it the exclusion of certain elements of a group or the ad- 
dition of fresh ones, does not warrant a change in the name _ 
names of a group. 

Art. 54. When a genus is divided into two or more genera, 
its name must be retained, and given to one of the chiet 
divisions, If the genus contains a section or some other div 

* . . main- tained, unless there vision of the species, is ‘i ; a 
Articles 62 and 63. arise one of the obstacles mentioned 
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Art. 58. When a tribe is made into an Order, when a sub- 

genus or a section becomes a genus, or a division of a species 

becomes a species, or vice versd, the old names are maintained, 

provided the result be not the existence of two genera of the 

same name in the Vegetable Kingdom, two divisions of a genus, 

or two species of the same name in the same genus, or two di- 

visions of the same name in the same species. 

Section 6. On Names that are to be rejected, changed, or altered. 

Art. 59. Nobody is authorized to change’a name because it 

is badly chosen or disagreeable, or another is preferable or bet- 

ter known, or for any other motive, either contestable or of 

little import. 
Art, 60, Every one is bound to reject a name in the following 

_ 2.) When it is already in use for a class or for a genus, or 

is applied to a division or to a species of the same genus, or to 

a subdivision of the same species. : 

(3,.) When it expresses a character of an attribute that is 

positively wanting in the whole of the group in question, or at 

least in the greater part of the elements it is composed of. 

(4) When it is formed by the combination of two languages. 

i G) When it is in opposition to the rules laid down in Sec- 

on 5, ! 

Art. 61. The name of a cohort, subcohort, Order, suborder, 

tribe, or subtribe, must be changed if taken from a genus found 

not to belong to the group in question. : 

. 62. When a subgenus, a section, or a subsection passes 

as such into another genus, the name must be changed if there 

is already, in that genus, a group of the same rank, under the 

same name 
When a species is moved from one genus into another, its 

specific name must be changed if it is already borne by one of 

the species of that genus. So likewise when a subspecies, @ 

variety, or some other subdivision of a species is placed uncer 
another species, its name must be changed if borne already by 

@ form of like rank of that species. . : 
Art. 63, When a group is transferred to another, keeping 

there the same rank, its name will have to be changed if it 

eads to misconception. 
Art. 64. In the cases foreseen in Articles 60, 61, 62, 68, the 

name to be rejected or changed is replaced by the oldest admis- 

sible one existing for the group in question ; in the absence 
* 

a new one is to be made 
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Art, 65, The name of a class, of a tribe, or of any othe 

group above the genus, may have its termination altered 80 a 

to suit rule or custom 

Ar . When a name derived from Latin or Greek has 

been badly written or badly constructed, when a name derivel 

from that of a person has not been written consistently with 
the true spelling of that name, or whena fault of gender has 
carried with it incorrect terminations of the names of speci® _ 
or of their modifications, every botanist is authorized to rt 
tify the faulty names or terminations, unless it be a qu 
of a very ancient name current under its incorrect form. 
right must be used reservedly, especially if the change is 0 
bear upon the first syllable, and, above all, upon the first letter 
of the name. 

hen a name is drawn from a modern language, it is to be 
maintained just as it was made, even in the case of the spelling 

_ having been misunderstood by the author, and justly deserving 
to be criticized. 

Section 7. On Names of Plants in Modern Language 
Art. 67. Latin scientific names, or those that are immedia 

derived 
of another kind, or having another origin, unless these are Ve 
intelligible and in common use 

introduction into a modern language of names of plants 
are not already there, unless they are derived from & Lat 
botanical name that has undergone but a slight alteration. — 

Editorial Remarks and Suggestions. 

: The considerable space which the code alow 
occupies in our restricted cted pages prevents any extended comme” taryjof our own. It seems ¢ ; d that ref ine doe: o£ Shieaubject cs o be generally understoo 

l upon the course followed ina matter 
nomenclature by a valu contributor to’ the latest issued 

~ 

from them, are used by botanists preferably to names 

. Every friend of science ought to be opposed we ’ 

‘ full, so that American = 
may be informed by it, and contribute thet 
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ume of DeCandolle’s Prodromus. The innovation had to be 
the more pointedly condemned because the work of a most ex- 

Consideration ; still we are convinced, as are most botanists of 

terms must not be held as an impediment to quoting Tourne- 
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before Linnzeus, or even those of his contemporaries whom Lit 
neus himself cites, may no doubt save some trouble and rm | 
search ; but if the authority of Linnewus be justly deferred , _ 
so may his example. 

As to Art, 21, 22, to insist that ordinal names made from 
generic shall uniformly terminate in -acec, or at least in -inet 
when euphony suggests that form, may be somewhat arbitrary; _ 
but we approve the rule as laid down, and wish it were followed 
whenever no good reason appears to the contrary. hae | _ The concluding recommendation under Art. 25, 18 probably | 

. 60 declares, by implication, that worthy of attention : but Art 
no generic name in botany is to be discarded because of pitt 
use in zoolo 
and 
to require botanists + 
It is quite as much as zoologists can do to avoid the use of the 

oversight, as the commentary Bug e through which, in Art, , Specific personal names are requ 
to have a genitive form in one case and an adjective form! 

ll mention of geogr aphieal 

e’s Prodromus, except in th? 
1s at present a tendency to 

We are not prepared to x Jained 

and. qualified in tho commertee reo? ven 88 =P 

Sry os “ { fixed bY _ ~ him to his plants in a of Commerson’s names a 
; but if taken up, simple veritf , seem to require this botanis 73 name * be cited. be should feel bound to courtia Commerson” althous! 

or Jussieu, who probably supplied the 
po yer 

gy. Names in both kingdoms are far too numer0li, _ 
the obstacles to free acquaintance with them far too great, 

0 look after zoological names, or vice vers’ _ 

drop the — 
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fairly apply, and succeeding writers should not be required to 

take the godfather for the father. If we rightly understand 

pulously attributes them to “Nutt. in litt.’ To us all such 

names, which the elder DeCandolle has, at his own discretion, 

published for Nuttall, are of “Nutt. in DC. Prodr.” &c. 

The Li 

campanuloides (Italian and Greek), ranunculoides (good Latin 

and Greek), scirpoides and the like, so freely used by all bot- 

anists, from Linneeus to the present day; even A. DeCandolle 

mself, who hopes he has pone of the sort to reproach himself 

with, gave toa section of Wahlenbergia the name of Lobeli- 
cides, As to specific names formed of -ovdes added to personal 

generic names of modern and unclassical origin, they could not 

now be dispensed with; so we must needs insist, with such 

reason as we may, that the main word is not really Latinized 

but Grecified; while in case of real Latin words the Latin 

form of adjunct is not only the proper one but often the more 

euphonious,—e. ¢. ranunculina, scirpina, wc. 
This digest, as a whole, is to be highly commended, and it 

cannot fail to be useful. Its greatest value is this, that it does 

not make, but only declare, the common law of botanists. Our 

Phenogamous botanists in this country did not need it in the 

way of correction, Some of the Oryptogamists do, and many 

z00logists. 
The English translation is by Dr. Weddell, who states that 

he has adhered as literally as possible to the original text. 

some parts of it the neat French might possibly have been 

rendered in more terse and idiomatic English with no sacrifice 

of clearness or accuracy. A. G. 
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Art. X.—On the Sulphates of Oxyd of Antimony; by 
W. P. Dexter. 

THE various degrees of saturation of acids with the bast 
oxyds have been considered, either in general as differal 
classes of salts, or have been studied in detail, as combinatiom 
of the individual bases. The recent Memoir of Hr. Schulit f : 

ums. These compounds have been previously investig® 
by Brandes, and more recently, and with somewhat differ -Tesult, by M. Péligot. My own conclusions agree, heath Seen, with those of the German chemist ; but are given Wi? hesitation, from experience of the difficulties with which ti preparation of these bodies is attended. 

or the p' 
ining their form under the mic 
by boiling oxyd of antimon 
sulphuric acid, until the wa 

: m the i . ° at alin? : 

compounds, one of which € air, deposits still other crys 

and base, 
These are the salts which I have succeeded i ining in? 

\ 
in obtaining ! sufficiently pure state for analysis. They are all crystallil® 

* Pogg. Ann., exxxiii, 137, 
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tartaric added so that the solution could be largely diluted 

for half or three quarters of an hour at a time, with the follow- 
ing result : 
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08192 SbS, lost 21 04 OF 
0°5445 74 (73 I: 0:3 

no constant weight being obtained. he . 
he sulphid was then exposed to the same temperature, 1 

a bulb blown upon a narrow glass tube, while the air was dit 
placed by a slow stream of carbonic acid. 

08536 - lost 0-2 
0°5199 aS 0°5 
06488 st 0-4 
0°3920 - 0:25 milligrams, 

these being all products of different analyses; the sulphil | 
was completely converted into the black modification, and the 
weight on repeated trial remained unchanged. he error, 
whatever may be its source, of at most the tenth of one p.% 
becomes insignificant when compared with the tenfold greatét 7 
errors inevitable in the preparation of the salts. 

Tersulphate, or Neutral Salt—Oxyd of antimony and Al 
owder are dissolved in considerable quantity by hot 

concentrated sulphuric acid, the latter with disengagement 
hydrochloric acid, the solvent power of the acid seeming to Ir 

_ crease with its temperature. 6 
_ slender needles, in such quantity, when the acid is saturate¢® 
its boiling point, that the whole becomes a thick semi-fuil 

magma. ‘The crystals are long, four-sided prisms, with termr 
nal faces, set often upon two opposite sides, alike at both ends 
of the prism. They seem to belong to the oblique rhombi 
system. The concentrated acid, in which they have fo 
retains so little of the oxyd in solution, at the ordinary tt 
perature, that it remains clear when diluted with water} bat 
by sulphydric acid a slight precipitate is produced. In 8 
acid, diluted with about half its volume of water, the oxyd# 
the cold is much more soluble, 
_ In the preparation of the salt, the oxychlorid was used 
in preference to the oxyd, as the latter is not easily obtained, 
free f ; and the acid was heated until all waté 
was expelled, and vapor of hydrated acid abundantly giv? 
off. The semi-fluid mass of crystals was brought upon > funnel, the neck of which was imperfectly closed by a glass rod, 
and they were then further freed from the acid upon the porous 

which was not heated, and was entered for no other purpos When dry, the salt formed a mass of fibrous texture, very much 
resembling asbestos . 

My analysis shows this to be the tersulphate, or neutral salt: . 

n cooling, a salt is deposited 2 
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1, 0:5933 of the salt gave 0°3648 SbS,: 
2. 0°6792 of the same preparation gave 04173 SbS,, and 

0-918 B 
3. aagts of another preparation gave 0°3999 SbS,, and 0-0859 

5. 
Calculated. 1. 2. 3. 

SbO, 54°94 52°82 52°78 53°58 
380, 45:06 —. 46°41 46:00 

100-00 99° 19 99°58 

e present case the cause of the discrepancy, will its 
to the 

salt was hydrated acid, and that its water would be represented 
in the analysis by a loss. The loss, then, should correspond 
in amount to the excess of acid obtained ; or, reckoned in 
equivalents as water, should be equal to the aqarteleuts of the 
acid in excess 
The ¢ composition of the salt from the above analyses, taken 

in equivalents, is 
2. 

SbO, bP 3 
SO, 3:22 3:14 
HO (loss) 0-25 0-13 

The earlier analyses Bare. 
Péligot.* 

SbO, “364 50-2 443 
SO, 432 51-9 531 

99°6 102°1 97'4 

Mr. Péigot considers the salt to contain four atoms of acid, 
* composition which requires ry eet to 52:23 SO,, if the 

Me i Tequisite data for calculation are given only for ~~ first of the mtr of 
_ “L Péligot. If there be not a misprint, there is an error 
the ”: e out of the four analyses of the piliteaton of antimony, of phich 
he details are given If from 1-66 of the salt, 222 BaS were obtained, as as stated 

the memoir, = eg 45-9 p. c. of acid, seotent of 619. 
Le ss oo Seeeeas ot te ke bee ee 

Weng Th nea, tee eT. ay t2, ee Ree GS a, ee oF) Ge ee oes Wet ie 
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moir, Mr. Péligot infers that the salts of antimony, i 
of uranium, depart from the recognized law, according tow 
oxyds containing three equivalents of oxygen require the st) 
number of atoms of acid to form a neutral salt, The existelt) 
of such a sulphate of oxyd of antimony is denied by bm) 
“En effet il ne m’a pas <té possible de rencontrer un seul } 
contenant ‘3 équivalents d’acide combiné avec 1 Gquivalest 
d’oxyde d’antimoine; de sorte que pour les sels d’antimoine,t 
méme que pour les sels jaunes d’urane, toutes les formules® | 
culées dans les tables d’équivalents de M. Berzelius représil 
des sels qui n’existent pas.”* wii : 

But the neutral salt may be prepared in another way, | 

as to leave no doubt of its existence, By careful heating,” ; 
a crucible, of the oxyd, or oxychlorid of antimony,, wilt 

drawn: as us 
lation, a drop of acid remained, and deprived of its es 
any air which might through it, A siatinans crucible, vu 
wit od as a bath, and was covered with 4 § 

age of the neck, over which # 
heat was such as just to 

> “ant [two grams of oxychlorid lasting several hours : the oa 

blowpipe. The product was a coherent, friable mass, crys 
line on the surface to the naked eye | 

@ preparation made from the oxyd, 0-4471 gave 0-283 SbO, and 05953 fal: of « salt slide No Alparoth powder 0°6177 gave 03946 SbS, and 0°815 BaS: in the hundred, 
Calculated. ie 2. 

SbO, 94 54-24 54°88 
so, 4506 45°72 45°31 

100-00 99:96 100°19 
* Ann. Ch. Phys., 3d Ser., xx, 297. 



are striated, and to these little projecting angles, acting like 

prisms, is due, it seems to me, the slight amount of color which 

- From 1-1663 salt, 0-863 SbS, and 1:1815 BaS. 
ee 1:1359 of another preparation, 0°847 SbS, and 11724 

Calculated. -. 4 

SbO, 64°65 63-57 63-91 
280, 35°35 34:79 35°44 

100-00 98°36 99°35 
ew salt is the bisulphate, and its formula 5vS,. 

t. Péligot, by the action of fuming sulphuric acid upon 
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oxyd of antimony, obtained a salt “in the form of small, 
brilliant crystals,” of which he has given the analyses: he 

Sbo, 63:0 . 64:3 
SO, 371 350 | 

and which therefore seem to have been the salt just described 
In fact, hydrated sulphuric acid, gently warmed, unites with 

the oxyd to form this compound, which is then dissolved ata 

higher temperature, with production of the neutral salt. 
In the formation of both the octahedral and prismatic crys 

tals, there appears to be direct conversion of the undissolvel 
oxyd into the salts : they are also deposited from a solution df 

the oxyd in sulphuric acid of the proper concentration. Ther 
is, however, a peculiarity attending their formation, When they 

quantity: the separated basic salt redissolves at last-complete] 
in the acid. By arresting the evaporation at the proper pe od 
as has been said, octahedral crystals may be deposited from the 
liquid on cooling, but no conversion of the basic salt into thet 
seems to take age By decomposing the basic salt wl» 
carbonate of soda, and treating the resulting oxyd with Jute 
acid, the octahedral crystals can be again produced. 

in flat prisms ree from the octahedral crystals by concentt®- 
tion of the acid liquid in an open vessel, experiments Wel 
made with acid of various degrees of dilution. An acid o 
sp. Bt on than 16, gave, by boiling with the oxyd, oct 

of needles. So that the production of the body in ques jon 8 
ec te — Pai Raph of ‘cabinteation of the a 

e salt was dried, like the bisulphat te surroun wih hot @ae e bisulphate, upon a plate sur 

Of two different preparations 

0-624 salt gave 0°4864 SbS, and 0:571 Bad : (J) 
0524 “ * 04097 SbS, and 0-479 BS: 2) 
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Whence their composition was 
i, z 

Se eagrii eqvts. 
SbO, 66°97 67:17 
sO, 31:42 5:16 31:39 85:13 
HO (loss) 161 117 144 8105 

100-00 100-00 

and their formula Sb,8,, 1, which requires 

BbO se 2 eee i OTT 
nS Hotes ey ee ee et BOSS 
AK Sb a 8 oe ate gee em DD 

100-00 

The salt is most probably a compound of two atoms of bi- 
sulphate, and one of protosulphate, 28b8.+Sb5,H. - é 

This composition explains the facility with which it is 
changed by prolonged boiling, and concentration of the liquid 
into the bisulphate ; it being only necessary that the equivalent 
of water be replaced by oneof acid. 

The crystals of this salt appear large and well defined, under 

but by exposure of the liquid, or of a solution of the oxyd in 

Calculated. Found. 

SbO, 74-92 73°89 
SO, 20°48 21°59 
HO 4:60 (443) 

100-00 100-00 
Bee same salt, without the atom of water, was made b es 

ndes by the action of alcohol upon the neutral salt, I 
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have obtained in this way a salt in small needles, but which 

was not ana. : 

duction of an amorphous substance. hen brought upon 
filter and washed copiously with boiling water, the filtrate co” 
tained constantly a little sulphuric acid and deposited oxyd 
antimony on cooling. From the agreement of the result of 
their analysis with the calculated composition, it would see? 
that in the crystalline state, this salt is not decomposed, or is but 
weed ri eae he water. 0°8334 of the salt - ; 
in way, and dried by pressure in paper, gave 0°8393 50: 
and 0:2735 a8, a ord x 

Calculated. Found. 

28b0, 85°66 86°52 
so, 11:71 11:27 
HO 2-63 (2-21) 

100-00 100-00 

Brandes found in the salt 3 p.c. of water. Péligot ob- 
tained it water free, and also with two atoms of water. eat 
to 100° it lost one half p.c. ; the rest of the water requir 
ee expulsion a temperature above The 

drate of sulphuric acid to form an acid sulphate,* 
most basic compound of both contains two equivalents of ee 
to one of acid. In place of a bisulphate, they have salts W" 
three atoms of acid to two of the earths, and no intermedia” 
salt, like that of antimony, has yet been discovered. ge 

* Zirconia, Berzeli i i i jus, ee Gioetmiats us, but perhaps not quite certain—glucina, Berzelius, 
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bismuth the antimony series differs in that the salts of the for- 
mer metal are decomposed by water, according to Heinz and 
Ruge, into basic salts containing equal equivalents of acid and 

; here, also, no immediate salt is yet known. A more im- 
portant difference lies in the fact that oxyd of bismuth appears 
to form one, if not two, acid sulphates. I have analyses indi- 
cating the existence of compounds of the neutral salt with 
three atoms of hydrate of sulphuric acid; and also of a salt 
erystrallizing in beautiful pearly scales, and containing equal 
equivalents of the neutral sulphates of bismuth and potash. 
A salt with three equivalents of sulphate of potash has been 
described by Heinz. The further account of these bodies must 
be reserved until their analyses have given more trustworthy 
results, 
- Boston, April, 1868. 

Art. XI.—On the Secular Variation of the Elements of the 
Earth's Orbit ; by Joun L. SrockweLy. With a plate. 

these forces depend, must affect the intensity of the forces 
themselves, thus have an important bearing on the devel- 
pment of the vegetable and animal kingdoms. Whether the 

@f variations of the forces of light and heat, in so far as 
fies nd upon the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit, are suf- ficken to account for the changes which geology shows tohave = 
Ken place during the ages that are past, we do not purpose 

Row to determine. Nor do we purpose to give the necessary 
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data for determining the secular variation of the climated | 
either hemisphere of the earth. It would be necessary, iit 
this purpose, to take into account the secular variation of th 
precession of the equinoxes, and also of the obliquity of the 
ecliptic to the terrestrial equator, in order to determine the ob | 
liquity and intensity of the sun’s rays on any given latitudedt 
the earth’s surface. But so far as the earth as a whole is coh 
cerned, the only element which it is necessary to take into at 
count, is the eccentricity of the orbit. And the values of this 
element are given in the following table, at intervals of tet | 
thousand years, together with the longitude of the perihelion 
of oe earth’s orbit. t 

: Int e Treatise on Secular Equations, &c., already referred 

: of oe poke given a table and chart, showing the eccentricilY 

and chart here given, are merely an extensio? 
and chart, over a preceding million of ee 

r iod 0 
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1850; the line XX’, in like manner, shows the mean value 

of the eccentricity, or, in other words, the square root of the 

non-periodic term in the expression of the square of the ec- 

minima are approximately repeated at intervals of 1,450,000 

years, In other words, if at any epoch, there is a maxima or 

minima of any given magnitude, in 1,450,000 years before or 

after that epoch, there will be a corresponding maxima or 

n eferring to the charts for a particular example, we 

notice that for the abscissa —77, there is a very large maxima, 

and equal to 0-066 nearly ; and if we add 145 units of ab- 
scissa to -77, we get +68, and for this abscissa the correspond- 

ing ordinate, or the eccentricity, is equal to 0-058. The maxi- 

was oe by Croll a few years ago, and was derived from 

Le errier’s formula, But the intervals used in his computa- 

tion were much too long, being 50,000 years, instead of 10,000 
have used in our computation. It is evident, 

at the following — 

ep 
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Table showing the Elements of the a on during a perind 
of one Million of Ye 
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Art. XII.—On some Cretaceous fossil Plants from Nebraska ; 
by L. Lesquerevux. 

Tue plants here described have been obtained and sent for 
examination by Dr. John LeConte of Philadelphia, and by far 
the largest number by Dr. F. V. Hayden, director of the geo- 
logical survey of Nebraska. It is by the direction of Dr. Hay- 
den that this paper is prepared as a summary of a more de- 
tailed report made for him, which embraces more complete 
descriptions, with figures of all the species. 

All these plants come from the Cretaceous formation north 
of Fort Ellsworth, Nebraska, or its vicinity. . 
A small number of splendid specimens from the same forma- 

tion, belonging to the Smithsonian Institution and obtained 
by Prof. B. F. Mudge of Manhattan College, were lately sent 
to me just in time to be described here as a valuable contribu- 
tion to the flora of the Cretaceous of America. They have 

inne inear, 
anghtly enlarged in the middle, and a little curved upward, 
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3. Glyptostrobus gracillimus, sp. nov.—This species resell 

bles G. Ungeri Heer, from the Tertiary of Europe, differin 
by more slender branches and shorter leaves. The branches 

are thread-like, much divided, the leaves half embracing at the 

base and either pointed or slightly obtuse. Some of tte 
branches inflated at the point appear to bear male flowes 

One of the numerous specimens covered with branches of thi 
little conifer is traversed by a narrow cylindrical cone, of whit 

a few of the scales only are visible. The scales, rhomboidal m 
in 

middle by an oval dot or scar, from which thin, linear closely 

4. Sequoia formosa, sp. nov.—A fine cone referred with 
some doubt to this genus. It is about two inches long, pr 
portionally narrow, spindle shaped, inflated in the middle, ant 

tapering upward and downward about in the same degree, #0 

wrinkles tending to a round point at the top of the scales 
No fossil cone of this kind has been published, except one 

Prof. Heer in his Urwelt der Schweitz, p. 310, as the cone 

i bi he Tertia i 
round, obtuse, of a very different form. ‘The scales only até of 

appear. 
is at ¢ to 

to pal ~~ marked at the borders and near the center by 

ns le. They 8 of verrucose, irregular, mostly round con 

ICKeR Up, etached from the stem, the specification is s0o@& 

what uncertain. T ere is, nevertheless, ae the same locality 

a specimen representing part of a striated stem, 1} inch broad, 
which is referable to an Arundo or a Cyperites, It shows the 
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double nervation of the stems of this genus ; deep, well marked | 
strie, separated by four or five close, thin lines, scarcely dis- 
tinguishable with the naked eye. 

7. Liquidambar integrifolius, sp. nov.—A well preserved, 
large, and nearly entire leaf. Its form is about the same as 
that of the leaves of our Liguidambar Styracyflua. It is 
membranaceous, shining, round in outline, deeply five-lobed, 
with lobes obtusely pomted and enéive. The primary, sec- 
ondary and ultimate reticulation is that of our living Liquid- 
ambar. The petiole of the leaf is destroyed, but it is evi- 
dently surrounded by that small basilar subdivision of the leaf 
which is remarked in our living species. All the fossil Ligquid- 
ambar but this have the borders dentate or serrulate like the 
species of our time. 

8. Populus Lancastriensis, sp. nov.—Leaf of a thin sub- 
stance, with a deeply marked nervation, broadly cordate, prob- 
ably acute (the point is destroyed(, borne on a slender petiole. 
its borders are entire or slightly undulate ; its primary nerves 
in five like the lateral ones are proportionally slender. It is 
broader and more deeply cordate at its base than any of the 
_* of Populus from the Tertiary, resembling by its form a 

sis, 
9. Populites cyclophylla (Populus) Heer.— Leaves round, 

entire, with slightly pitas hevitick Primary nerves in 
three attached to the petiole; secondary nerves (4 pairs) nearly 
Opposite, running straight to the borders in preserving nearly 
the same thickness ; angle of divergence 40°.—This is appar- 
ently Heer’s species: Populus cyclophylla, of which a short 

gnosis is gi in eed. of Acad. of Nat. Sciences, 

Philad., 1858, p. 266. The author remarks that the base is 

= by the nervation which is truly craspedodrome, the sec- 
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10. Populites elegans, sp. nov.—This species has large 
leaves than the former, and also differs from it by its strong, 
slightly ‘undulate, more divided secondary nerves, and by it 
more elongated base and long petiole. The number of the 
secondary nerves and their angle of divergence are the same. 

11 ites ovata, sp. nov.—Leaves ovate in outline, with | 
an obtuse or truncate point ; borders undulate, enlarging t | 
ward the base and abruptly curved to a pretty long slende 
petiole. The primary nerves are in three or five; the s& 
ondary ones are thin, alternate, distant, few in number, will 
an angle of divergence of 30°. The ultimate reticulation de- : 

_ Tived from pretty large square subcontinuous areas is polyg> . 
- nal and small, like that of a Platanus. : 
12. Populites quadrangularis, sp. nov.—This leaf is about 
quadrangular in outline, with obtuse angles and convex » 
ders ; the upper part undulate, the lower entire. The pe 
and medial nerve are slender, the primary nerves in five, the 
lowest pair at a short distance from the upper, the secondary 
nerves numerous, six on each side, running parallel and sligh¥) 
arched to the borders. The substance of the leaves is pretty 
thick. The lowest primary nerves, shorter and more slendet, 
run along the borders as in us. Jeat 

13. Populites flabellata, sp. nov.—A round fan-shaped “a 

oe 

from above the base of the leaf, are distinct but narrow ; the 

15. Salix proteefolia, sp. nov.—Except that the leaves 4 smooth or polished, apparently thick and coriaceous, this SP 
u ali: . Br., that no different? 

can be pointed out in these forms. The leaves are lanceolate 
or linear-lanceolate, merely pointed or tapering upward into a 



Tegularly dentate, the teeth pointing upward, separated by ob- 

sinuses. : 

Secondary nerves (about 14 on each side), which run straight 

to the sharp point of the teeth under an angle of 40°. 
Veinlets are clearly marked, perpendicular to the nerves and 
continuous, : 

19. Quercus hea . nov.—There is only one broken 
Specimen of this Sinetiak * the middle of the leaf the borders 

are nearly parallel and entire ; above they taper to a point and 
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are marked by a few strong pointed teeth. Downward 1 
are slightly enlarged just above the base, and hence are 
uated to the petiole, giving thus an hexagonal form to the 
The secondary nerves, seven on each side, slightly curve in 
cending each to the point of a tooth. ot 

20. Quercus Ellsworthianus, sp. nov.—A leaf somewhil | 
like the following, resembling Quercus Lyellit Heer, by 8) 
oblong oval form and undulate borders; the point is 7 
stroyed ; the base is narrowed to the petiole. The substait | 
of the leaf is thin and the secondary nerves very slender, call | 
todrome, sometimes branching near the borders. a8 
21 cus anceps, sp. nov.—Allied like the former | 
Quercus Lyellii Heer. Leaves coriaceous, ovate-lancedlata i 
pointed, or short-acuminate, attenuated to the base, with 1] | 
entire, not undulate borders, Secondary nerves, strong, 
todrome, curving near and along the borders ; veinlets 
dicular, nearly continuous, mostly branching. The base 0 
leaf is destroyed. Fe 

ercus semi-alatus, sp. nov.—The leaves of this species 

4 

ous length, craspedodrome and camptodrome, diver, unde 
various angles, with the iatlegiation of a Platanus. PT be sib 
stance of the leaves is pretty thick. : 

23. Ficus ou 

: y We to the top, having therefore a broadly rhomboidal form. 

in a Populus affinity of this leaf is still uncertain. 
24, é : us, sp. nov.—This leaf, of which a fee 

mer. K 
its whole upper border is surrounded by regular, erect tech | 
inflated or dilated at the point as if se small leafy om sions, and separated by broad obtuse sinuses. The petiole ¥ 



er 
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thick, attached to the leaf a little above the lower border, 
which is thus continuous. It is palmately seven-nerved, the 
nerves scarcely branching, diverging all around and vanishing 
before reaching the borders. The veinlets are perpendicular 
to the veins, slightly arched, subcontinuous ; ultimate reticu- 
lation polygonal, small, like that of a Ficus. But the relation 
with this genus is uncertain. 

25. Platanus aceroides ? Gipp., var. latior.— Leaf broader 
than long, palmately trilobate, with short scarcely distinct 

- lateral lobes ; borders distantly dentate, flat or undulate be- 

E 

2 ‘e 

a 

the former by its more narrowed base, the leaf descending to 

the petiole in a broad wedge-form. The primary and sec- 

form. The size of the leaves is equally variable. The only 

general character recognizable on all the specimens is the posi- 

tion of the point of union of the primary nerves, generally in 

, at a distance above the base of the leaves or the point of 

attach of the petiole. Except this, the nerves themselves 

er in their mode of branching, the medial one especially, 

Am. Jour. Sct.—Szconp Serres, VoL. XLVI No. 136.—Juxr, 1868. 
7 
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nker), as limited by Stiehler; and this character is well 

den 
that of Europe 

_ 30. Laurus Nebrascencis (Persea Nebrascencis Les.) 
Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 431, pl. 23, fig. 940—4 
thick, coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate pointed leaf, narrowed dow? 
ward to a pretty long and thick petiole, with the nervation 0 
a Laurus or fersea. From its pretty long petiole and 18 

large nutlet, somewhat roughened, undulate across, and marked 

. ee 
j O 

spongious peric: s lit d . di to 

the horizontal os Eh around, at points corresponding 
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longer than the medial one, all obtusely pointed. The nerva- 

Sassafras Mudgii, sp. nov—Though nearly similar to 
the former in its general outline, it is evidently a different 
species. The leaf, which is nearly entire, is 8 inches long, 5 

. 

inches broad, at the point of the lateral lobes, gradually nar- 
- rowing to the petiole, three lobate from the middle, Lateral 

lobes oblique, not half as much diverging as in the former 
species, proportionally narrower and more obtusely pointed. 
The medial lobe is twice as long as the lateral ones ; substance 
of the leaves thinner, slightly membranaceous, polished. 

. Sassafras subintegrifolius, sp. nov.—The leaf appears 

to be trilobate or merely emarginate at its rounded top, 
broadly oval, tapering in an obtuse angle to the petiole, entire, 
subcoriaceous. It is palmately triple-nerved ; the lateral 

nerves not being opposite but at a short distance from each 

other, as it is often the case in the genus Sassafras. This 
y is distantly related to S. Asculapi Heer, of the Swiss 

ocene, 
35. Proteoides Daphnogenoides Heer.— Leaves ovate-lan- 

ceolate near the base, tapering upward to a very long, acute, 
slightly scythe-shaped point, smooth and coriaceous, attenuated 

downward to a short thick petiole ; medial nerve narrow, sec- 

ondary nerves obsolete, few, ascending under a very acute 

angle along the borders. These leaves are very long. Our 

specimens show two nearly whole leaves, one of which is 8 
inches long, and only one inch broad near the base. As the 
Species of Prof, Heer in the “‘Phyllites du Nebraska” are repre- 
sented by mere small fragments, it is not positively certain 

that ours is the sa: ) same. 
36. Proteoides acuta Heer.—Leaves narrower than in the 

former, with a longer tapering base, undulate borders, thinner, 
and not polished on the surface. No trace of lateral nerve 

37. Lyriodendron intermedium, sp. nov.—A part of a leaf 
evidently belonging to this genus. The upper segments are 
Comparatively long, obtuse, at a distance from the lower ones, 

Indicating a proportionally long and narrow leaf. 
- Lyriodendron giganteum, sp. nov.—A species repre- 

Sented still by a broken fragment. It is only one of the supe- 
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rior lobes of the leaf, with the sinus which separates the upp! § 
segments. It is broadly oval-oblong, very obtuse, thick ani 
coriaceous, with the medial and the three secondary nervé | 
which generally enter the upper lobes of a Lyrio 
This leaf is evidently of very. large size. : 

39. Magnolia tenuifolia, sp. nov.—A large leaf of thin te 
ture, 6 inches long, 22 inches broad, oblong, obtusely pointel?, 
slightly rounded and attenuated to a pretty long petiole. Be | 
ondary nerves narrow, open, angle of divergence about 60; | 
medial nerve sharply grooved. el 

40. Magnolia alternans Heer.—There is only one specumeél 
recognizable of this species. It is like that of fig. 3, pl. 3, 
the Phyllites du Nebraska. The leaf is coriaceous, ovate-oblou 
lancolate, gradually narrowed to the petiole; medial nett 
thick, lateral veins ascending in acute angle, curving and alae 
tomosing along the borders. : 

41. Dombeyopsis obtusiloba, sp. nov.—The finest thes 
of the whole collection. The leaf is whole, merely deprived 
its petiole ; 7 inches long, 5 inches broad near the base whet 
it is the broadest. Its general outline is triangular-elongatel, 
rounded subcordate at base, gradually diminishing to an obi’ | 
point, deeply sinuous or obtusely irregularly lobed on the bot: 
ders. It is palmately seven-nerved at the base, the ™ 
nerve thick, as well as the two proximate ones which ascend #0 
% of the leaf in an acute angle ; the ultimate or basilar nev 

? c. 
42. Acer obtusilobum ? Ung.—An entire, well preset 

leaf, membranaceous, cm mately five-lobed ; basilar lobes broad and undulate, supe 
divisions short and obtuse.—This species might be copsid- 
ered as identical with that published under this name by es ger (Chloris, p. 134, pl. xliii, fig. 12 and 13), if it was not 
a marked difference in the nervation. In Unger’s g, th? 
upper lateral primary nerve divide upward near the middle 
and the branch ascends parallel to the medial nerve, wnitl22 — 
with the secondary nerves above. This kind of nervation, ' 
sembling that of a Menispermum, is observable in the follo¥ | 

a 
an at 
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ing species. In this leaf the nervation is craspedrome and 
camptodrome as in other species of Acer. 

43. Acerites menispermifolius, sp. nov.—A small leaf, trian- 
— in outline, five lobate, with short obtuse irregular lobes. 
rimary nerves in five from the base, the upper lateral one 

branching in the middle with one of the divisions ascending 
upward. The base of the leaf is nearly truncate. It may be- 
long to the former species or to a true Menispermum. Another 
small leaf, also triangular, with a cuneate base, three obtuse 
equal short lobes, the middle one abruptly short pointed and a 
similar kind of nervation, may be a variety of the same species. 

44. Negundoides acutifolia, sp. nov.—T'wo thin leaves, which 
appear to have been attached on a same common petiole, and 
therefore to belong to a compound leaf. The upper leaflet is 
smaller, ovate, lanceolate-pointed,.entire; the lower one is 
enlarged on one side, dentate-lobed, like an Acer, and with the 
same kind of nervation, while the other side is narrow, entire, 
with merely secondary nerves as in the upper leaf. Prof. Un- 
gerin his Chloris has figured and described, under the name 
of Acer, two lanceolate leaves, slightly dentate, which are op- 
posite on a common rachis, and belong, therefore, to a com- 
pound leaf resembling a Negundo. They have some affinity 
with ours. 

45. Paliurus membranaceus, sp. nov.—Leaf exactly oval- 
obtuse, of a thick membranaceous substance and’ polished sur- 

; palmately three-nerved from the base; lateral nerves 
ascending to above 4 of the leaf, branching outward and united 
to the thicker medial nerve by perpendicular veinlets. 

- Lhamnus tenazx, sp. nov.—A fine leaf represented by two 
fragments on the same specimen, It is lanceolate or slightly 
ovate-lanceolate, gradually tapering to a point and narrowed to 
@ short petiole still attached to a branch. The secondary 

“Nerves, 14-15 pairs, ascend in an acute angle of 30°, and curve 
along the borders ; the veinlets are obsolete, nearly continu- 
ous and perpendicular to the veins. 
1 47. Phyllites Rhotfolius, sp. nov.—T wo fragments of an ob- 
“ng subcoriaceous thick leaf, with a broad medial nerve and 
Secondary nerves alternate, emerging in an open angle, arched 
Str curving near the borders where they unite. The bor- 
tic of these leaves appear marked with distant irregular den- 

wlations like those of our Rhus cotinoides, which this species 
ra 1€8, also, by the nervation. The base and top of these 

ves are destroyed. 
ss . Juglans Debeyana (Populus ?) Heer—The general form 

‘ = leaves of this species, represented by many §| ens, 18 
wee, Oval and slightly obtuse ; sometimes oval-lanceolate, 
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with a blunt point ; borders always entire. Some of the leant § 
are equal on both sides, and have a pretty long petiole; samy 
others are broader on one side or inequilateral, often currél : 

to one side from a short petiole, thus showing the form of lea 

lets of a compound leaf. The nervation is exactly that oft 7 
Juglans ; I consider, therefore, these leaves as belonging a 

49, Prunus Parlatorii (Andromeda?) Heer.—Among the | 
numerous specimens of this species, one of them has distinctly | 
preserved its nervation, which is like that of a Prunus or of at : 
Amygdalus. As the leaves are all entire, coriaceous, all la 

. Prunus Cretaceus, sp. nov.—A broadly ovate-pointil 
nutlet, similar in every point to a large kernel of a Prunus, 
to a very small almond. The surface is smooth ; the franc 
base is notched by a groove ascending to above the middle 

52. Phyllites umbonatus, sp. nov.—A leaf perhaps deformel | 
by compression, for the medial thick nerve is split in tw? 

pairs of secondary veins, the upper ones curved upward, th 
of the middle nearly at a pc geen with the redial ner” 

downward | 

a in ~_—- abnormal ways, pe 
o complete the list of fossil plants known at this time 

the Cretaceous formation of America, we have only to add # 
b 
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and Capellini, described and figured by Prof. Heer in ‘‘Phyllites 
_Orétacés du Nebraska ;” and those sent to me, still later, by 
Dr. John LeConte, which are figured and described in Appen- 
dix to Tertiary fossil plants of the Mississippi State, in Trans. 
Amer. Phil. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 430, pl. 23. Considering the 
species we find : 
1. Lyriodendron Meekii Heer, Proc. Acad. of Nat. Sciences—A small 

leaf with short round lobes not found among our specimens. 
2. Sapotacites Haydenit Heer, loc. cit. —A leaf of unknown affinity. 
3. Laurus primigenia Gépp. in Heer, loc. cit—-Not seen among our 

| 4, Leguminosites Marcouanus Heer, loc. c a Tiree to me. The 

; author compares it to a Cesalpinia 
| 5. Populus leuce Ung. in Heer, loc. cit. <Not ce phdich recognized. 

6. Populus cyclophylla Heer, loc. cit.—Pr obably t the species as 

: the f ours to which the specific name is prese 
7. shighcse obtusilobatus Heer, loc. cit—An im perfect 4 feb, per- 

: referable to Lyriodendron Meekit. 

: 8. Phyllites obcordatus Heer, loc. cit.—Of. unknown affinity. 
F 9. Populus litigiosa a Phyll. du etraiksHeagalans Not seen 

in our specimen 
10. owas Tickesdan Heer, loc. cit.—Described above as Juglans 

Debeya 
ll. Salix SS a Heer, loc. cit.—Not seen mreng our specimens. 

Soc. oe xiii, pl. 23, fig. 
18. Aristolochites dentata He er, "loc. cit.—Not s 
19. Andromeda Parlatorii Heer, loc. cit. Bonuses in this paper as 

a Prunus, 
20. Diospyros primeva Heer, loc. cit.—Not seen. 
21, Cissites insignis Heer, loc. cit—Not seen 

22. Magnolia alternans Heer, loc. cit. —Dessibd above. 

23. Magnolia Capellini Heer, loc. cit.—Not se 

24. P “peed coriaceus Lesq., Proc. Am. Phil eae vol, xiii, p. 430, 

pi. 
Phyliites Betulefolius Lesq., _— 

- Persea Nebrascensis Lesq., loc. cit. Considered as a Laurus. 

2 Sasnfras. as oe Laie en 
m Heerii Lesq., loc: ge 

verk. eae inten 8 are described in this paper and therefore 
We have to add to our number twenty, making a total of 73 
Species, or rather forms of leaves, from our Cretaceous.* 

.__dt is well understood that when the word species is used in an an examination of 
fossil plants, it is not taken in it its procige eae For indeed no species can be es- 

Bee) aE Reece Pia) DS ee Tes ee ame re a ee ees ee ae See ane mae Sone ane 

oad ~T py ba] 
:§ 

A 

#3 
ear 3. 

= 
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Considering that we know scarcely anything of the Cretae 9 
ous flora of other countries, this number, though small, isi 7 
deed a valuable contribution to science. The scarcity of (ie F 
taceous remains of plants explains perhaps the great numb 7 
of species established from the Nebraska specimens. a i 
Phyllites, Prof. Heer remarks that between the Cretaceols | 
plants of Nebraska and those of Europe, there are no identical 
species. The celebrated paleeontologist sent to Dr. Debey of 
Aix la Chapelle, who has there discovered quite a Cretaceot 
flora, the drawings of the species collected by Messrs. Mareot 
and Capellini, inquiring about their relation to what had bea 
discovered in Belgium, The answer was, that none of the 
species were identical; that even the genera were di 

course we can not conclude from this that there is not aly 
existing relation between the Cretaceous flora of our cont 
and that of Europe, because the materials which may serve ® 

rescent vegetation, we can but recognize it in the Cretaceou* 
Liquidambar, Populus, Betula, F 
redneria acres allied to Coccoloba of which we have ™ 

species in Florida), Laurus, Sassafras, Lyriodendron, M agnolia, 
Juglans, Prunus, &c., all genera o 

tablished from leaves or mere fragments of leaves. But as paleontologists have 

Soiesene it is necessary to aes and 
figured, to compare them and use them for 

them as species. to them specific names and therefore to 
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matic transportations. Its origin is not Australian as it has 
been sometimes admitted, nor Asiatic, still less European ; 
but it is born, has been cradled, and has grown up on this 
continent, This preservation of peculiar types, present at 
divers geological epochs, indicates a successive and slow devel- 
opment of formations without such great disturbances as are 
recognizable in other countries ; and it proves also that the 
climatic conditions of our North American continent have con- 
tinued about the same as they are now from the Cretaceous 
through the Tertiary. No species found in these formations of 
— indicates a warmer temperature than that of the Southern 
tates, 
We know very little yet of the vegetation of our Tertiary 

formations, and it is impossible to attempt now a comparison of 
the floras of the Tertiary and of the Cretaceous in America. 
Nevertheless, from the species already published, even from 
those of the Tertiary of Nebraska, obtained by Dr. Hayden 
and Dr. LeConte, the generic affinity is striking and therefore 
the general American facies is equally represented in both. 

Vegetable remains are the records of the natural phenomena 
which have governed the surface of our earth at different epochs. 
Nowhere else can the successive development of a long series 
of vegetable cycles, without cataclysmatic interruptions, be 
followed as well as in America. When, then, the fossil plants 
of our country have been thoroughly studied, they will unfold 

0 us the history of nature’s proceedings during the geological 
times, Questions of a high order are therefore intimately al- 

to the study of those remains of fossil plants so little val- 
ued among us even now. 

, March 19, 1868. 

. 

— 

Arr. XIII — Recent Eruption of Mauna Loa and Kilauea, 
Hawaii. 

ar following are extracts from some of the accounts of 

and f nearly; that of Kaw, on the southern, from / to a line 
Tunning §.8.H. from Kilaues eh 
South of Hilo, Kahuku lies almost in a direct line between the 
thawit of M. Loa and the south cape, 12 or 15 miles north of 

, and this line was the course of the principal fissures 
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and flows of lava. The new island is situated just south i 
the south cape. Waiohinu is about 8 miles east of Kahult 
(north of & on the map), 5 or 6 miles from the sea at Kaalualt © 
Honuapo isati ; Punaluu, 4 or 5 miles farther east on the coast 
Hiilea lies 3 or 4 miles east of north of Punaluu. From Punt | 

of Honolulu, and the Honolulu papers.—J. D. Daya.] 

1. Letter from Rev. Trrvs Coan, (to J. D. Dawna,) dated Hil, 

Hawaii, April 7, 1868. o 

History and tradition record no such commotion on Haw 
as we have just experienced. On the 27th of March, sig 

soul 

untain was rent, apparently, from near the summit ® 
ter, Mokuaweoweo, half way down its southern slope, 
jets of — and smoke went up from pond points, ah 

down the large stone church at Kahuku, and also all the 
dwelling houses in that place, including the houses of ee 

3 - are grazing cattle at the foot of 

A letter just received from Rev. T. D. Paris, of Kealakek™ 
South Kona, and dated March 29th, contains some facts 
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cerning that side of the island, which I take the liberty to 

scribe. 
“For the last 36 hours, our house and all about us have 

been trembling, shaking and heaving, as if the very founda- 

tions were giving way. For ten hours there was a succession 

of shakes at intervals of from two to five minutes—vibrations, 

roaring and hissing, continuing most of the time, from one 

shock to another. ; 

“Yesterday, during the heaving of the earth, four avalanches 

fell from the Kaanaloa precipice into the bay. 

“Friday morning (27th), between 5 and 6 o’clock, we dis- 

covered the great mountain to be on fire, with immense col- 

umns and pillars of smoke; but as yet we are ignorant as to 

the course of the stream. 
“Tuesday, April ist. The shaking of the hill still con- 

tinues. We have not undressed for sleeping since Friday 
ag 

. 

night the throbbing and quaking were nearly continuous. No 
one attempted to count the sudden jars and prolonged throes, 

so rapid was their succession. And even during the intervals 

to quiver like the surface of a boiling pot. The quaking was 

most fearful in Kau, and anxiety marked all thoughtful minds. 

The truth was, all the fires of the mountain and of Kilauea 

were sunk in subterranean caverns and chambers, and were 

struggling to force their way down to the ocean, The sea of 

lavas must have been enormous, and it was working, under- 

epee in numerous ducts, under a tract many miles broad. 

The shocks and quiverings continued with different degrees 0 

intensity until Thursday, the 2d inst. : 

It was now evident that Kilauea, and the mother mountain, 

were acting in concert. The fires in the former had be- 

come fearfully intense, shaking down avalanches of rocks from 

ne outer walls, cracking the earth and burstin
g into an extinct 

teral crater, called “Little Kilauea.” 

t4 p.m. on the 2d instant a shock occurred, which was 

absolutely terrific, All over Kau and Hilo, the earth was rent 

in a thousand places, opening cracks and fissures from an inch 

to many feet in width, throwing over stone-walls, 
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trees, breaking down banks and precipices, demolishing neaty | 

all stone churches and dwellings, and filling the people mi y 
consternation, This shock lasted about three minutes, al 

had it continued three minutes more, with such violence, fF 

houses would have been left standing in Hilo or Kau, Forty 
nately there was but one stone building in Hilo, our prihy 
and that fell immediately. a 

s this awful shock died away, the sea rose some six fet | 
above high water mark, and all the dwellings, stores, machilt | 
shops, etc., near the shore, were in imminent peril. At ie 

Between oe and Keaiva, about twenty-six miles - 
suddenly opened, among the foot hills q 

moment, the houses of Reed and Richardson, of Mr. i q 
and nearly all the native houses in that district, were ® | 

sh 5 along the coast. Bor ] 

many lives were lost by this influx we have not yet ascé | 

I have seen pec aad names of the killed in the earthy ery 
Th 
one-fourth part of Kau, 
from the central and western portions of the district. 

d 

that ev fro that region to report. ent no messenger has come 

It is said that the great earth ti Kapapala 

not heated, and that there was ‘sh mpouears Pea sepe dir 

* So Mr. Lyman thinks, 
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gorgements. The whole mass was threwn out of the earth like 
the discharge of a cannon, with a rush of wind and an awful roar. 
The whole action was seen by Mr. Richardson and others on 
the N. E., and by Mr. Lyman and others on the 8. W. side of 
the eruption. The premises of both these gentlemen came 
near being swallowed up in this upheaval. 

For the last twelve days, few probably of the people of Hilo 
and Kau have put off their clothes for sleeping. Many have 
camped out in the fields, and all have been anxious to secure 
places of comparative safety. 
We still have repeated shocks, which send us out of our 

houses by day and night, and our house has often jarred and 
quivered since I have been writing these lines. But the shocks 

to act in concert ; the fires in the mountain and in Kilauea 
rising and falling together, and the great subterranean move- 
ments, and the rush into the sea, being simultaneous. The 

<u of Kilauea have been drawn off and the crater has sunk 

fri pailosophical reasonings and conclusions to our scientific 
iends, 

April 10, Last evening news came in from Waiohinu and 

Kahuku, that all that region was in ruins. The terrors were 

awful, Not an un house left. 67 lives lost by the 
influx of the sea, and no shore village standing. The lavas 

have broken ground in Kau and are flowing to the sea. Our 
‘still continue at intervals. 

2. Extracts from a letter from Mr, Freverick 8. Lyuan, dated 
se April 10th, 1868, addressed to D, B. Lyman, Esq., of Chi- 

Jo. 

eo In my last letter from Kau I left page 

uesday evening, the 3lst ult. That night from about ten til 
two the shaking was almost incessant; it then subsided, Wed- 

Resday morning about sunrise there wasa hard shock, and 
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again at 5p. M. there was a severe and protracted earthquake, 
with considerable swaying to and fro of the earth. Nearly dl 

of a mighty rushing wind, It was impossible to stan 
had to sit on the ground, bracing with hands and feet t 
from being rolled over. While this agitation was at its heigl! 
we saw bursting out, from the top of the bluff, about a a 
and a half north of us, what we supposed to be an immelt 

rocks high in the air, and swallowing everything in its wayj- 
trees, houses, cattle, horses, goats and men, all overwhelmed 
an instant. This devouring current passed over a distance® 

the sea was boiling and foami furiously. The waves covert! the shore, and the water was ie for Af leant the eighth of ae from the land, scm 
_ With our children and our native servants we wet i ws diately to Nahala’s hill, a short distance west of our hot From the hill-top we could overlook the country. At Hil, a short distance farther west, a small stream of black smoky 

Punaluu a long black column of lava pushed itself slowly int | the ocean, and finally disappeared sake the waves, We stoth “ery Moment to be swallowed up by the eat im / 

weep utging and rushing directly under our fect. * * *_ 
The villages on the shore were swept away by the great my 

Pig eruption ae rage eran 2 after the a a 
| earth de i i t the ware wall wed sak ‘ 3 thirty-one lives, bu . 

r. Richardson returned to Kau on Monday, reaching » 
farm at Kapapala, Tuesday noon ; butas the earthquakes ice 
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very frequent and very severe, he remained only two or three 
ours, ile he was camping, that night, on the great sand- 
lain southwest of Kilauea, the clouds were lifted from the 

mountain, and he saw a great river of lava pouring down its 
southern slope in the vicinity of Waiohinu or Kahuku, and 
entering the sea near Kaalualu bay. At Kilauea he could see 
neither fire nor smoke in thecrater. Last evening (Thursday), 
with two other white men and several natives, he sailed on the 
sloop Live Yankee, bound for the coast of Kau, hoping to be 
able to rescue all who are still endangered by the volcano. 

Since last Saturday evening, the earthquake shocks at this 
place (Hilo) have been infrequent and very slight, but the 
mountain still smokes furiously. I should have mentioned the 
fact that in the morning of the day after the great earthquake 
we could see that there had been small eruptions of earth in 
the margin of the forest all along the side of the mountain, 
from the high land above Mr. Richardson’s house to the hill be- 
hind our house, a distance of four miles or more. The tract 
covered by the great eruption was nearly a mile wide and three 
miles long, forming a bank of moist, clayey soil fifteen or 
twenty feet high. It looks precisely like a great bank of red 
and brown clinkers (the aa of the natives). A stream of water 
18 how running through it, and far below toward the ocean. 

In the earlier letter of Mr, F. S. Lyman, (dated Kau, March 
st,) addressed to D. B. Lyman of Chicago, he writes as 
lows: 

spray of red lava high in the air; and thena great column of 
smoke rose straight up thousands of feet and arched over to 
the east; in a few minutes a new jet was thrown up a little 

Soon followed by another, and then by a fourth ; and soon the 
ted lava began running down the sides of the mountain in four 
steams, in a southerly and easterly direction. About seven 

O'clock we began to hear a roaring sound which grew louder 
and louder until the air seemed to tremble with the incessant 
roar of the volcano, but finally it subsided and ceased entirely 
about eight o’clock. But before that time the clouds had shut 

Wn on the mountain so that we could see nothing more then. 
About noon we began to feel slight earthquakes, and during the 
hight they were very frequent, some of the time, every minute or 
two; though very slight, they were sufficient to prevent sleep, for 
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clouds, ms | 
Saturday night the shocks were very frequent and het | 

severe ; and the house made such a noise and commotion 
every shock that we all moved to our native house, or not 
us would have slept any. The next morning, Sunday, of | 

sional and slight all that night, and Monday also, and Monti 
night ; but to-day (Tuesday, the 31st), about ten 4. ™ 
was quite a severe shaking, and at five p.m. a harder one. 

3. Extracts from a letter from H. M. Wurrnry, editor of th B 
nolulu Advertiser, dated Kealakekua, April 13th, on the 
tions near Kehuku. (From the Advertiser.) 
On ing the ridge just ‘te the Mamilt Pali oe west of and opposi st 

u, and which was separated from" 
a valley about one-eighth of a mile wide, the whole scene Pr 
before us in one grand panorama, : floor = pano; id | 
over with @ pavement of fresh pahochoe lava (solid lava — , 

Foca anearly smooth, though. often rippled and wavy) 

sche thrown out, and came R pe q 
7h | pers which burst out on Tuesday morning, Ai 

: i a ence, burst out with a hea i 
. ia } ’ ¥ é c : 

ing rapidly down the beanie! ps fe — a eeT rows! : 

: » and the inmates had barely time to escape : 
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The new crater, when visited by Mr. Swain, was at least one 

and a half miles in extent, nearly circular, but constantly en- 

vouring element. The enlargement is going on mainly on the 

lower side, toward the factons outs and it is thought that its 

diameter is already about two miles. Four huge jets or foun- 

tains were continually being thrown up out of this great crater, 

ever varying in size and height, sometimes apparently all join- 

ing together and making one continuous spouting a mile and 

ahalf long. From the lower side of the crater a stream of 

liquid, rolling, boiling lava poured out and ran down the plateau, 

en down the side of the pali (following the track of the gov- 

ernment road), then along the foot of the pali or precipice five 

miles to the sea. 
_This was the scene that opened before us as we ascended the 

ridge on Friday (10th). At the left were these four grand foun- 

tains playing with terrific fury, throwing blood-red 
lava and huge 

stones, some as large as a house, to a height varying from 5 

to 1,000 feet. The grandeur of this scene, ever changing like 

a moving panorama, no one who has not seen it can realize. 
‘Then there was the rapid, rolling stream, rushing and tum- 

ling like a swollen river, down the hill, over the precipice and 

down the valley to the sea, surging and roaring like a cataract, 

with a fury perfectly indescribable. This river of fire varied 

from 200 to 800 feet in width, and when it is known that the 

descent was 2,000 feet in five miles, the statement that it ran at 

the rate of ten to twenty-five miles an hour will not be doubted.* 

We waited till night, when the scene was a hundred fold 

more grand and vivid. The crimson red of the lava now doubly 
t, the lurid glare of the red smoke-clouds that over- 

hung the whole, the roaring of the rushing stream, the noise 

of the tumbling rocks thrown out of the crater, the flashes of 

electric lightning, and the sharp quick claps of thunder—alto- 

made the scene surpassingly grand. 

* Some corrections are here introduced from Mr. Whitney’s later account in the 
Advertiser of May 9th.—Eps. 

Am. Jour. Sct.—Seconp Serres, Vou. XLVI, No. 136.—JuLx, 1868. 

8 
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The eruption lasted five days, it ceasing entirely in themi 
between the 11th and 12th, a 

Finding it impossible to get over to Waiohinu, either Ij) 
going up the mountain or by sea, we returned to this placed) 
Saturday, and hope to go on soon by steamer. aa 

e number of shocks which occurred at Waiohinu fr 
March 29th to April 10th, is estimated by Mr, Silloway tolat 
been upward of two thousand, there having been some ti} 
between three and four hundred. The heaviest shock occur 

him so suddenly, that he found himself and horse lying A ] 
the round before the thought of an earthquake entere™ — 
min 

The earth opened all through the district, and in some ae left dangerous fissures, while in others it closed up agai. Thee one place it closed twenty feet from where it opened. al fissures make it dangerous to travel in the dark. Ev 
the roads are broken up, and it will take much money a0 

and, about three miles from 

: et in, The or animal of the ger, but Saw no way to seme = The os ag ate nearel ef 
The oa heat made them restless, but they would yi bi te vely looked the foe in the face, stood frm ot reac em, then fell in the stream—a sudden cloud of §° 
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followed, and not a sign remained. Thus one after another 

fell till over two hundred were consumed. 
An incident which ought not to be omitted is the shower of 

ashes which preceded the eruption. During Monday night (the 

6th), prior to the eruption, the ground throughout the district 

was covered with a coating of fine sand and light pumice stone, 

of a light yellowish color. Where this shower of sand and pum- 

ice stone came from is as yet unknown, but probably from some 

vent hole near the summit crater. 
The tidal wave was much greater than before stated. It 

rolled in over the tops of the cocoanut trees, robably sixty 

feet high, and drove the floating rubbish, timber, etc., inland a 

distance of a quarter of a mile in some places, taking out 

to sea when it returned, houses, men, women, and almost 

everything movable. The villages Punaluu, Ninole, Kawaa 

and Horfuapo were utterly annihilated. 

4, Letter of Dr. Wu. Hitteprann, on the Crater of Kilauea and 

the eruptions southwest, published in the Hawauan Gazette. 

Dr. William Hillebrand visited the crater of Kilauea and 

the scene of the mud flow, and has published a very interesting 

the Kau road so as to render travel on it very dangerous. The 

low. Many smaller fissures are hidden by grass and bushes, 

forming so many traps for the unwary. The Volcano House, 

however, has not suffered, nor is the ground surrounding it bro- 

ken in the least, From the walls of Kilauea large masses of rock 

have been detached and thrown down. On the west and north- 

the walls there remain as perpendicular as they were before, 

but that this portion of the wall has lost portions of 1ts mass, 

_ Wall particularly, that the character of the crater has under- 

gone a change. Along the descent on the second ledge, large 
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masses of rock, many more than one hundred tons in weigh, 1 
obstruct the path and form abutments to the stone pillam- 
small buttress hills, similar to those observed in front of thehi | 
basaltic wall in Koolau, Oahu. So also in the deep crater 118 
the eastern wall has lost much of its perpendicular dip, 
has become shelving in part. ne | 

The crater itself was entirely devoid of liquid lava; no mtak | 
descence anywhere ; pitchy darkness hovered over the abysstie 
first night. I say the first night, because during the secon ; 
night of our stay, between twelve and one A. M., sot 
were heard again, and light reappeared for a short time mM 
South Lake. White vapors of steam issued from the me 
a hundred places, but of those stifling, sulphurous and '. 
gases formerly so overpowering in the neighborhood ce ; 

our footing for a minute or more, although in many places 
e 

7 an pr 4 
erable be of the other half. It is greatest in the northet q 
and rather g and gentle in its southern portion. + om 
ing upon the depressed floor from the southern lake, !™ 4 
Some time before we became fully aware of its existence, 

nce, : 

great verte: the principal eta ft 
q 

01 roceeded .carthquake had been in the nor 

ie ts P --G in that direction on leaving the 9”. | 

consithivabla arrived at about the middle of the depress”, 

the west “Ha in the ground presented itself on our lef 

: ving ascend this, we found ourselves at 
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brink of a fearful chasm, which fell off on our side with a 

beetling wall to the depth of several hundred feet, and extended 

about half a mile from north to south. Very hot air rose from 

it. Around it, toward its northern extremity, the lava is 

thrown up into an indescribable confusion ; pile upon pile of 

aa, gorge and ridge by turns. 
e caving in of the floor seemed to be still in progression, 

for twice during our exploration of the crater our nerves were 

disturbed by a prolonged heavy rumbling and rattling noise, as 

from a distant platoon fire of musketry, coming from the 

northwest corner. * pet os 2 

Thus far as to what we have seen, Now allow me to relate 

what I learned from Kaina, who has resided near the voleano 

without interruption for the last five months, and whose stron 

nerves sustained him during the fearful catastrophe introduc 

by the earthquake of April 2. He and the Chinaman ‘who 

ae 

active, eight lakes being in constant ebullition and frequently 

overflowing. During all this time date of its first appear- 

es beca: 

March 27 the first shock was perceived. ‘T'wo days later, Mr. 

Fornander found the bottom of the crater overflowed with fresh 

Thursday, April 2, at afew minutes 
past four P. m., the great 

earthquake occurred, which caused the ground around Kilauea 

Separated by longer intervals. By Tuesday, April 7, 4 

reigned in Kilauea. On that afternoon the lava burst out at 
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et 

ones on each side, diminishing in size with distance from aa 
from six feet to a few inches, From the larger openings i 

former, heavy white columns of hot steam issued, which hal 
decidedly alkaline smell. Smaller jets of vapor, to the mut 
poauroeel Tose som the smaller fissures. We oon not 4 

A € 1n any place, but it is very probable that dung” 
ts the reflection of the ieee es should be thrown ; 

it * e mahy that the lig
ht seen should have been produced lf 4 

. the m 

insure a proper understanding of the d 
ty in question is that comprised ol 
Messrs, Reed & Richardson, on the © 

, On the west, a distance of five miles. 9 | 

mnecting these two places runs through | 

7 €or Mauna Loa thr 1 hills, or )™ each about one mile in length, pa sie he om 3 on 

ight, 
d 

‘hey include two broad valleys % 
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the spurs, and is covered with a dense pulu forest, which ex- 

tends far up the gentle slope of the dome of Mauna Loa. In 

the second one of these valleys—that next to Mr. Lyman’s— 

the so-called mud flow took place; but very extensive landslides, 

confined simply to the loose earth and conglomerate, also oc- 

curred in the other valleys. 
The ground around Reed & Richardson’s station is intersett- 

ed by numerous small cracks and fissures, running in every di- 

rection, * * -# * The magnitude of the force was such 

as to shake off the face of the pali, burying in a minute thirty- 

one human beings, many hundred head of cattle, entire flocks 

of goats, and ending four miles from its beginning in a mighty 

river of mud. Before reaching this mud flow, from Reed’s 

house, we passed two considerable streams of muddy water, 

of a reddish yellow color, emitting a strong odor of clay, 

such as may be perceived in potteries. Both streams have 

their origin’ in the landslide of the first valley. When we 

passed them again, two days later, they had nearly — 
They evidently owed their origin to the drainage of the fallen 

mass. The mud flow is met with three miles from Reed’s. 

projects itself from the spurs of the hills two miles down on 

the plain ; begins at once with a thickness of six feet, which, 

toward the middle, where it forms a small hill, rises to thirty 

feet, averages about three-fourths of a mile in width, and con- 

tracts toward its end. From this end a long cue of boulders 

bears witness to the violent action of a torrent which shot out 

of the mud after it was deposited, and which has since per 

uated itself in a stream of some size, quite muddy, and e 

ting the above mentioned pottery odor, when we saw It first, 

on April 20, but perfectly clear and inodorous when we passed 

it three days later. A little higher up, a koa grove gives still 

, the mud became solid enough to bear our weight, and we 

walked upon it to the head of the pali. The surface gradually 
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forest. Seated on the trunk of a prostrate tree, we could su 
vey the whole field of devastation we had just traversed. In 
mediately at our feet the rocky framework of the pali eo 

crevasse, parallel to the wall and only partly visible, 4 ie 

‘ under the dense trees, To our left, a clear, spal#"= 

mountain stream leaped in a bouncing cascade over pe 

depth of | 
the cuts in the hill sides, there seems to be no greaht” 
to explain how such enormous masses of earth, at first by 
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the hill flanking the stream on our left. ving arrived there, 
we could survey the extent of the landslides on the opposite 
side of the hill, which were considerable. is place, our 

the loss of a wife, two little boys, and both parents. All ae 
e 

at Reed’s with his men, was driving cattle across the hill to- 
ward Hilo when suddenly the earth shook violently, and a great 
detonation was heard behind them. Horses and cattle turned 
tound involuntarily. The whole atmosphere before them was 
ted and black, Ina very short time this subsided—some sa 
1 one minute, others in five minutes—but a black cloud con- 
tinued to hover over the scene for some time. A native, who 
resided less than half a mile from the scene and who had friends 
ving on the hill, found courage enough to run to it, half an 

hour after the occurrence. He thrust his hand in the mud and 

soepnother account states that Dr. Hillebrand had visited the - Re of the Kahuku eruption, and had found that there was 
‘oe Assure ten to twenty feet wide, from which the lavas 
‘sued, instead of a proper crater. 
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5. From the Hawatian Gazette of April 15th, on the erk 
quakes of April 2d, in northern as well as other parts § 
Hawaii, and at the islands of Maui, Lanai, and Oahu, 

The whole island was shaken, but most violently alongt: 
western, southern and eastern flank of Mauna Loa, the 
age extending from Kealakekua on the west to Hilo mt 
northeast. On the northern side of Hawaii, through Hamaku 
Kohala and Kopa, the shocks, though frequent, were comp 
atively light, except the one on Thursday afternoon, butert 
this, though causing people to run out of their houses, dilm 
i to buildings. The Kohala plantation chimney a 
buildings were not injured. We believe that the a 
the northern districts is owing to the tains of Maunah 
Hualalai, and the Kohala Range which intervenes betw 
them and Mauna Loa, It is believed that the Kohala Mot 
tains are the oldest formation on the island, the voloatt 
fires having moved southward as successive portions of th 
island were thrown up. 
At Kona the shock of Thursday was terrific. We me 

indebted to Mr. Williamson for accurate observations ot 
and of the other shocks which visited that district. Thevlt 

_ tions are described by the residents as continuous for hows 

ishing violence in response to the movements of thea 

and loss of sleep at night. ‘ vt The great shock of Thursday afternoon, according t0 “fe 
from Judge Jones of Lahaina in the Hawaiian Gaze nds B 
8th, was felt at that place on Maui and lasted 90 secon® | 

small extent about 5 p.m. The sea ebbed and flo et 
_ times, the intervals between the successive flows 7 oF 8 mins? 

Similar shocks occurred on Lanai. 15008 
_ Still farther from the scene of eruption, on Oahu ( is 

t4P. , 

-of our people were not aware that a tremble had e 
motion was lateral and quick, The sea, as at 

observed to recede and flow. but the disturbance was n° oi pn Fri ; : . : 30, with + dof 

severe shock. The vibration was very perceptible, - 
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and doors rattled, and many were awaked from their sleep. 
Another lateral shock occurred about 1 o’clock a. m., and two 
others before 3 o’clock. 

The same shocks were noticed at Kaneohe, and one planter 
rushed out to look after his sugar house chimney; no harm came 
to it. Probably these shocks of Friday night extended over 
all of this Island. 

of Hawaii, feebly so, and Oahu only 150 miles distant, 
much more feebly, indicates that the source of the disturbance 

somewhat loosely put together as common with volcanic accu- 
mulations, must f 
suberincumbent ocean. Mauna Loa, although nearly 14,000 
feet high, and 3000 square miles in area, has only one or two 

the writer observes in his Geological Report on the Sandwich 
Islands, the larger part of the moisture that falls annually 

rc becomes subterranean. Owing to the 
numerous vertical fractures and dikes that intersect the moun- 
tain to its base (each eruption in its history having been con- 

These facts appear to afford an explanation of the recent vol- 
*inic Operations, As Rev. Mr. Coan observes, the abundance 
of rain during the preceding months may have been a predis- 
to thoy use. The vertical channels of the mountains, filled 
the ¢ brim from the rains, would have brought immense hy- 
Pe pressure upon the deep-seated water-chambers below. 

Water may thus have been forced deeply into the hot 
—— } and there suddenly converted into steam, it caused new 
hott 2. uth attendant earthquakes, and opened passages to 
soverer aie enenee came vaster rendings et ys eae ay 

: su took place.” and, as a natural sequence, on 
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS. 

1. On a new mode of forming the organic sulphacids—S 
cetic, isethionic, methionic, and other organic sulphacids give of at 
phurous acid when heated with potash, and may therefore ber 
garded as derived from neutral sulphites by the substitution 
half the metal by an alcoholic or acid radical, 
succeeded in effecting this substitution directly 1 in & nonbetd 
eases. Thus iodid of methyl heated to 150° C. with a solutiont 
sulphite of soditi yields methyl-sulphite of sodium: 

€H,I+-Na,S0,—€H,50,Na+Nal / 
Under the same ibGumetinhved? ee of ethylene and sulphite 
potassium yield disulphethylenate and bromid of potassium: 

€,H,Br,+2K,50,—€,H, (80, K),-+2K be 

Peichiochyarin and sulphite of potassium yield chlorid of polt 
sium and the potassium salt of a new acid, which the author cals 
trisulphoglyceric acid. 

€,H,Cl,+3K, wee H,(S0,K)+3KCl. 

The chlorinated acids behave in a similar manner; thus pe 
chloracetic acid by boiling with an alkaline sulphite, yields at 
kaline chlorid and sulphaceta 

€H,Cl€0 aes 50, =H, | ge°k +KOL 
Under the une conditions the chlorhydrate of oxyd of ethylat 
yields ethionic 

cH1,0 €H,0H , 
KCl. 

| €H, Cl +580. be KSO, Zz wil 
Tn these reactions either the whole or a part of the chlorine Oe 
directly to the carbon is replaced by RSO,. By hea form with sulphite of potassium, = author obtained the vase 
salt of su ener se 

e h the x residue t Ky). directly united with the carbon by t eal tbe 
It is probable that the ethyl-sulphurous acids isomeri¢ est 
preceding contain the same group, but united to the eM 

glycocol.— Wr ate 
, en uric acid is heated in a sealed tube ‘dbs 

0° C. with a concentrated solution of chlorhydric 7 ans 
acids, it is transformed into glycocoll, carbonic acid an nd. am 

€,H.N,0,45H,0=€,H,NO,+3€0,+9NBe oy 
The author remarks that if hippuric acid be considered Mert 
acid conjugated with pe a we may in like manner : 
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acid as a combination of glycocoll and cyanuric acid. The two 

Ww. G. 
' an oxychlorid of silicon. — passing the vapor of 

chlorid of silicon through a eg tube either empty or filled 

3 

Si(€,H.8 SiCl 

©{SietHey; Of scl? : 
as . $i(€,H ‘ , The oxyd of silicon-triethyl, 0 | Stee s} ° is another body in 

which two atoms of silicon are united by one of oxygen. As the 
oxyd of silicon-triethyl may be formed by heating the oxychlorid 
with zine-ethyl, no reasonable doubt can be entertained as to ru 
constitution of the oxychlorid, The authors call attention to the 
of ney between the oxychlorid of silicon and perchlorinated oxyd 
of met yl, ; 

SiCl €Cl, 
© 1 sic: oa €Cl, 

and suggest that the former might be called _perchlorinated silico- 
ine yhe ether or oxyd of trichlorosilicon.— Comptes Rendus, \xvi, 

: W. & 

tee bodies like indigotine and albumine, all take up hydrogen. 
ven black matters like ulmin, coal, and wood charcoal, present no 

*xceptions to the genera : sig’ 
€ reagent which Berthelot employs is iodhydric acid in aque- 

ous solution of density 2. The organic body is heated to 275° C. 
2 4 sealed tube for ten hours with a large excess of the acid, the 
“xeess of the latter over the calculated quantity being greater in 
Proportion as the organic substance is poor in hydrogen. The re- 
markable reducing power of the iodohydric acid under the circum- 
folie. (epends upon the fact that the acid is resolved at 275° into 
dine and hydrogen. The special results of the investigation are 
as follows : 

Part Ist. Series of fatty sub | y substances proper. 
1 Carburets of hydrogen. 
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(1). Ethylenic carburets. C,H ,. These carburets are fis 
converted into iodo foe ethers and then into hydrurets. Thi 
for ethylene C, i, we 

OH, +HI=0,11,1 and C,H,I-+HI=C,H,+1,. 
So that the total reaction is C,,H,,-+2HI=C,,Hon4.-4+1,. 

.) Acetylenic carburets. C.,H.n These are first converte 
ee iodohydrates and then into hydrurets. Thus for acetylene ® 
ave 
C,H,+2HI=C,H, (2HI) and C,H, (2HI)+2HI—C, — 

(3.) Formenes (iiarch gas davies) ConHan42: ‘These botit 
being saturated undergo no change. 

Sere ols 
The alcoh is yield first apdids and then formenes. Thus i 

common sisena and glycerine we have 7 
C,H 0, sees =C0,H,+1,+H,0, 
C, H 30,+6HI=C,H,+31,+3H,02 

Til. Et h cids. 
For these substances the author quotes thé results obtain 

former investigation. Various iodids, chlorids and. bromids 
the corresponding hydrurets, The same was the case for the ali 
hyds and acetones, The monobasic fatty acids are ie 
hydrurets by the substitution of hydrogen for an oat “thar 

its us to pass from any formene Cy, Hon+ 
omologue Cy, r oles Thus hydruret of eth we ‘Se 

heated with chlorine ¢ gives chlorhydrie ether O,H,(H ), we 
with cyanid of potassium, gives cyanid of e ethyl, C,H, 2B) 
This last gives with alkalies propionic acid, C,H,04, W bag 
with iodhydric acid yields hydruret of propylene C,Hs- ie 
of ethyl, heated directly with iodhydric acid gives hydra ‘ 
py! directly, the reaction being 

C,H, (CgHIN)-++8H,-=0,H, (Cz Hae 
Eh Airoog acids C,,,H3,;_,0, are also changed in into nee 

ed that they can be heated to 275° in contact Ne a 

thrpugh eyanid of glycol, we hares a Bik 
transformation of ths carburets 
Con—4 2n+6° i 

v 
Meth ylamine and ethylamine are converted mops 

marsh gas and hee taser of ethylene 
C,H, (NH,)+H, —C 2H, (H,). 

C,H, (NH,)+H,—C,H 1 (if,) + NBs 
This | gives a new an of resolving the organic nelot Dell? 
monia and the gene rating hydrocarbons, a and Bert. of the™ 
that it will 2 elgg of extensive application in the study os 
ural alkaloi ee 
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Part 2d. Aromatic series, 
Benzol. I, 

The action of the hydracid in this case depends upon its aon 
ae the quantity employed. Benzol heated to 280° for 24 

80 times its weight of a solution of iodhydrie acid baie 
in ia the cold is almost completely converted into hydrid of hexylene: 

O,.H, +iH,—C, Ho. or C,2H,+sHI=C,H,,+4I,. 
A trace of hydrid of propylene is formed at the same time: 

H,+5H,—2C,H,. 
When one part of bonsol is heated to 280° C. with 15-20 parts of 
the — this reaction is different and is represented by the 
equatio 

C,,.H,+3HI=C,H,+3C0,H+I,. 
The chlorinated derivatives of hhensbi yield with the hydracid ben- 
zol, which in its turn with a large excess of the acid gives hydrid 
of “ner 

ike manner reproduces benzol with a small quantity 
of the hydraci, and hydrid of propylene with a larger quantity. 

oluol series 
Toluol when hektod with an excess of the hydracid is completely 

converted into hydrid of heptylene 
GC, A, AiO 

But the total or is expressed by the ejetis 
H,+12HI=C,,H,,+2H 2+ 2° 

With a wale quantity of the hydracid toluol vias carbon and 
hydrid of “% 

pent acid. "The ee by the Sp wna us decom sition of the 

by the equation 

Wi Vig 60,+7H,=C,,H,,+2H, pir a less quay of hydracid benzoic acid: Juke benzol and 
toluol, of which the latter only represents the normal reaction. 
ein hitter almonds with a acid = toluol and wa- 

quantities of benzol and xylol, the formation of 
r leaves Pete 

C umol, xylol and cymol. 
acta! (from coal hey heated with the hydracid yields hydrid of 

4H,=C,;H,., 
With a less aan of t the rs hydrid of ee is formed: 

Xv H,,.+6HI=2C,H,+3C,+H, 
Ylol in tke behicias appears to yield hydrid of Sarr of Ci Hie 

Cymol (from coal tar) yields hydrid of decylene: 
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OC, .H.4+4H,=—C2,Hoo- 
Azotized bodies. 

Alkaloids. : 
Metlifismine, &e, “Treated with “Ne ap acid methyl ; 

resolved into marsh gas and ammonia : i 
C,H,N+H,=—C,H,+NH,. 

Ethylamine under the same circumstances yields hydrid of a 
lene and ammonia: 

C,H 7N+H,=0, H,+NH,. | 
Aniline yields haiecl and ammonia; toluidine with an exes | 
hydracid yields hydrid of heptylene : : 

C,,H,N+12HI—C,,H,,+NH,+H, +6l,. a 
Methyl-aniline yields ammonia, formene and Sk: of hare : 

C,H, ( (C,,H,N)+6H,=C, H,+C,,. st 
Wet ylaniline: yields ammonia, hydrid of eth has and bald 
hexylene, nee eee yields the hydrids of —— and hesy 

lene and ear 
mi 

Acetamid heated on iodhydric acid wield hyarid of ethyler, 
ammonia et 

0,-+3H,=C, H,+NH,+H,0, 
Propioniti, C 'E a, yields hydrid of propylene ‘nd ammonia: 7 

oe sH,N+3H,—C,H,+NH,. : 
compounds, 

ax Gyanogen | heated with i iodhydric acid yields hydrid of cnt 

This reaction atlis us to Stet the complete nthe of of h ty ethylene from the rages When cyanid of pone 

ae volumes of carbonic oxyd and pdms. jae In this eas are two reactions, ceonor 

S, 2H 20, =C 0,4H,05. 

tosiewtte the extent one bon the a Oe oi of the new metho te sear has stu died ed the action fit &s iodhydric acid upom oi. 
stallize onia and 3 aos 

Sons of the ‘the hydride of feaylend and opty le ammo 
ne, The 

the former as normal, the reaction is boas 
C,sH,NO,+9H,—C, ,H, ,+-NH,+H20 
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The prone < ee Bee fe results from a decomposition expressed 
by the equa 

C, nt. 'NO,+10H,=C,,H,,40, H,+NH,+H,0,. 
Albumine heated with 80 times its ouhe ot the heydenaid solu- 

tem- 
rature. The aut. far has not e head them in detail— Bul, 
ead de la Société Chimique de Pips Jan., Fév., Mars, pis 

5. Carbonylie Sulphid.—Bxrrrur.or has repeated og ape 
ments of Than upon carbonylic sulphid, an poe Ke of which 
ee: in ne March number of this Jo urnal, and says “je suis 

d’en confirmer la parfaite exactitude.” He ag in addi- 

iquid bromine and concentrated ee acid act similarly 
upon both sulphids. Potassic hydrate, moistened with alcohol, 
absorbs both very rapidly. inte is and a hydro- 
carbons dissolve them both with fi mmo however, 
either gaseous or in solution, is the best ane for dangling 
these two bodies from each other. While the vapor of carbonic 
disulphid reacts only very slowly upon liquid ammonia, carbonylic 
sulphid gas . abso ae d immedi ately. The vapor of €S, mixed 

With air, remain many hours in contact with ammonia gas, 
without ane ioeable 8 age eu €05 on the contrary, being mixed 
with dry ammonia forms immediately a beautiful crystalline 
compound which is deposited a the walls of the cont ves- 
sel. The formation of t ody is gradual and requires | “some 
ae for completion. It ecauits from the union of two volumes 

ammonia gas and one volume of carbonylic sulphid gas, thus :— 

6O8+(NH,) = (CONN ‘ Ls, ammonic sulpho-carbamate. The- 

ory foresees sae reduekatle reactions for this substance: 1st, one 
molecule of wate r being removed, 1ott oasis 

(ONL) \s—H, on (i) ts. 
H, 

2nd, if o — of hydric sulphid be mie ammonic cy- 
anate ion pertenpe urea) is produced :— 

(€0) H,N €0)H,N ON 

cae mesBao° e i z 

« 
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very gentle heat, in contact with plumbic carbonate. Plumbie 
sulphid is rapidly formed; and the liquid, when deprived of the | 
excess of lead by H,5 and evaporated on the water-bath, leaves 
residue which, on being extracted with absolute alcohol, givesm 
evaporation a substance possessing all the properties of urea— 

. Soc. Ch., Ul, ix, 6, Jan. 1868. GBB 
6. Test for naphthalin.—V our has published the following re 

tion, which he says furnishes an exceedingly delicate test for the 
presence of naphthalin. When this substance is treated with 
centrated nitric acid, and the mixture dilut i oe 
water, a precipitate is produced, which, after bein 
with water and then with dilute alcohol (1 part 90 pr. et. ales 
and 3 water), is placed in a watch-glass with a few drops of pottt 
sic hydrate and potassic sulphid, and evaporated to dryness ontit 
water-bath. On moistening the residue with alcohol, a mag 
— red-violet color is at once developed.—J. pr. Ch., ¢ii, ry “i 
1867. G, BF. 

unprofitable to the many. The reason of this is obvious. 
istry has been and still is a science in which the dis sing it 
tween principles and facts is great beyond any pa art wi 
makes the matter worse is, that the facts are for the pre 
out logical relations and elude the ordinary grasp of ae 
ciations, . e prope 

: the learner finds before him an enumeration of ae 
ties of oxygen, to the effect that it is a gas, colorless, 71 
odorless, of such a density, such refractive power, such 

h radiating po suc i 

sb of combustion, he has a lesson that may be mem 

pline, and no venerable authority pronounces it indis 
education, or rewards its acquisition with a certificate 
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more. There is, to be sure, no royal road to learning, but there is a 
least difficult and tolerable way, and this is well PP ov rth looking 

ho 
the laboratory. The book is not a reduction of some standard 
treatise executed to order for a publisher’s “series,” ae is the work 
of accomplished chemists and successful teachers, a judicious 
selection and presentation of facts, the book i is highly “axtlethotory. 

nf ature, however, is its instructions for ex erimenting. 
There have not ca gies ~ attem nts in the same direction, — 

and all of which are ae certain of turning abteentallg and 
instructively, by reason of the appropriate minuteness with which 
the conditions of success are detailed. 
As regards the development of “ modern” an eee not aly ec 

has been attempted and in our opinion this is we es ern’ 
atomic weights are pho gto "The laws and consequences of com- 

tion by volum digg sd 
sse a cusierentie yet preciative point of The 

basia of facts and ‘established 

heartily commend this book to all teachers and students of chem- 
istry as the rs we are acquainted with for really pees the 
bere of the science. 
se re eis é of 5 whet the metals Molybdenum ‘an | Chro- 

ee oveHuin, M.D, (Communicated for this 
Tourn). > Mol sods, was first prepared by Hjelm in the year 
pve His method consisted in wrens’ oe trioxyd of mo 
“enum in @ porcelain crucible for 2 or everal je er 
methods have since been used, prominent fovea iy sein being that 
of heating the acid molybdate of potassium ; also the reduction of 
molybdate of ammon um by heat, or the reduction of trioxyd of 
molybdenum by machanaty of soda. Mo olybdenum is described 
a8 a silver-white metal, not altered by contact with air at ordin 
ueetature. Sp. gr. 85; not attacked by Sinneaan acid or 

ute sulphuric acid. St trong sulphuric and nitric acid on the con- 
act very powerfully upon it with evolution of sulphurous acid 

and hyponitric acid. Ha: ving had occasion during June, 1867, to 

all very, molybdenum, I tried the methods above stated;
 they were 

. y e 

 .. to Fresenius, page 179 and 180, Qualitative Analysis. Thoneng (a, Eresenins 
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substances. An analysis of this showed it to consist of— 
SS ee re 987 

Impurities Si0,, O,..-....-----.------- 13 

100°0 

By the same process, using sesquioxyd of chromium in plated 
molybdie acid, chromium was obtained possessing 4 Sp. 8 ie 
The best results were procured by using a reducing mixture! 
eyanid of potassium and animal charcoal. Becce 

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY. ie 

1. A System of Mineralogy: Descriptive Mineralogy com | ystem of gy iptios Mina a 

Wiley & Son, No. 2, Clinton’ Place. 10 in cloth.) Mme 
alogy is a growing science, as is very eviden ber 
volume before us. Instead of the 530 pages of ; 
the work, Descriptive Mineralogy here covers 825 pages, & 

Moreover | 

of the letter press is large enough nearly for a quarto ( 
ee 

enough to make four or five ordinary octavo volumes 
The author 3 his preface with several reaso: 

dition to those on the old; fuller as well as completely TeV’ 

a characters ;—to which might 
be added 250 more | 

In the historical synonymy, as the preface states, © 
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and first place of publication of a species, and of each name it has 
borne, and of the names of all its varieties, are stated in chrono- 
logical order, with the dates of all publications cited; and besides, 
remarks are added in the text when the subject is one of special 
interest. The author further observes that “the facts and conclu- 

and tru 
at length; a Bibliography giving a long catalogue of books 

consulted, and showing that the ark is an authority on historical 
questions connected with the science; and an annotated index to 
the useful metals and metallic ores. 

title pag 

- a acknowledges his important aid as follows in the preface. 

, Prof. George J. Brush. Prof. Brush 
_ has had sole char i Th ostic ge of the blowpipe department. e pyro; 

ave been atively Yebsitten by him; and while he has 

te not generally new, they still are mostly from his 
ay observations. is ski he in analytical chemistry, and his 
rough knowledge of minerals, have enable to remove 

doubts, afford aid and advi arious aa advice, and furnish new facts on V 
Points throughout the progress of the work. Prof. Brush has alto 
a “we proofs, while the work was in the press, the benefit o 

TeVision,” 
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Speaking of the enlargement of the work and the changesiie : 
undergone, Prof. Dana observes that “not a page and 7 : 
paragraph of the preceding edition remains unaltered, and fulliiye — 
sixths of the volume have been printed from nana 

baring b been aero Oy) 
_ The preface closes with the announcement (as a sequel to t 
statement that the work had been posted up, as far as was : 
to the date of publication) that “a series of Spa pe 

Supplements as they are issued struck off, that they may be ae 
sible to all who have copies of the mineralogy. 

The pee and SG ginal of Gold and Silver; 
Arruur Puarurs, Mining Engineer. London, E. & J. N. Spo : 
48 Charing Cian, 1864. 8vo, pp. 532.—This treatise qe a 

. 

aed exhibits fale the present state 6f ape 
paar and practical, relating to the subjects dise 
first describes the princ ipal gold and. cleo i 

accompanied by such statistical informat 

ara a their yield and importance; mi follows mf 

accessible to Enalish readers ally true 
erican tfornia of ioe ike 

ean in California and y ira eee ~_ 

nia, Brazil and ustralia, panie ' 

and plates. A particularl resting account 0 gi 
mines ( y called Seg ate 1 Rey) rd of the: : 
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adopted, the carefulness of the management being such that the 
whole data needed to present a complete exhibit of all the operations 

The ore treated at Morro Velho mines is chiefly a mixture of 
magnetic, arsenical and common iron pyrites, freely disseminated 

rarely, copper pyrites are present in the vein. e composition of 
what is called “pure ore” may be taken at about 43 per cent silica, 

T yritous matter. Of these minerals, arsenical 

€ quantities. Pure specimens of this substance afford, by 
assay, from four to six ounces of gold per ton, and wherever crystals 

his mineral make their appearance the yield of the precious 
metal is large. Cubical pytites is of more frequent occurrence, but 
is far less rich in gold, yielding at best but about an ounce and a 

uf of gold perton by assay. Magnetic pyrites, the most abundant 
sulphid, is very slightly auriferous, pure specimens yielding but 
about four dwt. per ton, Branches of clay slate are often found in 

€ principal veins, and this rock, under such circumstances, com- 

parts the vein is cavernous, and less close in its texture than in 

others ; but where drusy cavities are frequent, the yield of gold 
es; the most productive matrix for gold is a compact mix- 

ture of quartz an pyrites with varying quantities of slate. The 
~~ metalliferous deposit called the Cachoeira, Bahu, and Quebra 
anella, is one continuous, very irregular vein, varying In width 

from seven to seventy feet, and at one point reaching one hundred 
feet. The average thickness at the present depth 176 fathoms 

pos 6 feet) perpendicular on the Cachoeira and 165 fathoms on the 

m 

r grates, passes 

ver bullock skins and then lower down over woolen cloths (blan- 

*The last : : ; almost accounts which have reached us are information of the c 

i destruction of these remarkable mines by a disastrous fire, rendering active 
°Perations impossible for a long time to come. 
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kets) placed on inclined tables. The skins are washed out in vats 
every hour and the blankets at longer intervals. No merewyis 
used in the batteries under the stamps, amalgamation being restric 
ted to the cua aa from the skins, &c., which are subse, 

we 

Years he | 1850. a 1852, ee 1854, 11855. a 
psi 

otis raised. tons. 67,336 67, 10079, 810189, 628s ,608|86,048)87,207)80 
Binet ore stam mped, to ons, 69,004 64.3 
Gold produced, Ibs. oe 2,583 att 

Years. ps8 | 1850. | 1800. | 1861. |e [358 1963, | 1864. 164 |i 

Stone & orestamp'd, ‘tone, 87/270 0 880 | 74,528 | 71,902 | 67, 508 ran rated sae 
Gold produced, Ibs. Troy,| 2733 3.294| 3°974| 5,051 Se ae |" 91852 48 

Net profit, Sag. [R55 ROG G.0| 700 | || IM 
* Loss, £14,629, 

‘This amount of work was done by 135 stamps striking an averig 
of 55°84 blows per mifiute (the stamp when new weighing "45 
the lifters, &e., 640 Ibs.), for 356°27 days per year, crushing 1 
tons of stuff per day, or 2,683 Ibs, per day per head. 
The total value of the — metals extracted 

3057] 31326) 8625) 3,464) 3,325] 2 ¥ 
"sr 86,433|96,848 aati 

Stone raised, tons, 88,901 | 88,968 | 91,361 | 96,612 / 90,806 | 84 

to close of 1865 has been.....:.-..-------- £2,902, 480 ial 
The total quantit 24 mineral eniadbissce Scie 769,050 
The average yield of ore ..2........---------- 333 oitats 

a manly as eponeble, half au ounce Troy, “yale 

328.6d.* ‘The ores have on the whole been poor, ee the yield t 
i at 

ce, : 
Of 1000 parts of ore stamped at Morro Velho, the relative 

portions of slimes and fine sand are found to be thus 
Passing a sieve of 10,000 holes per ae: inch, gs to 9 ne 

Tora passing a = of 2 ,500 holes 0-28 « 0°50 
stamping is t us seen to be extremel ao 

The auriferous material j pening. are m the stamping mills ss 
ciated with gold in three differen ; | 

* An oitava is 2 dwt. 7-348 grains a or 867425 oitavas <= 1 0% Tor 
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Ist. Free gold capable of concentration by washing. 
2nd. Free gold in a lamellar form liable to be carried off by 

suspension in water. 
. 3d. Mechanically combined, gold enclosed in particles of pyrites, 
but capable of being liberated by further gri . 
The ai of concentration adopted at Morro Velho mines, is 

extremely simple, cheap and economical, consisting of a series of 
inclined tables or boards 18 inches in width, falling about one inch 
in a foot, and covered with bullock skins tanned with the hair on, 
for about 30 feet and followed by other inclines covered by baize 

nkets. These inclined sluices are called strakes. The follow- 
ing table gives many important details relating to this system as 
employed at Morro Velho mines :— 

Name of | No.of | No.of iene’ Mado Apes of boty paw eee hy aed is soe 

ee strakes) strakes. squ're ft.) ff Ore Seam stenten calcein nie. 
ft wm | in cub. ft. 

Lyon, ....| 30]. 36/31 10/1 6 | 1,719 | 46:83 | 36-73] 288 | 210 | 20-00 
Cotesw'tth} 12] 13/30 6/1 4 545 | 32°21 | 16°92] 104 | 65] 5-50 

9| 8/27 011 6| 324/ 29-61] 10°94| 48| 48] 2°76 
erring,..| 24/ 29/35 0| 1° 6 | 1,232| 35-64] 34:56] 228 | 174 | 18-00 

Powles, ..| 36} 42|33 7|1 34) 1,821 | 27-B5| 66-10) 336 | 252 | 28-47 
Addison, | 24/ 30/31 10| 1 5 | 1,352 | 38-04| 35°54| 240 | 170 | 17-00 

136 | 158 6,993 mac tl ae D218 

Portion to its weight to be saved by any known method and fioats 
off With the slimes, Its quantity is believed to be about 10 a 
cent of the original amount of gold in the ore. The second is 

and by a subsequent system of strakes. 
wae System of amalgamation of the concentrated ores at Morro 
elho is described in detail with careful drawings. It depends es- 
aa on the use of revolving barrels containing 16 cubic feet, or 

a half tons of wet sand, with 60 Ibs. mercury and a sufficient 
og es clean water to give the necessary degree of fluidity to 

®. per ton of ore stam The average cost of extracting the 
oe from the mine ed its reduction, including every expense 

Seneral management, etc., for the last ten years has been 25s. pet 
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1800, 1850. 1860. 
Ratio Ratio Rati - 

Ibs. troy.|per_cent.|Ibs, troy | per ct- te: troy.|per ct- Ibs. troy. 

Russian Empire, 1,440} 2-7 65.600| 19°0 | 66,000) 11.3] 69,500 2 
Austrian Empire, 5,600} 1°6 *5'500 10} 5,500 

and rest of Eu- 3,500; 6° a. 
rope, 100|.... 350 315) 

Southern Asia, 10,000 | 18°5 25,000) 7°3 | 25,300 “43! 25,0 he 
Africa, 600} 1:2 4,000| 1-1 4.000 0-7} 4,000) ° 
Chilé, 7,500 | 13°8 
Bolivia, 1,600} 3-0 : 
Peru, 2,400| 44 ree 
New Granada, 12,600 | 23-4 *| 34,000] 9:9 | 34,000] 6:9} 34,000) BY 
Brazi 10,000 | 18°5 Z ‘i 
fexico, 300 1a 

California & neigh- a 
boring Stat States and }|_.....|..... 208,000| 60-2 '187,000} 31°9)210,000) 
erritori eee 

Rest of United St'tes, ee 2,950| 0-9 | 1,020} 0-2) 14) 9) 
Movapoos, ee Gime | ccukne wanm | mwooew ee iy. in 
British Cokauite, Sees ot ok ---- | 20,000) 3°4| 1100), 
RAM Seite “bee ccs _.-. |217,500] 37 0}156,00 « 

; Peeime os ksh 1 ~-a< | 26,000) 43) S108 

The portion of Mr. Phillips’s a devoted e pa offers pr 
ably more matter which is new to English rs than re ge 

ores which the experien' 

mines on the Comstock lode have evoked, ad b 
ested in such subjects, with satisfaction and instruction. 

* The yields of these several States varies considerably from year we 
the aggregate produce is believed to remain tolerably constant. 
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reserve we another notice what we have to say on this branch of 
the subject 

tury, and for the years 1850 and 1865. In cases where the returns 
for the year indicated could not be obtained, the produce for the 

America and South America, must be regarded as estimates only, 
A large proportion of the precious tens produced in these coun- 
tries is annually exported without ing through the hands of 
government officers, and consequently ay most reliable information 
that can be procured is but little to ne i apes on. 2» sys- 
tematic investigations have been made co by competent 
persons, since the date of the writings of 1 Sineart and Chevali er. 

Table showing the approximate yield of the principal silver-producing countries. 

1800. 1850. 1865, 

woe or, | ee | wor, | BS, | to. | 
Russian Empire, 58,150| 26 | 60,000} 91 | 68,000 1 
Scandinavi 20,4001 0-7 | 15,000) 0-4 
Great Britain, 48,500} 1-7 | 60,500) 1-5 

31,500} 11 | 28,000) 0-6 
Prussia, 21,200; 0-7 | 68,000; 1-7 

ony, 63,600, 2-2! 80,000} 2-0 
Other German States, 141,000} 6-0 2,500) 0-1 2,500 
Austria, 87,000) 3:1 | 92,000; 22 

, 5,000/ 0-2 | 18,000) 0-4 
- a Rs RES | ertues: eae Semone _.. | * 25,000) 0-6 

i 125,000 44 | 110,000, 28 
ustralia, New Zealand, 
British Columbia, Nova }|....---- _--- | 10,000} 04 9,500) 02 
Scotia, 

Chili, 18,300| 0-8! 238,000) 8-4} 299,000) 73 
Bolivia, -271,300/ 11-6 | 130,000! 4-6 | 136,000, 33 

401,850} 17-2 | 303,150, 10-7 | 299,000, 74 
New Granada, 5,000} 02] 18,000) 05) 15,000) 0-4 

1,200]... 615} ...| 1,500] 0-4 
Mexico, 1,440,500} 61-7 |1,650,000| 68-4 {1,700,000} 42°3 
United States, a _1...| 2... | 17,400! 0-7 {1,000,000 25-0 

Total, 2,337,300) 100 |2,827,425| 100 |4,017,000t 100 

We Eero close this notice without thanking Mr. Phillips for the 
very able manner in which he has s performed the task he has under- 

a ee much i . 
of which } bis treat: “The bodkew beautifully printed ro i place 

y regret being that these very excellencies shou BR 
beyond the reach of a large class of readers. 

* Obtained from the island of Sardinia, where it is found associated with se 
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3. New Geological Maps and Chart.—Prof. James Han i 
engaged non a geological Map of the United States, which he 

e printed from the same plates, and the oon 
south and. west will be continued by Prof. Hall on the same seal 
We understand also that Prof. O. C. Marsh, - Yale ise, 

T 
srg in New York: 

Prof. A. Winchell, of Ann ‘Arbor, has, moreover, in progress | 
phen, eae Chart, designed to illustrate the more prominent iat 
and student which a ee prove of great value to teacnts 

students of the science. re 
. New borate Vn Mine Hill, Franklin, Sussex Co., Nowe 

ny —Suaerit : by G. J. Brusu.—A new grees Borate bis 
been found at Franklin, which I propose to describe 
number of this Journal. The specimens were, obtained at the loa 
ity by Mr. Wm. G. Mixter, of the Sheffield Laboratory. 

_ UI. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY. 

tions HARL , M.A.,, F.R.S., 
2vols. 1868. (Orange J udd & Co. .. New York). 
Species” the author promised to give us some of the =o - 

re akc own 8 respect and their ors hypothaass aid pitts reed t se taal hardly be otite _ even explained, within the narrow limits of the present 200° 
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resent we restrict our attention to some observations recorded 
in the first volume. 

Naturalists have generally assumed that the different breeds of 

fowls, &e., have each descended from but one parent species. The 

reeds of horses, is greater “than between the six or seven other 
living species of the genus Equus.” 

e are led to infer that he believes that sheep also have not 
descended from a single species. It is certain that by far the 
majority of successful sheep-breeders are of this opinion; and 
after stating the views of various authors upon ce aie 

ew _ Some of whom believe that all the breeds are derived from a 

sheep breeders within the last eighty years, will do a great service 
in our Natural History. The changes that have been effected sp 

r in late 

years, the changes wr he Saxon and other breeds a few 
years ago, the effects of transplanting well marked breeds from the 
hills of the ext hern States to the plains of Texas and 

five times as large as others; in color, habit and disposition, they 
are not less diverse. r. i i 

a latest curvature ; in most breeds the capacity of the brain aah 

In one breed this decrease is 23 per cent, considered rel- 
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’ 3 : 
If the statements of bee-keepers in this <a can be 

of most of our domestic animals, and also of birds. “There® ™ 
fact, only one kind of domesticated bird, namely, the Chinese oe : 
or Anser eygnoides, of which the parent form is said to bet 
unknown or extinct.” Far different is it with plants. The origi : 
wild forms of many have either become extinct, or their cultiva® | 
progeny have varied so widely that it is no longer possibl 
cognize their parentage. In 1855, DeCandolle gave 4 
157 of the most useful cultivated plants. Of these * 
that 85 are almost certainly known in their wild state, 
head other competent judges entertain great doubts. Ore 
them, he admits that the origin is doubtful, and 32 are rankt 

4 . . Ree eye This is a large | 

. 

Pace. Pad ri with 

‘not an important organ that has not undergone great ‘il 
im Some one or another of the varieties, and to describe 

m d forms is reasonably permanent in cultivation. 
cucumbers vary nearly as much. Concerning these Va™ 
Mr. Darwin pertinently quotes Mr. Naudin’s remark, that 
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and their permanence when not interfered with by crossing, are 
phenomena well calculated come paigenisen 
Apropos to this family w ean unaccountable mistake on 

p. 430, where, as on the cuca a ne page . he English edition, 
the water-melon is said to be Cucurbita moschata! This entails a 
misunderstanding on p. 432, where the C. moschata spoken of is 
the squash to which t at name belongs, and perhaps also on the 

“cs following page, where the “endless varieties of the melon” 
meaning of course tecalon, Cucumis sae are referred to. 
we rightly lect an erratum rst English edition 

n rbita 
vulgaris, the proper name of the a i ut it seems to 
have fon overlooked in the reprinting on both sides of the water. 
This “authorized” American edition is from the second English 

edition, containing the corrections and additions in that, together 
ith some new corrections by the author. It has a pre reface by the 

author, and an introductory note by Prof. A. Gray. It is reason- 
ably well printed, and furnished at less than half the cost of the 

edition, Ww. pie B 
_ 2. A second critical notice of Aleyonaria in the Museum of 
J Yo le College, ete.; by A, E. Vern ste ey the publication of the 

“ critical remarks” in the last numb bie writer has. 

alone ®, unless by its somewhat darker color. It agrees exactly with 

Esper’ Siepwties fabelhum mm ES ab. I), which is more likely to be 

this species the former. Specimens of an Echinogorgia from 
Ceylon (?) Salaried to £. furfuracea (Esper sp.) approach these 

pa and may be the same species, The supposed Ceylon 
§ are accompanied by two a fj eaaste x Seay Ce gia. 

Bis z Sasappo Koll., the other is an apparently undescribed 
Species, with ago thick dishoroniins raaehes er arge, slightly 

Sp 
Vhethes dk be veally the 

to Laon oux is still somew certain, but 

| eerie rather than any West Indian form, dom ‘niet likely to 

lira sath Verrill, Bulletin M. C. Z. (? Ehrenberg sp) 

oo roves, on microscopic artery of the a ertoal with 
with "lee vray an and a ‘as previously supposed, ide 
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Litigorgia eemucthaee V. (Val. sp.). By some unaceountahe 
nae e in the examination of the spied; this species, together 
with LZ, fiexilis, L. rigida V.,and L. cuspidata V., were 
ously referred to Eugorgia, in the last rewees of this Journal 

; onia humilis” Verrill, Memoirs Boston Soe. Natunl 
History, vol. i, p. 6, 1864 (non Dana). ood on ci this 
species has convinced me that it is identical with Liti 

Panama. Its supposed locality -(Charlestiai Sc) 
bably erroneous, since a Panama species of Astrangia 

Killiker. It is per’ s Gorgonia i var. alba, Tab. xl. 
. Note.—In the last number of this — p.4 ain, the name of pies 

of Starfishes referred to should read Amphiaster inste ad of ae 

genus entirely from his ype species, A. Atlantiook 
ers so materially in internal structure, that Mr. Billings 

ex : 
A. Minganensis and A. profundus, 1 am inclined to age 
him that these fossils pelt to the Protozoa, and are 
corals, 80, it is possible that what appeared in section 
minute vesicular Fm filling th : oetiteal pavity: and pitt 
spaces, in the N y have been ae of 
spicula. It is also 2 worthy of 0 Pes fen may be seen 
my remarks in th number of this J coral 
ponder. Me reseed with ai the similarity of some oF h™ 

e Nevada species to some re 
while wile Me. 3 eer oom That Pr oe yo i bis 

ructur oa ‘the Foran ae croscopic st bald ws the Pap arent 
scarcely Be group, omunte, the app 

sige species of Lower Silurian Fossil, p. 3, 1861 
+ Palzozoic fossils, p. 3 
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Iv. ASTRONOMY. 

1, Theoretical Astronomy relating to the motions of the Heavenly 
Bodies revolving around the Sun in accordance with the law of 

&e.; by James C. Watson, 8°, pp. , 
1868. Philad., J. B. apes & Co. London, Trubner & Co.— 

. ? 

direct computation of orbits. The third chapter is devoted to 
parabolic orbits, and the methods of computing them from three 
complete observations. As the six coérdinates from three complete 
observations are more than sufficient to determine the five elements 
of a parabolic orbit, a method for correcting the elements by the 
variation of one of the extreme geocentric 

elements from three complete observations. The fifth chapter 
considers the same problem where four observations are given, of 

” b 
and the inclination of the plane of the orbit, for correcting by the 
penation of one geocentric distance, the formulz expressing relations 
pctween two places in the orbit, and those for correcting the orbit 
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Among the formule for the relations of two places in the omit 
those for the chord of anelliptic or hyperpoli i of the 

extreme radii vectores, and of the time of describing the sector 
are especially worthy of attention. The methods derived there 

tr 

ti ti da 

the various formule for computing the special pert reer oft : 

from th 

chapter there are new formule and methods. The p ae 
such a work would be impossible by one who has not. re 
amili For its ort 

bs 
_ logical observations were made every three hours. 

Combining this with other acere a 
this important constant he obtains 8’°8484:°013, Com 
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mean distance of 92,380,000 statute miles. From this results the 
ea 326800-+-1360 for the mass of the sum, (taking the mass d 

the earth as unity) and 1~(81:44+-0°33) for the mass of the moo 
The seg velocity of light would be 185,600 miles per sect 

3. Sn Yanets.—A. small planet @) was discovered y Dr. Lu- 
ihe ¥ Bik on the 23d of November. He has given it the name 
Arethusa, Another planet @) was discovered by Mr. Coggia at 

Mr. empel, at Marseilles, added another to the list ,@, Clotho, He 
requests discoverers of the next two planets to accept for them the 
names Lachesis and Atropos, that the three sister Parem may to- 
gether soumlens the first hundred (?) minor planets. 

on the announcement in the rye a “a Sciences at Paris 
by Mr. LeVerrier, of the discovery of the et @), exception was 
again taken by Mr, Delauna to th 
holding the names of the su bat ett in the government observa- 

ies by whom discoveries of planets and comets are made. He 
added that the discoverer bd planet @, Aegina, was Mr. Borelly. 
The scientific world will sustain Mr. Delaunay, probably without 

_ adissenting voice. 
___ Prof. Watson has given to the two planets discovered by him 

the names, Minerva for @, and Awrora for ®. 

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE, 

expen ere is a very short water commu- 
nication between this nemo: and the Rio Tampico upon which 

A Mexican friend and e landed at the point just named and 
proceeded to ery the S route by which to conduct us to the 

Wells, He returned in about an ston bringing a handfull of thick 
black tar, of the ctnbiataniod of putty. e reported the path to 

over land everywhere swampy, a wiviaed us not to attempt to 
as we would be able to teach the locality only by wading 

= footed through marshes with very slippery bottom and beset 
| aa ot cbee and stubble undergrowth. Bat concluding to finish 

a ture, our boots, shoes, é&c., were left in the canoe, and with 

ean cracked scab of bitumen, ha beneath it an ash col- 
"s ored soapy clay chagend upon which it was Gikcnlt to stand or 
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Arrived at the wells, we found the principal one to cone Z 
fifteen feet in circ umferen ce, enclosing a black and brown tamy 
mass and bubbling up in the center at intervals, A stick th 
into the crust of tar disappeared od of sight. About 150 yardsi 

- northeast direction another well was found very similar in all me 
Sager ; also another about 200 canis ton, al from the first, and 
nally two others in a northeast yeahs of them valet 

general resemblance, and probably f same same 
source. Contiguous to the five opening ty enumerated, two _ 
others were descried at no wen dista: We concluded tht 

ists a great doe Pie deposit. The substance is called Chop : 
by the Mexicans, and is used for paving the bottoms of a 

2. American uss jor nthe Advancement of Science 

next meeting of the Association will be held at Chicago, 

the week commencing on Wednesday, Aug. 5, ey at ie 
4.M. A large and interesting meeting is expec ted. 
have been made with the railroad companies, by wl 

tickets will be furnished free to those who Y steal the 

— to ang ges tions, etc, un 

nigh sa yes, pe 5 Seortary of the Local Co 
3. British ‘Ainotistion British Association 

meeting at Norwich , commencing yreee: 19, Joseph 

SERS 

N Rost istii 
1827. A sketch of hil life has just wea published in the 
tah terntere Ss for 1868 by P. jérnsen, well known 

for several years chemical nian er of the gas A eae ‘ : 
manager of of that city. in 

was vate ointed by the Mormon! n Government to a ne 
tural Chemistry, with ree to to travel pee ser 

sid 10 

= as in several Parisian labora 
a scientific investigator, Boag gis done } se 

has also wri tten largely. ‘Those who have known ee 
remember him less for these things than for se * hig n 

Sexeshes, and for his remarkable power of influencing his 
it may be said that, though an earnest student I 
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fund of information and his proficiency in all ayes pertaining to 
chemistry seemed ns ~ less intimately connected with laborious 

of chemists. He was a welcome guest in every pao and a 
leading spirit wherever his lot was cast. peaker, he was 
singularly eloquent, while he showed with any of hi his countrymen 
that power over foreign tongues which sets Babel at defiance. 

In Paris, a poor foreign student, supported by no eg vee 
of University, church or science,—his influence was felt t 
markable degree. One of the cada of the Chemical Society of 
that city and its first President, to Rosing more than to any other 
man is doubtless to be attributed the tone and character of the 

earlier publications of this most distinguished Society. In that 
distant future when cosmopolitan journalism shall have become an 
“accomplished fact, the Répertoire de Chimie jure et appliquée will 
be remembered as a bold, and, all things considered, a remarkably 
a , 1 attempt to associate, in a purely scientific ente april, the 
men of many lands, Torn by internal dissensions, of 
x lanagement in which, let it ess be said, the foreign collaborators 

ily no part, the ito ok was merged, after five or six 

and takes rank " ae best among chemical journals; but there are 
chemists not a , and the Rédacteur en chef is of them, who 
lament the day a its now purely Gallic style and savor was 
tempered, if not improved, by an infusion of outer barbarism, 

0) i & Roni ; 

chemistry an ture, in the interests of his chair, until stricken 
bing ee in ee we died at Christiania on the 29th of March, 

it the Scandinavian capi “et on Hig pilot and in many a 
town, but in Paris, Edinburgh, Vienna, Parlermo, Milan 

and in more than one American oy abe memory of Rosing ay be 
cherished, and his untimely death h dep lored. 

| “a Junius Pirucker, the chvyecich, of Bonn, came. ‘ded, 
Sixty-seven ears, 

, Dr. Cuarizs JRAFTON Pacx, well known to all readers of this 
in 

-» May 5, 1868, aged 56 A notice of his 

another t number of this Lore ournal. 

VI, MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

_ L.A Treatise on ; with a collection of er 
to Tables, By uae Loomis. 8vo, 1868. Harper and Bros., 

ew York—This work is intended to serve both asa t xt-book 
! oo and at the same time as an exposition of the most 
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number every three months, each number containing five PIM 
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t number contains descriptions and beautiful 
rgynnis Diana, A. Cybele, A. Aphrodite, A. Nokomis, 

Atlantis. Both surfaces are represented, and, in nearl 
cies, both sexe: e illustrations are life size and 
remarkable accuracy and beauty, and the coloring is and life-like. It is ‘proposed to continue the work by 

for illustration 
rfectly 

is 

p 
will form an attractive volume, ' _ 3. Observations on Pol Suborder Phylactoloemait 0 nine plates; by Atrueus rare. From the Provecda a Essex Institute, Salem, Mass., 1866 to 1868,—In th i: 

greatly enlarged outline figures, The various species and varieties are also figured of natural size, showing the 
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j raph really supplies us with a nearly complete os ae of all the Sruthss North Lato species, 
; The Workshop: A Monthly J r pial “a to the siiciin 
E ‘he nsf — ae at of. W. Baumer, J. — vy 

examples of the best productions in ancient el ald ac- 
_ companied with working plans o a larger poy me pir the 

_ artist in reproducing the deste “Ori riginal articles on style in “? 3 dee ) 2 

lis timely journal may be considered an outgrowth of 
ris mon of 1867.. It of Ihe: Goropioas value to the Ameri- 

America by G. H. Horn mm; and S edda, s after this, — ions at 

“and ©, T. Robinson; Notes on the Ane e Bark-Louse Foo é Be sheer} with a description o 8, by H. Shimer atalogue of a small collection of Hymenoptera ra made in New Mexico in Bae by E. T. Cresson; Catalogue of works in the Library of t he Society. 

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 15th 
Meeting, om at Bo, v wY. Aug., 1866. 130 pp. 8vo. Cambridge, 1867. 

On the the Barometer on Surveys and Reconnaissances: Part I, Mete- 
orology in i ith Hypsometry. P , Barometric Hypsome 
Submitted to the Chief of Engineers, U.S. A., by R. 8. Williamson, Major, Corps 

sineers, Professional Papers of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, 
~No.15. 248 pp. 4to, with many plates. 1868. (New York, D. Van Nostrand.)— 
_— as Appendix to the abe e, Practical Tables in Meteorology and Hypsom- 

__The phen al Exdyelopedia and Register of important events of the 
year met Vol vii. New York 8, pp. 799. (D. ‘Aplatl & Co.) 

»-Ph and T " ay of the Electrical and other 
mena of the | rs ring health and disease, inclu- 

thé Risctrical ‘Fishés, ns co late) Charles Morgan, 
pp. 714. ew York, 1868. (William & Co., 61 Walker st) 
ay and Hygiene, a Text Book for Bas Edueatio nay eet 

F. 
Ysio! 

natrstions, Oe .D. .S., and Wm. 
New York, 1868, 12mo, pp. 420, (. gi tig 
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A Guide to the Study of Insects, and a treatise on those mya oe and b be 
cial to crops; for the use of Colleges, Agriculturists, Be by A. 8. 
Salem. Issued in parts. Part I, 60 p. 8vo. Promises to be ular wi 
great value. Illustrations as or more, and excelle it Su abscriptions ait Aas sii 

Lessons in Elementary Chemistry: Inorganic and Organic, by Henry E. Ro 
.A., F.RB.S., Prof. of Chemisty in Owens College, Manchester. New York,’ 

(Wn. Woods & Co., 61 Walker 
The Magnetism of Ships and the Deviations of the ee aR A series of p 

ee the transactions of Foreign Societies, ra Poisson Airy, Archibald 8 
Fredk. John Evans, R.N., W. W. Rundell, ~ reprin ome by te of ice : 

Chie nf . the Bureau of N geen Edited, and the care of Pois son 
B. Franklin Greene, 0. E 

Produeile of Iron and ke in a economic and social relations, by Abre ‘ 
Hewitt, U. 8. Commissioner to the Univ. Expos. at Paris, 1867, 104 pp. 
Washington, 1868. a 

by the Conchological section of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia ; 
ne i $13.50; with duplicate —_ colored and tinted, 
Pp. per, $20.00. Address E.J. Nolan, M. D., Treas. of Publication ? 

? 245" a anHoan 0! 

<a aes B is gS # ‘a 

Vol. ii, No. 7, 8, Bivalves. pp. erp mm 4to., with lithogr. pl remarkably beau utiful). Published by the K. K. Geol. Reichsanstalt, Vient® 
Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hisr., ke reagent 289, Odonat-fauna of Hagen.—p, 296, Odonata of Hayti: P. R. Uhler.—p. 301, 303, Shell heaps © Island; Wyman, i todder.—p 

ra; S. H. — in 
P. 317, Skulls of American bison and European aurochs; ZL. Agassiz tion between the € plumage of birds and modes 0 nidification ; 8 ¥ 

, San e of Ve ons; 0. : fight, and habits of the varieties of the domesticated Pigeon; £. 1, On a point in the habits of the Diatomaces, and Desmidi wards.—p. 365, sieges of a  Dragon-iy (Diplax); 4 A. 8. 
of the Ephemerina; A. Hagen.—p. 375, i p. 384 

1 off th ) fro ‘ Di 
ied © coast of Maine; ¢ Stodder.—p. 440, Observations on Crania 

Spongiss ciliate. Bosr. Soe. ot Hist. 4to. Vol. 1, ne iii. 

: 3 Tia flage or observations on the 8 d relationship of f Leucosolenia, trie Bowerbank, with 2 pl. ; Ed. 
an 
p. 541, Notes on the volcanic p ins with 8 

tion of the moar eruptions, mie py of the Hawaiian 

some specimens o Vertelnus 
‘ai mo Monograph of the Alcide, id. Bg Nevada, ae safe ee ai ie species of diurnal Lepidoptera, series iii; 7. Be 
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AMERICAN 

JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS. 

[SECOND SERIES.] 

Art. XIV.—A new Theory of Vision; by Samuen Row ey, 
M.A. 

My purpose in the following communication is to offer a 
theory of vision which I believe has not been heretofore 
advanced, and which I venture also to believe to be the true 
one. But before entering upon its consideration it may be 
Proper briefly to state, with reasons for rejecting them, the the- 
ories hitherto advanced 

s ra direct his optic axes to the former, he will not see the 
= ted images of the latter as one, though their object is situa- 
be i the. plane mentioned, but as two distinct images, the 

_beriments to the same effect might easily be multiplied. 
ae Ax. Jour, Sci.—Szconp Series, Vou. XLVI, No, 137.—Szrr., 1863. 



ee 
Ee iy 
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But the one given abundantly demonstrates the inaccuracy of 
the theory of Aguilonius 

i 
rs 

D 
i 

A simple experiment subversive of both these theories se : 
made thus. 

at some more considerable distance, say eighteen inches, and | 

: teral near objects since these occupy the : 
tamed horopter, will be seen in the places of the objects 4% 
‘ae ie other of 1,%, inch.} Teas distant 

than the convergence of the oe, et ae of Smith pe 
i és: y Sa somewhel? 

object om either . 

Lepage nee Wien yes, Ln ae 
th’s complete System of Optics, Art. 137. : 

* 

€. 
| 

in Ss by the theory of Dr, Wells* the two images of on | 
pase object (since this object lies in the direction which * 



f 
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their object at a distance of 1,, inch from the two images 

Aguilonius is the only author who, meeting the question in 
its full extent, undertakes to assign for each” image both the 
line of visible direction and the absolute visible distance from 
the retina on the line of visible direction. ; 

Sir David Brewster indeed gives both conditions of external 
visible position for the images falling on the vertices of the 
retin. But for every other image he merely assigns Kepler's 
line of visible direction, being silent regarding the visible dis- 
tance—the essential complement of the former in determining 

ion. 

All the component points of the total impression on the retina 

or axial ray of the pencil. 
- 

: . . . 4 > he 

ify the , in thi it is intended to sig: nify the ere in this paper the word ray is used, | 

ies 



_ joining these points take other two points A, 
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Or, to change the form of statement, the entire impressions — 

on the retine, before becoming objects of consciousness are pro- — 

jected in space upon surfaces bisecting each other (at an angle 

greater or less according to the distance) in a plane p ice 

ular to the plane of the axes—the component points of each 

impression being simultaneously referred outward in Lines pass- 

ing from them through a point a Little behind the center of the 

erystalline lens, but, excepting the expansion and the inversion — 

resulting from the crossing in the eye of the directions of out- 

ward reference, undergoing no change of relative position—the 

distance between the planes passing at right angles to the optic 

axis through any two of the successive concentric zones OY 

points, which make up the retinal impression, continuing the 

same. 
Ido not mean here to assert that an outward projection 

actually takes place, but that the effect of such @ projection, — 

produced by an intermediate process of mind, 18 presented 

to the consciousness, ae 

On a suitable plane surface take two points G, O' (fg. 1), 

1. | 

D ERR 

is inches apart, and in a line bisecting at right angle! = 
- po 

spectively from the point of bisection six and 
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Draw the straight lines C A, C’A, and perpendicular to them 
at A the two lines EG, IK. Through the points F, F’, taken 
in the lines CA, C’ A, ;; inch from C, C’, draw the lines FB, 
F’B, intersecting EG, IK, at 6, b’. Through the points F’ and 
d,—a point in IK where a line passing through 0b perpendicu- 
lar to CC’ intersects it—draw a line. In this line, where a line 
te B parallel to C C’ intersects it, take the point 

._ The distance of this point from B will be 4,°, inches. 
Now suppose the points OC, OC’, to represent the centers of 

the eyes ; points F', F’, the focal centers; A, B, D, the situa- 
tions of luminous points ; the lines CA, C’A, the optic axes 
produced ; the lines EG, IK, lines of intersection where two 
surfaces slightly convex toward the eyes, perpendicular re- 
spectively to the optic axes at their point of meeting, cut the 
ag of the axes; BF, BF’, lines of luminous rays passing 
om the point B through the points F,F’; DF’ the line 
‘Tay passing from D through F’ to the retina; 6 the 

point where the line BF intersects the line EG; and d, the 
point of intersection of DF’ with IK. Then, if the above 
enunciated proposition be true, to wit: that an impression 
made by a luminous point on the retina of the right or left 
eye becomes visible and is seen where a line drawn from it 

ugh a point'a little behind the center of the crystalline 

Uc axis of that eye at the place of its meeting with the axis 
of the other eye, the image of the point at B, will be seen 

left eye a little behind the place in which the image of the 
Point at D will be seen by the right eye. 

he experiment may be made thus. Take a thin rule, (as 

window at right angles to the rule, and parallel to the eyes. 
To obtain the former distance with accuracy itis necessary 

ahh two small objects, as two pins, placed equidistantly 
th cogs sides of the point of intersection of the bar by 
Shall €, distant from each other 4,°, inches, and when these 

nail be seen across (or lie in the axes exactly fixed upon) 

vision perpendicular of no variation is t perpendicular to the base of — ion, ae ; eee for the definition of which see note, p. 164. mee 
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istance f inches the near end of the rule, that distance for eyes 2,4, ine 1 

seat will be accurately found, Now fix the axes of the eyes : 

sis ‘ sn the | 
uence of the principles of the proposition, as illustrated in : 
i i : holds, asi actual practice, and that bere q 
are fixed upon the images of an object placed as @ oi a 
point at A, the left eye’s visible image of an sels a ore He | 
a point at B in the line FB, is seen a little beyond w : 
Tight eye’s visible image ‘ 
of an object placed as a 
oint at D in the line B 
wn through F’ and d | , G 

is seen, both im the same 
line of no variation. It 
is obvious by the propo- 
sition that itought notto 
affect the “conjunction” 

_ of the images, whereso- 
ever in the line passing 

>| % 

is 

ee ee ee ee 

tal _ place, the axes represen- F} 
ted by CB, O'B, fig. 2. eer | 
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luminous point at A should be seen at T’ in a surface cutting 
the axis FB at right angles in B (and the plane of the axes in 
the line EG) and the right eye’s image at T, 

But if the left eye’s image of the point at A is seen at T’ 
then by the same proposition the right eye’s image of the 
point at E’ opposite A in a line between F’ and e, a position 
in IK, directly beyond T’, should be seen in the same line of 
no variation a little beyond T’ at e. If the experiment be 
made it will be found that the right eye’s visible image of an 
object placed as a point at E’, nearly 1,°, inch from A, will 
be seen a little behind the place where the left eye’s image of 
an object placed as a point at A is seen, 

the two middle images of the pins placed as a test of 
ance in the first of these experiments are seen united at 

the intersection of the surfaces of vision. 

faces immediately begins very gradually to recede from that of 
the vertical planes of the axes, and the longitudinal axes of 

pin i 
le 

; e whose image is seen by 1 : 
little to the left and the other duly to the right. Should this 

Would be sec 

ihe approximate result may be obtained if two rulers® ot 
legs of a pair of compassest be so placed that their longi- 

dinal axes shall lie in the vertical planes of the optical 

> eg evident that for the two objects in the a sgt 
‘these es, a may put a single object at - az 

See Wells, p36, Smith's Optics, Art. ort. ¢ Well 
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But to make the accurate performance of these experiments — 
easy, some special instrument must be provided. <A piece of — 
pine board whose opposite great surfaces are rectangles paral- 
lel to one another, thirteen inches long and eight inches wide, 
with five pins, furnishes the means for obtaining accurate Te 
sults, where the distance between the near and far points does — 
not exceed twelve inches.* | 

- ot a a oO ro ° Re =] ot & 5 ° Sa = ot i n im, =) ie =) st a 

a “al 
of the eyes, and, together with the pin at B, in the verut” 
plane which bisects this line at right angles ; which ¢ the __ ton of the pins is had, when, looking at the images”. 

pin at A, the left eye’s image of the pin at T’, and the right 

and at a point a little beyond where the latter is see; © 

Wann Ose are fixed upon the images of the pin at B, the 
eyes image of that at A will 

* Another board of the same width and 18 inches long serving aS co pie tis, to be held with one end against the nose by the hands pressi0g at the sides, will be found serviceable for maintaining steadiness of POST” 
7 
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A still better instrument, is a small wooden cross consisting 
of a slender bar and sliding transverse piece, which may be any 
slip of wood, (as a piece of common lath) notched at the cen- 
ter so as to receive the longitudinal bar in its full thickness at 
right angles, and also capable of being shifted and fixed b 
wedging at any point. 

or all experiments in which the distance of the remoter of 
the two stations designated A and B, figs. 1 and 2, is not greater 
than 18 inches, the length of the bar should be 18 inches, and 
that of the transverse piece, 12 inches. 

To apply this instrument instead of the window bar and 
rulers in the first of the examples taken, fix the transverse piece 
at the distance of 17 inches from one en 
of the shaft, and laying the cross on a y 
table with its level side upward, draw on 
the upper side of the shaft lengthwise TB) T’ D 
the bisecting line NO, and lengthwise 
on the upper side of the transverse piece, 
the bisecting line PL. At B, the point 
of intersection of these lines, set a pin, 
and at the point A, 12 inches from the 
point B, in the line NO, also one. At 
the points T, 'T’, in the line PL, each dis- 
tant 2:4, inches from B, set two other pins, 
and at D, 4, inches from B, another. N 
Then placing the cross so as to lie with 
the extremity N, of the shaft against the upper part of the 
hose, and its upper surface a little below and parallel to the 
Plane of the axes, and keeping the head fixed, look with each 
“ye m rapid succession at its image of the pin at A. If the 
night eye’s image of the pin at T, and the left eye’s of that at 

» De seen in these directions of the axes, the pins at A a 
B are 6 and 18 inches distant from the middle point of the 

- joining the centers of the eyes. But if they should fall 
within or without the axes thus directed, then the transverse 
Piece, together with the pins at A and B, 12 inches apart, 
must be shifted slightly forward or backward, until the requi- 
Site position is found. 
sh tolding this instrument in the same position with respect to 

‘Yes as that just above given to it for ascertaining distance, _ 
_ tan it toward a strongly illuminated white wall or sheet of 

: the — same line of eon pre a 
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distance of A, the axes be fixed upon the images of the pin at — 

B, then the image of the pin at A, seen by the left eye, and — 

that of a pin placed nearly 1,°, inch directly to the right of A, 

seen by the right eye, will be found lying in the same perpen- — 

dicular of no variation, the latter beyond the former, the dix 

tance between the two images being less than in the first cas. — 

In experimenting with this instrument, the position of the 

image of the pin at B seen by the left eye in a surface at : 

angles to the optic axis of that eye is visibly realized. For — 

when the axes are fixed toward A (as in the first instance) the — 

image of the transverse piece seen from the left eye visibly has 

a position at right angles to the axis of that eye, and intersects — 

the corresponding image of the right eye, in a line of common | 

intersection crossing each image where that image, whether re 

ferred back to the retina or to the distance of the transverse — 

piece itself, would be pierced by the optic axis. S 

n making these experiments, care should be taken not 0 

turn the axes into the oblique directions, to do which there 8 

always a strong inclination; for then the images, which were 

seen, in those directions as described, the one before or bebind — 

I will now proceed to answer an apparent objection. In 8 5 
first demonstration, under my proposition, I undertake ones : 

impression on the right eye from an object placed at Dis “ee : 

by the right eye, arguing that nothing else than a proj 
the manner described can account for the local relationship 
which these impressions are seen. The evidence of i : 

on” end is made the groundwork of my 

it may 3 that the evidence of consciou 
strong, that the impression 

i . ‘ 

seen, 

tance of the object itself at B.* 

ina la direction of the 
an object at B (fig. 1). : place ® 
atb. The lefvenseionn: of not be ree0e 

Again, take three equal, small rings of pasteboard. ce 
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through the centers of two adjoining wafers, each axis throu 
that center lying on its own side, and presently all the visible 

An experiment of the same kind may also be made by means 
of the similar figures lying at equal distances in the surface of 

to his consciousness, take its true visible position at the dis- 
‘ance of the convergence of the axes—the images of the 
ig =e er 2. ' the 

Point of convergence is less or greater. A variation (from the 
oe of the distance between the centers of the figures of 
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explained why the lateral images of an object which is ata — 
greater or less distance than that of the convergence of the — 

axes, are not apprehended in their true visible positions in the — 
aces of vision. 

Why then does consciousness mistake, precisely as we find it 

doing, the true place of the visible image of any object, lying 

not at the point of intersection of the axes nor at any point — 

equally distant with this from the base of vision ?* 
My answer is, that under tendencies resulting from expe : 

consciousness apprehends erroneously the distances really pre 
, or its action according to the laws of vision, and with 
respect to each lateral image apprehends the distance of the 

surface of vision from the base of vision, and the distance m ~ 

the surface from the image at the center for the distances that — 

would exist between these surfaces and these images, if the 
given image, now laterally and obscurely seen, were with its cor 

responding image of the other eye directly and distinctly exaly 
ined at the center, - 

Hence the place in which such an image seems to be see. 
_ For example, let the’axes be turned to the images of an ob- 

ject at B, fig. 2. They will be seen at B, the left eye’s 27; 
inches, to the left, from its image at T’ of the object at A, f 
the right eye's 2,5, inches, to the right, from its image at T ae 

the object at A, each in a surface of vision, measuring from the : 
apex, 18 inches from the base of vision. sai | 

Let now the axes be turned to the images of the object . a 

A, fig. 1. These will now be seen at A, that of the left eye? 
io inch to the right, from its image at b of the object at B, ao . 

the right eye’s ,°, inch to the left from its image at 6’ of the 
ject at B, each in a surface, measuring from the apex, 5 

. 

on es ect vision, LB hen pi 
_ At first then, the left eye’s image of an object at Bwaenr 

ticularly examined, will always os apprehended at the dista 
of 2.4, inches, to the left, from the image at T’ of an object a 
A in the surface of vision 18 inches from the base. ad to 

ence after due experience will arise a tendency of mi fh 
apprehend this image at a distance of 2,'; inches, to Ler 

from the image of the object at A in the surface of an 

toward bei 
enced by this tendency, with respect to the left eye’s IME, 
6 of the object at B, to igahend 6 inches, the err 
surface of vision from the base, as 18 inches, and 1's"? 

* By base of vision I : dicularly at the center & 
terval between tho ejee, Hy cae crea ea in point and the Bost 
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distance in the surface from the image at A of the object at 
A, as 2,4; inches, 

Again, the effect of experience in regarding directly the im- 
ages of the object at A will be a habit whereby, when the axes 
are directed to the images of the object at B, the mind will be 
led to mistake 2,4, inches—the distance - in the surface of the 
left eye’s image at T’ of the object at A to the right of its im- 

? and 2,4; inches—the distance in the surface of the right eye’s 
image at T of the object at A to the left of its image at B of 
the object at B—for ,*, inch, and 18 inches—the distance of 

surface of vision from the base for 6 inches. 
Thus since the more remote parts of a solid object will seem 

tobe seen at equally more remote distances in the image, and 
the entire image at a distance equal to that of the object, the 
image will seem to be seen with the same form and magnitude 

any slight discrepancy between these images and those pro- 
ore by one and the same object will not prevent an acceptance 
ae Sows, and, since all the equivalent single objects 

~, mind with respect to any images to locate the surfaces of 
oo at a greater or less distance from the base of vision than 

true. Hence all the images will be apprehended in their 
true visible Places. But if the interval between any two ob- 
age of such a series should differ from the other intervals, then 

Ettvo (or the four images presented) which are accepted 

Barts of two complex = Dameed inattention to, or neglect of, one of them. 
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habit it will assign that size which the image would really have 
at that distance, or that effect of lateral distance, or resulting 
expansion, which the divergence of the lines of direction would 
give at that distance, 

- Abercrombie relates the following instance as having oc- 
curred in his own experience, ‘I remember,” he says, ‘once 
aving occasion to pass along Ludgate Hill, when the great 

door of St. Paul’s was open, and several persons were standing 
mit. They appeared to be very little children; but, on coming 

_ Up to them, were found to be full grown persons.” 
.. He theory which I have thus advanced, taken in connection 

with the mistaking practice of consciousness, will, I believe, 
: a satisfactory explanation of all the phenomena of vis- 
on—some of the more interesting of which phenomena, as 
Well as the subject of monocular vision, I propose in a future 
Paper to consider. 

Hastings-upon-Hudson, N.Y. 
> eta ee 

Apr. XV.— Fundamental Principles of Molecular Physics ; 
by Professor W. A. Norton. 

— ® recent work by Joseph Bayma, 8S. J. Professor of Phi- 

of my theory 0 
* 0 

and 
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different objections urged by him in due order, and commenting 

upon them in succession ;—having a care “not to dissociate 

remarks that should properly be presented together. The 

quotations made will be indicated to the eye by being printed 

in smaller type 

at number of scientific men, to give an explanation of 

calorific, electric, and luminous phenomena, assume that aether 

an zethereal atmosphere, the action of which is considered to be the 

source of those phenomena. Profess ssor W. A. Norton, in a series 

— ne articles published in n the American J ournal, gives 

| 
; 

give hi 
The iabtinhil truths and generally received ideas which form 

the basis of the theory, are as follows 
Ist. All the —_—. of material nature oop = from the actiol 

of thes atter. 
a. Ali the the tivo i in operation in —_— are traceable to tw? 

biteery forces, viz: attraction and repulsio 
srd. All bodies of matter consist of rocmabe indivisible parts 

called atoms, each of which is conceived to be s al in form. 
y 

each other. These are Ist, ordinary or gross matter, of ae 

all bodies of matter directly detected by our senses either ae 

or chiefly Saag 2nd. A subtile fluid, or ether, associa seal phe 
ter, by the intervention of which all elect 

nomena originate, or are produced. This peiote ne, as It 
be termed, is attracted by pans a matter, while ts in 
atoms repel each other. 3rd. <A still more  subtile form 
which pervades all space and the nae one between the a 

This is um by which light is pre 

sE . 

call ha other; atoms, or “atomettes” of this ether, ae repel pa more 
and it is attracted by ordinary matter, and 1 agai 
dense in the interior of bodies than in "free 8 spac manifests 

5th. Heat, in all its recognized actions on “matter, 
itself as a force of repulsion. henomess The corner stone of f molecular Pp | ne of a physical theory Soe of the essential , 

) the properties 3° 
with the arrangements which enable it to exert foros 5 
and repulsion upon other molecules. In see follow to 

‘osophica course that cane pursued i rf oe 
eg timate conclusions the é 

down. ... «The conception here forme of a modeesle 70" ‘ 



Aone ; 
eee) it 
oo 
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idea of the operation of the two forces of attraction and repulsion: 
of the two 

the high name of principles. 
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am quite ready to meet him: but I wish to enter here, at the — 
outset, a demurrer against the virtual claim of the superiority 
of his own a priori method of establishing his fundamental — 
principles. Such a claim is implied in the intimation that “no 
one has up to this day established the truth of such propos 
tions ;’”—as will be best appreciated by those who have read Pr 
Bayma’s book. Having proved, as he conceives, his propos 
tions, and clinched each one of them with a Q. E. D., he ins 
that obvious intimations of Nature are to be discarded because 
the stamp of infallibility cannot be put upon them at once, 
before the test of availability in the explanation of phenomena 
has been applied. It was evident from the tenor of my expo 
sition of the subject that the “established truths” referred 0 
were merely regarded as having been virtually established, ot 
rendered highly probable, by the inductions of science. The 
claim implied in Prof. Bayma’s criticism, that they requires 
higher confirmation, in fact a demonstration of their truth, 3 
not to be admitted, 

e asks : 

On what evidence are we to grant that matter exists in thre — 

forms essentially different from each other | 

A sufficient answer to the critic himself, is that poral 
systematic course of deduction from his leading principles, 
his assumptions of the essential nature of matter, he act! os 

different forms of matte: 
But to reply to others who may be disposed 6. ve . 2 

ponderable matter ; or of something which a a 

chanical attributes of matter. That an ether exists 2 a 
and i . ly regaml 

As 

¢ ether, the evidence of its existence is that the sit : 
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conceded, admit of satisfactory explanation on the hypothesis 
of an electric fluid, or ether, intimately associated with mat- 
ter; and that no successful attempt has yet been made to ac- 
count for the simplest of these phenomena on any other hy- 
pothesis. Some physicists, it is true, are striving to do away 
with the supposed electric fluid;—prompted by the conjecture 
that Nature must operate by some simpler method, and work 
out all her wonderful diversity of phenomena by one, or at 
most, two forms of matter. Shall we wait until these physic- 

generalizations embodied in it must have their counterparts 
hich it will 

gressed. Preconceived notions of what matter must be in its 
essential nature, or by what form of matter, or varieties of 
method, Nature must operate have thus far contributed little to 
its advancement: and in fact when we consider that we posi- 

tively know and can know nothing, a priori, with regard to the 
.€ssential nature and condition of matter, and its means and 
mode of operation, such notions are entitled to little credit. 

_ Our author implies in the remarks above quoted that the ex- 
istence of an electric ether is not only not an “established truth,” 
but is to be ranked among those questionable notions that 

e has given the subject only leads him to confirm the 
Substantial truth of what he would here seem to discredit— 
for, 88 we have already seen, his “repulsive envelope” is es- 
sentially my ‘electric atmosphere.” 

Why should we admit two wthereal fluids which are both re- 
pulsive and only differ in subtlety. - 

Prof. Bayma and myself agree in admitting the existence 
two kinds of matter,—attractive and repulsive; and as 

We have seen, three forms of matter. Is it inherently any less 
Seg that two of these should be repulsive and one attrac- 
me ¢, than as he assumes that two should be attractive and one 
oo :—viz., gross matter and the ether of space attrac- 
nae and the elements of the “repulsive envelope” repulsive. 

the supposition that the two etheral fluids differ in subtlety, 

of 
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nothing more is essentially implied than that a considerable 
number of atoms of the one occupy the interstices between 
the atoms of the other. Prof. Bayma assumes e great 
differences to subsist between his two attractive forms of mat- 
ter. He remarks, “the distinction of such a medium” (a me 
dium for the transmission of light) “‘from any ponderable 
substance, is not an hypothesis but a necessary inference 

again 

evidence of their similarity is much greater than of their dis 
similarity. | 

In speaking of the two ethers as subtle, it was meant that 
a large number of their atoms occupied the interstices betweel 
the atoms of gross matter. It was also of course recogt 
that the velocity of propagation of a wave is much ot 
through either of the ethereal fluids than through a mass 
ordinary matter. The only apparent force in the quesi 
under consideration, is derived from the fact that a vague ge 
jecture is apt to be raised by it that a single ether may a 
equal to all the duty now assigned to both. 

To proceed with our quotations: 

t we have said on the constitution of molecules ve pot 
8 indeed the necessity of granting to each molecule Ted the derable matter a repulsive atmosphere, which we have cal eee 
molecular env er i sether, since 8 Hage ni eae But this envelope is not of ) | 

That is, is not of the same substance as his oni 
ether, which he regards as attractive. But the “ ae Baya | 
which corresponds in its direct operation with Prof Dayna 

envelope” is composed of electric matte 
; tt is true that I conceive the 1 

this electric matter, and the space betwee? 

| | 
a 

ae 
se 

the central atom to be pervaded b the, ether a se 
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As for the examples, by which he illustrates the theory, they 

consist of a series of phenomena of different kinds, the explanation 

must be remarked, that those explanations do not imply the exist- 

ence of extended atoms or of two distinct stherial substances; 
and therefore the theory assumes more than is necessary for, or 

guaranteed by, the explanation of phenomena. 

When he has shown this to be true of even the ordinary 
calorific and electric phenomena, we will admit that his ob- 
Jéction toa second ethereal atmosphere interpenetrating the 

t, may have some force. He has given no hint of the gen- 
manner in which he supposes electric phenomena to be 

evolved. Heat he conceives to originate in the vibrations ot 
the molecules of bodies ; but, it can be proved almost to 2 
demonstration, that heat cannot originate in this manner. 
Our author proceeds as follows : 

— atoms of gross matter being “indivisible” cannot be ex- 
seed, and cannot be conceived to be “spherical in form, for 

. M they were extended and indivisible they would be so many 

ti Sycontinnons matter, which we have already proved to be 
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rial point on another, be such that the intensity becomes pe 
finitely small at indefinitely small distances, instead of 
nitely great as imagined by Prof, Bayma, then a collection 
of aninfinite number of material points may form one 
tiable atom. Since the size of the atom may, in every 

stance, be so inappreciable in comparison with the distance 
between the nearest atoms, that there may never be any - 

quality of extraneous action on different points of oe | 

y rea- 
already seen that no inequality of elementary action, dB 
son of a difference of distance "th legitimately deducible from 

Prof. Bayma’s premises, ble,” 5. In cing of at h ato 
no other ground was intended to be taken than that each fF 

and essentially invaria iable in form. This does not preclude z : 
idea that the atom may be an aggregation of a finite Bre 
of material points ; for it may be that the mutual ces 

matter may be a system of material points, in either 
or dynamical equilibrium, Indivisibility, taken in 
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ether condensed around the atom. oe 

If, in accordance with these views, we seek for a possible origin 

of gravitation, we can find it in a primary attraction subsisting 

tween atoms of gross matter. This must be excessively fee- 

ble in comparison with “molecular forces,” and modify the ef- 

fect of those forces only by creating a slight additional pressure 

contiguous molecular atmospheres. Should we assume the 
primary actions between atoms of all kinds, to be wholly repul- 

Sive, and the effective attraction of the gross atom for both its 

etherial atmospheres to be a mere consequence of inequalities 
of repulsion, it is conceivable that the attraction of gravitation 

ere result from ethereal waves, as maintained by Professor 

Fhuiss—these waves having their origin in a dynamical equi- 
um of the atmosphere of universal ether condensed around 

each atom, 
Another eritical remark is the following. 

Ba ethereal substance according to the author, is repulsive ; 
‘w this is inconsistent with astronomical facts, as we have 
Sufliciently shown. 
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paper on Molecular Physics, that the earth may derive its mag- 
netic condition, and a certain portion of its heat, from the m- 
pact of the ether of space. Again, if the action of gravity be 
not instantaneous it will take effect in a direction slightly a 
clined to the radius-vector, and, in the existing state of the plan- 
etary system, the tangential component resulting from this i 

molecule during a longer interval of time while the two are Sef 

arating than while the are approaching. The molecule he | 
therefore on the whole, be retarded by the action of the a 

air,” the resi 
hold t0 subtile repulsive ether. If Prof Bayma should still lis 

i ey ~ of ent, I do not see but he must & 
€ ether of space ther. 

e continues . toge 

he admits that a molecule is formed of an atom of gross 3 
with two atmospheres, of which the first consisting of COMC™ op 

: is attracted by the other, which Sepulsiv® electric «ther. Now if the atoms of electric ether a pal Nor how can they attract? So then we must conclude that Fr" 
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tons’s theory as presented by him, in spite of the talent and learn- 
ing of its author, cannot be adopted in science. 

Prof. Bayma has here entirely misunderstood me, and rep- 
resented what I threw out as a possible and perhaps probable 
conception, to be a fundamental principle of my theory. The 
real fundamental principle was that the atoms of electric ether 
repelled each other, and it was merely conjectured that this re- 
pulsion might be due to atmospheres of luminiferous ether con- 
densed around the electric atoms, instead of being a direct re- 
pulsive action. It is a little singular that in view of this dis- — 
tinct statement of the manner in which the repulsion might 
result from a possible attraction, that our author should ask the 
question, “‘ Now if the atoms of electric ether are repulsive, how 
can they attract ?”, and thereupon intimate the existence of a 
discrepancy fatal to the theory. It is in fact, altogether imma- 
terial whether the mutual repulsion of electric atoms is indi- 
rect as conjectured, or direct. . 
_ithas now been made sufficiently apparent that the objec- 

tions urged against my theory of molecular physics have no real 
force; and that its fundamental principles have not been dis- 

; Whether it will ultimately be “adopted in science ” 

or not, must depend upon its availability in rendering a satis- 

‘ory account of phenomena, and its ability to withstand the 
test of a detailed comparison with the entire range of physical 

ts. If life and health are granted me, I shall endeavor in 

hen the natural phenomena and experimental results, with their 

other theory, 
aan attempt to deduce the existing constitution of things 

tal j 
tan 

by cree the molecules of a gas to be in sucha condition 

abbey se We know that many gases can be compressed into 

Could bs i, it is altogether gratuitous to suppose that they 

ot tendenes Xperiment has given no indication of such @ result 
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Again the notion that a certain substance radiates light of a 

certain color because its molecules are made to vibratem 

unison with the ray of that color, will not stand; for the 

it isin entire accordance with my own, for according %0 TEs, — 

light originates in certain vibratory movements of the atoms 

the electric atmospheres of molecules, and when these vibrate 
naturally in unison with the ray of any color that falls oi | 

them, they take up its vis viva, and so the ray 18 ansfort 

As to the “leading principles” laid down by the author, be 

may in the main be conceded; but these by no means “ind, ft 

tive molecules of different substances. The natural t 
would be to a fortuitous association of elements inant by 

iN dri pcre ce 
pros uniformity would be evolved from chaotic ie : 

objection here urged, derives 8 envelOP 

form, different for each substance. ‘To assume the en" 
such molecules, is to make an incalculable number fe 

ter 0 
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assumptions. No such exception can be taken to the views I 
have advocated. For primarily each specific atom of gross at- 
tractive matter must appropriate to itself from the universally 
diffused repulsive ethers, its electric and its ethereal atmosphere, 
each of a certain definite extent. Upon the relations of these 
specific atmospheres to the central atom and to one another, all 
the different proporties of each specific molecule must depend. 
We have already seen that the principle that one material 

point acts upon another, instantaneously, without the interven- 
tion of any medium, is opposed to the fundamental idea that 
the force exerted is inversely proportional to the square of the 
distance. This law, to say the least, is an arbitrary assumption 
in the premises. The author also conceives that the mutual 
action of two material points, is in no degree and under no cir- 
cumstances intercepted by another intervening point. But we 
know that in the case of the molecular forces, the amount of 
vis viva expended in imparting motion to one particle is ab- 
stracted from the force in action, and according to Prof. Bayma, 
the molecular forces are of the same nature as the forces sub- 

sisting between the material elements. The force of gravity, it 

is true, is not sensibly intercepted, but this does not prove that 

a tendency to interception does not exist; for, upon the sup- 

position of a wave transmission of the force, the effective at- 
traction of any molecule may be the mere differential of the ac- 

tual force transmitted, and besides, in the circular revolution 

of a planet the distance from the sun remains unch anged. 

y own doctrine is, that the molecular forces, including the 

ween the atoms of gross matter - 

and those of the electric matter and the ether of space. The 

pi pane conditions of equilibrium the rate of vibration increases, 

id its intensity or vis viva, decreases, in proportion as the elec- 
tom is more remote from the center of the molecule. Thus, 

e 
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originate in the space between two molecules in the act of com- 
bination, or near approach, by reason of the condensation of 
the interstitial electric ether toward the line of the centers, re 
sulting from the oblique attractive action of the molecules. In 
this condensation of the electric ether between molecules that 
are urged nearer to each other, and the expansion of the same 
when they are separated, we find the key to the explanation of 
the different modes of electric excitation (that of the galvanie 
current included). The secret of the intimate relations betwem 
electricity and heat and light, is obvious in view of what 
been stated. a: 

The ethereal atmospheres of molecules, besides playing the 
part already signalized, are the chief determining cause of the 
diverse phenomena that attend the transmission of light through 
transparent media. Thus refraction is chiefly due to ther 
tardation attending the propagation of the ray around from ol 
side to the other of the molecular atmospheres ; dispersion 
the rays in the spectrum, to the fact that the rays of the great- 
est intensity, and slowest rate of vibration, penetrate t0 the 
greatest depth in the molecular atmospheres, pass around 2 
smaller circles, and thus suffer the least retardation; and double | 
refraction to the fact that the atmospheres have @ sphere 
form, owing to unequal molecular compression on different sides 

cnn ee 

Art. XV.—On Faraday as a Discoverer; by JOHN Trxpabl, 

F.R.8.* 

[Continued from page 51.] 

Points of Character. 

the learned Italians in the ¢ Philosophical Magazin Si 3 e 
letter dated Dec, Ist 1832 ho was ti : . to Gay Lussac, who yred of the editors of the ¢ Annales le Chimie,’ in which he anal | 
the results of the Italian philosophers, pointing out their eo | 
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and defending himself from what he regarded as imputations 
on his character. The style of this letter is unexceptionable, 
for Faraday could not write otherwise than asa gentleman; but 
the letter shows that had he willed it, he could have hit hard. 
We have heard much of Faraday’s gentleness and sweetness 
and tenderness. It is all true, but it is very incomplete. You 
cannot resolve a powerful nature into these elements, and Far- 
aday’s character would have been less admirable than it was, 
had it not embraced forces and tendencies to which the silky 
adjectives “ gentle ” and “tender” would by no means apply. 
Underneath his sweetness and gentleness was the heat of a vol- 

. He was aman of excitable and fiery nature; but through 
high self-discipline he had converted the fire into a central glow 
and motive power of life, instead of permitting it to waste 
itself in useless passion. ‘‘ He that is slow to anger,” saith the 
sage, “‘is greater than the mighty, and he that ruleth his own 
spirit than he that taketh a city.” Faraday was not slow to 
anger, but he completely ruled his own spirit, and thus, though 
he took no cities, he captivated all hearts. 

“PAPERS, NOTES, NOTICES, &e., &c., 
ublished in octavo, 

“ Papers of mine published in octavo, in Quarterly Journal of 
Science, and elsewhere, since the time that Sir H. Davy encouraged 
me to write the analysis of caustic lime. 
“Some, I think, (at this date) are good; others moderate; and 

Some bad. But Ihave put all into the volume, because of the util- 
ity they have been of to me,—and none more than the bad,—in 
eae 2 out to me in future, or rather, after times, the faults it 
came me to watch and to avoid. ‘ 
- As I never looked over one of ef papers a year after it was 

Written, without believing both in philosophy a 
have been much better done, I still hope the collection may be of 

“ Aug. 18, 1839.2 “ M, Farapay. 

. None more than the bad!” This is a bit of Faraday’s 
imnermost nature; and as I read these words, I am almost con- 

uned to retract what I have said regarding the fire and exci- 
tability of his character. But is he not all the more ad e 
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through his ability to tone down and subdue that fire and that 
excitability, so as to render himself able to write thus asa lit 
tle child ? I once took the liberty of censuring the conclusion 
of a letter of his to the Dean of St. Paul’s. He subscribed 
himself ‘‘ humbly yours,” and I objected to the adverb, “ Well, 
but, Tyndall,” he said, “I am humble; and still it would bes | 
great mistake to think that Iam not also proud.” This duality 
ran through his character. A democrat in his defiance of all 

during which I wrote to Faraday, giving him no details, eg 

and o 
vineced when replied to fo 

n heated 
when opposed, as I have thought unjustly and superel 
yet I have striven, and ibceeded I hope; 1 keeping down © 
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of the like kind. And I know I have never lost by it. I would 
not say all this to you did I not esteem you as a true philosopher 
and friend.* 

“Yours, very truly, M. Farapay.” 

| Identity of Electricities: First Researches on Electro-Chemistry, 

Thave already once used the word “ discomfort” in reference 
to the occasional state of Faraday’s mind when experimenting. 
It was to him a discomfort to reason upon data which admitted 
of doubt. He hated what he called “doubtful knowledge,” 
and ever tended either to transfer it into the region of undoubt- 
ful knowledge, or of certain and definite ignorance. Pretence 
of all kinds, whether in life or philosophy, was hateful to him. 
He wished to know the reality of our nescience as well as of our 
science, “Be one thing or the other,” he seemed to say to an 
unproved hypothesis, “come out as a solid truth, or disappear 
asa convicted lie.” After making the great discovery which I 
have attempted to describe, a doubt seemed to beset him as re- 
gards the identity of electricities, ‘Isit right,” he seemed to 
ask, “to call this agency which I have discovered, electricity 
atall? Are there perfectly conclusive grounds for believing 
that the electricity of the machine, the pile, the gymnotus and 
rtpedo, magneto-electricity and thermo-electricity, are merely 
Herent manifestations of one and the same agent ?” To an- 

swer this question to his own satisfaction, he formally reviewed 
the knowledge of thatday. He added to it new experiments 
ot his own, and finally decided in favor of the “ Identity of 
Electricities.” His paper upon this subject was read before the 
Royal Society on the 10th and 17th of January, 1833. 

After he had proved to his own satisfaction the identity of 
electricities, he tried to compare them quantitatively together. 
The terms quantity and intensity, which Faraday constantly 
sed, need a word of explanation here, He might charge a 

single Leyden jar by twenty turns of his machine, or he might 
charge a battery of ten jars by the same number of turns. The 
quantity in both cases would be sensibly the same, but the in- 

nsity of the single jar would be the greatest, for here the elec- 
tricity would be less. diffused. Faraday first satisfied hi 
that the needle of his galvanometer was caused to swing through 

© same arc by the same quantity of machine electricity, 
Whether it was condensed in a small battery or diffused over a 

Dang Tay Would have been rejoiced to learn that, during its last meeting st 
coe; the British Association illustrated in a striking manner 

Which h describe i inci 

“ale men are never beyond healing. 

- 



-He" is digging the shaft, guided by that instinct to 

Sik aaa 
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discharges of his large Leyden battery. This, if concentra. 
in a single discharge, would be equal to a very great ert lightning; while the chemical action of a single grain of watt 
on four grains of zinc would yield electricity equal in beer to powerful thunderstorm. Thus his mind rises from them” 
nute to the vast, expanding involuntarily from the smallest ™ 
oratory fact till it embraces the largest and grandest i phenomena.* 

i : 
In reality, however, he is at this time only clearing re and he continues laboriously to clear it for some time ge ap 

* Buff finds the quantity of P : milligram of BY : 
: electricity associated with one MNNEY ate 

—> water, to be equal to 45 480 Siene of a Leyden jar, with it 
salons otres; and & diameter of 160 millimetres. Weber and Kohl oo 
dr ated that if the quantity of electricity associated one metres aoe 

< over a clou height of 1,000 me city at 
the earth, it would exert Upon an equal quantity of the opposite electri Moa 

: a force of 2,268,000 kilograms.—Llectrol 
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mineral lode which was to him a rod of divination. ‘‘ Er riecht 
die Wahrheit,” said the lamented Kohlrausch, an eminent Ger- 
man, once in my hearing:—‘“ He smells the truth.” His eyes 
are now steadily fixed on this wonderful voltaic current, and he 
must learn more of its mode of transmission. 
On the 23d of May, 1833, he read a paper before the Royal 

Society, ‘On a new Law of Electric Conduction.” He found 

* ‘Faraday, sa Vie et ses Travaux,’ p. 20. 

Ax, Jour, ScIl.—Srconp Serres, Vou. XLVI, No. 137,—Sept., 1868. 

13 
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machine, and the other to the gas-pipes of this building. The 
he called his “discharging train.’ On turning the machini 
the electricity passed from paper to paper through the strm ; u 

J 

feet without changing the result. The first paper was reddenet, 

declaring the presence of sulphuric acid; the second was browned, 
declaring the presence of the alkali soda, The dissolv salt, 
therefore, arranged in this fashion was decomposed by the ma 

chine exactly as it would have been by the voltaic current. 

When instead of using the positive conductor he used the neg 
ative, the positions of the acid and alkali were reversed. 44 

he satisfied himself that chemical decomposition by the machint 
is obedient to the laws which rule decomposition by the yer 

And now he gradually abolishes these so-called poles to 
attraction of which electric decomposition had been # raf 

He connected a piece of turmeric paper moistened with fr 

sulphate of soda with the positive conductor of his a . 

then he placed a metallic point in connection with » ctrl 

charging train opposite the moist paper, 80 that the ortilg 

shall discharge through the air toward the point. Tha 

of er meee caused the corners of the yee of turmeric Pare 

opposite to the point to turn brown, thus declaring 

oF alkali He changed the turmeric for litmus paps i. 
i it not in connection with his conductor, are Me a 

: wi | 

i the machine, aci iberated at the edges 2 

ners of the litmus. sgt a series of pointal oe 
of ee each separate piece being composed © an . 

: litmus and the other of turmeric paper, and the BY 
ed with sulphate of soda, in the line of current from 

chine. The pieces of paper were separated from each 
spaces of air. The machine was turned; and it wo 

0 ther bY 
alway 
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found that at the point where the electricity entered the paper, 
litmus was reddened, and at the point where it quitted the paper, 
turmeric was browned. ‘‘ Here,” he urges, ‘the poles are en- 
tirely abandoned, but we have still electro-chemical decompo- 
sition.” Itis evident to him that instead of being attracted 
by the poles, the bodies separated are ejected by the current. 
The effects thus obtained with poles of air he also succeeded in 
obtaining with poles of water. The advance in Faraday’s own 
ideas made at this time is indicated by the word “ ejected.”” 
He afterwards reiterates this view: the evolved substances are 
expelled from the decomposing body and “not drawn out by an 
attraction.” 
Having abolished this idea of polar attraction, he proceeds 

to enunciate and develop a theory of his own. He refers to 
Davy’s celebrated Bakerian Lecture given in 1806, which he 
says “isalmost entirely occupied in the consideration of electro- 
chemical decompositions.” The facts recorded in that lecture 
araday regards as of the utmost value. But ‘the mode of 

action by which the effects take place is stated very generally; 
80 generally indeed, that probably a dozen precise schemes of 
electro-chemical action might be drawn up, differing essentially 
from each other, yet all agreeing with the statement there 
ven.” 

It appears to me that these words might with justice be ap- 

plied to Faraday’s own researches at this time. They furnish 
us with results of permanent value; but little help can be found 
in the theory advanced to account for them. It would, perhaps, 
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vs 

to the vagueness of De la Rive; but the fact is that both he 

He had always some great object of research in view, butit 
the pursuit of it, he frequently alighted on facts of collate 
interest, to examine which he sometimes turned aside from hit 
direct course. Thus we find the series of his researches 0 
electro-chemical decomposition interrupted by an inquiry into : 
“the power of metals and other solids, to induce the combitt 

_ __ tion of gaseous bodies.” This inquiry, which was received by 
the Royal Society on the 30th of November, 1833, though mot 
80 important as those which precede and follow it, seis 
throughout his strength as an experimenter. The power” 
spongy platinum to cause the combination of oxygen and by hy 

drogen had been discovered by Débereiner in 1823, and had | 
been applied by him in the construction of his well-known py 

losophic lamp. It was shown subsequently by Dulong a 
Thenard that even a platinum wire, when perfectly ¢ ee 

oe be raised to incandescence by its action on @ jet 

ogen., araday ; 

In his experiments on the decomposition of water, F he 
found that the positive platinum plate of the decomposits 
possessed in an extraordinary degree, the power of ca : 

“Sle traced the of the 
the perfect cleanness of the positive plate. Against twee 
erated oxygen, which with the powerful affinity of the , a ; 

smaller, and they rise in much more rapid succession viet 
m the other. Knowing that oxygen is sixteen pet . 

than hydrogen, I have more than once concluded, ea ga 
led others into the error of concluding, that the 8? ter gos 
more quickly rising bubbles must belong to the ; yself the The thing appeared so obvious that I did not give peas pare 
trouble o: aking at the battery, which would at 0 a be a 

told me the nature of the gas. But Faraday woul 4 

: 

2 
‘i 

4 

i 
; 
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been satisfied with a deduction if he could have reduced it to 
afact. And he has taught me that the fact here is the direct 
reverse of what I supposed it to be. Thesmall bubbles are oxy- 
gen, and their smallness is due to the perfect cleanness of the 
surface on which they are liberated. The hydrogen adhering 

to the other electrode swells into large bubbles, which rise in 
much slower succession; but when the current is reversed, the 

hydrogen is liberated upon the cleansed wire, and then its bub- 
bles also become small. 

Laws of Electro-Chemical Decomposition. 

se terms have be- 

Come current in science. He called the positive electrode the 

re copy these word i i ing lecture, 
i 3 from the printed abstract of a Friday evening 

=a by myself, because they adat me of Faraday’s voice responding to on 

ii, p. ro by an emphatic hear ! hear !—Proceedings of the Royal Institution, vo? 

+ Ih 1838 he ex . Paee Te: ; expressive in 
presses himself thus:—‘‘ The word current is so exp 

Ainge language that when applied in the consideration of electrical napercne ri 

thong divest it sufficiently of its meaning, or prevent our minds from 

8 Prejudiced by it.’—Hwp, Researches, vol. i, p. 615, (§ 1617.) 
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the others. The terms Anion and Cation, which he applied : 
the constituents of the decomposed electrolyte, and the term io, 
which included both anions and cations, are still less frequently 
employed. 

Faraday now passes from terminology to research; he sees the 
necessity of quantitive determinations, and seeks to supply him- 
self with a measure of voltaic electricity. This he finds in the 
quantity of water decomposed by the current. He tests thi 
measure in all possible ways, to assure himself that no error caa 
arise from its employment. He places in the course of one and 
the same current, a series of célls with electrodes of different: 
sizes, some of them plates of platinum, others merely platinum 
wires, and collects the gas liberated on each distinct pair of elee- 
trodes. He finds the quantity of gas to be the same forall 

: _ Thus he concludes that when the same quantity of el 

does not interfere with this law. Sending the same ¢ vd 
through a series of cells containing mixtures of sulphure 

tion of acid to water might vary, the same amount of ue 
collected in all the cells. A crowd of facts of this ¢ of 

the electrodes, not upon the intensity of the current, a 
the strength of the solution, but solely upon the que 
electricity which passes through the cell. The quantity nical 
tricity, he concludes, is proportional to the amount of 
action this law Faraday based the construction 

celebrated voltameter, or measurer of voltaic Petraes - 

De la Rive, and others had shown, there are also ‘cate the 

in two rfere with and comp. 
pure action of the current. These actions may 0 ectrodé 

with 
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that electrode; or it may seize upon the substance of the elec- 
trolyte itself, and thus introduce into the circuit chemical ac- 
tions over and above those due to the current. Faraday sub- 
jected these secondary actions to an exhaustive examination. 
Instructed by his experiments, and rendered competent by them 
to distinguish between primary and secondary results, he pro- 
ceeds to establish the doctrine of “‘ definite electro-chemical] de- 
composition.” 

Into the same circuit he introduced his voltameter, which 
consisted of a graduated tube filled with acidulated water and 
provided with platinum plates for the decomposition of the 
water, and also a cell containing chlorid of tin. Experiments al- 
ready referred to had taught him that this substance, though an 
insulator when solid, is a conductor when fused, the passage of 
the current being always accompanied by the decomposition of 
the chlorid. He wished now to ascertain what relation this 
decomposition bore to that of the water in his voltameter. 
Completing his circuit, he permitted the current to continue 

until “‘a reasonable quantity of gas” was collected in the vol- = pete. . 

OB int, 

tameter, The circuit was then broken, and the quantity of tin _ 
liberated, compared with the quantity of gas. The weight of 
the former was 3-2 grains, that of the latter 0-49742 of a grain, 
Oxygen, as you know, unites with hydrogen in the proportion 
of 8 to 1 to form water. Calling the equivalent, or, as it is 
sometimes called, the atomic weight of hydrogen 1, that of oxy- 
gen is 8; that of water is consequently 8+1, or9. Nowif 
the quantity of water decomposed in Faraday’s experiment be 
represented by the number 9, or in other words, by the equiva- 
lent of water, then the quantity of tin liberated from the fused 

orid is found by an easy calculation to be 57-9, which is al- 
most exactly the chemical equivalent of tin. Thus both the 
Water and the chlorid were broken up in proportions expressed 

‘heir respective equivalents, The amount of electric force 
Which wrenched asunder the constituents of the molecule of 

petent, to wrench asunder the constituents of the molecules of 
the chlorid of tin. This fact is typical. With the indications 
of his voltameter he compared the decomposition of other sub- 

7 aenhmitte ; 

; humberless tests, He purposely introduced secondary actions. 
© endeavored to hamper the fulfilment of those laws — 



a 
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electro-chemical decomposition ranks, in point of importance, — 
with that of definite combining proportions in chemistry. 

Origin of Power in the Voltaic Pile, 

In one of the public areas of the town of Como standsa 
statute, with no inscription on its pedestal save that of a | 
name, “Volta.” The bearer of that name occupies a place 

is that the discussion of a point of en : 

; and scarcely less fierce for many years was tht — : 
‘ contest as to the origin and maintenance of the power of the 

voltaic pile. Volta himself supposed it to reside in the con 
tact of different metals. Here was exerted his “electro-mote — 
force,” which tore the combined electricities asunder and drove 
them as currents in opposite directions, To render the “a 
lation of the current possible, it was necessary to connect Mf 
metals by a moist conductor ; for when any two metals et | 

. * . na of Volta himself knew nothing of the chemnittl ae 

Gene 
chief development and illustration in Germany. s 
the selentifie. creed of the great chemists and natural philos 
ophers of that country, and to the present hour there ! tion 
some of them unable to liberate themselves from the 1 
of their first-love. 
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power ess when chemically inactive. 
One of the very few experimental mistakes of Faraday oc- 5 

curred in this investigation. He thought that with a single 
voltaic cell he had obtained the spark before the metals touched, 
but he subsequently discovered his error. To enable the voltaic ae 
spark to pass through air before the terminals of the battery 
were united, it was necessary to exalt the electro-motive force _ 

? 

& stream of sparks from terminal to terminal, when separated 
from each other by ameasurable space of air, 

. the memoir on the “ Electricity of the Voltaic Pile,” pub- 
hed in 1834, appears to have produced but little impression 

iy the supporters of the contact theory. These indeed were 
f 

UP; Or lightly toabandonatheory. Faraday therefore resumed 

difficulty after difficulty about the neck of the contact theory, 
Until in its efforts to nota from his assaults it so changed its 

r e 
frbosed by Volta. The more persistently it was de U 



se 

_ above the plateau, rise a little above the general level 
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In conclusion, Faraday brought to bear uponit an argument — 
which, had its full weight and purport been understood at the — 
time, would have instantly decided the controversy, “The — 
contact theory,” he urged, “ assumes that a force which is able 
to overcome powerful resistance, as for instance that of the — 
conductors, good or bad, through which the current passes, and 
that again of the electrolytic action where bodies are decom — 

sed by it, can arise out of nothing: that without any change 
in the acting matter, or the consumption of any 

a 
voltaic trough, by the ruins which its exertion 

and is like no other force in nature. We have many process — 
by which the form of the power may be so changed, thataa — 
apparent conversion of one into the other takes place. Sow — 
can change chemical force into the electric current, or the cu — 
rent into chemical force, The beautiful experiments of Seebeck — 
and Peltier show the convertibility of heat and electricity ; and 
others by Oersted and myself show the convertibility of ele 
tricity and magnetism. But in no case, not even in 
the Gymnotus and Torpedo, is there a pure creation or a pre 
duction of power without a corresponding exhaustion of some 
thing to supply it.” wi 

These words were published more than two years before 
Mayer printed his brief but celebrated essay on the Forees@ 

already high, and our discoverers are those who, of thot 

at the time. - utterance of But many years prior, even to the foregoing U [ quote » 

. ae for 
ut being exhausted by its own action, it — be ; 



in his mind, Faraday never cared to a further on the 
source of electricity in the voltaic pile. The argument a 
to him “to remove the foundation itself of the contact theory,” 
and he afterwards let it crumble down in peace.* 

Researches on Frictional Electricity: Induction: Conduction: Specific 
Inductive Capacity: Theory of Contiguous Particles, 

tory of science parti 
- ee contributed by Faraday in that year was a compar- 

portan P 
Voltaic Battery.” He brooded for a time : his experiments on 

lysis had long filled his mind ; he looked, as already 
stated, into the very heart of-the electrolyte, eesoagirne, B~ 
render play of its atoms visible to his mental eye. He 
a that in this case what is called “the electric rian 

propagated from particle to particle of the electrolyte ; he 
accepted the doctrine of decomposition and recomposition which, 

to Grothuss and Davy, ran from electrode to electrode. 
And the thought impressed him more and more that ordi 

‘trie induction was also transmitted and sustained by the 
action of “ conti particles.” 
His first great paper on frictional electricity was sent to the 
rd Society on the 30th of November, 1837. We here find 
his with an idea which beset his mind throughout 

Whole subsequent life,—the idea of action at a distance. It 
* Toaccount for the electric current, which was really the core of the whole 

inna Faraday demonstrated the impotence of the contact th then 

brought into contact, ew atigs aa gage positive and the prin 
i i with Kohlrausch 

mena of the circuit. z 
Was the first to give the contact theory this new form, in his celebrated 
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perplexed and bewildered him. In his attempts to get rida 
is perplexity he was often iously rebelling against the 

limitations of the intellect itself. He loved to quote Newton 
upon this point: over and over again he introduces his mem- 
orable words, “That gravity should be innate, inherent, and 
essential to matter, so that one body may act upon anotherat 
a distance through vacuwm and without the mediation of any- 
thing else, by and through which this action and force may le 
conveyed from one to another, is to me so great an absurdity 

_ that I believe no man who has in philosophical matters acom- 
petent faculty of thinking can ever fall into it. Gravity must 
be caused by an agent acting constantly according te certain — 
laws ; but whether this agent be material or immaterial L have 
left to the consideration of my readers,”* : 

Faraday does not see the same difficulty in his contiguous 
particles, And yet by transferring the conception from mast" 
to particles we simply lessen size and distance, but we do 0 
alter the quality of the conception. Whatever difficulty te 
mind experiences in conceiving of action at sensible distancts, 
besets it also when it attempts to conceive of action at insens: 
ble distances, Still the investigation of the point whether 
electric and magnetic effects were wrought out thro the 
intervention of contiguous particles or not, had 4 P ly. 

straight lines. Gravity, he knows, will not turn @ cornet, Wi 
exerts its pull along a right line ; hence his aim and | gene 

place in sae ha 

the ee | . 
carried on by means of a medium surrounding hee this 

Faraday ples with the subject experimentally. By simple 1 
intuition he & te dista exert 

shadow of a body which soreened it from direct edges : 
pictured the lines of electric force bending round BY: he prow! 
the screen, and reuniting on the other side of it; a0 etree 
that in many cases the augmentation of the Race Jessel 

ing, increased the charge of the sphere. This pat dita : 

behind the screen, sit receive : 
Faraday’s theoretic views on this subject have nt, andes 

general acceptance, but they drove him to yc guitable 
periment with him was always prolific of results. 

* Newton's third letter to Bentley. 
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arrangements he places a metallic sphere in the middle of a 
large hollow sphere, leaving a space of something more than 
half an inch between them. The interior sphere was insulated, 
the external one uninsulated. To the former he communicated 

simi r in form, e interior sphere of each communicated 
with the external air by a brass stem ending ina knob. The 

took more than half the original charge. A portion of the 
charge was absorbed in the dielectric itself. The electricity 
took time to penetrate the dielectric. Immediately after the 

Power of permitting the charge to enter them in different 
degrees, Faraday figured their particles as polarized, and he 
concluded that the force of induction is propagated from par- 
ticle to particle of the dielectric from the inner sphere to the 
outer one. This power of propagation possessed by insulaters 
he calls their “Specific Inductive Capacity.” F 
Faraday visualizes with the utmost clearness the state of his 

Contiguous particles ; one after another they become charged, . 
each Succeeding particle depending for its charge upon its - 
Predecessor. And now he seeks to break down the wall of 
partition between conductors and insulators, ‘Can we not” 
he says, “by a gradual chain of association carry up disc 
from its occurrence in air through spermaceti and water to 

Solutions, and then on to chlorids, oxyds, and metals, without 
any essential change in its character?” Even copper, he urges, 
offers a resistance to the transmission of electricity. The action 



der his works seek to realize the object he set before him, a0 

% age of his speculations. We may see the ripples 

Ws ¥ Mann eas ae va re ii  s" 
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of its particles differs from those of an insulator only indegre 
They are charged like the particles of the insulator, but they 
discharge with greater ease and rapidity ; and this rapidityd 
molecular discharge is what we call conduction. Conduction 
then is always preceded by atomic induction ; and when -_ 
some quality of the body, which Faraday does not define, tle 
atomic discharge is rendered slow and difficult, conductio 
passes into insulation. e 
Though they are often obscure, a fine vein of rye 

thought runs through those investigations. The mind of te 
philosopher dwells amid those agencies which underlie 
visible phenomena of Induction and Conduction ; and he trie 
by the strong light of his imagination to see the very molecls 
of his dielectrics. It would, however, be easy to criticize thet — 
researches, easy to show the looseness, and sometimes them — 
accuracy, of the phraseology employed ; but this critical spit 
will get little good out of Faraday. Rather let those 

permitting his occasional vagueness to interfere with a : 
7 

es, and vortices of a flowing stream, without able 
resolve all these motions into their constituent elements; = 
so it sometimes strikes me that Faraday clearly saw hee : 
fluids and ethers and atoms, though his previous trammg® 
not enable him to resolve what he saw into its constituents,” 
describe it in a manner satisfactory to a mind versed in ‘e 
ics. And then again occur, I confess, dark sayings, difficult? 

very boundaries of our knowledge, and that his. mind , i 
ally dwells in the “ boundless contiguity of shade’ by wiih 

In the researches now under review the ratio of sey 
and reasoning to experiment is far higher than m any” | 

day’s previous works. Amid much that is entangled ens 
we have flashes of wondrous insight and utterances yl com 
less the product of reasoning than of revelation. J wer: 
fine myself here to one example of this divining PON ap 
his most ingenious device of a rapidly rotating mut throug! 
stone had proved that electricity required time perry go 
& wire, the current reaching the middle of the wire of the We 
its two ends. “If,” says Faraday, “ the two ends : tely coor 
in Professor Wheatstone’s experiments were immedianty ito : 
nected with two large insulated metallic ng the 
the air, so that the primary act of induction, after Di ite 
contact for discharge, diight = 
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the moment on its surface jointly with the air and surroun 
conductors, then I venture to anticipate that the middle spark 
would be more retarded than before. And if those two plates 
were the inner and outer coatings of a large jar or Leyden bat- 
tery, then the retardation of the spark would be much greater.” 
This was only a prediction, for the experiment was not made.* 
Sixteen years subsequently, however, the proper conditions came 
into play, and Faraday was able to show that the observations 

nal portion of the wire at the first instance, and disposed for h ; 

=] ° fee) : 7a) 4 fae) ae) 2 B Ao ° B ro) 6 fom) m ro) © paw 
ae 

°o Lar) ot — @ 

acts by induction, Without this reaction of the walls upon 
the sphere you could no more, according to Faraday, charge it 
with electricity, than you could charge a Leyden jar, if its 

er he . . 7 > 

of magnitude ; and if you abolished the walls of the room—even 
the earth itself—he would make the sun and planets the outer 
Coating of his jar. I dare not contend that Faraday in these 
Memoirs made all his theoretic positions good. But a pure 
vein of philosophy runs through these writings ; while his ex- 
periments and reasonings on the forms and phenomena of elec- 
“teal discharge are of imperishable importance. 

Rest needed— Visit to Switzerland. 

The last of these memoirs was dated from the Royal Insti- 
tution in J une, 1838. It concludes the first volume of his 

m * df Sit Charles Wheatstone could be induced to take up his measurements once 
* (ore, varying the substances throu which, and the conditions under which the 

current j ; * ‘ tic and experimental eee he might render great service to science, both 



hes 
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‘Experimental Researches on Electricity.” In 1840, as; 
ready stated, he made his final assault on the contact theor 
from which it never recovered.* He was now feeling the eff 
of the mental strain to which he had been subjected for 
many years, During these years he repeatedly broke ¢ 
His wife alone witnessed the extent of his prostration, 
her loving care we, and the world, are indebted for the 
ment of his presence here so long. He found occasional 
ina theatre. He frequently quitted London and went to Bng 
ton and elsewhere, always choosing a situation which co 
manded a view of the sea, or of some other pleasant 
where he could sit and gaze, and feel the gradual revival off 
faith that | s 

‘‘ Nature never did betray 
The heart that loved her!” 

But very often, for some days after his removal into 
try, he would be unable to do more than sit at a windo 
look out upon the sea and sky. 5 

In 1841, his state became more serious than it had 
before. A published letter to Mr, Richard Taylor, dated Mar 
11, 1843, contains an allusion to his previous cont ‘il 

gressed them. It is, perhaps, right Ghat they should trat 
them, in order to ascertain where they lie. Faraday, 
though he went far toward it, did not push his 
beyond his power of restitution, In 1841, Mrs. 
he went to Switzerland, under the affectionate | 

fit to mingle in society, for conversation was @ pai? 
but let us observe the great man-child when alone. 
the village of Interlachen, enjoying Jungfrau times watching the Swiss railes making their nails. B 
a little journal, in which he describes the process 1 ie 
and incidentally throws a luminous beam upon 

“ Aug. 2d, 1841. Clout nail-making goes on here apne 
erably, and is a very neat and pretty operation t0 

* See note, p. 195. 

2 
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love a smith’s shop, and anything relating to smithery. My father 
was a smith, 

From Interlachen he went to the Falls of the Giessbach, on 
the pleasant Lake of Brientz. And here we have him watch. 
ing the shoot of the cataract down its series of precipices. It 
is shattered into foam at the base of each, and tossed by its 
own recoil as water-dust through the air. The sun is at his 
back, shining on the drifting spray, and he thus describes and 
muses on what he sees : 

was in some places too strong to stand against e sun shone 
brightly, and the rainbows seen from various point: ere very beautiful. One at the bottom of a fine but furious fall was very 

“ 

hope and giving hope. And the very drops, which in the whirl 
» Wind of their fury seemed as if they would carry all away, were 
made to revive it, and give it greater beauty.” 

Arr, XVIL—On Enargite from the Morning Star Mine, Cal- 
Yornia Epwarp W. Root, Assistant in the Laboratory ia; by 
of the School of Mines, Columbia College, New York. 

Dy November last I examined a copper ore from the Morning 
Star Mine, Mogul District, Alpine Co., California, which proved 
to be Enargite. This mineral occurs in a massive state, and 
also crystallized in small rhombic prisms, whose planes are much 
Striated, ese crystals are of a grayish black color, possess a 
nr brilliant metallic luster and are about a millimeter in length. 
Po massive mineral possesses a somewhat coppery color upon 

t 
mish. It ig quite brittle. Streak black. Hardness about 4 Sp. grav. 4:34. B 
Teadily to a globule, giving off arsenical and sulphurous fumes 
= forming a coating of antimonous acid. With fluxes it gives 

. ‘soluble in hydrochloric acid. Soluble in nitric acid wi 
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a residue of sulphur and antimonous acid. Soluble in aqua 
regia with a separation of sulphur. q 

Associated with the specimen submitted to analysis, wasa 
little iron pyrites and quartz, while the magnet extracted a few 
small shining particles, which before the blowpipe gave the — 
reactions for iron and titanic acid. 4 

n the quantitative analysis of the mineral a special portion — 
was taken for the sulphur determination; it was decom f 
upon a waterbath with fuming nitric acid, which even in the — 
presence of antimonous acid readily converted the sulphur into 
sulphuric acid, the solution evaporated to dryness, nitric acil — 
tet by hydrochloric, and the sulphuric acid precipitated 8 — 
usual. | . 

centrated solution of sulphurous acid in water, to reduce th 
_ arsenic to arsenious acid, and copper, arsenic and antimony pl 
cipitated as sulphids by hydrosulphuric acid. The moist sik 
phids were digested upon a waterbath with sulphid of pot 
sium, which dissolved out the sulphids of arsenic and antimon) 
The residue, consisting of the sulphid of copper was dissolve 
in nitric acid, converted into the sulphate, and the coppet 4 
cipitated in the metallic state by hypophosphite of mag ‘th . 
according to Gibbs’s method.* The solution ee a 
arsenic and antimony as double sulphids with sulphid o| 
tassium, was diluted with water, treated with a concent 
solution of sulphurous acid in water to an acid reattn a 
boiled in a large glass flask for several hours. Both the i 4 
phids of arsenic and antimony were at first precipitated | ‘. 
upon boiling, the sulphid of arsenic was converted into a 
ious acid. e sulphid of antimony was filtered off, wah oF 
of sulphur removed by repeated treatment with bis 
carbon, converted into the antimoniate of antim 
SbO,) by the action of fuming nitric acid, an 

* This Journal, II, xliv, 210. one has let 
_+ Bunsen, the originator of this separation of arsenic and antie acid aioe 

simplified the estimation of the arsenic, by converting the arse the solution ° 
into arsenic acid, by passing a current of chlorine gas through the : 

urs. 
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In two analyses the following results were obtained : 
4 2. ean. 

S, 31°81 31°51 31°66 
Cu, 45°94 45°95 45°95 
As, 13°65 13°74 13°70 
Sb, 6-03 oes 6-03 
Fe, 0°81 0°64 0°72 
SiO., 1°03 1:13 1:08 

99°27 99°14 

In analysis No. 2, owing to accident, a part of the antimony 
was lost, but still some five per cent remain 

If the iron present is considered as iron pyrites, and this 
peter with the silica deducted, the following mean is ob- 
tained: 

8 Cu As Sb 
31°68 47°21 14°06 619 "= O04 

These numbers give the ratio 1: 3: 8 between the arsenic, cop- 
“e and sulphur, corresponding to the formula 3Cu,S+ 8 

8, Sb)S,, which is that of enargite as described by Brei- 
thaupt, Field and Burton, 

This California enargite differs however from those hereto- 

baer 

Arr, XVIIL—Physical Observations on the Andes and the 
mazons; by JAMES ORTON. 

Tuer following observations were made during a scientific 
tion across the continent of South America, in the year 
The instruments used were two mercurial barometers 

‘on Was broken in the valley of Quito,) after a tour of ten 
thousand miles had not varied a hair’s breadth. he route 

+ This Journal, I, xxvii, 52. Pogg. Ann., Ixxx, 383. 
+ Proc. Acad. Sei Philad., 1857, 168. { This Journal, II, xlv, 34. 

2s 
7 

= 



_ obtain the mean annual temperatures of important age. Pe 
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was from Guayaquil to Para via Quito, Rio Napo and the 
Amazons, The chief value of these observations is derived — 
from the fact that they were made with instruments of preci- 
sion at many localities whose altitude was hitherto unknown, 
or obtained by an aneroid* or boiling apparatus, They also — 
test the utility of the thermo-barometer, experiments having — 

tures of boiling water are from Guyot’s tables after : 
revised by Moritz. These are placed along side of the baro- 

metric observations (reduced to 32°) in order to show To 

agreement between the barometer and boiling apparatus. the 

ground thermometer was sunk from two to three feet, 
lowed to remain about six hours. 2 Feu 

The first desideratum was the level of the Pacific off 
dor. After many careful calculations I fixed upon 299 
the barometric pressure at the freezing pomt. ¢ L kno 
sumes 30-000, and his altitudes are therefore too high. high. 
not Humbold¢’s base, but his estimates are uniform 

eee 
altitude 18 that & 

* “A Traveler who carries an aneroid alone with him must note the stat" 
within two or three hundred feet.”—Guyot. It is generally higher than 
dard in high temperatures. 
¢ See this Journal, vol. xix, p. 385. 
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the grand Plaza. It is a singular fact that La Condamine 
(1745), Humboldt (1802), Boussingault (1831), and Visse 
(1863) give a decreasing altitude. One is tempted to believe 
that the Andes are sinking. Boussingault contends that this 
is true of some individual mountains,* The mean of all the 
estimates given in the table, excepting that of Caldas which 
is manifestly incorrect, is 9,521. Villavicencio gives 9,485. 
I quote him simply to call attention to the fact that the esti- 
mates in his Geograjia de la Republica del Ecuador are not 
reliable, Ina balloon ascent made in J anuary, 1864, from 
Woolwich, Eng., by Glaisher for the British Association, the 
reading of the barometer at 3% 16 p.m., (corrected and re- 
duced to 32°,) was 20-951 at the estimated height of 9,500 ft. 
he minimum noticed in Quito was 21:460. The French sa- 

vans give the length of the seconds pendulum at Quito 
3247753 ft., it being 3250588 ft. at sea-level on the equator. 
This is a deduction, not the result of experiment, and gives 
only 9,166 ft. for the height of Quito. _ The pendulum experi- — ment at Quito would be very interesting, but great distur 
ances would doubtless arise from the proximity of so many 
volcanic mountains, 

_ The observations on Pichincha were taken 80 ft. below the 
highest pinnacle. That in the crater was made at the foot of 
the cone of eruption. That on Antisana was taken just above 

average snow-limit; and that on Cotopaxi at the base of 
the cone. Cotopaxi’s cone is therefore 6,000 ft. high. At 
Ttuleache begins the series of observations from Quito east- 

b 
the Atlantic ; while I have kept the Pacific as a base. The 
barometer and boiling point at the Atlantic level are compu- 

; the distance of Para being taken at 95 miles and the 
fall = the river two inches to the mile. This makes the Pacific 

Mountains on the equator exert an attractive power on the 
Ocean at their feet? At Panama, the Pacific and Atlantic 

“net cet Common level, for there the Andes drop down to an 
significant altitude, I must add, however, that the obser- 
* See Bull. de : ce, tom. vi, p. 56, Prof. Schén from obser- 
=, at Wostibeey idea. abd the oy rt ei has increased during 

fifty years. Forbes, 1832. - 

eS £, 
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vations at Guayaquil were taken in July, i: at Para i ~—_ 
January with the same instruments. My barometric 
at Para may therefore be too high; but ides nae month test 
tion is unknown. t Havana the mean barometer in January 
is ‘200 in excess of the yearly mean, and the correction at the 
equator should be still greater ; but Dewey makes the Janu- — 

ary variation at Para ‘011 below the mean. His mean in July 
is 30°020. We need an extended series of observations at 
Guayaquil and Para. If we take Dewey’s annual mean at Pari, 
29-941 and 35 ft. as the altitude, the barometer at the Atlantic 
level would stand 29°977. But ‘this makes the Atlantic full 
40 ft. below the Pacific. Moreover, if Para is 35 ft. above the 
Atlantic, the fall of the river is nearly 41 inches per mile, — ‘ 
is also absurd, The rate cannot be far from two inches. 

would make the fall about fifteen feet and the barometer at the : 
Atlantic 29°932. 

Slope and current of the Amazons. 
: Distance. | Fall. | Ce 

Napo village to the Marafion, 600 miles. 213 inches per mile 
cc “ >. Pigox 2800. « 62 . 

b) 

Tabatinga > 2 2000 “ 16 
“ 

Azevedo and Pinto made the fall from Tabatinga to to Pari, 
0:9; Castlenau made it a little more. LaCondamine assigns” 
the Amazon in general a slope of 6:3 in. per mile, which very 
closely agrees with my calculation. Herndon, who, 
his boiling apparatus, made Ega over 2,000 ft, high, d 
from this the descent of the Amazons “a little more ta : 

foot per oy which would about give it a current of 2} miles 

per hour !”* He remarks that the current increases ¢0 ra 

erably after the junction of the Madeira, He calls ay 

Pebas to Ega in November, and three below Serpa ™ Febr 

cae Bet the Peruvian navigators consider it from 3 to 3} : 

as between M. and Para, or 58 ft. 
teresting to compare the Amazons with other rivers : 

Rhone, fall 24-00 in. per mile; slope, 1' 18" 
Mississippi, “ 19-87 “ 6“ ¥ + 

Thames, ee “ “0757 
N ile, sc 6°5 3 66 0’ 21 

Amazons, “ 6°25 & “« 020" 
Ganges, “ 4° “ “ 0’ 13 

Ohio, - 4° “ « 918 

Herndon’s — are very singular. Compare the one 02 pose 

with one on p. 3 

zi “2 : i Se eee jp ae eet 

Witc cabin echinacea mee i a LE ar lly See pe a Ch i eT oe SP a, in onl SANE Far 

i wae 
r 1,000 miles, 1638 dee 
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The Mississippi at St. Louis has nearly the same altitude* as 
the Amazons at the mouth of the Napo: respective distances 
from the sea, 1,400 and 2,200 miles. Below St. is the 
fall of the Mississippi is 3 in. per mile. 

Accidental variations of the barometer—These are gene- 
rally considered as reduced to nothing at the equator, - 
boldt says, the regularity of the ebb and flow of the aerial 
ocean is undisturbed by storms, hurricanes, rain and earth- 
quakes in the torrid zone of the new continent, on the coast 
and at the elevation of 13,000 ft. At Dodabetta, India, (alt. 
8,640 ft.) Lieut. Strachey found that the most violent and 
variable wind did not affect the range of the barometer, But 
in the valley of the Amazons strange irregularities have been 
hoticed in every hypsometric instrument, whether mercurial 
barometer, aneroid or boiling apparatus. No two travelers 
have noticed the same irregularity ; but all (save Azevedo and 
into), have found a lawless disturbing force. Indeed, the 

anomaly is so constant, that I am inclined to suspect the re- 
cord of the Brazilian lieutenants, because it discovers no ir- 
Tegularity, Spix and Martius gave Tabatinga the enormous 
altitude of 670 ft., and elevated Mandos 556 ft. above the sea. 

is makes the fall of the first thousand miles of the river 
five times that of the second. Castlenau found Nauta 365 ft., 
Peb , 399 ft., and Mandos 293 ft. above the sea; and com- 
Plaining that his barometer got out of order, rejected a part 
of his observations. Herndon, with a boiling apparatus, dis- 
covered to his surprise that between Nauta and Ega he was 
ascending according to th instrument, though by the river 
and his own senses he was descending. At Nauta water 
satlod at 211°-3, and at Ega at 208°-2, which would put Nauta 

aps gliding up stream though we were descending at the rate 
~ i an hour, and excepting also on the Amazons = 
.- +abatinga and Obidos. The boiling point was more 
Neowar than the height of the mercury. Our rate down the 

“po was full 40 miles a day ; and the record of the boiling 

* Mean bar. at St. Louis, 29°520; at the mouth of the Napo, 29526. 
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point for five successive days below the Curaray is as follows; 
Bat, eek hs 211° > 210°:9:- 91 pea a 

Similar anomalies have been noticed in other parts of the 
world. Erman’s observations in Siberia would place Jakuzk 
below the level of the sea of Ockozk ; yet the Lena flow 
down from Jakuzk to the sea. Von Buch observed that the 

lake. The barometer makes the Caspian Sea 250 ft, 
than the level ; and the Antarctic Ocean, 800 ft. above the 
Atlantic, 

the observations is due to the fact that they were bese different seasons of the year. Herndon and yr water a 
208°2; Thad to raise it to 211°-9. I was at Pebas J’, 

2 
exactly the same. The trade-winds doubtless have 
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‘ Overlooking the irregularities between ee and Obidos, 
_ I think my barometrical observations across the continent 

faithfully delineate the main features from Guayaquil to Para. 
We see a striking difference between South America and our 
own continent in the fact that while Tabatinga, the half-way 
station, is not over 255 ft. high, Fort Leavenworth at the same 

lance from the sea, is six hundred feet above it. I will here 
notice a curious coincidence (it can be nothing more) in the 
relation between the eastern profile of a continent and its sec- 
tion, Thus, the eastern coast line of the American continents 
is a rough copy of the line describing the surface from west to 
east. In the eastern hemisphere, the eastern contour more 
nearly approximates a section from north to south ; and there 

South America, the protuberance of Cape St. Roque represents 
the Swell of the Andes ; the slope thence to Patagonia is 

40 imitation of the Amazonian valley ; while the upw 
turn of oa rene del Fuego fered us of the low Bra- 

: zilian moun 
semen of the barometer—These occur with 

winds, sudden oe 7 es Be 
eS. ee 

SPOR WEN ae tee its at the same hours (10 a. and 4 p.m.) asin the high 
T The hour of the day may be determined by “ 

eee at Quito within 15 minutes. The mean daily am i oe oe 

A Garg is ‘091 (Vin, 147; Dakoniioan, *145.) 

“08 :) isse, "090, 
5 « Pebas, 

Para, 088 
| * 
en found at St. Helena that the mercury was -004 in. mera when = 

‘ a The dneins the meridian above ond below the “ene 

lowest at 9 4. a. sesh Maghaed est at 3 P. art and that Cap t. Parry no 
aad. niin: in _ 74°. Dr. Hayes found the maximum at t Port Foulke ona, 
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‘The extreme range decreases with the latitude and also 
_ the increase of altitude 

ar "30 « (Wallace. 
. Rania ° et S. « 166 “ (Orton.) 
* Qu ° 18'S. *- 180% (Orton 

“ Antisana Hacienda,0°30'S. “ +065 (Aguirre.) 

The diurnal variation decreases with the increase of alt 
as well as with the increase of latitude: 

Increase of elevation— 
Guayaquil, alt, 10 ft. var. *091 
Para. a 1...* 088 i 
Quito, 6 9500 4 ae 
Antisana, a 23200 > 022 (Aguirre. 

345 “ Anomalous, Pebas, “ 104 
- Mandos, “ 120 “ +111 (Spruce) « 

Increase of latitude— : 
Guayaquil lat, 2° 12'S, var. 0 

: “'g3. 66°R." 060 (ompatet hy 
Poe SNe 

Arctic Sea, “, 72°15'N,. « 088 (Sonntag) 
“ 

018 
: “sis N. 8 en & 

Increase of altitude with increase of latitude— 

Paris, lat. 48°50’ alt, 200 ft. var, 0815 
Geneva, “ 46° 192’ “« $350 * “+0354 

ov Jan; Ss 
Antisan J 

Throughout Asia the emegre mean is 
in winter; in Para, Antisana and Sitka it is ‘the pen 
ge variation ‘decreases from the poles to @ | 
40° ; thence to the equator it increases. At the eq™ 
know sive how it is in high latitudes) it decreases W! 
titu 

The annual range at Port Foulke (0°41 * ) is about 
the diurnal ; oe of Antisana (0:05) is bout twice | 
nal, ual variation is more cide marked 
pon: in tropical America, This is , says es 

ee wind ehroaghens the hi ge 
World; whil equatorial risa Be - 
sun’s altitude i is pli and polar current ve 
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Comparison of mercurial barometer with boiling apparatus. 
—After numerous observations taken with these instruments 
side by side from the sea-level to the top of Pichincha, I con- 
clude that the boiling apparatus, though very convenient, can 
not be depended upon and is the least reliable in high altitudes. 
In the Amazonian valley it is certainly useless. The accuracy 
of Regnault’s Tables of corresponding pressures was tested on 
the Andes by Visse in 1848, and he found the agreement very 
satisfactory. But my experiments on the same ground do not 
confirm this. At Guayaquil he found a difference of 0092 in.; 
I found ‘008. At Quito his difference was 015 ; mine 045. On 
Pichincha, his difference was (0045; mine, taken at the same 
hour of the day, was ‘008, At Papallacta, the boiling point 
indicated a pressure 205 too small, and at Archidona a pres- 
sure 364 too great. On Mont Blanc, Saussure found the ba- 
rometer 17-136, and the pressure indicated by boiling water, 
17883. At Rochester, they differ by -130. 

Mean annual temperature, 

santa Rosa, 79°. 
P 8, * (Castelnau, 79°°7) 
Tabatinga, 82°: “ 79°°34 

Pard, 80°-2 (Dewey, 80°°5) 
The isothermal line in the United States corresponding to 
m . 

© 9. The mean temperature at Fort Massachusetts on the 
Rocky Mountain plateau (alt. 8400 ft.) is 41°-1. The tempe- 
tature of Quito is just 1° less than that of Rome; but the 
“Pung months at the two cities have the same mean tempera- 
ture, he mean temperatures of Antisana Hacienda and 
Quebec are the same, but the seasons are nearly reversed. 

; Spring. 8 er, Autumn. Winter. Year. 

fuebec, 38°00 6T°"6T. = BGT «=—«13°33 40°67 
“ntisana, 429-16 38°-26 40°-70 419-80 40°°70 

The coldest hour at Quito is 6 a. m.; the warmest between 2 
ty 3 P.M. The latter corresponds with that on the east 

asts of the United States and Asia; on the west coast of 
paerica and Europe it is 1 or 14 P.M. The greatest heat at 
ara occurs at 2 p. M, ; the hottest month is November and the 
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coolest is March. The decrement of temperature in ascend 
from Geneva to St. Bernard is 1° for every 487 ft.; 
Quito and Antisana it is 1° for every 340 ft. 

Barometrical measurements across South America. 

Locality. Alt. | Barom, Boiling| yay nault’s a Other estimates | 

Pacific Ocean, 0\29°930 212-01| Bar. of bag be 2 

singault, 2 
Guayaquil, 10/29-899/211-95/29°891) —-008|B. P. of Vises Hi 
Guaranda, 8840/21-976 Alt. of Visse, 8,872 

8,928. 
Arenal, 14,250 18123 Alf, of Visse, 13,917; 

14,2680) 
Mocha, 10,900 at 393 - 
Ambato, 8490/2 2-241 Alt. of Visse, (ee ; 

Bar. of Jameson, 
Tacunga, 9181] |21-693 Alt. of Visse, 9,180 

ingault, 9,384. 
Bar. of Jameson, 

Tiupullo, ll 1662/19 858 Alt. of Visse, 11, 7 
Machachi, ri ob 212 Alt. e _— 
Quito, . 0 21°530/195°8 |21°485| —-045| Ald. a 

Homboldt 9,810; 
8,947; Bo 

Panecillo, 10,101'21-043 Ali, of Humboldt, I 
Aguilar, 10,135. 

‘“ Bar. of Jameson, 

Pichincha, top. {15,827 17-038. 184-5 |17-030 —-008| Alt. of 

: te 
ree 15,704, Bar. 
Pichincha, crater.|13,300 189-2 |18°672 wee wf ‘ oe 

Antisana HH, —_‘/13,300/18-533 Alt, of Humbe 
Bous' ; 

Jameson; 

On Antisana, 
Pinatura, Alf. of Boussing! 

On Cotopaxi, 
Riobamba, Alt, of 

Cajabamba, Alt. of 
Ttuleache, 
Tablon, 

Papallacta, 10,511 20° 803,193°8 |20°598,—"205) 
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Point. Equir, | ence. Other estimates. Alt. | Barom, | Boiling naul's Differ- 

8622 22-206 
7920 22-751 
6625 |23-793 
6200 |24°145 
4252/25°832 
3247 46 
2115 27-816 209° nt wh +°364 
1450 |28-419)2 209°4 |28-407/—-012 
1100 |28-814 aie 4 |28-982|+-168 
858 29-022 |210-65'29-127 +105 
586 29-321 |211-00/29-331/+-010 
500 /29-408/210°8 |29-215|—-193 
385 |29°52 

256 |29- 

345 |29°510/211°1 |29°390 

138? |29-770 

199? |29°705 

158? |29-752 

114 /29°802 

107 /29-808 

2114 |29°566 

100? |29°813 /211°9 |29 862/+ 

26/211°4 |29:566|+'040| Ali, at Nauta by Castelnau, 

—*120 All. of eA eg ad: Buf 
217°: of Herndon, 

655 
255 |29°656/211°5 |29-625 | —°041 eet Aah Spix and Martius 

; Azevedo = Pinto, 
; Agassiz, 200 

Ait oe Azevedo and Pinto, 

9/'90.090 

4 (49 Joa 

83 |29°834 
38'29-890 

i 
i 
et cr 

910.73 

@lai 

049| Alt. of Herndon, 2052; Aze- 
edo and vedo Pinto, : B es 

of Herndon, 208° 
Alt. of Herndon, 1475; Cas- 

telnau, 293; d Mar- 

“87; i 
ab. of] Azevedo and Pinto, 

Alt. of Azevedo and Pinto, 
58; i 5 

29°625!—-183) Alt. of Herndon, 846; Aze- 
vedo an is. 
of Herndon, 210°°5. 

‘Alt. of Azevedo and Pinto. 

15 '29°889 |211°95)29-891 |+--002 asd of ae on 320 ; Aze- 
into 

: e@ 
29°08; Dewey, 29°941; 

(reduced to level ot 
river) 29914. B. P. of 

on, 211°°5. 

_N. Y., July 15, 1868. 

Bar. of Dewey, 29°977. _ 
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Art. XIX.—WNotes on the Caucasus; by Capt. F, von Kosos- 
KULL. (Communication addressed to Prof. J. 8, Newszrar, 
and translated by him for this Journal.) 

,to trust to memory alone. For this I beg the ind 

only of yourself, but of every one who may read this a 

that you will not expect precise accuracy, but accept it 

general description of the Isthmus of the Caucasus, P 

with the sole object of showing my willingness to 8 

wish of those toward whom I entertain feelings of the 

gratitude. 
As I propose to speak also of the geology of the Cau 

cannot pass by without notice the name of Mr. bich, 

owe our increased knowledge of the country under cons! 

hostilities in 1864, a scientific exploration of this Te 
been. ‘cutaneen ee Mr. Raddé, rif naturalist, and ; 

pore that the labors of this young and enterpt 
will be as successful as those which he prosecuted 
portion of Siberia. «oa hie 

If in this short description there are points Wi 
quite clear or exact, I trust it will be attributed 
defective memory, and I once more ask for n@Ws® 

ereasons which I have stated above 
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The country which separates the Black sea and the sea of 
Azoff from the Caspian, and at the same time connects the 
south of Russia with Asia Minor and the northern part of Per- 
sia, is generally called the Isthmus of the Caucasus, It lies 

= B eS a — jo) S 0 =z sg fa) ot be} fo) =) m <q iq?) | Mm @ ay ies] 09 o =| is] — mt S =] mn > i=) B =} © Be + S” fe] rao) Mm ct 

tain chains were exerted in several directions, forming what 
must be classified as principal and subordinate lines of up- 
heaval, The directions of the principal lines are, 1st, from 
north-northwest to south-southeast. ‘This is the trend of the 
gteat chain of the Caucasus of which the extremities form the 
peninsula of Taman on the north-west and Apscheron on the 
southeast, the latter extending into the Caspian sea. A line 

elevation having the same direction in the southern part of 
Ist us is known as the Little Caucasus. 
ot direction, from north-northeast to south-southwest. 

is line is marked by the chain of mountains which bears the 
et of Karthlo-Imeritia and connects the principal chain of 
i sthmus with the Little Caucasus between 41° 40’ and 42° 
> north latitude, and 60° 40’ and 61° 40’ east longitude. Axes 
ve vation having this trend are found in the southeast part of 
ic Principal chain of the Caucasus in what is known as the 
sed of Daghestan, and also in the Little Caucasus. 

‘ ae Subordinate lines of elevation are first north and south, 
“erlang on the plateau north of Mt. Elbruz, forming the 
thi ed between the Caspian and the Black sea. Axes with 

8 trend are also seen in Daghestan and the Little Caucasus. 
ond, east and west, Ranges having this bearing are seen in 

The internal forces of the earth which elevated these moun- 

the Mountains of Abkhazi, Swanethi and Imeritia, the south- 

ITS hee eee S fe es ee 

of Tanifications of the Grand Caucasus; also in the chain 
.*Nalethi which extends from the Karthlo-Imeritia moun- 

‘tains Castward to the city of Tiflis; and finally the trend is 
ela in the inferior ranges of Daghestan and the Little 

hy owledge of these bearings is not only indispensable to @ 
ables understanding of the structure of the Caucasus, but en- 

.» Ohe to comprehend the relations which this great moun- 
a Fan ovstem bears to those on the east and west of the Isthmus. Wing the direction of the principal range of the Caucasus 
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from the peninsula of Apscheron, a submarine elevation canbe 
traced extending southeasterly. The island of Tschelekan is on 
this line, and its prolongation forms the axis which connects 
with the mountains of Central Asia. 

On the peninsula of Taman, formed by the northwest 
tremity of the main chain of the Caucasus, is seen the in 
section of two lines of upheaval; one, the principal line, line, run- 
ning from southeast to northwest, and the other, that of the 
mountains of the Crimea, froin southwest to northeast, 
intersection of these two lines mainly determines the is 
tion of the Isthmus. The northeast and southwest upheaval 
has not only united the principal chain with the Little Cae 
sus but has formed a juncture between re mountains of th 
Isthmus and those of Persia and Asia Min E 

The points of intersection of the main ron are of consider 
able altitude, as, for example, Sikara, where the principal range 
crosses the mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia, and ft, at 
junction of the Persian mountains and those of i 
Caucasus. 

The following table gives the position and altitude oft 
oc ine har peaks of the Isthmus on a northwest and sou 
east 

nditede: Loasitne. 

° f 

spebion, ‘ 44 ‘| 5% 40 

Fise _| 43 50 | 57 40 
hae arn 43 45 | 57 55 | 

(ERS Cay ee _| 43 20 | 60 
Dykh-tan, _| 43 60 40 
Aday-khokh, 42 45 | 61 30 
Kion-khokh, ___- _| 42 55 | 61 40 

Sikara, -__- “| 42 35 | 61 40 

Kazbek, _- “| 42 40 | 62 10 
Teboulos-mtk __| 42 35 | 631 

Borbalo, COWS ce: __| 42 80 | 63 16 

eae9 Oe __| 42 80 : - 
posing | 41 45 | 6 

Sary-dagh, ... 2... “"} 41 50 | 64 20 
Dyaly ae miohineilen : __| 42 64 

un-dagh, ._.___ _| 41 50 | 64 
Sawalaeiis 4 ere Se fee __| 41 25 | 64 | 

Schalbous- dag i A "|| 41 20 | 65 

Schah-dagh, _..._. fee __| 41 15 | 65 F 
Bazardun, 22 227 -| 41 10 65 20 

Dybrar, 1... “| 40 55 | 66 20 
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ee ee 
In the mountains of the Little Caucasus, Gt ee ee 
a 40 35 | 61 25 | 12,606 

Great Ararat, 39 40 | 62 15,871 
Little Ararat, 39 40 | 62 5 | 12,056 
Kapoutschi-dagh | 39 15 | 63 45 | 12,061 

The most remarkable passes are, 
In the main range northwest of the Oschten 

mountain, 
MS 3c a ee ee, See 2,300 
MMS es oui s ae Pe ie) ee es 5,100 

Between the Mis. Fischt and Schougousch, 
Remen e  e e  e ecee 5,600 

Between the Mts. Schougousch and Hibruz, 
DENPONEN i a on eu a a ceed cke eet eee fae ee 5,809 

BeeanSYO, co a 7,500 
Meee a 10,790 

Between the Mis. Kazbek and Teboulos-mtha, ; 2a 
Gondaour, ___. SS ge dp ene, Pee 7,362 

In the mountains of the Little Caucasus, 
Near Lake Goktschai, -| 40 10 | 62 41| 6,000 

Since the predominant trend northwest of the Elbruz is from 
north-northwest to south-southeast, this portion of the Isthmus 
tage is composed of several distinct chains parallel to each 
other. Between the Elbruz and the Kazbek, the intervention 
of & northeast and southwest upheaval causes the regularity to 

ppear. In Daghestan, southeast of the. Teboulos-mtha, 
€té are no regular lines of upheaval; the mterior. forces of 

_ earth having acted in different directions, and thrown the 
m Untains into irregular and entangled masses. The same con- 

“ngement of the mountains. West of the Teb 
AM Jour. Sct—guconp Senms, Vou. XLVI, No. 137—Saet 
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mountain there are longitudinal valleys, the most important of — 
which are between the Elbruz and the Kazbek; the ae ; 
of Swanethi on the upper parts of the rivers Ingur and T 
nitz-I'skhale, the valley of Radscha on the Rion, and gene- — 
rally those inhabited by the Ossethes in the midst of the main — 
chain. In Daghestan and the Little Caucasus, there is no teg- 
ularity in their form or distribution. 

The principal range is bounded on the north and south by 
vast plains running parallel to the mountains, that is, north- 

northwest and south-southeast. The northern plain merges 

insensibly into the southern prairies of Russia, the southem 
serve to separate the two Isthmus ranges. 
By the north and south and north-northeast and south-south- 

west upheavals they are almost equally partitioned. The plat 
eau north of the Elbruz forms, on the northern plain, an eas 

ern division, along the valley of the river Terek, which belongs — 

to the basin of the Caspian sea, and a western division belong- 

ing to the Black sea. ae 
_ The southern plain is divided by the Karthlo-Imeritia mou 
tains into the valley of the Kur, in the Caspian basin, and ine 

plateau north of the Elbruz mainly caused the separation of 

these two basins which now show a very considerable different 
of level; for the surface of the Caspian is nearly 80 foot below 
the level of the Black sea, and the level of the latter 
looked for, some distance from the mouths of the rivers 
and Kouban. 
The sedimentary formations of the Isthmus of the | 

belong to the Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary periods, ae 

corresponds to that of Germany, and, as a consequence; "ie 
the equivalents of the Oolite and Lias, both of which are io" = 
developed. The Wealden is wanting; the Crea 

talcose, and argillaceous. These latter are most 
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the central part of the principal chain where they form the ser- 
rated crest. The same rocks are also found in the Little Cau- 
casus, but not in great force. From the want of fossils, it is 
impossible to say whether these metamorphic slates belong to 
the Liassic formation or one still more ancient. 

Granite and gneiss are found upon the northern slope of the 
principal chain between Elbruz and Kazbek, in the valleys of 
the tributaries of the Terek. Over all this region the granite 
occupies the lowest place of all the rocks visible, and, judgin 
from the observations already made, it would seem that the 
granite masses in the region indicated the base of the principal 
mountain chain, associated with which are pyroxenic and tra- 
chytic rocks, which have been the active agents in the elevation 
of sag eeacphio rocks. 

e southern slo nite appears at one point in t 
chain of Rarthiodmeritis; aA ree also occupies the lowest 
positio position, 

The pyroxenic rocks, as melaphyre, pyroxenite, porphyry, 
basalt, and all the varieties of feldspathic porphyry, make their 
ippearance in the different parts of the principal chain of the 
ucasus, These rocks are not only the agents of elevation of 

the main chain, but they also form the most elevated summits 
between Fischt and Teboulos-mtha. 
At the northwest of Fischt, in Daghestan, all the igneous 

Tocks are covered by sedimentary deposits of enormous thick- 
hess, and such as have suffered great changes. In the south- 
east portion of the Little Caucasus, known under the name of 

: tains of Karabagh, amphibolic rocks, diorite and syen- 
ite, are found, but the principal agents in the formation of the 
Little Caucasus would seem to have been trachytic rocks, such 
48 trachytic, trachyte tufa, obsidian, and phonolite. In the 
Western of this chain, the rock and strata form great pla- 
teaus, w ich are sometimes deeply cut by fissures, in which 
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The sedimentary strata which covers the igneous and ¢ 

talline rocks, and which enter so largely into the compositionof — 

the mountain chains of the Caucasian isthmus, belong to the 

Jurassic and Cretaceous formation 
The Tertiary strata are spread over the plains border 

Great Caucasian chain, both on the north and south, ining 6 

traversed by the rivers Terek and Kuban on the. north, the 

Rion, Kur and Araxes on the south. 
rom the northwestern extremity of the main chain of the 

Caucasus, as far east as Mt. Elbruz, the portion of the stratified 

rocks is quite regular. They here lie in a series of parallel folds, — 

which have a northeasterly trend. It results from the regu- — 

larity in the position of the strata, that on going from the main 

chain toward the north, each new ‘element in the geological s 

ries represents @ more "recent, while on going south from the 

axis, more and more ancient strata are success : 
South and east of Mt. Elbruz, the saatie of the oa fet : 

strata become very complicated and obscure, from the intersec- 

tion of various lines of elevation. In Daghestan and the Little 

Caucasus, this a poem in the position of the sedimentary 

rocks is particularly mar 
In the Tertiary diiselts, the Eocene and Miocene beds e&- en 

hibit some of the undulations which characterize the um x 

ing rocks ; but the Pliocene and Arabo-Caspian deposits ae . 

eat always quite horizontal. 
The line of contact of the amphibolic and jee 

with the other igneous rocks, as well as with the se 

strata, is almost always, throughout the Caucasus, 
the presence of metallic ores. As regards the num 

eral deposits known and worked, the Little Caucasus shot 

given the first place. 
Argentiferous galena has been found in nearl 

tainous portions of the Caucasian Isthmus. Th es 
of these districts, warlike in character and aa to. 

chase, have always needed lead with which to form their © 

lets, and from this cause the veins of this mineral have 

only been sought and discovered, but in many places they fi 
been extensively worked. To obtain metallic lead from 
ore, this latter is melted in small furnaces, in @ Very rude 
the silver which it contains bein neglec ted. - 

€ most important veins of ead are found on the nor a 
slope of the main chain of the Caucasus, between ¥y paksal 
and Mt. , in the valleys of the rivers Ard ane ai, 
‘nibutares of the Terek. Here the galena, is accomp* 
blende, copper and iron Eyres, in veins cutting granlt 
and metamorphic slates 
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present time, produced about 1600 kilograms of silver, and 
1,600,000 kilograms of lead. In the Little Caucasus there 
are veins of argentiferous galena, which were worked in an- 
cient times by the Greeks of Asia Minor, who were able not 
only to obtain the lead, but also to separate the silver from it. 
Since the commencement of the present century, these mines 
have been entirely abandoned by the Greeks, probably from the 
impossibility of following the veins to great depths, with their 
imperfect system of mining. 

opper is also found in the Great Caucasus, but in much 
the larger quantity in the mountains of the Little Caucasus. 
For the most part, the ores of copper found there are sulphids 
which occur in veins in erupted masses of diorite. Copper 
has been mined on the Caucasus from the remotest antiquity. 
The process employed, both of mining and heating the ores, 
were of the simplest character, and such as belong to the 
Infancy of the art. The productions of the copper-bearin 
districts is doubtless due to the richness and abundance of the 

[To be continued.] 
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Art. XX.—On some points in the Geology of Vermont; by 
T. Srerry Hunt, F.R.S., of the Geological Survey of - 
Canada. : 

(Read before the meeting of the American Association at Chicago, August, 1868) 

Ir is proposed in the present communication, to state some 
facts with regard to the distribution of the paleozoic rocks of 
western Vermont, but before doing so it will be well torecall 
certain points in the geology of the province of Quebec. In this” 
province, to the soatheast of the St. Lawrence, there is dit 
played a great series of rocks to which Sir William Logan has _ 
given the name of the Quebec group. In the geology of C 
published in 1863, this group was divided into two parts, am 
npper called the Sillery, and a lower the Levis formation, while 
some black limestones and shales occurring at the base of 1 ot 
latter were referred, doubtfully, to the Potsdam formation. — 
These have, however, since been found to be paleontologiemy — 

Quebec, the wh 
4680 feet at Phillipsburg with the addition of the iowa : 

group, seen at Phillipsbure ot brought into view. 4° group, illipsburg, are n g found conveni 

ing part of what was at first called by that name, & 
upward to the base of the Sillery, is distinguished as the. 
formation. + 4 

The entire thickness of the Levis, so far as known! 
6,000 feet, and that of the Sillery about 2,000, while the 
zon is extremely variable, ranging from a few undred to 

sian and metalliferous rocks, one near its base, and 
its summit. The latter band, for convenience of defintti 

been united with the succeeding division or formation, 
‘ ng Das’ de 

ry. These two magnesian bands are of considera 
nomic importance, and contain interstratified deposits O” 
iron and chrome ores, together with dolomite, Mag”™” 
tite, serpentine, diorite, chloritic and epidotic rocks, 8 

ddish and greenish shales and sandstones. 
area of the Quebec group is as yet! 
bella twi i and two species of Lingula in the Sillery 
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Levis division has yielded a great number of organic forms 
which have been carefully studied by Mr. Billings and Prof. 
James Hall, The latter has described not less than fifty-one 
species of Graptolitidese, which are figured in the second de- 
cade of Canadian Fossils, while most of the other species, in- 
cluding twenty-eight brachiopods, forty-two gasteropods, twen- 
ty cephalopods, and seventy-four crustaceans, have been de- 
scribed by Mr. Billings, The whole number of species described 
up to this time from the Levis formation, is 219; of these 
five have been detected in the Chazy and ten in the Calciferous, 
all the others being peculiar to the Quebec group, whose posi- 
tion is thus, it would seem, clearly defined as intermediate be- 
tween the Calciferous and Chazy formations; none of its nu- 
merous species having been recognized in higher or lower rocks 

these. The chief localities of these fossils are at Point 
Levis and Orleans island near the city of Quebec, and at Phil- 
lipsburg and Farnham near Missisquoi bay; but many of the 
characteristic forms are met with at numerous points between 
these two regions, the graptolites of the division in particular 

ving been recognized among the cupriferous diorites on the 
8t. Francis at Drummondville, and in the plumbaginous slates 
near the outlet of Lake Memphramagog. 

This group of rocks appears in the province of Quebec along 
the southeast side of a great fault which has been traced from 

below the City of Quebec to the line of Vermont on Missis- 
me Bay. By this dislocation it is raised up along side of 
he rocks of the Trenton and Hudson river formations, and in 

one place is brought in contact with the Medina formation. 
these higher strata, which are in some cases inverted along 

the line of fault, are often overlaid, and thus made 
pass beneath the Quebec group. A little to the south of the 
province line this same fault brin up a still lower formation, 

This has been traced continu- 
usly from near Missisquoi bay to Shoreham, along the east 

Side of the line of fault, while to the west appear the over- 

gan, passing in some cases not less than a mile 
the nearly horizontal layers of the Red Sandrock, which 

_ Were by the earlier- observers very naturally referred to the Me- 
: .. ormation, itself a red sandstone, and next in natural suc- 

sgt waa the Hudson River formation in the New York series. 
4n like Manner the strata of the Quebec group, which, in Can- 
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ada, were found overlapping the Trenton limestone were re- — 
garded as belonging to the Hudson River formation until the — 
study of their fossils led the way to a knowledge of their true 
age and relations. 

The late Dr. Emmons supposed the Red Sandrock to include — 
the Potsdam and Calciferous formations, though he at the same 
time completely misunderstood, as will be shown, its strati- 
graphical relations. Certain trilobites found in this formation 
by Prof. Adams in 1847 were recognized by Prof. Hall as belong- 
ing to the European genus Conocephalus, whose geological hor 
izon was then undetermined, but which was afte shown 
to be a primordial type, and led Mr. Billings in 186], torefer this 
sandrock to the Potsdam formation. (This Journal, II, xxxul, 
232.) Subsequently the Rev. Zadock Thompson discovered it 
the slates of Georgia the trilobites which were by Emmons de 
scribed as Paradowides, but by Prof. Hall were rec aa 
new genus Olenellus, of which he described two species, 0. Ver- 
montana and O. Thompsoni. Notwithstanding its designation, 
the Red Sandrock of Vermont consists in great part of a1 
or mottled granular dolomite associated with beds of fucoidal 

i = intel & 
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This formation is well displayed in a section examined by 

les south of 
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New York as the Potsdam sandstone and the Calciferous— 

¥ 
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brought up against the Levis, and again passes beneath it to 
the east, as in the Swanton section. By the second upthrow, a 
tongue of the Potsdam is carried northward a distance of about 
ten miles in the midst of the Quebec group. The details of 
this structure are fully given in the map and sections of this 
region by Sir William Logan, contained in the atlas accom- 
panying the Geology of Canada. It is to be remarked that 
the lowermost beds of the Levis formation which are seen to the 

It happens then from the facts already set forth, that the 
Potsdam formation, which at its outcrop at the foot of the 
Adirondacks and Laurentides, includes only from 300 to 700 

of sandstone, is represented a few miles to the eastward by 
not less than 2,000 feet of dolomites, sandstones and slates, and 
moreover that occupying a position between the Calciferous and 

hazy formations, which are contiguous at their eastern out- 

regions in the following manner. At the begin- 

a continent was composed of: Laurentian and Huronian rocks, 
_ Partly rising into hills and in part forming a region of slight 

elevation, there were deposited in the surrounding seas the first 
3 fossiliferons beds of the period. To this succeeded a depression 

r waters which surrounded the con 
this being submerged and elevated at intervals, be 

4 with beds which rep 
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accumulated in the adjacent ocean, and which constitute to 

eastward, the rocks of Quebec and Vermont, and in the | 

the great thickness of sediment contemporaneous with t 

which form the metalliferous series of Lake Superior. 
Already, at this early period, movements were going on it 

the earth’s crust, folding and dislocating the pal diment 

within what we may call the oceanic area, while those of 
h ft undisturbed, 

upper formations. The shallow-water strata of the 

terrace relieved from the pressure by the break, would 
comparatively ieuaticarbadk | 
rugated area would correspond with the slope between 
and shallow waters of the Potsdam period. ge 
fered by the buttress of gneiss would not onl Ae 
disturbance, but would probably also guide or modify 
degree, the whole series of parallel corrugations, and | 
as one of the causes giving a direction to the great A} 
chain of mountains.” (Geol. of Canada, p. 297) 

In further illustration of this view, I have to (00, 

the ment 



members of the New York series, we reach the limestones of 

tween the Calciferous and Chazy formations. Next in ascend- 
_ ‘ig sequence, occurs a mass of limestones not less than 2,000 

feet in thickness, and probably representing both the Chazy and 
_ the Trenton. From it the following Trenton species were ob- 

tained by Mr. Billings in Sudbury: Stenopora fibrosa, Petraia 
corniculum, Glyptocrinus ramulosus, Ptilodictya acuta, Lep- 

tion, Which brings up the Levis formation, with its characteris- 
tic fossils against the Trenton. A ravine marks the line of 

venty miles from the southern line of Sudbury northward to 
dge, where it joins the great western fault. To the 

West of this line, fossils of the various divisions of the Trenton 
yOUp are found in numerous localities, and to the east, the 
haracteristic forms of the Levis formation, among which Mr. 
illings has detected Plewrotomaria Quebecensis, P. Missis- 
> Murchisonia Vesta, Ophileta bella, Maclurea matutina, 

‘ pondersa, and Bathyurus Saffordi, besides which many 
“tge Orthoceratites are seen in section. These fossils are found 
> “any localities in Sudbury, Cornwall, Middlebury, and 
ve we. The limestones are for the most part bluish, but 

Ne closely associated with the white marbles quarried in these 

A oe bee eeg ote  t| NE Pa aN Te PP 

a ee el eT a ee ee et 
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localities. Thus at Brookville, Mr. Billings found Levis fissik 
immediately above and below the white marbles, clearly showin 
these beds of white crystalline limestone to belong to 
portion of the Quebec group. This confirms the view exp 
by me in this Journal for May, 1861, page 392, that these: 
bles represent a great development of calcareous matter in 
Quebec group and are to be regarded as beds of chemically 
cipitated carbonate of lime, and not limestones of organic 
gin. Their great purity and crystalline texture dependt 
original conditions of deposition, and not upon any subs 
alteration. : | 

In this connection it may not be out of place to notices 
of the views of the late Dr. Emmons which have lately been 

referred to this Journal, II, xxxii, 427, and xxxiil, 3 
According to Mr. Perry, the slaty rocks which appear é 

east and west of the Red Sandrock, belong to two , 

conic. In the latter he includes the Georgia slate wit 
mordial species and the Swanton slate considered 10! 

: 
? c, ane 

glomerates of the Quebec group. This Middle Taconic 

up of three distinct series of black and brown 

however, older than the Potsdam : eee 
Ast. His Swanton slates. These are the Utica an OE 

River formations which are distinctly overlapped by ™ 

dam at varicus points along its western border, 78 

shins and ei Point, near Burlington, where 
postion is clearly seen, and where Triarthrus © 
is found in the underlying Hudson River slates. i 

section, showing the superposition of the Potsdam 
aoe an hemp at St. Albans, : given by Mr. } 

in the Geology of Vermont, page 37: egy 
2d. The le slates wich ate but an inter’ 

i of the Potsdam, as appears from the section at sas 
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Conocephalites Teucer Billings, cited by Mr. Perry as charac- 
_ teristic of these supposed lower slates, is, according to Mr. B., 
common to the slates and to the associated Red Sandrock. 

dd. The black slates to the east of the Potsdam which 
belong to the Levis formation, and afford its characteristic fos- 
sils at various points all along their outcrop. We have seen 
that the Levis formation with its graptolitic slates had been 
at an early date confounded with the Utica and Hudson River 
formations in Canada, and all of these have now been con- 
founded with the Georgia slates to make up the Middle Taconic. 
inally, it remains to be said that this view consigns to a still 

more remote period, the lower Taconic, the great mass of the 
Quebec group which lies between the lines of fault already 
alluded to and the Green mountains, including the white mar- 
bles or Eolian limestones with their associated fossils, the Or- 
thoceratites, Maclureas and other fossils already named, which 
no paleontologist would think of assigning to a horizon below 
the Potsdam. 

0 sum up in a few words—all the evidence, paleontological 
and stratigraphical, as yet brought forward, affords no proof of 
the existence in Vermont of any strata (a small spur of Lauren- . 

tian excepted) lower than the Potsdam formation, which the 
Present advocates of the Taconic system regard as forming its 
summit. The supposed more ancient Middle and Lower Taconic 

‘on Kuver, and in part of the Quebec group, which also consti- 
tutes the Lower Taconic. To the upper portion of the Quebec 

That strata still older than the Potsdam of New York and 
Vermont were deposited in some portions of the oceanic area, 
Foppparent from the existence in New Brunswick of the St. 

_ Yohn’s slates holding a primordial fauna older than the Pots- 
lie 7 and it is not impossible that their equivalents may under-’ 
he the Potsdam formation of Vermont. No such rocks have, 
“Owever, as yet, been detected either in Vermont or Canada, and : sheer be 

<< to preserve the name of the Taconic system as the designation 

. ° . 

&series of rocks older than the Potsdam and lying uncon- 
: formabl 3 _ J tably beneath it, is simply to perpetuate an unfi ate 
_ Tustake which I believe Dr. Emmons, if now living, would, with 

paleontological evidence at present before the world, be the firs = P acknowledge, ee ATSt to 
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Art. XXI.—Contributions from the Sheffield Leiboreti 
Yale College. No. XVII.—On Willemite and Tephroite 
Witiram G. Mixter, Ph.B., Assistant in the 
Laboratory. 

Tue willemite occurring in the well known franklinitea 
zincite veins at Mine Hill and Stirling Hill in Sussex Co., Ne 
Jersey, has been frequently analyzed; but the results obtain 
by different chemists vary considerably.* This variati 
be explained in part by the fact that specimens taken in 
near the surface are sometimes a by the oxydation of > 

oi val le-green Willemite.—This variety is found in 
erable abundance on Mine Hill, but is apparently of not & 
quent occurrence at the Stirling Hill mines. It has a 
apple-green cclor, shading in some instances woe 
In most specimens it is intimatelymixed ed with fra 
ite and calcite, but the masses are often 8 
allow of its easy selection free from these nivel 
culty was experienced in obtaining the 
pure for analysis. Specific gra 
aes ‘5. A qualitative analysis indicated besides zine 

+ | Cnn oo 

ri | 
l| AS _ 
eis 
— © tot 
at 

Be 

° 

Boe 

_ tive separation of the iron was effected by precip 
basic-acetate, and from the filtrate the manganese 
down as oxyd a oxydation with bromine, this ee 
off, washed and re-dissolved and preci itated ws 

- soda and weighed as proto-sesquioxyd. 
: pat i ay the filtrate from the oxyd of manga 
_ subsequently re-dissolved and precipitated by car a 

The magnesia was separated if rom the filtrate from | 

* For analyses, see Dana's Mineralogy, bth ed., p. 26% 
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Great care was taken to ensure the complete separation of the 
different bases and the purity of the different precipitates, 

of zine as ammonio-phosphate and weighed as pyro-phosphate. ; 

7 Two analyses gave:— 
a x 2. Mean. Oxygen. 
Mm Silica _...-_-.__ 27°48 = - 27°86 2740 1461 14°61 
: finc-oxyd, roe 66°83 tes 66°83 13°19 

Manganousoxyd, 5°69 5°78 5°73 1:29- 14°49 
Ferrous oxyd,_.. 0°06 0-06 0°06 01 
Magnesia, ---. _- trace trace trace 
gnition, ...____ 18 0°18 0°18 

100°19 100°20 

Il. Honey-yellow Willemite.—This variety occurs in hexag- 
onal crystals with rhombohedral terminations imbedded in the 
highly crystalline and cleavable limestone as well as sometimes 
intimately associated with the zincite and franklinite. The 
specimen selected for analysis was translucent, almost trans- 
parent, of a honey-yellow color, and formed the interior of a 
crystal an inch or more in diameter, which exteriorly was of a 
. yellowish to flesh-red color. The mineral was entirely free 
many traces of franklinite or zincite. Specific gravity =4:11. 

Hardness=5'5. B.B. same as No.1. Analyses conducted as 
before described, gave 

" 4 sk 2. Mean. . Oxygen. 
a 27°75 28-09 97°92 14:89 14:89 
ee eereoryd, | 58°05 57°62 57°68. 1142 
_ Manganousoxyd, 12°62 12°57 12°59 2°84 1 436 
Ferrous oxyd,-.. 0-49 0-74 0°62 14 
: Hlagnesia, -___ 196) 6) 114 46 
a MO -20-28 0°28 0°28 

100°34 100°42 100°38 

IIT, Ash-gray mineral.—tT his variety is found at the north 
Mine Hill. me specimens show a distinct cleav- 

one direction, while on others, little or no cleavage can 
0 

reached until it was analyzed. It occurs in large mases, 
= 

‘+. B.B. the mine @ TUsiDis 
n green and honey-yellow willemite, and instead of yielding 

* By a typographical error, the specific gravity of the magnesian tephroites | Mhese) oie 
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free it 
a white enamel, turns black and gives a black glass on 
Two analyses of the mineral selected with great care to 
from the zincite yielded: 

2, e. 2. Mean. 
Silica, * 29°42 29°46 29°44 

Zine oxyd,.----- 7°36 7°36 7:36 
Manganousoxyd, 5755 57°07 57°31 
Ferrous oxyd,... 0°89 0°84 0°87 
Lime, 2°51 2°52 2 

, Magnesia, -..-.-. 2°49 2°51 2°50 
Ignition, --...-- 0°27 0°27 0°27 

100°49 = 100°03 100°26 

manganous oxyd than obtained in any other analysis 

merican mineral, The ash-colored mineral, as appeals 

the analysis, is proven to be tephroite. It bears a close 

ce to a specimen of the original tephroite ! 

Prof. Breithaupt by Prof. Brush, but it was first 
it differed from this chemically in having a portio 

co a 

through it minute specks of pale green, almost white, 
ite, and it was not end practicable to select the tep2 

he analyses are of interest as identifying the ash- 
of tephroite originally described by Broa 

0h t been re-di 
in considerable abundance at the north end of J 

_ may be readily distinguished from willemite b; 
t, its pyrognostic characters, and its ordinary ' 

New Haven, June 25th, 1868, 
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1. On Hematoidin. ‘ 

Hotm has published* the results of a research upon this 
substance, made in the laboratory of Professor Stideler in 
Zurich. The investigation was undertaken for the purpose of 
fixing more accurately the properties of heematoidin, as well ag 
tosettle the question of its identity with bilirubin. To this 
end, Holm first prepared this latter body, both from gall-stones 
and from human bile ; confirming minutely all the properties 

_ previously assigned to it by Stadeler. 
___The hematoidin was obtained from several sources. Apo- plectic clots in the brain were first used ; but the quantity thus 

obtained was small, permitting merely the fact of the yellow 
color of the chloroform solution and its change to green on 

t=) 5 Power of 300 diameters ; though aggregations of short needles, 
_ and irregular reddish tables were noticed, which, especially in 

the younger bodies, were mixed with yellow fat, Nitric acid 
e ne nitric peroxyd tinged the mass greenish-blue, tran- 

__ Both chloroform and carbonic disulphid may be used for the 
o Baetion of hematoidin, since both yield it crystallized, 
 Bolm’s process of preparation was as follows: All the red and 
= i the ovary with scissors, bee! as 

allowed to stand for several days, 
pon filtration, a deep gold-yellow 

Sap of the hema ome 
¥s that crystallization began. As it proceeded, the fat gave 
Ax. J, * J. pr. Ch, ¢, 142, March, 1867. 3 goree 
“TOUR. Sct—Sgconp Sentes, Vor. XLVI, No. 137,—Szpn., 1868. e 

Boe 16 : 
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angle of the rhomb, into which other pairs of twins may gi 
producing four pointed stars. And these, by the filling m 
their reéntering angles, pass into square tables, which ind 
in thickness and resemble cubes. The obtuse angle of the 
rhomb too, is often rounded. Bee 

Hematoidin is one of the most beautiful substances xn0W 
_ to organic chemistry, resembling murexid very closely. BY 

_ reflected light, perfect crystals show a magnificent cantharides 
een color and a metallic luster ; by transmitted light they 

appear red. If not too thick, the crystals, as viewed esi 
microscope, seem to be a pure magenta red ; and eis A 
crystals irregularly aggregated together show a rich biue ™ 

t. violet. tin a 
The complete sagan of these crystals from the ee 

second portion not quite free from fat, was recovered ie 

etherial solution. This was used for the bese of 110! 
imemerating it on platinum foil. A gray speck rem ere: 

gx _ iter treatment with ether, the crystals have 
illiant cantharides-green luster, their surfaces beng 
eer _ They now resemble freshly prep : sae tee Mle 

perfectly pure, Holm is unwilling to decide upon y pure, Holm g 

en color is develo givi 
ematoidin is very readily soluble in chloroform, 6 

gold-yellow solution; and in’ carbonic disulphid. with 8 
red color, or orange if greatly diluted. Less soluble in avs 
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Color when mix 
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ether, not at all in absolute alcohol and water, norin ammoni 
sodic hydrate, dilute mineral acids (non-oxydizing) or dilute 
acetic acid. 

2. On the coloring matter of the yolk of eggs. 

STiapELer* has made some experiments with the coloring 
matter of the yolk of the egg, in order to make a comparison 
between it and the bile pigment, to which it had been compared 
by Chevreul, 

If the fresh yolk be agitated with ether, the coloring matter 
and the fat are dissolved, and the solution leaves upon evapo- 

with a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid. If this 

Stponity the fat, an unpleasant odor like that of fish livers, 
8 developed ; and upon agitating the saponified mass with 
ether, it is deprived of all its coloring matter. This behavior 

_ Pfoves the absence of bile-pigment, since the compound of bili- 
— Tubin with 

: copaaed With the fat containing hematoidin, obtained from 
sie s Vi ° 

; - tint, Which is transie 
aries. Nitric acid, when colored, develops a pure blue 

nt. Ether and chloroform dissolve it toa 

‘ St yellow, solution ; this, mixed with alcohol and treated with 
zs 
ee nitric acid, is simply decolorized, affording no play of 

* J. pr. Ch, c, 148, March, 1867. 
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colors. With carbonic disulphid an orange-red soluti 
obtained. And finally, alkalies do not remove the pigment from 
its solution in chloroform. om 

From these results, Stideler concludes that the colonng 

matter of the yolk of the egg is either heematoidin itself, 0 

body very similar to it in properties. : 

3. On the chemical constituents of the Supra-renal capsules. 

Hoxw has also published* the results of a new examination 
= | 

and the edge of the filter in contact with the air acqt 
d with basic p 

ealcic chlorid, andammona. 

; precipitate.—This was free from X90 i 
contained considerable hypoxanthin, easily soluble Mis 
chlorhydrie acid, and yielding on evaporation @ 8a") ~ 
in needles, which, when decolorized with animal 
orated to dryness with ammonia, and extracted 
pale yellow hypoxanthin, This, when dissolve 
acid and carefully evaporated, left a scarcely yeHow ™ 

*J. pr. Ch., ¢, 150, March, 1867. 
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detected by microscopic examination, which may have been 
_leucin, since Neukomm states that these glands, observed during 

tight’s disease afforded him this substance. On the other 
hand, however, Seligsohn affirms that the supra-renal capsules 
contain no leucin, while Virchow asserts that they contain it 
in large amount. 
The violet pigment which separated during the evaporation 

of the filtrate, was found to be insoluble in alcohol, ether, 
chloroform, carbonic disulphid, and benzol, Alkalies took up 
only a trace of it, perhaps only an impurity, the filtrate being 

wow, and the undissolved pigment remaining unchanged in 
color. Water was found to dissolve it readily when acidulated 
with any mineral acid; it was also dissolved by moderately di- 
lute acetic acid, on boiling. These acid solutions were yellow; 
and from them the entire coloring matter separated again in 
Violet flocks or the addition of ammonia. This pigment ap- 
pears therefore, to bea weak base. Unfortunately, the quanti- 

4. On the rational formada of Urea. 
Herz concludes an exceedingly interesting paper upon the 

“oMpounds of trioxethylenamic (triglycolamic) acid,* by com- 
* Ann. Ch. Pharm., exl, 264, Dec., 1866, 
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paring the constitution of its amids with that of urea. Having 
shown that the formula of ethylic trioxethylenamate* (tngly 
colamic ether) is ((€,H,©)OEt)’,N, it follows that trio 
enammonamid (triglycolammonamid) prepared from it by 
action of ammonia, is simply ((€,H,0@)H,N)',N; being am 

aa 

when the hydryl atoms of the acid are replaced by 

tensity and the new compound yields well cryste mee 
stances with acids. While therefore, no more acid moi 
can be held after the introduction of nitrogen atoms 
fore, yet the same number are now held more firmly. 

* (€,H,) being the positive bivalent radical ethylene, the negebv® 
corresponding to it is (C,H, ©)", oxethylene (formerly elyeoU)i 
ethylenic (glycolic) acid is (©, HO) i ct oxethylenamic (giyeotaid 

(€2H,0) | OFF and tri-orethylenamic (-eiyeclamic) sed 
(€,H,9 a 

N 4 ((€,H,9)0H) . 
(€,H, 9) 0H)’ 



was 
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In the first place, then, the formula should indicate the mon- 

acid character of urea; hence, it may be written Ny (yyy, 

a formula recommended by its simplicity; or N 

In both cases, ammonium radicals replace the hydrogen of am- 
monia. Which of these formulas is the more correct? 

The ureas are distinguished: 1st, by their composition; being 
ammonia, in which carbonyl (€9@) a bivalent negative radical, 
has replaced hydrogen; and 2nd, by their monacid character. 
Under this definition are included the compound ureas also, — 
formed from ordinary urea precisely as ethylamine, etc., are — 
formed from ammonia. Heintz proposes to extend this defini- 
tion, and to call any ammonia-like body which contains a biva- 
lent acid radical and which is monacid, a urea, Such a com- 

((€,H,O)H,N 
N . 

2H, Seay . Of course then, the formula of the prim- 

2 (€,H,0)H 
: (€,H,0)H,N)’ 7 

ary amid is N i wig yt , and its name is oxethylen- 

ammonamid. Since therefore, urea is analogous to this pri- 

bed amid, both in composition and formation, (being produced 
y the action of ammonia upon urethane (ethylic carbamate)), 

((60)H,N) 
it follows that the formula of urea is N E ‘2 
that this body is carbammonamid, the amid of carbamic acid, 

cyan oxethylenammonamid is the amid of oxethylenamic 
ll). acid (glycocoll) 

* This substance has not been actually prepared; though Heintz promises ex- 

Perimental proof of the accuracy of the above reaction. - 
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Art. XXIII.—Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of 
Yale College. No. XVIIL—On Sussewite,* a new borate 
from Mine Hill, Franklin Furnace, Sussex Co., New Jersey; 
by Gzorce J. Brusu. 

for manganese. This interesting disco 
revisit the locality, and I there succeec 
of the new mineral to give the following characters. It re 
found in the franklinite vein at the opening on the north . " 
Mine Hill, associated with franklinite, zincite, willemite, a 
roite, calcite and what appears to be a double carbonate 0 

manganese and magnesia occurring implanted on, or uno 

sition, 
ink is : The pure mineral is whitish with a tinge of yellow * Ph. 

. silky to pearly luster. The structure is fibrous, 
asbestitorm. alth : z n 

much more readily in one direction than ina direction at | ical 
~e 

occurs in seams in calcite, sometimes with the fibers Tai) 

“hig call | 

in color and yields water which reacts neutral t0 ten: with 
but if turmeric paper is moistened with this wate ©" 

* The discovery of this mineral was announced in the July mT 
Journal, p. 140. 
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4 drop of dilute chlorhydric acid and afterwards dried, it as- 
sumes the red color, characteristic of boric acid, and thus shows 

_ that at least a trace of this acid is driven off with the water. 
In the forceps the mineral fuses in the flame of a candle (F.=2 
and B.B. in O. F. yields a black crystalline mass and colors 
the flame intensely yellowish-green. With borax and salt of 
bsohe gives a deep amethystine bead in O. F., which in 

. #., becomes colorless and transparent. With soda yields a 
green manganate 

pA iagment of the mineral moistened with sulphuric acid and 
‘eld in the flame of an ordinary Bunsen burner gave, when 0 
“rved through the spectroscope, the characteristic spectrum of 
boric acid. 

, The exceedingly simple composition of the mineral rendered 
"quantitative determination of the bases comparatively easy. 
~“ uneral being dissolved in chlorhydric acid, the excess of 

_ ; Mm Was driven off and the manganese was thrown down by 
bromine in the presence of an excess of acetate of soda as 

 ‘bydrated Sesquioxyd; this was re-dissolved and precipitated 

s ammonio~phosphate and weighed as pyro-phosphate.* The 

; ok 

Da petal of this admirable method for the estimation of manganese See 
: hy 3 ? Phil. Mag., IV, xvi, 197; and W. Gibbs, this Journal, II, xliv, 216. 
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confirmed the water determination made by the above method, 
The boric acid was determined by Stromeyer’s method as bon- _ 
fluorid of potassium. The results of the analyses are:— } 

L & } 4, 5. 6. Mean. Oxygen 

Bori ot thes oka deseo lle ay eS 
Manganousoxyd,... 40°08 40°20 40°01 wed soapde: ., calms = at 
MagrieSia, oo. a Mies 16°96" Pa seo ne LS 
MOG 505 cr ceca Sous --.- 964 9°53 959 883 

eo 

: 
j 

ma, 
water is replaced by manganese and magnesia, and we MY write for its formula cite Mg)++1)*B, or if the water be not a ronsidered basic it may be represented by (ita, Me)"B+E 

lieve to be the correct view of the composilion® 

| = some of its physical and chemical characters sussex : 

rous borate 
: the oxy One variety analyzed by Stromeyer ee jncludilg 

water of 17 : 181, or nearly 1:1, requiring but a slight ee : 

* Dana’s Mineralogy, 5th ed-, p. 593. 
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mined, there is every reason to hope that it may become more 
abundant. Its pyrognostic properties are so very characteristic 
that it may readily be distinguished from any other mineral 
which it resembles in physical characters. In addition to 
fibrous willemite, I have also found chrysotile in fine fibers im- 
bedded in the calcite of Mine Hill; it, however, requires but 
little familiarity with sussexite to distinguish it at a glance 
from these species. 
New Haven, July 18th, 1868. 

Agr. XXIV.—On an easy and very effective mode of showing 
the vibrations in Chladni plates, &c., to a large class, by the 

Tax lantern is constructed as usual, except that the conden- 

8ers project some distance in front of the box, which must no 
be too broad; and the object-glasses are elevated upon a brass 

Stand on the end of a sliding bar two and a half inches wide, 
which slides smoothly and lightly in a groove cut for it under 

bottom of the lantern, and can be clamped in any position 

. . In my earlier experiments, I used a somewhat dif- 

ferent arrangement of the object glasses, but the plan above, 

which is a modification of one devised by Prof. Albert R. Leeds, 
this city, works most satisfactorily. 
The lantern thus constructed, is mounted like the telescope 

ofa theodolite, on an axis turning in a pair of vertical posts, 
Tha tise out of a circular disc of wood 22 inches 1n diameter. 

ay disc is fastened loosely at its center, by a bolt with a screw, 

Ee & ia top of the operating table, and thus can be turned com- 

Pletely round in a horizontal plane, and clamped by the screw 
ere required. 
On one end of the axis of the lantern, and outside of the 

Upright post is a circle of brass 8 inches in diameter, by whic 

by lantern can be clamped at any angle of elevation or depression 

Paha set in a pair of brass clamps on the post. 

bras, Square prism,” (made either solid of glass or hollow of 

= with glass sides and filled with bisulphid of carbon) is 
_ Mounted so that it can be slipped into the front of the object- 

mounting and turned upon an axis as usual. 
-) To show the vibrations in Chladni plates, a narrow clamp, 

fom suitable glass plates, is screwed to the upper part of the 

nt of the lantern, so that the center of the plate is directly 
re the center of the condensers, The lantern is now turned 

a m4 a calcium or electric lantern; by Juss 8. CHEYNEY, — 
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on its axis until the front is horizontal and the “ square prism” _ 
slipped into the front of the objective, so that the light is re 
flected upon the screen. The plate is then focussed, sprinkled — 
with sand, and touched as usual with the bow. 

The sudden appearance of the nodal lines is very beautiful. 
Any figures which can be formed on glass plates can thus be 
shown with great ease to the largest audience. 

The retarding influence of a solution of gum on the sand 
can be shown in action, and the curves studied in detail. 

(2.) “ The Magnetic Phantom” can also be most success 
fully shown in the same way, employing a plate coated withal — 
bumen to prevent the filings sliding too much in a body. Nu 
merous other similar experiments, which will occur to every op — 
erator, can be readily and beautifully performed. | 

(3.) The waves produced by striking the surface of mercury 
in a suitable dish, the colors of thin plates obtained from the 
action of oils upon water, &c., can be readily shown by depress 
ing the front of the lantern, without the object-glasses, ame — 
receiving the light reflected from the dish of fluid upon? 
proper focussing glass and thus upon the screen. | 
_(4) In spectrum analysis, the arrangement gives se 

cility, especially by mounting the prism-box described by a | 

Cooke, Jr.,# so as to slide into the front of the object es 
To keep the edge of the prisms parallel to the slit, a not? 18 

cut in the front of the object tube and a corresponding projec 
tion screwed into the sliding end of the prism-box. re 
6. e arrangement proposed has the advantage ¢ pre | 

plicity, and gives the greatest facility in the use of the Janta 
or ordinary purposes as well as in the class of exp 
described 

Of course the condensers should not be subjected to we 
cal current of hot air from the lime or electric light un here i8 have been thoroughly warmed. With this precaution * 

* no rr 

T would remark, in conclusion, that this mode of er 
the lantern was devised in the spring, and effected, 1 sil 
essential features, in the autumn of 1867; and has been : 
with great satisfaction in results ever since. . 

Frankford, Philad., Pa, June 25, 1868. 

* This Journal, II, xl, 243, Sept. 1865. 
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Ant. XXV.—On new specimens of Fozoon Canadense, with a 
y to the objections of Professors King and Rowney; by 

J.W, Dawson, LL.D., and notes by W. B. Carpenter, M.D, 
Illustrated by two plates. 

___ [This paper, published in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological 
— Society bor August, 1867, is preceded by an article by Sir Wm. E. 

_ Logan, from which the following extracts are made by way of 
_ introduction.—Eps. 

The most ce he of these specimens was met with last sum- 

_ ‘Mumerous folds than have hitherto been detected, may hereafter 
. “The necessary a considerable reduction. 

ear to be arra 

y spreading, from a diminution of the 

If ‘a mile to one of four miles. Where it 

in Tudor it becomes suddenly interrupted for a 

part of its breadth by an isolated mass of anorthosite 



being entombed. 
In 

situated about twenty-five miles north of CoteSt — 

locality in Wentworth occurs on Lake Louisa, about sixteen miles 

of the first Grenville specimens, from which — 
the same distance north of west, the lines — 

measuring these distances running across several py U- 
e We 

in 
gray limestone, which has somewhat the aspect of a conglomerate, 
specimens have been i 
by Giimbel in his illustrations of the forms met with by himm 4 

Bavaria. * * * 

sin the county of 

. Reddish and flesh-colored granitic oni 
j TA granitic gneiss : 

Sais Se Fosn flesh-colored gneiss, ainstimnse hornblendic; mean of seve 10,400 

' ements 

: manee magne 
nee graphite ; sometimes very thin, but in other places atta 

. estim * 

om an ascending section of the L oe 
Hastings, Ontario, by Mr. H. G. Ven me 

i. ge 
Laurentiat 

__, 2,000 
--- weweeern

 
da
d 

-- 

: mpegs?" 
sian, includes in Elzivir a 0 . 

bone aw 

e 

ated as averaging -..-------------" 

“ : th dark micaceous schists, chloritic and epiO™” 4 999 rocks, including beds of Magnetite ; average oo T ms % granular magnesian limestone, aan and 930 
’ e 
interstratified with dio 
small beds of impure steati 

rites, and near the base with siliceou yes 
te aaa 

is metalliferous, holding disseminated copper is of 
This limestone 
blende, mispickel, and 

. 
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Feet. 
two or three feet. Gold occurs in it at the village of Madoc, associated 

with argentiferous tetrahedrite and in irreg veins with bitter-spar, 

quartz, and er. 
_ 6. Gray siliceous or fine-grained mica-slates, with an interstratified mass of 

about sixty feet of yellowish-white dolomite 
ish and grayish micaceous slate, interstratified with layers of gneiss, 

___ and occasionally holding crystals of magnetite 500 
 & Gneissoid micaceous quartzites, banded gray and white, witha few 
‘a instratified beds of siliceous limestone 

with occasional layers of diorite, and layers of arusty-weathering gneiss 1,000 
___ This division in Tudor is traversed by numerous N.W. and S.E. veins, 

t holding galena in a gangue of calcite and barite. The EKozoon from Tudor, 
u us di- 

. 4 Pat Was he Ape 

vision, which appears to form the summit of the Hastings series. 

Total thickness.... 2 1 leUR 

I, SPECIMEN OF EOZOON FROM TUDOR, ONTARIO. 

inapplicable 

: stone, holding d te grains an 

temaining in the matrix is scarcely two lines, at least in the 
8 exposed. The septa, or plates of the fossil, are in the 
ate’of white carbonate of lime, which shows their form an 

i 

ing nearly at right angles to the septa, a 
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elow whic 

On the side next the matrix, the septa terminate in blunt 
edges, and do not coalesce; as if the organism had been at 
by that surface, or had been broken before being imbedded. : 

yA Microscopic characters——Under the microscope, with a 

low power, the margins of the septa appear uneven, as a 
ded or tending to an acervuline mode of growth; but 0c 
sionally the septa show a distinct and regular margin. ty 3 
the most part merely traces of structure are presented, conse 

ing of small parts of canals, filled with the rage ra 

"chose De a 

matter of the limestone. In a few places (Pl. I however, these appear as distinct bundles, similar to 
the Grenville specimens, but of fine texture. 

‘ine eB. 0,] 7 : : we . | 4 tew rare instances only can I detect, with a iy ie in the margin of some of the septa, traces of the fine Hono 
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: those found elsewhere, it would appear that the chambers are 

this may have been the same in the present specimen and in 
that originally obtained from the Calumet, while in the speci- 
mens from Grenville a massive and aggregative mode of growth 
seems to have obliterated all distinctness of individual shape. 
Without additional specimens, and in the case of creatures so 
Variable as the Foraminifera, it would be rash to decide 

_ Whether the differences above noticed are of specific value, or 
depend on age, variability, or state of preservation. For this 

sl microscopic structures are nearly the same in kind with 
of specimens figured in former papers, I have not 

3 ment of parts (see Pl. II). 
noe Concluding remarks.—In a letter to Dr. Carpenter, 
ote by him in the ‘ Quarterly Journal of the Geologic 

of es August, 1866, p. 228, I referred to the occurrence 
meng ', . Preserved simply in carbonate of lime. The speci- 
at Which enable me to make that statement were obtained 
ag omega Tudor, this region being one in which the Lau- 

-—Phosed than 4 ery : 8 usual, The specimens from Madoc, however, 
ee fragments, imbedded in the limestone, and incapa- SEL APR, | 

1 

Aur, Jour, 
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ble of showing the general form. I may explain, in reference 
to this, that long practice in the examination of these lime 
stones has enabled me to detect the smallest fragments of — 
Eozoon when present, and that in this way I had ascertained 
the existence of this fossil in one of the limestones of Madoc 
before the discovery of the fine specimen now under conside- 
ration. 

I am disposed to regard the present specimen asa young in- 
dividual, broken from its attachment and imbedded in a sandy 
calcareous mud. Its discovery affords the hope that the com- 
paratively unaltered sediments in which it has been preserved 
and which also contain the worm-burrows described by me m 
the ‘Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society’ for Novem- 
cal will hereafter still more largely illustrate the Laurentian 
auna. 

a eae WIRES boy Gein 2 a ean an ee ey OR ae II SPECIMENS FROM LONG LAKE AND WENTWORTH. 

Specimens from Long Lake, in the collection of the Geo- 
logical Survey of Canada, exhibit white crystalime limestone 

with light green compact or septariifo ntine, 

nder the microscope the calcareous matter present a 

an example of acervuline Zozoon but rather of fragments ot . 

the interstices and cell-cavities filled with serpentine. pe 
not found in any of these fragments a canal-system 
to that of Hozoon Canadense, though there are casts pie 

stolons, and, under a high power, the calcareous 
shows in many places the peculiar granular or meer 
pearance which is one of the characters of the a 
skeleton of that species, In a few places a tubula 

or with structure similar to that of Hoaoon | 
e. i | Specimens of Laurentian limestone from Wentworth in 4 

collection of the Geological Survey, exhibit map y of sand, 4 siliceous bodies, some of which are apparently eevee the 
or small pebbles ; but others, especially when freed i 

d having minute vermicular processé 1 
from their surfaces (Pl. III, fig. 3). At first 7 je not a 
gest the idea of spicules ; but I think it on the W! a 

* Vol. xxii, p. 608. 
t I use the term ‘septariiform’ to denote the curdled appearance 

sented by the Laurentian serpentine, 

go often PD 
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some calcareous Foraminiferal organism which has disappeared, 

Thave already referred to fragments of Hozoon occurring in 
the limestone at Madoc, one of which, found several years ago, Idid not then venture to describe as a fossil. It projected 

18 Sliced, it presents interiorly a crystalline dolomite, lim- 
ted and separated from the enclosing rock by a thin wall hay- 
ig @ granular or porous structure, and excavated into rounded 
Meesses in the manner of Hozoon. It lies obliquely to the bed- 

» and evidently represents a hollowed flattened calcareous 
filled by infiltration. The limestone which afforded this 

form Was hear the beds holding the worm-burrows described in the Society’s Journal for Nov. 1866, 
_, [A thin section of this body, carefully examined microscop- 
_ iAily, presents numerous and very characteristic examples o 
| be canal-system of Eozoon, exhibiting both the large widely 

late ching systems of canals and the smaller and more penicil- 
tufts (PL III, figs, 4, 5) shown in the most perfect of the 

2 tinous specimens—but with this difference, that the 
_—-Gaals, being filled with a material either identical with or very 
4 Sunilar to that of the substance in which they are excavated, 

Ut $0 transparent as only to be brought into view by careful 
management of the light.—w. B. c ] 

IV. OBJECTIONS TO THE ORGANIC NATURE OF EOZOON. 

Pont ato that it may serve a useful purpose shortly to 

24 ae vegard to the Canadian specimens—with the view of 
ee the discussion from matters irrelevant to it, and of 
ip. igs eedings of Royal Academy of Munich, 1866; Q.J.G.S., vol. xxii, pt. 

: ian. 7. also Can. Naturalist, vol. iii, p. 81. : 
*wourn. Geo -y Vol. xxii, pt. ii, p. 23. ; 
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ously a process by which the structure of any fossil might be 
proved to be a mere lusus nature. : : 
A notable illustration of this is afforded by their regarding 

the veins of fibrous serpentine, or chrysotile, which occur it 
the Canadian specimens, as identical with the tubulated cell 

may 

ey resolve 
themselves into prismatic crystals in immediate po er 
each other ; whereas, under a similar power, the true se f 
is seen to consist of slender, undulating, rounded th Under 
serpentine, penetrating a matrix of carbonate of lime. | uly polarized light, more especially, the difference is conspicue 7 

apparent. It is true that, in many specimens and parts 

examined with care under sufficiently high powe i nw 

the cell-wall in the specimens from Petite Nation, I com of structure with that of these veins, and satisfied myself ¢ 
its distinctness before acceding to his conclusions oD WY 

in t 
It would rao appear that the radiating and sheaf-like ie 73 4 . . Me 

tion of Eozoon ; but these crystals have no Snes , 
en- the forms of that fossil, and often occur where these 
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tirely absent ; and in any case they are distinguished by their 
ht prismatic shape and their angular divergence from 

each other. Much use has also been made of the amorphous 
masses of opaque serpentinous matter which nt we in some 
parts of the structure of Hozoon. These I regard as, in most 
cases, simply results of alteration or defective preservation, 
though they might also arise from the presence of foreign mat- 
ters in the chambers, or from an incrustation of mineral mat- 
ter before the final filling up of the cells, Generally their 
ms are purely inorganic ; but in some cases they retain in- | 

dications of the structures of Eozoon. 
With reference to the canal-system of Fozoon, no value can 

be attached to loose comparisons of a structure so definite with 
the forms of dendritic silver and the filaments of moss-agates; 
still less can any resemblance be established between the canal- 
ey and vermicular crystals of mica. These occur abun- 

tly in some serpentines from the Calumet, and might read- 
ily be mistaken for organic forms ; but their rhombic or hex- 

_ Sgonal outline when seen in, cross section, their transverse cleav- 
= planes, and their want of any definite arrangement or re- 

lation to any general organic form, are sufficient to undeceive 
any practised observer, I have not seen specimens of the me- 
taxite from Reichenstein referred to by Messrs. King and Row- 

om; but it is evident, from the description and figure given of 
_ 4, that, whether organic or otherwise, it is not similar to the 
. tanals of Eozoon Canadense. But all these and similar com~- 
< doer a are evidently worthless when it is considered that 

have to account for definite, ramifying, cylindrical forms, 
S rasa a skeleton or matrix of limestone, which has itself 

~y ee these forms are represented by substances so diverse 

ee tine, pyroxene, limestone, and carbonaceous matter. 

: rom isons of the chamber-casts with concretionary gran~ 
that the t have some plausibility, But it is to be observed 
Ss laminated arrangement is the typical one; and the 

i com- 

between which 
while the 
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that the serpentine fills such interstices as well as the chamber 
shows that its arrangement is not concretionary,* 
these chambers are filled, in different specimens, with serpen- 
tine, pyroxene, loganite, calcareous spar, chondrodite, or even 
with arenaceous limestone. It is also to be observed that the 

well-characterized specimens can be found. I may also rep’ here that in the original examination of Hozoon, in the § of 1864, I was furnished by Sir W. E. Logan with spec 
Jim : to ilurian age, and that, while all possible care was _ | 

compare with the specimens of Hozoon, it was not thou 
necessary to publish notices of the crystalline and mt 
ary forms observed many of which curious, and ‘ * y of which are very ee. afford materials fo 
in the above remarks 

* I do not include here the « i ’ structure referred to above; © 
“marty the Canadian MiiainNe ond te nei pote with the forms 

sey 

r other papers of the nature of that et 

ich if oo ambers. ooh f Shch Trish specimens of serpentine limestone as I have seem, SPP more highly crystalline than the beds in Canada which contain 20200" 

See CPE mee Fae 



ee ee ee ae ee 
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sembling those of Dr. Dawson’s Madoc specimen, represented 

in Pl, TH, figs. 4, 5), which cross the cleavage planes of the 
ll-substance in every direction. Now these parts, when 

“ng mineralogically homogeneous, and only structurally dis- 
tinguishable by the effect of their junction-surfaces on the 
Course of faint rays of light transmitted through them.— 
W.B. 0] 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

. Plate II. 
n of Eozoon Canadense, imbedded in a dark-colored homogeneous lime- 

Stone occurring in the Lower Laurentian series in Tudor, Ontario; twO- 
of the na ize, 

Plate IT. 

Me 1 sh tion of one of the calcareous layers of the Tudor specimen (Plate 1D), 
owing canal-system imperfectly infiltrated with black (carbonaceous ?) 

show- 

—. minute form of canal-system partly injected with black matter, and 

us bodies (internal casts ?) from a specimen of Eozoon from Went- 

- Sections of a fragment of Eozoon from the Madoc limestone, showing 

120 us forms of canal-system filled with carbonate of lime; magnified 
diameters, 
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Art. XXVI.—On Aquacreptite, a new mineral, and on (o- 
rundophilite of Chester; by CHARLES UpHam Suzparp, 

water, was sent me last autumn by Mr. W. W, Jefferis, of 
West Chester, Pa., with the remark that it was found at 
place in a narrow seam in serpentine. The specimens are in 

mite from Miemo in Tuscany. Whether the mineral is at 
original compound, or an oxydated hydration of another sub- 
stance, and if so, of what species, it is difficult to say. At 
present, however, it is entirely homogeneous in aspect, and pos 
sessed of much uniformity of composition. It possesses the 
following characters : Massive, H.=2:5. Gr.=2-08 (Shep.), 2:05 (Eaton). Color yellowish brown. Streak orange yellow. Dull. Brittle. Fracture 
small conchoidal. Adheres rather feebly to the tongue. Falls 
asunder in water with a crackling (decrepitating) noise. ie 
decrepitation lasts only for a moment, and is more striking 
the water is warm. It does not wholly fall to powder in watet, 

a portion of the mass still retains a feeble degree of 0 
esion, 

| Ignited in powder, it loses 23 p. ¢. without change of color 
‘ Frevious to ignition it is taken up by aqua regia, with tion of the silica, which separates in flocks. a 

Three analyses were made ; 1, by Prof. James H. Eaton ; 
Beloit College, Wisconsin ; 2, by Mr, Henry C. Humphrey, student of Amherst College, and the third by myself. 

3 4. : 
ee 43°03 41°56 41°0 q 
Magnesia,...._____ 19°58 (not determined) 17°60 q 
Peroxyd iron, _.____ 12°30 12°45 13°30 q 
ea Op ea 556 6°71 4°00 b 
yee 17°40 16°00 sedi! 4 

97°87 nil 3 
_ L. Corundophitite—As there had existed some perpen 4 in reference to this mineral as found at Chester, Mass., ne the | cr? associate of the emery and a constituent also ° Pi alcose slates embrac ery vein, I requeste® : Eaton (then in charge of — dairies College laboratory) a analyze the two leading varieties of the corundophilite, phire = (1) that in crystals accompanied by diaspore, rutile and sap q = saeeR ge a8 Saree 
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crystals, and (2) the more common variety which occurs in 
scales (slightly columnar), forming a narrow seam on two sides 
of a vein of finely granular indianite. The latter variety, as 
itruns for some distance in proximity to the eastern wall of 
the emery, has been called the “fringe rock” by the workmen. 

Var. 1, is the same as that analyzed by Pisani, to whom also 
I furnished the specimens upon which he operated, and whose 
rt I here introduce for comparison with those obtained by 

n, 
Gr. of crystallized variety as determined by Eaton =2°83. 

43 a: 

(Eaton.) (Pisani.) Eaton. 
Sa ae a 24°77 24°0 4°69 
aR RE I eI 25°52  25°9 28°52 
Magnesia, ..__........ 21°88 22-7 21:86 
Protoxyd iron, _...__. 1519 148 16°38 
TS 11:98 11°9 (not determined.) 

99°34 99°83 
It 1s very noticeable that wherever at this locality the corun- 

Whose appropriate designation will be corundophilite slate. 
Amherst College, July 22, 1868, 
en 

Arr, 2 Sgt eae eee locality of Meteoric Iron in Georgia ; 
y CHARLES UpHam SHEPARD. 

ey Indebted to the kindness of Prof. Charles H. Hitch- 
both for a knowledge of the present meteorite and for 
to purchase of the same from its original pro- if ". It was ploughed up in April last on the farm of Mr, 

: van, two and a half miles southwest of Losttown, 
It my county, Georgia. ms 

the formes SIX pounds and ten ounces, and has very strikingl 
and ofa human foot. Its color is almost perfectly black, 
: dency Wholly free from stains of iron-rust. It evinces no ten- 
coating. exfoliation ; nor is it uniformly covered by a fused 

2 8: Widmannstittian figures are visible directly in one Mrtion of the surface | 

the slice weig g twenty-seven grams was sawn from 
~=' end of the mass, The hardness proved uniform, no py- 
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rites having been encountered in the section, The <a 
vity of the fragment is 7:52. On being etched with a dit 

- Ls re ; 

most nearly resembling those of the Seneca Lake iron—the — 
difference between the two consisting mainly in a less breadth 
to the bars by about one-third, in the former of these irons. 

I have thus far found time only to examine the filings (or 
rather sawings) of this iron for sulphur and nickel. The first 
is wholly wanting, while the latter is abundantly present. 

Amherst College, July 21, 1868. 

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

' 
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS. 

1. Hinrichs’s Atom Mechanics.—That the readers of this Jou 
nal may judge of the estimation in which Prof. Hinrichs’s beeen 
Atom-mechanics is held abroad, we translate from the German 
Professor H. Fleck, of Dresden, the following notice, the original of which will be found in the Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, eli’ 
_ Under the title of “ Atom-mechanics, or Chemistry a Mechar 
tes of the Pan-atoms,” Mr. Gustav Hinrichs, Professor of Ph 
ics, Chemistry and Mineralogy in the University of Iowa, ee ‘ 
United States, has published and multiplied by metallogrt i 

ntal eo 
all chemical elements. The chemically active atoms of the @ 
ments, by the association of which chemical compounds oe at = 
produced, are formed by the grouping of these pantogen-a” fur med by the grouping ¢ nis fi 

art and others, 
tion so solid and philosophically concrete, that serious 

the existence of primary material atoms, whether we pa 

essence of the phenomena of chemical change, 22¢ ! 
cognition Mr, Hinrichs will un ques tionably obtain the reputatio® 

of a second Kepler, 



Which pveting, increasin; 
= le has inve 
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atoms as probably existing ina free state in the extreme outer 

as follows: There are ) 1 
tion for equal material points in one plane, é. ¢., as angle-points of 

@uestions, no answer to which is o 

fills up the plane and the intermediate spaces formed by the super- 
ey of the planes? But admitting that these questions in 

that the ato: 
oms in 

it Z 

> So that mn must be the atomic weight of the element. 

= 160, the number 156 = 12 surfaces each with 13 nd 
>See the atomic weigh arsenic 150 th hes : 
bitra qratces each with 19 pan-atoms, &c., and consequently of ar 

or £; . ie 
nted for the benefit of his hypothesis, the com: 

_ "Rg weights of the elements fixed by the most precise scientific 
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e 
doubts as to the signification and value of Hinrichs’s atom-mechai 

ile apparently based upon mathematical principles, . 

correct ideas of the relations of space and force are entirely 
Ing. — Science will consequently, have nothing to expect from 

Hinrichs’s work in its present form, and like a still-born child it will 
be neither mourned nor missed. Every one who has seen from 

grat ie nie Bal a 

d ee 
described by Sir William Thompson in the Philosophical see? of 
for July 1867. I repeated these experiments with the kind : fae 

. Emerson Reynolds; in do so an interesting varlab’ 

them presented itself which renders the air-rin tually visible 

: sted to me 

inches in diameter, the side opposite having a piece of stout dat 
stramed over it. A blow on the sacking causes 4n air-Ting 6 3 

from the hole, Two large flasks containing respectively , rs 

with their a 
2 ed; from the ae 

their vapors a dense column of the fumes of chlorid of Sect 7 
apparatus was placed about eight or te? pes 

e air-ring d aD i : 

two concentric smoke-rin ; but closer examination 2" The 
proved column of smoke showed what had really d: it bad - 
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apparently left any of its particles behind, nor had it admitted an 
atom of smoke into it; but it had drawn with it sufficient of the 

was considered 

eS uiner, 
; 

te. To exhibit the air-rings, the column of smoke already described 
ln 80 as to ascend through the beam, and rather nearer the 

elamp. An air-ri 

pee what re. 
- te 1 of smoke may perhaps serve as a test for the exist- 

ngs in other cases, when, produced in air, they agri : 
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moves, it is difficult to trace the effect produced by the column 
smoke. One person, however, firing from an elevated position 

and at a distance of fifteen or twenty feet. sane the flasks down 
d 

ond College of Science for Ireland, Dublin, May 28, 1868. 

P.S.—Since bets J the foregoing, it occurred to me to fill the 
box with ammoniacal gas and to discharge rings from this ats 
column of the ast of hydrochloric acid. In this case the ring, | 
before reaching the column, is perfectly invisible, and the existens — 
a = column is only seen by slight traces of partially condensed 

As was expected, a beautiful ring appeared, from theca 
inition of ae two gases, when the ammonical ring re ached the 
col il, Mag., IV, xxxvi, 12, July, 1868. | 

June 16, 1868. 

Il. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY, 

Sty Twentieth Sp Report of the Regents o the te Cet 

s here reproduced his very importan memoir ‘6 Gra 
pablised by the Canadian Survey, with ‘vou additional 0 

=i connection with a statement of his se ahem et Tom at 
structure of some species of Spirifera, on p. 256, on 

ig : ie B. Meek who has "pei 

Ae 1866. Mr. Hall, in a letter written a Fi the 
to one "of the editors of this Journal, claimed that baa tet 

in 

. y: ki 4 est allusion to Mr, Meek’s earlier publication. Mr. Meek 1” * ely 
article, May, 1867, alludes in a note to this fick ee 
urges ‘that his article in the Proceedings was not pa 

POE peated =< not yet — je one cee 
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in all scientific matters, and one of its editors was in posses- 
sion of all the facts and could have prevented all cause of ill feeling 
othe part of any one.” But the editors of the Journal cannot 
but think that if Mr. Hall had dealt fairly in the first ease, and al- 

adds “that the Journal of Science professes to deal fwirly and f its edi : 

faithful in research, than Mr. Meek. 
% Ona new large Enaliosaur; by Prof. E. D. Copz.—Prof. 

Cope exhibited to the Academy several fragments of a large Ena- 
liosaur, discovered by the Academy’s correspondent at Fort Wal- 
lace, Kansas, Dr ; 
Paci at east by Dr. LeConte from his geological survey of the 

existence n 

: = the greater part of the reptile had confirmed this affinity. 

fur rther in some details of the scapular and pelvic arches, The dia- 
piphyses of the dorsal vertebra originated from the centrum, and 

: from the rch. 

In generic features it is related to the Cimoliosaurus and Bri- 
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All the vertebree considerably more constricted medially than in 
Brimosaurus or Cimoliosaurus, and none except cervicals with such 
small antero-posterior diameter as the latter possess, 

The general characters of the species are to be presented ina 
special essay. 
He called it Hlasmosaurus platyurus Cope, from the caudal lam- 

ine, and the great plate bones of the sternal and pelvic re 
t was a marine saurian, whose progression was more largely at- 
complished by its tail than by its paddles. 

he teeth and muzzle showed it to be an ally of Plesiosaurus 
e former were cylindric, implanted in very deep alveolx, and 

furnished with a very sm P The exposed s closely and sharply striate to the narrowly acuminate ti 
eds were argillaceous, with um ; the latter min 

eral coating the bones. The age was Cretaceous; perhaps, 
ing to LeConte, the upper middle. The m trix beneath the dorsal 
vertebre contained remains of perhaps six species . a Wee 

“1. During the Post-pliocene epoch, Brazil was imbabited bys ; 
very rich Mammalian Fauna, of which the recent one might rf 
be said to be a mere fraction or a crippled remnant, as many * few 
genera, even families and sub-orders, have vanished, and very 
have been added in more recent times. 

2 
lian Fauna had the same peculiar character which now 

very day are peculiarly characteristic of South A Livi 

red to - 
two of its genera, the one extinct (Mastodon), oe other oe 

€ 
ere, 

richer 8. All the Mammalian orders were not in the same degree i 
in genera in former times than now. The Brata, Ungulata, test boscidea, and, lastly, the Ferm, have relatively suffered the ep losses. Some orders, for instance the Chiroptera and ber roe even more genera now than formerly. erica dif ost-pliocene Mammalian Fauna of South all more pep reese from the modern one, ne a os Pevding ss rich in peculiar cen ‘ine n the Corres 
a a me fe era, now extinct, tha 

_5. The Scantiness of great Mammalia—one mg ies like stamp impressed upon the South American ammalia 
of our days, when compared with that of the Eastern Ht *rebistorie we a 

The Post-pliocene Mastodonts, Macraucheniz, 

BS ate ee ee a ee a | oo esis aman. etl 
During the whole Post-pliocene epoch the Brazilian Meum 

r 

Simi, cl 

he dwar : ‘Fm 
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donts of Brazil, its many gigantic Armadillos and Sloths could _ Well rival the Elephants, Rhinoceros, and roe aT which dur- ing the same period roamed the soil of Europe.— Tidschrift f. pop. 
Nat., ee re Geological Migiates or 

27. IY; 
ozoie Entomostraca. E Pree T. Rupert Jonrs and Dr, ii B. ced eos No. VIII of notes on the Paleozoic Bivalved 

: in the Annals and Magazine of Nat. His story, IV, ii, 54, Gnly, 3 is6s), describing some Lower Silurian species from the chair of Kildare, Irelan 
» On the discovery wa w Pulmonate Mollusk [Zonites 
ulus)* priseus Cpr.) in the Gnd formation of Nova Scotia ; y » Dawson, LL.D., with a description of the eee. 

- Carpenter, M. . J. Geol. Soc., Nov. i, —— 831,)—This m memoir describes a shell found last summer in the sae a: excavations made under the direction of Dr. Dawson in the bed 

a8 cont at 
— 18 1217 feet below that i in twhiel Pupa vetusta was origin- vered in trunks of erect nniddle o and about 42 foot be- 

p 
L. Sigitlerian joiad with 5 eee in the original reposi- 

y._ Jf erect Sigillaris, The appearances were such as to con- 
ete ihge ression, stated in a previous paper, that the land-shells 

- dence. along with vegetable matter by some quiet stream, and “epowited on the muddy bottom of shallow w 
excavating the bed was to cert if any other 

of land-animal than Pupa vetusta could be obtained from 
. 1 the first ins stance, os result es purely negative, 
a the presence of min e fragments of bone, and of what 

ig ve ok the chitinous Pili of insects. gt a more 
Conulus Fitz, 1933 =Trochiscus Held, 1837, non Sl 1831 =, Sine oratella tit), is a wieeuae off Zonites Monte. Font tans Leach, ee 

Adams, ‘ Genera of Recent Shells,’ vol. ii, p. 116, and pe 
de Conch. et de Paléont.,’ vol. i i, p. 422.° Those wh 

the modern cirisseol of the land-shells, may st the 
r even, speaking loosely, as a Helix. 

1. Soe. » Feb. 1862, and May 1866, p. 121. 
the p tioned. 

ND Serres, VoL: XLVI, No. 187,—Sxpr., 1868. 
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rings, 
about twelve miles north of Yosemite Valley. Its clevaties above 

the sea is from 3,809 to 3,900 feet, a little less than that of Yose 
mite. e valley is three miles long running nearly east and west, 
with but little fall in this distance. Near its center it is cut im tw? 

g 
lower part forms a large open meadow with excellent grass 0” 

om ten chains to 4 little 

only leaving a channel from six to ten feet wide ; the river 1 he 
valley having an average width of about fifty feet. This pe of 

ng good grazing. 
that of the Ttecnite, although the bluffs are not as hig ite the 
they extend as far. On the north side of the valley, OPE hich op - 

i ern his bluff. +. 

that this fall is one of the grandest features of the valley, et the 
Pe clases all over its lower portion. It was dry, howeves ich 

of my visit. The fall is 1,000 feet perpendicall ‘pout thirty 
it strikes the debris and loses itself among the rocks. | AD¢ h 
¢ er ‘we come to the Hetch-Hetchy fall; 8 icalst, 
above the valley is 1,700 feet. This fall is not Perr the 



ge 
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photograph by Mr. Harris. It falls in a series of cascades at an 
angle of about 70°. At the time of my visit the volume of water 

f the valley, broken h side o alle 
7 ly timbered shelves, which run horizontally the whole length 

the wall. 

Rock in the Yosemite, stands on the south side of the valley, 
Pi, aha opposite Hetch-Hetchy fall; its height is 2,270 feet above 

= ey. The photograph by Mr. Harris will give some idea of 

han in any previous publication ; (4.) The still more 
"8 and ancient Devonian Flora as displayed in New 



» 
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wick; (5.) The Land Animals of the Carboniferous and Devonian 
periods, of which Acadia has afforded so many examples; (6,) 

ities i Auriferous i 

all interested in geological discussions will find it valuable read- ; : pay: 2 

several of new carboniferous reptiles ( 
insects, and air breathing mollusks ; a large variety of coa ee: 
both of the Devonian and Carboniferous, many 0 them nov 
forms, besides various species illustrating the Post-pliocene em 
and the life of other periods. 

Subaérial Denudation, and on Cliffs and Exscarpmenis 

a ae 

Onn: 4 
of the Chalk and the Lower Tertiary Beds, ag ae Wartanas 

8vo. (From the Geologica 

, etc., have been the age
nts in ¢ ro 

We a@ great amount of denudation. The solid matter 0 

ealden Beds must have existed somewhere before, an 

hav e been worn away than was deposited afterward by _— He: for much would be carried out to sea to form a marine 
Of course fresh-water beds are both less common and tht ig marine beds, but so also, as aforesaid, the comparativel far less 

county 

and carried off therefrom a sisaot thickness of pee bare 

; proportion that the effects of marine denu ps ‘hat 

and that there may have been 4 far wr ori 

other words, that the agents in question were far more ved has 

t they now are in these islands. Great change 
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taken place in historic times; the felling of forests, the draining 
of land, the embanking and canalization of rivers, the reclaiming 
of marshes, and the like human handiworks having had their effect 
in lessening rainfall and floods, and therefore also the wearing 
action of surface water. 

ot by 
of individual opinion, or mere statements based 

iB ot with us, but with our opponents, lies the onus 
ndi 

1 * Death of Fishes on the coast of the Bay of Fundy ; by Dr. 
= Apams, F.G.S,, 22nd Bopaustiee On 24th of | Sep- 

ont very best style, in all respects. It is on a scale of 
59 As the a are mainly Gelatiic and the related = 
hie, the map has a special interest to New and ore 

Tocks 3 Geologists, and those of other regions where this class 
prevails, 



. 
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ful account of Dr, J. M. Bigelow, and still more for his itera 
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11. Revue de Géologie pour les années 1865 et 1866, par M, Dz- 
LESSE et M. de Lapparrnt. Vol. V. Paris, 1868. (Dunod)— 
Another of the valuable Annual Reports on the progress of Ge 
ology, by Delesse and Lapparent. 

lil. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY. 

1. The Book of Evergreens, a practical Treatise on the Conif- 
ere or Cone-bearing Plants, by Jostan Hoorss. Illustrated. New 

ork. Orange Judd & Co. pp. 435, 12mo.—This book is mu 
wanted, is creditably executed, and is likely to be widely popular. 
The illustrations are well chosen, numerous, and fairl Great 
ains have been taken to mention, if not to describe all the Coni- 

the author’s eye before this. For instance, that if he must rn 
refer Sequoia, the genus of our famous Redwoods of peer 

ine Family proper, or Adietinew, he should at least m 9) 
the character of the group so as to receive it. We were at : val 
to know why a genus so entirely Cupressineous as Sequota be i. 

ever have been referred to Abictinew ; but we find that einer 
was misled by Sir Wm. Hooker’s figure of some foliage W 

guessed a belong to the great tree of which Douglas @ 
ter had s i 
were of the common Redwood (S. sempervirens), and the 
Hooker figured, belonged to a Fir. So Endliicher, who in his lat 

; “vation of 
© must complain of Mr. Hoopes, that in his compilat’ 

fanciful narrative of Bayard Taylor, and too little from 

t Bo 
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an unwarranted statement that, “ according to the annual rings, 
the age of this tree was 3,100 years” ; and this in the very face of 
Dr. Bigelow’s statement before him, of two actual countings of the 
layers, reducing this age more than half. If further evidence be 
required, we would refer to the account of a third and very precise 
measurement and counting, by Mr. De la Rue, which is referred to 
in this Journal for July, 1866. Notorious as is the incorrectness of 
the long-current popular statement, it seems impossible to arrest it. 

Prof. Brewer’s account of the Mariposa Grove, printed by Sir Wil- 
liam Hooker, the name was accidentally given as “ Maipula”; 
and so it reads in Mr. Hoopes’ extract. Since Mr. Meehan is 
thanked for constant aid rendered, we could wish that he had in- 

SSE pay it may not be su uous to claim oe Say be 

8vo, pp. 786.—Referring to our former notice of the first 
volume for some account of this excellent undertaking, we may 

here barely state that the systematic memoirs, here given, begin 
with that on Protacew, followed by the memoir on Asclepiadew 

and the Apocinec, published in 1811 by the Wernerian Society 0 

burgh, copies of which are very rare, and end with the paper 
on Limnanthece, 1833. - 

n the part entitled contributions to scientific works, we have all 

at Mr. Brown wrote for the later volumes of the Hortus Kewensis, 

or Richardson’s Botanical Appendix, Wallich’s Plante Asiatice 

es, Bennett’s Pl, Javanice Rariores, with extracts from Bot. 

Mag., Bot. Reg., etc., etc. The whole concludes with a capital 

ers. A. G. 

Pp The Journal of the Linnean Society, Botany, numbers 42 and 

ye received, interest us chiefly in the paper entitled Notes on 
mYrtacee, by GEORGE BrEntuam, the President of the Society.—We 

ave here an elucidation of the principles according to which this 

g, (ep) pd 5 g pete m o 2 et fas) S 5 fa*) 3 9 g a m ee 
ne, (Viz.= Decaspermum Forster), but the Rubiaceous Timonius, 

ined b i ago. In view of the un- 

name of Timonius ought not to be supe 
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we propose the word phylion, plural phylla, as eve 
ient and serviceable,—in this following the analogy of phyton ab 
ready appropriated for the integer of the axis plus the phyllon ot 
phylla it bears. 

At this moment we receive Nos. 44 to 47 inclusive. The most 

of dimorphic and frimorphic plants; and on the specific differences 
between the primrose and. the cowslip, with proof of the Re: 

Théorie de la Feuille, par M. Casmir Dz Caxporis © 
short, very interesting article in the Archives des Sciences © 
Bibliotheque Universelle of Geneva for May, 1868, and sepa issued. A new study of the development and arrangemen 

concludes that, as a matter of fact, the vascular bundles are ily that 
on the same general plan in leaf and axis, and theoretically 

n 
velopment of that side, 1 this will not be generally compre 
d ithout some details, which we cannot now enter fe and. d prefer to formulate these ideas somewhat different opel identify the leaf, not with a branch or secondary axis, nor Pt tion, axis at all, but to regard it as the expanded termite free or portion, of each integer of axis (internode), 4 ¢» 

The provision in the vascular systems for very various ney developments, posterior or facial ‘as well as lateral, is mter h thus worked out and applied to deduplication or chorisis, — yesti- gets new support from organogeny ; and the application pe of the Rose and the stamen and A. & interesti 
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6, Note on the Polymorphism of the Anthozoa, and the Structure 
fthe Tubipore ; by A. Korxrxer.—The polymorphism of indi- 

_ On the other hand they are entirely destitute of tentacles; and in- 
‘Stead of the eight ordinary mesenteric filaments there are only 

ten f , among x 
a ¢yonids which M. Kolliker refers to the genus Sarcophy- 

in, and also in Veretillum, Litwaria, C d Sarcobe- lenng i uaria, Cavernularia, and sar 

In the ual individuals 

Bws bee shows them j \ 

Present ween the sexual individuals; lastly, the Virgularie always 

tS at 

° i sverse 
TOW of ase . “orb eae, upon their trunk, a simple tran 

— Mtis Pet iCOaLs. : ee 
: —. that all the Pennatulide present a ere 

east, in Renilla we see, between the fully 
r- 

Poly el 

7 : rudimentary bodies which seem to be individuals of one 
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in the Alcyonidx and Gorgonidx. It must not be forgotten, how- 
ever, that there seem to exist some relations between the budsof — 
the sexual and asexual individuals in the polymorphic pol a 
for, in Veretillum at least, the asexual individuals seem, under cer 
tain conditions, capable of being transformed into sexual individ: — 
uals, 

Kolliker has also been able to investigate a polyp g Tube 

e 

t] 

oO 
pe ; 

Aleyonaria which must occupy a place by the side of the gents — ( ; 

7 

abstract by E. Claparéde in Bibi. Univ. February 15, 1868, 5" 

and Agriculturists ; by A. S. Packarp, Jr., M.D. . 
of 500 engravings. Salem, 1868. Part I, June; Il, ges : 
other parts to appear for the present, monthly.—A work 0 a 
scientific merit, combining an account of the structure of a 
with facts of practical and popular interest, and abundantly 
ted, by one of the best entomologists of the country. 

IV. ASTRONOMY. 

‘Ham. Coll. M. 7. ce via iF April 18, 11" 45" 13° 11° 17™ 30%89 =—-1° 38 gsth Planet (99) was discovered by M. Borelli at Marseilles on & of May. 8 observation was: 
Marseilles M. T. a é ihe 

May 28, 10" 26™ 51° 13" 24™ 7°92 9° 5 ot 
The planet was then of the 13th magnitude. 
discovery of (100) by me on July 11th has alread 
municated to your Journal. I have yet to add that 
Planet (101) on the 15thinst. The following places were 

with difficulty through passing breaks in the clouds: 

15,14 18 27 93 53 36°43 = 9 7 og g 15,14 46 54 93 58 35°98 99 2 aay 20,13 18 55 23 50 30°99 —9 
The planet shines like a star of the 10th magnitude. 
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2. Discovery of another new Planet by Dr. Peters.—The Utica 
Morning Herald contains the announcement, dated Aug. 24th, that 
Dr. C. i F. Peters discovered at the Observatory of Hamilton 
College, Clinton, N. Y., another new planet on Saturday night, the 
position of which he verified on Monday morning (the 24th). It 
isin the constellation of Pisces, and had at 3 o’clock of that morn- 

18° 38’ of right ascension, and 12° 54’ declination, ~ 
slowly to the east. It is now equal to a star of about the eleven 

itude, 
8. Elementary Lessons in Astronomy; by J. Norman Locx- 

YER, 348 lec with numerous illustrations. London. 1868. 
an 

Epwarp Lane, F.R.S.E. 326 pp. 12mo. Edinburgh, 1868. 

y obtained to the hundredth part of a second. Moreover, 

of each hundredth part up to ten seconds are 
furth. . late the astronomer, the values 

2 8iven for each solar and sidereal day during the year. The type 
large and clear, and the volume is handsomely printed. 

V MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

ea ueement of Science, held in Chicago, Illinois, August 5-12, 
‘the 1. Chicago meeting of the American Associatt 

hoe etey of B. A. Gou.p, was in many respects one of the 

‘Ores Satisfactory which has been held. The attendance was large, 
... Wo hundred members coming from a distance,while about as 

: yea were added from Chicago and its vicinity. The list of 
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science. But little vague or unmeaning discussion was tolerated 
or offered. 
A number of papers were entered touching more or less direetly 

ter interstratified with auriferous gold. Its true character wasn0t — 
recognized at the time it was thrown out, a nearly shapeless mass 
from the agglutination of calcareous matter and gravel im 
especially at the ‘base of the skull. As soon as its true nature was 
seen it became the object of attention, and was, by Mr. Mattesonits 
discoverer, placed with Dr. Jones of Murphy’s, who is well known 
in t i id all things rare and 
urious. This collector soon communicated it to the office of the 

skull was thrown out, and has never since been pumped out or & 
humed, and stands to-day as it was at the date of the alleged dis 

these The important point in Prof, Whitney’s communication ¥! Dr 

n tibia t oso 
this skeleton, and a shell of Helia mormonensis.* There W 

son. e egion was large; but whether the sya long or broad is bat certain The orbits of the eye the alveolst metrical, due, as was believed, to the absorption of the t side. bt rocesses of the left jaw product g a depression on bi it 20" 
ese are, substanti the 

ands. The geological horizon to which it is referable, 

* HZ. Mormonensis is « species of Helix now living in Calaveras == 

flat dise and . 
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turn out, as the authors believe it will, that the skull was a genuine 
“find” in the place alleged, is stated by Whitney to be Pliocene 
or Post-pliocene. 

___ Inthis connection Prof. Silliman exhibited to the Association 
one of four molar teeth of Mastodon found in the same, or nearly 
the same, geological horizon as the alleged Calaveras skull. ese 

same mentioned in an article in this Journal by Prof. 8. for May 
__ last (vol. xlv, p. 378.) They carry the Mastodon down to a lower 
— “ag has before been-assigned to this mammal in California. 

f 
_ Yeras and Tuolumne counties in California had extinguished all the 
- ont races, and that the Mastodon had never been certainly 
ake below that horizon. This view is no longer tenable, 

and the Mastodon is here conclusively shown to reach quite to the 
fo lying gold placers; and if the Calaveras skull 

stands the test of subsequent investigation man was his companion 
2 in these earl days. 

Prof W.P Bi 

em. Here 
: hap authenticity. = seed th 
2 hg the evening proceedings should be specially noticed the 
Address “of Pres, F. A. P. B at re ‘ding officer ‘at the SE Der eSapea psl nares ee ae rene ae ht Hea igen geen = eo 

; 3 i=) io) ma 3 B®, 0 

4 me 

° B 0 M ® = os TR : 5 5 © 2 c S 

y given on the evening of the opening at Chicago. 
acterized by that encyclopedic comprehensiveness and 

known, Which have rendered Dr. Barnard’s addresses so favorably 

: no eulogy on Alexander Dallas Bache, by the President, Dr. 

is 

 wonaey,™an of his time in the United States, combined with 
and whe administrative ability the highest scientific attainments, 

 Stience ame and memory are cherished by all who cultivate 
Toth whether in America or abroad. 

- fs labor of the Local Committee at Chicago, the Associa- 
will be lo: 

ET & bienin co «. : i — keetuay -7_ 28 wnemployed by the most agreeable social and intel- 
; comfong ce asttes. No Yea with ot for the personal 
. and entertainment of their numerous guests while within 
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the walls of this wonderful city of the northwest, t q 
Se ia ie a number of excursions, after the adjournment, to 

copper regions of Lake Eaperion: and, more than all, to the 
mountains and the present terminus of the great Pacific 
not less than 1,250 miles from Ching on the path to San Fram 
ciseo, Return tickets were also provided for all who had to pass 
over most of the long routes of 1,000 miles to the Atlantic, Surely — 
the members of the Am merican Association for the Advancement of | q 

them, have good occasion to remember with pleasure the mow — 
ae ‘princely entertainment and magnificent hospitalities of Che 4 

xt meeting of the Association will be held in the we of 
Salem Matasion ts commencing August 18, 1869, under 
Presidency of Col. J. W. Foster, of Chicago. 

The following is a list of the papers read at the meeting: 

1, In GENERAL SESSION. e 
1, On the Application of meneey to the Maintenance of the bias 4q 

the foe Seed and wa ~ er ork to the Excitement of 
Cords voor Threads; JosePH LOVERIN' 

; XN “ 

or American Continent by Maritime People of Distinct Nationalities before 

i. aE 
. Vestiges of Pre-histo toric Races in California; W. i 

. Thé Antiquity of Man in North America; J. W.F D. Warset: 
The Fossil Human Skull of Calaveras County, California} J. 

2. In Suction A. 

Mathematics, rade and Chemistry. 
1. On the Theory of Luminous Hydrocarbon Flames; EUGENE cy ial ae 
2. The Statics _ the Four Types of Modern Chemistry, with § 

3. A New and Sasicat ral Law, determining the Atomic 
x ‘a great number of Carbon nett OIE 

4. The Calculation of the 

: 3 

i 

AB,O, or AB,O; Gustavo Hover oe 

Hina” my sio-G eograp
hical Ripliastion of the Tides, ete.; THE 

me Experiments on the “ray of the Spats? Condition eid : sonal Fy pee in Transit 0! GERS. Prime af 
ew Formula for the 1 Reducti n of Observations ae the pservations; 

ansiogous to the Formula for the Reduction of Meridian = 

on 

8. emico-Geolo, tals: 7.8 3. Hust. 
gical Relations of the Meta : 

9. be tg of . the Moon upon the Weather; E.ias L00 and is a 

10. The Recent Contributions of Science to the Arts of ‘Dyeing , 
Reset Become JOHN L. : Hayes 

teorolites from Mexico and Poland; Louis FavoHTWANGE® 
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12. On the Combining Power of the Chemiéal Elements; 8. D. T 

13. Further Notice of Ex — ents on Snow and Ice at a ceninmare below 

32° F.; Epwarp HUNGERF 
14. On Hansen's Theory of the Physical Constitution of the Moon; Smton 

Newoo: 
16, Resuscitation of the Cincinnati Observatory ; CLEVELAND ABB: 

16, The Source of Free Hydrochloric Acid in the Gastric Juice ; E N. Hors- 

‘ORD. 
4 Sy owe of the Metamorphoses of the Phosphates to Waste and Repair ; 

oa Economy in the Conversion o. Beef a Food; E. N. Horsrorp. 

19. Phosphoric Acid a Constituent of Butte BE. N. Horsrorp. 

20. Source of Muscular Power; i. N. ~hpoani Bn 
i ) 

68; Q 
23, The ray age of Statistics as applied to the earraet F. B. ‘Hoven. 

4 e Galvanic Battery; G: 

36. Ona pieboset. new Mechanism for the study of Galvaiiio Batteries; ; G. W. 

Be 26. Remarks on the total Disturbance of the Barometrical Column; G. W. 

27. On the yee saveesinss ta for the Construction of the Illi- 

— St. Louis e; WILLIAM CHAUVEN 
¢ On a Method of Measuring very Small “Rectilinear Motions; WILLIAM 

28. On the Laws of Ocean Currents; J. S. GRrmM om 
“i ee 's Batemicteograph as applied to the Tavestigation of the Storm 

iF ? 

1. The Profiles of Blast Furnaces; THOMAS - sea 
wOoN: The Nature of Electric Disch 

3. On the Evaporative Power of the Sun near ie fours 
of the Sierra Nevada, 

3. anty Califo: IMAN, 
 ortecberg Relation Between the —_ Value of tin Metals, and their 

‘0 goa 2 
4 On the Molecular Arr: saeccianeahth of the he ong Acs; Gannon BARKER. 

‘ of the Prediction of Star Places; T. H. Sarr 

- Remarks on the Secular Variation a eg ‘erudition and Perihelia of 

t Principal Planets; J. N. Sto 
iption = Bi amg of the > Heliostat, oma see: of Running True 

on: in § HAEL W. McDERM 
i 

Lake Michigan; W. FERRst. 
a Notes on the Defects of Lightning Rods; James BUSHEE. 
i — New Facts and Views concerning "Aluminum; HENRY WURTZ. 

LB Ee encation of Carbonic Acid Gas, in the Extinguishment of Fire; E. 

: ¢ Motion; H. F. Waive. 

= The Higher Law of Correlation; 0. N. Sto ; 

8tio Aaa Law in the Failure of slarvoata ge Inundations, with sug- 

se oes to their Insurance; GErorGE A. 

3 Saag, of Amalgamatio m in the Treatment of Gold Ores; BENJAMIN 

Rencies ; ye empto — Periods of Mone
tary Values which involve Life Contin- 

“| On rs 
Metrical 1 Unification of a Coinage; E. B. ELLIOTT. 

°0. Exhibition of a New Selenograph ; JEROME ALLEN. 

il Ona New Method of ieconscuanis- OE Map 5 Drewing for Schools; JEROME 

; ~ ‘Note on Epitrochoidal Teeth ; W1LLIaM WATSON. 
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3. Ix’ Secrion B. 

Geology and Natural a 
. On the Genus of extinct Sea-Saurians, Hlasmosaurus ; Epwarp D. Cope. 
2 ‘een of Glacial Action in Maine at "the Close. of the Dritt t Period: A hy 

3. “Bibliography of Entomology in the United States and Canada, since 1862; 
JOHN G. \ 
: On ce heaves of “a erous Plants; THOMAS MEEHAN. 

. On the Geology of the Mississippi "Delia, and the Salt Deposit of Petite 
Sy Eugene W. Hin 

6. bbffects of ie age ‘Changes on the id or of the great Geyser of 
Tee. 

a. On the Boulder 1 Field i in Fr Oedar County, Iowa; Rusu Emer 
8. On the Upper Silurian and Devonian Rocks of Ontario ; T. S. Howr. 
9. Gold in the “ UNT. 
be On the Gold Region of N ona T. S. Hunt 

rigin of Prairies; J. Wo 
12. . Exhibition of the Crania of Bootheri rium and Guntortiiies: with Remarks oa 

their Geological Position and thei ir Living Analogues; J. W. Fo 
13. On the perenben, Relations of the Fossil Horse in the United States; 

CHARLES 
14. Brio? Hemarks on ~ Hecamgs fe Meteorology, and Geology of Mount Mans- 

ae Vermont; JAMES 
ola Habitable Tatton of the North American Continental Se 

the bin of 36° Parallel North Latitude; containing a General ag 5 

enskisinns derived _ a Review of its Aboriginal Population and ¥ 

en . PAR 
6. Description of a aN ew Species of Protichnites from the Potsdam Sandstone 

of New York; O. C. Marsu. 
ee Notice of some new Vertebrate remains from the Tertiary of New Jersey; 

Manrsu. 

18. On the preservation of color in fossils from Paleozoic formations; 0: © 

af Bad sn — and present condition of the Geological Survey of Califora™s 

“20. The Toe emite Valley; J. D. W American 
21. Some a oA the oe Cesloay scp the western side of the 

se caged J.D. 
ae ‘quabeo Creu ts ‘Northern New a ra | “e C. H. ste 

The supposed Triassic Foot-marks in Kansa Hiren IN- 
24. On the Geological age and equivalents of the sarah Group; 4 W 

= : gcse illustrating the F
low of Glaciers; EDWARD HUNGEBIONY a0 

Sion Slate of che of rocks,
 and Aelia n of the Structure of 

the so-called 
es 

ae 

ca 

On the the gradual Desiccation ve h
e ‘western portion of North A

meric, 

the 

28. On the Phy sical soceraphy of bm! 
oe of North America daring i 

;38N ss 
Psst. png one; eck ~ oldest ' cana found by Rev. H. Herzer, 

page J. §. NewBerry. the Upper 
0. On the surface he f the Great Lakes and 

Mississippi V. aly; 7. hes geology of wy “3 Basin o 

ue Wor (0. 

32. Fost Pishes , Insects, ino. etc., of the ne Coal Measures of Grundy “ 
ois 

33. Geological section of Ohio ; E. B. ANDREWS. the cit 
34, Anatomical distinction of vegetable s oe — followed DY 

' cuit of generation of fresh water Algze ; 
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“i The vertebral type of the cranium a Quinary one; T. C. Hi 
36. On Elasmognathus and its relations to the Tapiridee gen erally; THEODORE 

at. "Soa of the Topography, Geology and Antiquities of the Caucasus; F. 

38. pag tea of the lake shore near Chicago; J. 8. JewEt. 
39. On th the Mastodon in the deep-lying gold placers of Cali- 
_ eee S) 

On the old lake bats of = Prairie region; 8. J. W. 
41. On the formation of shells and Belemnites, and Phosphates of Iron at Mul- 

lica Hill, Wilner ce a ifs A. B. Engstrom 
42. On certain physical features ‘of the Mississippi River; G. K. Warren. 
43. The Darwinian theory of Development; Casa Moran. 
44. On ite Interpretation of Fossils; B. WATERHOUSE Hawxins. 

51. 
2. On the fall ish Rain, as pines by the Moon,;* by Pimy 

Exrtz Cuasz.—The disc iscussion of the Moon’s influence on the 
Weather has “ets rte révived by European meteorologists, and 

’ ‘Marticle by George Dines, Esq., in the Proceedings of the Meteo- 
tological tien Pe 36, ‘contains some valuable tables, whic 
seem to me sry of special attention. Mr. Dines was entrusted 
With the Journal of Miss Caroline Molesworth, of Cobham Lodge, 

forty synopses for five years, ten yeah twenty years, and 
years . 

ita ese su , as well as the data on which 
they are haan, lead the author to the “ decided opinion that the fall 
of rain ig in ai, way influenced by the changes of the moon, or by 
the moon?s a, 

of he in neee of the moon on the ocean tides, on the serge 

theater's barometer and magnetic Leer and on the wi 
; : "Tables, Pros. Met. So 

is method, The observations cover a period of a little more 
fe Metonic cycles, and by the tabular arrangement the ef- 
Of the revolution of the moon’s nodes, as well as those of va- 

Aw. J Procee of the American Philosophical Society, June 19, 1868. 
OuR. Sc.—Seconp Serres, VoL. XLVI, No. 137.—Sept., 1868. 

19 
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rying latitude and declination, are almost entirely eliminated.* The 
station is in a high northern latitude, and within the influence of 

equatorial means, are comparatively unimportant; the four lunar 
quarters, each embracing an entire interval between a spring and 

to correspond more nearly with the times of presumable maxim 
and minimum disturbance. If we regard the day of each -_ 
of phase as the middle day of a week, (counting the he 

e 
ven days’ aggre 

gates in Table 1, and in the two summaries on pp. 136-7 (loc. cit), 
will furnish the following results: ee 

: ; : s ; | ae 

Aggregates of Tabular Rati 33 33 | 33 ao # ZF moenog et nies Basen em| eal] ae | ae | ge | BE hieee 
1825 to 1829, 770 | 606 | 679 | 766 | 1449 pt 1830 to 1834, 1 7 | 599 | 731 | 1256) 1835 to 1839, 5 8 668 | 617 | 1266 1370 1840 to 1844, 643 | 70 76 662 nets 1353 1845 to 1849, g30 | 726] 602| 627) 1 : 

1854, 687 | 726 | 614) 810 om 1457 1855 to 1859, 507 | 722 | 728 | 185 | 12 ae 
1860 to 1864,_ "06 | 680 | 679} 754} 1 54 | 1448 cone Oe 0eee 716 | 698 | 638 | 750 rs 1392 sone... 618 | 753) 771 | 639 | 27) | 1435 testo! Oe iis "65 | 724 | 608| 711 ae 1445 te) a 651 | 701 | 702 18 1 | 1419 hi. 667 | 726 | 704 | 693 | 181), 1806 to teeg 20 "7" 708 | 714 | 656| 1729 8 1430 2006 TM 687 | 721 | 681 | 709 | 8 
‘Ol inch or more,..... 1490 | 1484 | 1446 | 1511 sf) 0 25 inches or more, _....._.~ 260 | 268 | 250| 272] 5 2 Senet 

snerease of oO 
* Lubbock found a barometric elevation of nearly *1 inch for HW declination, Phil. Trans., 1841, p. 73. He appears to have been led to the # 

tigation by Howard’s remarks “on a cycle of eighteen years 0 ere gd ed, ¥- 
height of the barometer in the climate of London.” Clim. of Londo oso of the i, p. 172; Phil. Trans., 1841, p. 277; seq. See also Zenger’s disc’ nodes and an annual temperature, as affected by the revolution of the moons apSides, Phil, Mag., Vv, 35, June, 1868 

Se A a ee 
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hp m Sere thus be seen that, piste ew the complete veiling 
disturbances whic y be due to the moon’s variable 

nee and “Sages gh dione wie a marked tendency to increase 
~poeanile e and to decrease at syzygy, both in the amount ie 
rain and in the number of rainy days. ‘This tendency, whic 
comes evident even in the majority of the five years’ Pin crn 3 is 
uniformly oye in all the groups of ten op twenty years, and 

Peunsy 
ilar tides at Philade one The forty years’ aggregates (1895 to 1864, inclusive, at each station) exhibit the following ratios of 

rainfall : 
Surrey. Philadelphia. Re ind oS ee, 98-2 97°6 

Beer quarter, © 363° 2 Soi Se ae eee 100°3 
vs moon, Sata se a PA Ot aie 97-4 95°8 . — t quarter, See 106°3 

1854-1866) on the atest of change. (See Mr. 
" unication, Proc. Roy. Soc., v, 16, ember 12, 

1807) 1 ; Seas: results are, 
Ave daily fall. Ratios. Day of new moon, vo ae ae meee “402 862 ania, ae ee ee 114°7 

“ fall moon, SON, ee gee eee | 85°6 “last q ; Gel ee ee 1135 
3. On a supposed connection between the amount of Rainfall 

I and the changes of the Moon , being an extract of a letter from 
H. N. Hexnzssry x, Esq., First Assistant on the Great as i 

res. R. 

y AsI happe ned to possess a record of the rainfall at the 
on. of the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey 
Colo Ussoorie, ne over thirteen consecutive years, I obtained 

mel Walk 8 permission to make use of the Register, in con- 

elie 
The results tabulated have been tained by employing an 

with that t intermediate intervals. The method of 
wo. adopted is explained in the foot-note to the ‘Table. 

raed average result may be stated thus: pote 

ld changes ” of the moon the mean — fall of rain is 0-466 
*en “the changes” of the moon the mean daily fall is 0°525 

cts Opposition to the popular belief on the subject. I in- 
be ; ble, on the chance of its proving sufficiently interesting 

_— Wverage ob 
oe cages” ¢ daily fall as ae means for comparing t the fall at “the 
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wt ig fall of rain between successive quarters and at each quarter of the 
oon from 1st of May to 31st of October of each year, measured at the we ‘ 

the Superintendent of the SU Pasi) psa etrical Survey of 
stands in Mussoorie, on the m uthern range of the Himalaya Mountains, 
lat. N. 30° 28’, long. E. of Grea wich 78° 7’; height above mean sea-level 
6500 feet. 

Average Daily Fall. Rha 

Year ®to @ 2 @io , > ) to O| e) e) to®! © to Oct. 31. 

. | inch. | inch. | inch. | inch. | inch. | inch. | inch. | inches. 
1esa.__.| “4a | “374 | “S13 | “176 | “630 | -096 | “B19 | 621 | 10072 
1855....| 456 | -204| -360 | -918 | -311 | -356 | “753 | °733 | 86°85 
1Sb62 25) 982 703 | -237 ; 397 | -688 | -347 40 pee 
1857....| -280 | 319 | -794 |1-013 | -521 | -136| ‘368 | ‘606| 88 + 
1858___.| *402 | -448 | -485 | -298 | 518 | “157 | ‘705 | ‘373 ve 

1859....| -665 | 263 | -253 | -642 | -306| -253| 670 | 583} 7 . 

1860_...| °356 | -228 | -4 719 | -b64 | 205 | °301 | ‘073 by. 

1861....| °685 78 11-014 | -372 |1:332 | -287 | ‘677 | °855 i 

1862.._.| °611 | °620 | °513 | °651 | ‘36 85 0 po 

1863....| -348 | 342] -862 | -932 | ‘511 | ‘695 | -291 | ‘b4 pas 

1864_...| -762 | -409| -645 | 292 | 394 | -828 | ‘237 | °352 on 

1865_.__| 543 | -235 | -276 | -120 526 | 518 | °785 a 

1866____| -135 | -360 | -402 | -580 | -636 | °809 483 

Means of}) 509 | -402 | 573 | 635 | 533 | 399 | 483 | °529 ais 
columns 

-466 inch. 
General mean of @ ) © © ------- --------------"--

"-" . 

General mean of @ PA @, @io)D, ‘yp toO, O to © ~--- 0°52 

urs was 
Note-—The rainfall during the preceding twenty-four ho be 

S Ms; 6? measured daily at mean noon. Suppose 7 ,, M2, ™%3 oe of daily 

m, and m, has been entered in column PD as the average arest 

fall at the first quarter. Similarly, if full moon occurred n° 
as the 

to noon of the 8th, the quantity i 2 has been reckoned 

foe mT pee repr average daily fall at full moon ; and-—-~— 
Table 

resents the average daily fall from ) to O. The fore reanath 
has been pre under these conditions by Baboo } Indi 
Dutt, rei ae to the Great Trigonometrical Survey 

eteorite—H. B. GEtn1tZ 
meteorite, handed to him for examination in Sept by of Al 
Pastor Sipe 8, of Nébde nitz, near ce duc nA ground 

nd 
Ih its mirage diameter i og Sottet 10°5 5 contmeters surface Wa 
centimeters, in thickness from 2-5 centimeters. 148 
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The hardness is from 5-6 ; gravity of the interior a 
an i c The analysis was made b Dr. Fleck, After removing a trace 

of insoluble residue, in which silica was recognized, the fresh inte- 
nor material afforded: 

ins Sates 88°125 
opper, ___. 9°013 

Nickel, ere 1°340 
grbccd 1321 

Cobalt and Chromium,..__...-- traces. 

\ 99°799 

2 — Ber, Soc. Isis zu Dresden, Nov. 14, 1867. 
OBITUARY. 

E pa raressor Matteucct.—The Italian papers record the death of 
. fessor Matteucci on Friday morning last, at Florence, after a 

: 
f 

| 
‘ean 

a g jet Ob Electro-physiological Phenomena,” “ Elements of Elec- 
chem’, as tpplied to the Arts,” and “Lectures on the Physico- vig “ins Phenomena of Living Bodies,” which has been translated 
~ “nglish and French.— Chemical News. % 

: : VI, MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

: = d yw eride Physies: A Hand-book of Natural High Sch a 
and J. A, G eachers i : ILLET, Ti in the , 

~Ty. wS® Mass. Boston, 1868, (Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co.) ar of tetg Chl Text-book, based on the freshest authorities, 
" of Taditio is ; i 

opr ; : Philosophies in use. It consists of two distinct works, 
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losophy under the three heads, Pressure, Motion, and Machines 
and Sources of wits icy Power; the second, Sound, Light, and 
Heat, with an appendix n Ener Electricity and tism 

ries on chemistry. : 
Full heer of difficult points are not to be e in an 

elementary work; yet, if attempted at all, they should not, in our 
view, be s0 defective and i inadequate as is that of the he difference 
between Newton’s theoretical and the observed velocity of sound, 

8, part 
= The k is well furnished with illustrations, pire ie 
tions, and indexes. 

. Braithouite’s omc of Practical Medicine and Surge 
Part LVI, January, 1868. New York, (W.A. Townsend & Adams) 
Ranking’ 8 Half- Yearly Abstract of the Medical Sciences, be 

Sable froni July to December, 1867. Philadelphia. (Henry 
Lea).—These semi-annual digests of the current medical literature 

eg 
ticles, the latter, two hundred and sixty ater presenting! in as sad 
compass, and for a small price, an abstract of the most =o 
papers published within a “es six months, in the various ne 
se of Ss medical scien 

exclusion of a wider reading of medical authors, may not 
cessfully resisted. 

3. Archives du Musée oe vol. I, Fascicule 1, 2, 3, ni 
1866, 1867, 1868. Roy. 8vo.—The Archives of the ‘Teyler ey 
are issued by the Dineen of the Teyler foundation, ays soe. 
age from time to time as memoirs may be ready for ad 

Solar Spectrum, by M. S. M. Van der Willigens Om ier = dispersion of fint glass, by the same; On the dete! ares of of the indices of refraction and on the dispersion ~ ret by sulphuric “as and water, by the same; On a ca of exp: of some 
illuminatin the same ; On the lines of “refraction ay the saline iclateoce qe 

os cot same; On the — of water, by the same. e se af ‘he 

a-sillé 
. The American Naturalist, Vol. Il, No. 5, detox © iA eel number. Salem, Mass, +The midsummer number of this Zool 

sy and Botany, w ich wi make it a very vsefil sine . coutails, 
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Sea-Weed s, by J. L. Russell ; A Stroll by e oe 
Morse (illustrated) ; Our Sea-Anemones, by oat, The Ma Ma- 

Aquarium ; A few Sea-Worms, by A.8. Packard ri arte) . 
Good Books for the Sea-side ; sree 3 living in the S. 
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4 Arr. XXVIII. —On the molecular structure of Uric Acid and 
P. Ate derivatives 

- fessor in acvaed CaS an! 

, and on the other alcohols or the Perot or neemous ons. I shall adopt with some slight modifications the nota- 

principal determinant, 
To the molecule of free oo acid I give the formula 

=€ —Ho 
ich all the bonds are seas By metastasis * this 

May become in combin 

pate or re —Ho, 
% 

combination I give the bony, N€Ho, the name of 
voy "Tf we serine the esyigs by hydrogen we have 

N= —H 
hich j in the isolated state represents a molecule of cyanhydric 

~? "2d which by metastasis give: 

N=€—H, and X-d-m 
= 
Neen t intro tis term to pone a oa or transposition of the 

i reread et Series, Von, XLVI, No. 138.—Noy., 1868. 
20 

3 by Wotcotr Gisss, M.D., Rumford Pro- 
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In a state of combination the body, N€H, may be termed 
prussyl. With these preliminaries it is easy to see Y that cyanyl 
and its derivatives must possess a remarkable aptitude forthe 
formation of polymeric bodies, since the first and last terms — 
of any compound may develop at least two free units of com- 
bining power. Thus dicyanic acid when free or saturated may be 

N=€—Ho or N-—€-Ho 
y 1) Y} 

N=—¢—Ho N—€-—Ho, 
but when combined may be 

' ! 
N=€-Ho N-€-Ho N—€-Ho N—€-Ho 

I ! 

N~ €—Ho, N- 6— Ho, N— e- Ho, ae €— Ho. 
] a 

In like manner trhepuaic or cyanuric acid has eS the free state 
a molecular structure represented by the formula 4 

i= € = 

N-€ —Ho 

: N ancl —Ho. 

; Here again we may have by metastasis either 

N-€ 7 —Ho or Seay Ho 

N-€-—Ho N—€-—Ho 

: ‘x- ne Ho N - o-He. 

melid i is pi ‘ 

mines the hee of the acid, and its peat a is oe same 

that of oxatyl, @—€ : €—Ho, in organic acids not containing 

pe 

aking eyanic acid, the lowest term in ae series, a8 the 

sara point, I propose a urea = form 
=€ ss 

- ae 

ee N= ation of 4 which affords a better explanation “both of the form : 
urea from cyanic acid ammon oat 

into cyanic acid, Maret, « cyanuric eid, &c., than ee e es 

received view which makes urea carbamid N» 

this view biuret becomes ais 

; * Since the above was written I find that this formula has been PPP” 
4 Wanklyn and Gamgee. Journal of Chem. Society, vi, p- 31. 
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H.. NH. 

Its formation from urea and relations to cyanic acid are thus 
clearly shown, No higher terms in this series are known, but 
we ought to obtain hereafter triuret, tetruret, &c., correspond- 
ing to tricyanic, tetracyanic acids, &c., just as biuret corres- 
ponds to dicyanic acid. Thus triuret would be 

N=€—Ho 

3 H N=H,, 
_ and might perhaps be formed by heating together one molecule 
of dicyanic acid, or two of cyanic acid, and one of urea. 

_Guanidin and methyluramin appear also to belong to the 
ro cyanic acid type, their formulas being taken respec- 

ay as 
NH=€=(NH,), and N(€H,)=€=(NH,), 

Guanidin. Methyluramin. 

: Dieyanic acid upon my view forms the first or completely 

_ Uultrogenized term of the following series : 
N=€-Ho @=€—Ho 6 =6—Ho H,=—€—Ho H,=—¢€-H 

N=€-Ho O@=€—Ho H,=6—Ho H,=t-Ho H,=€-H 
: Dieyanic acid.  Oxxalic acid. Glycolic acid. Glycol. Hydrocarbon. 

___ If we replace hydroxyl in dicyanic acid by hydrogen and its 
Watives, we have the following possible compounds : 
Hae —Ho N=€-H @—€—Ho ~~ —H 

N=€_H N=6-H 6—6_H 6—¢-H 
__ Unknown. © Unknown. Glyoxalic acid. Glyoxal. 
oe these I may be permitted to add the following which, 
wide with the exception of glycocoll, not derivatives of uric 

NH =€~Ho N(€H,)=€—Ho NH =€—(€,H,®) 

He=€— Ho H,=€—-Ho  H,=€-— Ho 
ven ly cocoll, Sarkosin. Hippurie acid. 

‘J-€=NH (NH )-C=NHNH -C=[NH NH -—€=NH 
: | ’ 1 j | 

NH “S—Ho N(€H,)-6—Ho NH -€\ N(€H,)-€Nq 
Qz’-Ho §=-H, =€-Ho = H, =6/ 
yee aaa Kreatin. Glycocyamidin. Kreatinin. 

st hag or cyanuric acid forms the first term of the follow- 

“posh sear ada il: 
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N=¢€-—Ho N=—€—Ho N=€—Ho 

N-6-Ho N—C—Ho -N-€_Ue, 
! 

Ne.t-—Ho .NaG-NUy= Nae Na, 
Cyanuric acid. Melanuric acid. Ammelin, 
N=€-Ho N=€-—(€H,)o =€-— Ho 
ae eee ae 
N—€—Ho N-€-(€H,)o N—€- Ho 

ee ba 
8-€=0 0-€=9 9 —€=—(Ho), oh 
Parabanic acid. Cholestrophane. Oxaluric acid.  Oxalurami 

ee: 

N—€—Ho N=—€—Ho @-—€=NH Nee —Ho 

7 tiie a Gants Nico Hs eS 
t | 

6=0-—H,  6—€=H, N=€—Ho _0-0=H, 
Glycoluric acid. Lantanuric acid. Fulminuric acid, Hydantom. 

Of these bodies melanuric acid, ammelin and melamin were 

first derived from cyanuric acid by Kekulé.* 

@=€—Ho O=€—Ho © =€-—Ho NO—€=Ho 
i o—€ H—€—Ho Hy= cH 
! | \ 

@=€—Ho O=€—Ho © —€—Ho e=€- ee 
Mesoxalic acid, Tartronic acid. Malonic acid. Nitrosomalonie 

NH,—€—Ho © =€—Ho H,=€—Ho H,=¢-® 
I —_— H  Hié—-Ho “H—¢-Ho Boe 
] 

—U—HO H,=€— te) H,—€—Ho 

Amidomalonic acid. OEE acid. Glycerin. | Hydrocat ; 
Tetracyanic acid, ©€,N,H,©,, has not yet been ola the 

consider its existence as at least probable, and take 1 
first term of the following series : 

" 
, i 

_ —« N=€—Ho N=€—Ho N=€—Ho N=€—Ho n-se—H 

_ N-€-Ho N-6—Ho N—é—Ho N—€—Ho N 

™ N—€—Ho N-¢-H N—¢—Ho N—€-H N 
: W645 $6. N—¢—H N-€ -H N- 

Tetracyanic acid. Mycomelic acid. H H 

N=€~Ho mee Ho uke tip W—¢—Ho # 

I I 

~e Ho S62 Ho o—e—H oS 

O=€_H o=¢-H o—t-H Oo lam 7 
xan, Dialurie acid, Alloxanie acid. Barbituric acid. Brome : 

* Lehrbuch, i, p. 353. 
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From hexacyanic acid we may derive the following : 

y the action of the alkaline 

as I believe, upon cyanuric acid. 
- 

name to anew acid obtained b 
= 

nitige given this 
upon uric acid and also. 



6—(€1,) 
£—(€H,) 

Theine. 

O— 

e6= €—(€H,) 
Theobromin. 

e—t—H 

se] 
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Hexacyanic acid. Unknown. 
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To the theory of the molecular structure of the members of 
the uric acid series which I have here presented, it may be 
justly objected that it is to a certain extent arbitrary, since it 
is easy to see that in many cases the elements admit of a 
ifferent arrangement. I admit the force of the objection, yet 

it will be found, I think, upon examination, that there is less 
toom for variation in the arrangements than might at first be 
4a Moreover, I have been guided as far as possible by 
the known syntheses of some substances and products of de- 
composition of others. Thus in the case of uric acid, Strecker 
has recently found that by the action of iodhydric acid it is 
resolved into one molecule of glycocoll, three of carbonic acid 
and three of ammonia, so that it may be regarded as derived 
from cyanuric acid and glycocoll in the same sense in whic 
hippuric acid is derived from glycocoll and benzoic acid. The 
structural formula which I have given explains the decompo- 
sition effected by Strecker very simply, for we have 

=€—Ho 

N—€—Ho 

ae —Ho 

OH. Now 
N=€—Ho 

Nat +3H,0=3€0,+3NH, 
N—€—Ho 

2H,0=—€,H,NO 
\6—H t+ . Glycocoll. 

_In like manner it is easily shown that uroxanic acid is de- 
i from uric acid by the addition of one atom of water ; 

Ho Ny—6—H Stop onk} no “Sf HO= lh bg M4 bobo ee | ser < 

c—H 6—C=H. 
I Uroxanic acid. % 

have here taken uroxanic acid with, the formul 
*.NWH.0,49H1,0 instead of €,N,H,,@, which is usually 
attributed to it, 

PS 

Seer ot ae 
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The oF en of allantoin from uric acid may be explained 
as follow: 

Rabe 35 N=€—Ho 

v —Ho —t—Ho 
N—O—Ho+0+4H,@ = N—O—Ho 
N— : see 
G<H 

Uric acid. Allantoin 

Here also the action is only exerted upon the glycolic ele- 
ment of the uric acid, since obviou ad 

N=€ 

Sh eee 
In the formation of dialuric acid from uric acid an atom of 

cyanyl also enters into the reaction : 
=€—Ho N=€—Ho 

N60 N—€—Ho 
N—¢—Hoj0H,o = ¢—¢-H 4N=€—Ho 
N—O 6—b-H  H NeH, 
by ue Dialurie acid. Urea. 

Now 

4 pacgi H N=€—Ho) re font a, dy. yt Nis and (N= ee 

Lt kt 
In the oxydation of uric acid to form alloxan an atom of cy- 

anyl is involved ; thus 
N=€—Ho N=€—Ho 

Xb ao ‘ N—6—Ho 

N—O=HoHO+H, @ = o—€ +N=€—Ho 
Nv — fot N=H, 

Né—H Alloxan. Urea. 
Here 

, 4 Ho y_ 6—0 N= 
© * +8-+H,€ = e—e + Ht N=H, 

In the case of mycomelic acid we have 

ae 
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N=€—Ho N=€—Ho 

€)—-H Mycomelic acid. 

To explain all the transformations of the members of the 
uric acid series would require an inordinate extension of this 

ee aT) : of °o B co ° Eh j=] Qu © a © Qu a fae) 4 ao & 5 2 c. ° =] _ 3 et = a a ef = ey] m 4 E == 2 

€,H,N,0,+H, = €,N,H,0; 
Alloxan, Dialurie acid. 

2€ H,N,0,+H, — €,H,N,0,+H,0 
Aloxaa. xantin. 

€,H,N,0,+€,N,H,0, = ©,H,N,0,+H29 
Alloxan. Dialuric acid. Alloxantin. 

€,H,N,0,+H,6 = €,H,N,0, 
Alloxan, loxanic acid. 

€,H,N,0,4+0 = €,H,N,0,+€92 
Alloxan. Parabanie acid. 

One transformation deserves especial notice from its bearing 
_ “pon the theory. By the action of cyanic acid upon dialur- 
5 am yer obtained pseudo-uric acid, the equation expressing 

reaction being 

in regard to the mo- 

f the uric acid series appear to me to afford 

attracted the attention of chemists. The first to which I 

tive by the addition, subtraction or replacement of 

radicals such as hydrogen, hydroxyl, &., and by the 
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nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous terms of the several groups 
can hardly I think be denied, and no theory which has hitherto 

The attentive study of the polymeric forms of cyanyl will 
also I think serve to show that a number of derivatives 

ssyl in the form of cyanhydric acid we pass to no | d 

Conversely we pass from marsh gas to cyanhydr¢ ac 

: j £ 7 
as primitives. I am disposed to think, however, a 1 

the whole better and. simpler for the purpose which 
View. 

Cambridge, Aug. 15th, 1868, 
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Arr. XXIX.—The Occultator ; by THomas Hinz, Cambridge, 
Mass. 

For several years past the appendix to the American Ephe- 
meris and Nautical Almanac has contained a list of occulta- 
tions, visible in the limits of the United States, west of the 
Mississippi river, calculated by aid of an instrument invented 

me, in the summer of 1842. Having been requested, by 
one of the editors, to furnish a description of the instrument 

the American Journal, I will endeavor to give it in as few 
words as possible. 

tom observations on the moon, taken from stations on the 
surface of the earth, astronomers have, with incredible labor, 
computed the moon’s actual orbit, and predicted, several years 
madvance, her apparent path in the sky, as it would be seen 
ftom the center of the earth, were such observations possible ; 
that is, as it would be seen by an observer, flying with great 

ty over the earth, with such speed, and in such a path, 
4 to keep the moon always in his zenith, aan 

The problem in calculating an eclipse, or an occultation, is 
‘0 find from this position of the moon among the stars, as seen 

_ byan observer to whom she is in the zenith, where she will 
ss a to an observer in some other position 

e 

the moon, would mark in the sky, with one end, the moon’s 
oe seocentric place, with the other, its opposite pole. 

“tue relative position as the places, Moreover, if the moon be 
nas the center of the celestial sphere, these places and 
Would keep their right position on a smaller concentric Poles 

Sphere, Let us then take a sphere of about sixty feet radius, or 
Small portion of its surface, as a chart. Vertically over it, at 

hee of sixty feet we place an ideal moon, while upon 

; lace a model of the earth with a ten-inch 

The projection of the center on the chart being 

teal place (or rather its pole), the projection of the ob- 
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Of course our model of the earth need be but a skeleton 
model, and such is “the Occultator.” It consists essential 
of five parts. I, The moon’s meridian, Aa, standing vertical 
upon two feet, and readily arranged by means of a projecting 
oint on one foot and a cross scratch in mica in the other, to 

stand parallel to the meridians of A.R. in the chart, In the 
cut the projecting point in the hind foot ee out of sight. 

whic 
(axial or polar) arm, 
RR, and the graduated 

sal" limb of A, is set to the 
declination of the moon 

chart). ie 
III. The meridian of 

the observer, xX, W2 
by the graduated limb 
of the equator 1s rea 
set to the hour angle. 
In the cut the hou 

meridian, xX, t0 
he cut 45°. 

at 10 ane 
0 = meridian as an axis, and use Bessel’s coordinates 
plot the moon’s path, : ane 

(c) But the best practical method yet tried is to pee ap 
y and permanently the moon’s path on the chart 
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hourly motion of 5°6234 inches,—and calculate the proper 
values for semi-diameter and parallax, and direction of the 
meridian. 

(d) Other modes have been tried, but are not worth describing. 
It wi observed that the mode ais naturally suggested 

by the train of thought which led to the invention, 6 by the 
calculation and publication of Bessel’s coérdinates. The mode 
¢, requiring a modification of Bessel’s codrdinates, was invented 
by my son, H. B. Hill, who has calculated the occultations for 
the American Ephemeris. Its advantage is, that it saves the 
labor of dividing the moon’s hourly motion into minutes, which 
under the other forms is the most tedious part of the process. 
With the practice which he has had, he is now able to compute 

y this instrument the times of immersion and emersion, and 
the angle of emersion for sixteen different places of observation, 
in less than one hour, The times are supposed to be accurate 
— —— minute, unless the occultation is little more than 

appulse. 
The instrument was made by J. H. Temple, of Boston, who 

hour angle and latitude, I might add a fourth, parallax) on 
ova through a common point, the center of the model 

The above description of the process of invention sufficiently 
demonstrates the principle of the instrument, but it may be 

such that pC=Pz. Make the 

Pe Cps=zP§ and ps=pC. The two triangles, zp 8, 

_ #8, are evidently symmetrical, so that sz=Sz and the 
 angleszp=z8P. ‘That is to say, the altitudes of s and 8 are 

~ parallax of 8. But it is evident from the construction 
€ instrument that the steel rod points at s. 
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Art, XXX.—On the Amiens Gravel; by Atrrep Tron, 
Esq., F.G.S.* Plates III and IV. 

7 I. Lyrropwucrion. 

THE exact position, character, and equivalents of the Qua- 
ternary deposits of the valley of the Somme have been fre 

quently discussed. On the authority of certain sections and 

plans of Amiens and Abbeville, the correctness of which will be 

examined hereafter, theoretical views pe ie the relative 

ages of different parts of the gravel and of different partsof 
the valley of the Somme have been promulgated by Mr. Prest- 

wich, and repeated by Sir C. Lyell and others. 
These geologists have asserted :-— ar 
First, that there were two valley-gravels of distinct age at 

Amiens and Abbeville, one named. by them the upper and the 
other the lower valley-gravel ; i a 

Secondly, that the upper gravel was the older of the two; — 

an ] 

Thirdly, that the valley of the Somme was excavated to & 4 
the upper valley- 
the lower valley- 

us, hones 4 

uman implements, and oa 

yond the limit of floods, and therefore, that these grav ‘oe 

only have been deposited at St.-Acheul before the river-¢ 

‘was cut down to its present level. he remains — 

The general effect of these assertions was to refer the a 

of man found in $t-Acheul back to an indefinite date, | 

rated from the Historical period by an interval during e 

valleys were excavated or deepened 40 or 50 feet. 966,¢ 1 su 
: = 7 ? 

: : a to 
remains, and that the age of these deposits was © a tate | 

= Historical period,—also that the upper and lo 
 & the Somme were continuous and of one period. 

i. 
* From the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for May, 18° 
t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., vol. xxii, p. 463. 



the Lea 

similarly 

Still hold these opinions, and am prepared to demonstrate 

~ stat truth ; and I ask the attention of the Society to a re- 
_ \Sinent of the exact geological facts to be seen in the Somme 

qe, and to evidence quite independent of that which has 

 .... Previously submitted to the Society, although to a certain 

< - soins over the same ground. fies 

: .... conclusions that I arrive at are extremely dissimilar to 
au of Mr. Prestwich and Sir C. Lyell, and are as follows :— 
& "st, that the surface of the chalk in the valley of the 

a had assumed its present form prior to the deposition 

| a of the gravel or loess now to be seen there, and in this 
i corresponded with all other valleys in which Quaternary 
seek of this character are met with. 

i. ond, that the whole of the Amiens-valley gravel is of one 

= "oy —_ and of similar mineral character, and contains 
os a similar organic contents, the La Neuville, Montiers, 

> Rear t-Acheul gravels being of the same age, and capped with 
Wa ee of loess also of one age and mineral character, the. 

+ ony being of a date not much antecedent to the His- 

at 
their 
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Third, that the gravel in the valley of the Sonlie re 
Amiens is partly derived from débris brought down by the 
River Somme and by the two rivers, the Celle and the Arve, 
and partly consists of material from the adjoining higher 
grounds, washed in by land-floods,—the immense quantity of 
chalk present in the gravel having been derived from the latter 
source. It is where the surface of the chalk is concave that 
the gravel is thickest. 

= 

Fourth, that the Quaternary gravels of the Somme are not 
separated into tavo divisions by an escarpment of chalk parallel 
to the river as has been stated. They would have formed an 

exception to other river-gravels if this had been the case, The — 

St.-Acheul gravels thin out gradually as they slope from the 
high land down to the Somme, and they pass away into the 

Loess formation,—and so also at Montiers. 
The Loess deposit, on the contrary, forms a distinct escatp- 

ment for many miles along the Somme ; and this, I believe, 1s 

the bank of the ancient river whose floods produced the St- 

Acheul and Montiers gravels. 7 
Fifth, that the existence of river-floods, extending ® 

height of at least eighty feet above the present level of the 

Somme, is perfectly proved by the gradual slope and conte 

nuity of the gravels deposited by those floods upon the slopmg 

Beds of gravel, brick-earth, and loess, having ap.even clopig : 

surface from the escarpment of the sides of the valley aoe 
the terrace near the river-bank, are often to 

Sixth, that many of the Quaternary deposits in all me . 

se ; . and wher valleys that the Somme river bears to its ene foot above 

clearly posterior to the formation of the valleys in wile mu 
nm \ jn that they 

rr different ft have been formed under physical conditions very att 

must have immediately preceded the true Historical aa ; 5 | é 



illustrating this paper will, I hope, make the actual geographi- 

j down on a plan, he would have the sections carefully taken for 
_ ‘Mein afew weeks, This plan was accordingly sent to him by 

- work was more tedious than was expected by M. Guillom, 
ot, e did not send me the measured sections until May, 1867. 
the levels of these sections have been taken with the greatest 
» and, I believe, are as precise as any that have been taken 

: Gull. logical purposes ; and I am therefore indebted to Mr. 
— guom for the means of drawing an exact picture of the sur- 

pla m line being mean tide at Havre. The scale of the 

a Feato Tid), is 3} inches to a mile. The vertical scale in 

. a 18 2 Inch to 55 feet, and is three times the horizontal 

ection he dotted lines on the plan show the position of five 

the tes TK, RS, LM,NOP , N Q, nearly at right angles to 

: eel some of them extending to a height of 200 feet above 

‘Tang 7 he line A B is along the Imperial Road. See Plates 

I, Description OF THE LONGITUDINAL SECTION, 

on 8 also a longitudinal section, divided into three parts 

Contin unt of the public buildings at St.-Acheul preventing 

d — levels being taken. The divisions are C D, EF, 

Section. ¢ _ 16 will be treated sometimes in this paper as one 

‘Ac Iong g Dee Plate IV, fig 3, 4, and 5. : 
Ste Esti Sextus, Vou. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1867. 
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It passes through the celebrated pits of St. Acheul, and is 
bounded by the river Arve, a tributary of the Somme, atits 
eastern point, C, and by the escarpment of chalk in the Rue 
de Cagny (700 yards west of the railway-station, Amiens) at 
its western extremity, point H. | 

C H is near the Imperial Road, and is parallel to that road, 
to the railway, and to the river Somme. 

Section G H.—The length of G H is 1400 feet. See Plate 
IV, fig. 5. The highest point is 157 feet above the sea, 79 feet 
above the river Arve, 3 feet over the highest part of the Im 
perial road, 61 feet above therails, and 84 feet above the rivet 
Somme at Neuville. The gradient, commencing at point 
129 feet above the sea, Rue de Cagny, rises to the east Lin 3, 
then 1 in 33, 1 in 35, 1 in 61, and 1 in 100, reaching the well 
known section of St.-Acheul Pit, with Roman graves, fossili- 
erous sand, and wavy marls, at a height of 1522 feet above the 7 
sea. A portion of this is shown in Plate IV, fig. 12, | 

The loess in this section is four feet at the highest, and most ) 
easterly point, G, gradually thinning to the west, and ceasilg 
when it reaches H. alk 

The gravel is sixteen feet thick at its most easterly point, 9, 
thinning out as it passes to the west a little before the los 
disappears. it 

The surface of the chalk is 133 feet above the sea at Gam 
128 feet at H. The surface falls 1 in 280 to the west. pels 

Section E F—The surface gradient commences at F, 

t, at The regularity of the loess is a very important” 
The gravel is 17 feet thick at F, and 15 feet at E. ie j f, 

showing a perfectly horizontal line, while there 18 OM) 
tion in the level of the surface-loess of 3 feet in this gecti0?, q 

D with an elevation of 153% feet above the sea, zy a0 

falls to the east 1 in 40 and 1in 300, Here the tray ie : 
IV, fig. 1) crosses the Imperial Road, and some very ; 
gravel pits are now being worked for ballast. 
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_ The gradient continues falling east 1 in 88,1 in 180, 1 in 
160, 1 in 41, 1 in 33, and rising 1 in 200 to the east, where it 
_ teaches the escarpment at a height of 1423 feet above the sea. 
‘The loess is here 5 feet thick, and the gravel 2 feet, accord- 

_ ing to Mr, Guillom’s survey; but I found only two or three 
_ feet where I observed it, The loess is 5 feet thick near the 
_ tramway, and 4 feet at the point D. The gravel is 13 feet 
- thick at D, and 10 feet thick at the tramway, thinning out as 
_ itapproaches the escarpment on the east, as it did on the west. 
_ The surface of chalk is horizontal throughout this section also 

up to the escarpment. 
___ Atthe escarpment, the chalk falls to the east 52} feet in a dis- 
tance of 106, or at an angle of 45° and gradient of 1 in2 
 Rearly. The line of slope of this escarpment is remarkably 
_ Straight in many places, and quite free from gravel or loess. 
_ Then there follows a flat terrace of loess, 60 feet wide, then a 

Shope toward the river, of 1 in 30, and then 1 in 4, until we 
teach the marsh at a height of 761 feet above the sea. 

II, Descrrerions oF THE TRANSVERSE SECTIONS. 

__ Section IK (Plate IV, fig. 6).—This section commences at 
a the Rue de Cagny, point I, at a height of 200 feet above the 
_ Xa, and falls to the river and the north ata gradient of 1 in 2,1 in 28, 1 in 22, 1 in 18, 1in 54, It then rises to the north 

atl in 162, and crosses the tramway ballast-pit ata level of 1532 
above the sea, and the Imperial Road at a height of 153 above the sea; it then rises to the north at a gradient of 1 

a it reaches the Somme. 
i. the point I in the Rue de Cagny the loess is 3 feet thick, 
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the sea, it gradually thins away until it is only 3 feet thick at — 
the south side of the railway-cutting, and soon merges into the — 
loess on the steep incline on the north side of the railway, 

The surface of the chalk at the Rue de Cagny near the point - 
I is 195 feet above the sea; it falls to 136 feet above these 
where it passes under the Imperial Road, and then | 
nearly horizontal, only falling 3 feet until it reaches the mil 
way-cutting. ; 

Fig. 1—Section at La Neuville, showing the Loess resting immediately” 
on the Chalk. ; 

The slope then becomes rapid again, and it probably falls at 
a gradient of 1 in 4 for some distance, and then becomes hor 
zontal again at the river Somme. : 4 

e loess is clearly seen in the railway-cutting and me 

cellar (Plate III, C)* in Neuville (fig. 1), resting oD 
without any intermediate gravel, C on the plan; but I ty 
left the junction between the loess and gravel undefined m BF 
lower part of the section IK, as I could not put the junction 
in accurately, Caza 

_ If a straight line be drawn from point I on the Rue ap 

to K on the Somme, it will pass 32 feet below the top de | 
railway-cutting along the line I K, and it will pass tes , 
chalk at the Imperial Road ata height of 17 feet, shows, : 
the surface of the chalk between those two points 18 pes 

Section L M.—(Plate IV, fig. 7.)—This 8 bee af 187 feet 

above the sea ; the gradient dips northward toward the nve, 

in 
Acheul pit, with a gradient of 1 in 15, 1 in 40, 1 meee a 

130. Here it crosses the Imperial Road and falls aos 
with a gradient of 1 in 600, 1in 500, 1 in 40, 1 2 0 

* The letter C in La Neuville must be distinguished from the it 
gueau on the same Plate III, 



The gravel is 13 feet thick at the Rue de Cagny, nearly 20 
feet thick in the St.-Acheul pit, and runs out to 6 feet at the 
_ Railway-works ballast- and chalk-pit at the escarpment. 

ve no section of gravel further north than this pit. 
If a straight line be drawn from the Rue de Cagny to the 

; @, along the line L M, it passes the Imperial Road on the 
level, and is 15 feet below the surface at the Railway-works 

ast-pit; so the surface is convex at that point. 
The convexity of the chalk on the same line is 14 feet at the 

ballast pit. 

__ Section N O P.—Plate IV, fig. 8.)—This section commences 
tthe Ferme de Grice, point N, at a height of 201 feet above 

ane sea, and goes along the road to Montiers by the line NO P 

: as far as 0. The first gradient is 1 in 33, north; 1 in 90, lin 

5 70,1; in 105, 1 in 110, 1 in 110, 1 in 110, 1 in 57, 1 in 60, Lin 
4. 00. Here it crosses the junction of two roads at a 

Taek of 155 feet above the sea, "Then follow on north 1 in 60, 

27, Lin 40, 1 in 60, to the point O, at a height of 120 feet 
to th sea; then 1 in 30 and 1 in 75 to the railway, 1 in 33 

‘Go € Imperial Road, then 1 in 56, 1 in 50, 1 in 231, and it 

“above the top of the escarpment of loess at a height of 81 feet 

iB “sage sea. ‘Then the ne of escarpment falls 162 feet in 
ot then is horizontal to the river. 
states be drawn from the Point N to the river Somme 

ce ne 

¢ i 

: 4 

2 u 

| 

? 
; 

. 
be 

: 

: 

me by previous writers 

ft ghetto of chalk at the junction of the two roads is 142 

mig", through NO P. 
feet below a straight line drawn from the Ferme de 

t above the sea to the Somme (at a height of 61 
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feet above the sea); a straight line from the Ferme de Grice, 
201 feet above the sea to the Somme, 61 feet above the sea, 
passes over the railway 8 feet above the rails, and 23 feet above 
the surface of the chalk at that point, so that the surface of the 
chalk is concave to the extent of 23 feet. At the Imperial 
road the surface of the chalk is concave to the extent of 22 feet, 
although on the upper part it is convex to the extent of 1) 
feet. 

IV. Cuaracrers or THE CHALK, GRraveEL, AND Loxss. 

I will not trouble the Society with the details of Section NQ — 

(Plate IV, fig. 8), but will now proceed to describe the charac — 

ters of the chalk, the gravel, and the loess, as I have o : 
them near Amiens. ele 

1. The Chalk.—The condition of the chalk itself near Amiens ~ 
is remarkable in some places. 

In a railway section near Pont de Metz, about three miles 

from Amiens and Montiers, the chalk surface slopes northward 

at an angle of 20°, and is overlain by 20 feet of d 7 

dipping 10° N. where they touch the chalk, but filling up the 
concavities of the chalk, and having their upper surface slopiig i 
northward at an angle of 3°. ‘ 4 

At Pont de Metz the chalk is covered witha drift challe-mat, 4 

and with beds of chalk rubble and chalk pellets, with very 
tle mixture of sand or clay, 15 to 20 feet thick. cre 

Near Guigencourt, a quarry in the chalk on the pa ' 

four miles south of Montiers, the chalk is very much sp ns : 

- by joints lying at an angle of eighty degrees, or Vey oft | 
vertical, and also nearly at right angles to the planes 

ding of the chalk. (Fig. 2.) 

ay 

ros i Bad 
Ba i Ger 

s fis 
inches wide, and extending to a considerable depth 

« seems as 
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tem of joints would very much facilitate the formation, or 
rather the separation, of the chalk into rectangular and imper- 
fect spheroids, such as are seen in the quarries behind St.- 

Acheul and Longueau, where some decomposing agency has 
acted upon the chalk itself with considerable effect. 

In the drawing (fig. 3) made of the condition of the surface 

a Fig. 3.— Section along the St. Acheul and Longueau Road, . 

ee caer eS ee 

a 
i 
~ 2 

~ ~ 

\ ai ; ; 

(AAR SOc helen) 
) along the Saint-Acheul 

and Longueau road, running east and west, I found the sand- 

: Fig. 4.—Section in M. Dailli’s Garden showing decomposed Chalk. 
a N 

al 
“a 2s 

® > cv 
LS 4 z 

ne 
: z 

a ~ S 

oe, % — <i — a 4 
<q ate 2 a Ss i LADIES QaAso PSS ES 5 

StS OS oe a 

_ Smposed chalk in the railway-cutting or quarry between 
*ngueau and La Neuville, nor at the ballast-pit in the chalk 
“1 La Neuville at the railway workshops, Amiens. The sur- 

of the chalk, however, is irregular, and covered with gravel, 

mrthout deep pipes, aS The drawings of the chalk-quarry, fig. 2, and in M. Dailli’s 

Space : 
(ie 

er pieces of chalk are left, often in a boulder-like 

drawn), with slightly rounded or abraded commen, 
between large pieces then being loose and friable, an 
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marly in color, often mixed with loess, and with ferruginow 
stains, When the chalk is quarried, the large masses fall 
down like boulders, and are used for purposes of masonry, — 
untouched by the quarryman. The hard pieces of chalk pro- 
ject beyond the soft matrix in which they are inclosed, like the 
flints upon the Brighton cliff, making a serrated face. The 
largest piece that has fallen out is only about three feet long, 
according to M. Dailli, who has quarried thousands of tons of 
chalk without meeting with a larger mass. There is a pipe, 
ten feet in diameter, in M. Dailli’s garden, and the depression 
in the chalk at the north-east corner has a pipe-like form. 

with great intensity on the high land adjoining, so that the 
current was from above downward, About one-eighth of the 4 
St.-Acheul gravel consists of chalk in the form of large pe® — 
averaging 4 inches diameter, of chalk pellets from $ t ya 4 
diameter, and of chalk finely divided and. mixed with clay. : 

ere we can see the chalk near C, it is so perforated bs 1 

pipes and separated into small pieces that it seems prepared 4 
a rapid denudation if attacked by water with any Vig0l, we [ 
if this was the condition of the chalk also at higher levels I 
St.-Acheul and Montiers, we can account for the large 4 
tity of chalk contained in the Amiens gravels. |, fifteen - 

The fall of the Somme from Longueau to Montiers18 wae 
feet, the river flowing from southeast to northwest iia Net 
a gradient of only 1 in 1520. The rails are 96 feet at 4 
ville, and 99 feet at Montiers, above the sea-level. sa 

By referring to the sections, CD, EF, GH, which are Ja 
lel with the river Somme and the Imperial road, } 

western escarpment of the chalk near the northern t ir 
of the Rue ste Cagny, the surface of the chalk 1s extremely 
regular and horizontal. : -; only 

The highest point of the chalk on the line © His 
feet higher than the lowest point on that line. ie of 

There is a steep escarpment, 50 feet high, at oats neat 
bare chalk facing the east, and an escarpment 30 feet: wee 
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the Rue de Cagny, of bare chalk facing the west. The out- 
crop of chalk is marked on the plan, in order to be well seen. 

e contrary is the case with the sections from south to 
north. The escarpment of the chalk facing the river Somme 

Fig. 5.—Section of decomposed Chalk exposed in a quarry in the escarp- 
a ment near ©, with bank of Loess at the base, ve 

SSS ANENAN CUES NU a AT SAGITTAL UA UTTAR REET 
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zy 
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Fig. 6.— Section showing the escarpment of Loess between the Quarry 
B= fi d W. (fig. 5) and the Imperial Road. 

Quarry 

_ “aen compared with the almost perfect horizontality of the 
_ thalk in an east and west direction. 

% St-Acheul. The western escarpment of St.-Acheul is the 

idl of a valley now dry, but which evidently contained a rap- 
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as the slope af the bottom is 1 in 40, nearly equal to the slope 
of the chalk itself at St.-Acheul, which is 1 in 33. This river 
is now dry, 

I ask particular attention to the position and level of this 
dry valley, which is similar in character to those occurring on 
all chalk-downs and plateaus. 

The chalk surface at St.-Acheul is also hollowed out intoa 
valley situated north of the Imperial Road, widening out as it 
approaches the Somme, after the ordinary manner of valleys. 
By the sections through the St.-Acheul pits, we know this 

valley did not extend south of the Imperial Road; but the 
eastern boundary of this small valley, only 400 or 500 
long, is well seen at the La Neuville Hastern Bridge, where the 
chalk is well exposed in the railway cutting, at a height of 20 
feet above the rails, and slopes westward, passing under the 
rails near the point C in the map, between the lines of section 

and L M. ; 
The surface of chalk is shown in a very clear section on the — 

railway here, covered with twenty feet of loess (fig. 11). The 
chalk is nowhere naturally exposed. The force of water fom 
St.-Acheul originally hollowed out this small valley m the 
chalk, which has been partly filled up with gravel and loess; 
and the surface-drainage of St.-Acheul flows to the vi | 
Somme down this valley, over a bed of gravel and loess © 
some thickness. ze 

There is a very small lateral valley in the chalk, running 
from St.-Acheul into the now dry valley at the western eye 
ment, also covered with loess and gravel, The slope © : 
side of this valley is as much as 6°. a 

Crossing over from the east of Amiens to the west, we ee 
to the section N O P, which gives us a correct view © 
surface of the chalk at Montiers, where fossiliferous 5™ 
were discovered by Mr. Prestwich. (Plate LV, fig. 7) 

The gradients have been already described. 
and O the surface of the chalk is slightly convex ; but 

r 

. 
. 
, 

between 
e itself, 

height. It is in this basin of the chalk that the great “iF 3 beds of Montiers may be seen, in which 30 feet of eal Road. 
loess is well exposed, south of and close to the Imper’ yy 

The fossiliferous gravel extends above the railway + pout 50 Prestwich found shells in a pit which appears toe | 
feet above the river at Montiers. ; ‘q distance The chalk is nearly horizontal beneath the rails for 4“ 
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of 1077 yards between the line of the section NO P, and N Q; 
at least it is 15 feet below the rails on the line N O P, and 9 
feet below the rails at N Q (fig. 12, p. 123). Asat St. Acheul, 
the slope of the surface follows the chalk to some extent, and 
falls toward the river. The average gradient is 23°, or 1 in 
43, along the line NQ, against a gradient of 23°, or lin 
33, at St.-Acheul, along the line LM; but the chalk is convex on 
the average at L M, and concave on the average at NQ. This, 
however, requires more explanation. 
The surface of the chalk between the line of 200 feet and of 

120 feet above the sea is convex on the line NO P, at the max- 
imum to the extent of 14 feet out of 80 feet perpendicular 
height; and we see very little gravel reposing on the convex sur- 
face. On the contrary, in LM, between the 200-feet and 135-feet 
levels, the maximum concavity is 15 feet; and the great mass 
of the St.-Acheul gravel is deposited in this hollow. 
But when we examine the surface of the chalk between O and 

P, between the 120-feet and 60-fect levels, we find the chalk 
‘face is concave to the extent of a maximum of 29 feet, out 

of a total of 60 feet; and, singularly enough, this 29 feet is 
almost exactly the maximum thickness of gravel and loess in 
the great pit at Montiers, where a section several hundred yards 
long is exposed, 

n the contrary, between the 130-feet and 76-feet levels on 
the lines LM and IK, where the surface of the chalk is convex, 

Te 1sno gravel of any importance. 
In the section (Plate IV, fig. 1), between L M and IK the 

chalk ig nearly a straight line, falling 23° between the 130-feet 
and 90-feet levels ; we have 9 feet of gravel and loess exposed 
in this favorable position for its accumulation. ; 

hen we see the gradual slope of the surface from the point 
O to the river Somme at P, we are indeed surprised to find the 
sudden change in gradients in passing southward from O to Re- 

ng by Saveuse) to Amiens, a distance of four or five 
These escarpments commence near Ferriéres, and in- 

“ease as the bottom of the valley falls in a northeasterly di- 
—" toward the river Cette, JI measured a section near the 
erme de Grice, where the side of the dry valley slopes at an 

= Point O, toward Renancourt, and giving gradients from 
to 50° . peri ; 

ie definition that they look like the work of the last win- 
ig. 7.) 
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Fig. 7.—Section across the Saveuse valley. 
380 yards broad. 28 yards deep. 

It is obvious that any theory of excavation of the Somme 
valley, at Amiens, must take into account the condition of the 
dry Saveuse valley, which is only a type of hundreds of other 
dry valleys, which formerly were filled with water falling into 
the Somme and swelling it into a river capable of overflowing 
St.-Acheul. 

the Somme valley which I hold. I shall now only remark . 
the bottom of the valley of Saveuse opens into the valley F 
the Cette, between Montiers and Renancourt, at a height 0 

oh above the sea nea! 
t=) 

he chalk- 

valley on which they repose from one end to the other, but mF 

the physical circumstances which oc¢ 
Period of deposition. The loess is in some places seri in others is a fine loam , but it varies little in coarsene® 

oy 



same level, a little to the west. On the edge of the Saveuse 
valley, 400 yards south of O, the loess was only from 1 to 2 feet 
thick, At St.-Acheul it was only 5 or 6 feet thick; but there 
were intermediate beds of marl and sand between the true loess 
and the true gravel there. 

There seems to be a line of thicker brick-earth or loess run- 
ning south and north between the lines OP and NQ. This 
would indicate that the water was more tranquil at that point, 
Such differences in currents are very apparent in rivers at the 
present time; and the warp of our rivers approaches very nearly 
to the character of loess. The fossiliferous gravels at St.-Acheul 
extend to a height of 70 feet above the river, or much higher 
than the corresponding fossiliferous gravels in the valley of the 
Thames. The shells are found in false-bedded fine sand, and 

_ hot in clay, at St-Acheul, and in precisely the same condition 
as at Crayford . 

The chalk is capped in some places with Tertiary sands at ‘Crayford; but the gravel lies on the concavities of chalk and 
Sand quite indifferently. ‘ | €river Cray falls into the Thames much as the river 

Arve falls into the Somme, The Crayford gravel is 100 feet 
thick, and confined to a space between two valleys, the eastern 
Valley occupied by the river Cray, and the other and western 
a dry valley, like that southwest of St.-Acheul. 

Ey a a | : [4] = jor) TR 

- 12 and 13, and fig. 8 below), and I propose to make some 
Temarks upon the peculiarities of deposition to be observed 
there at some future time. I will now only observe that the 

‘acter of the sections, I think, clearly shows us that a large 

whole tuantity of chalk-detritus is about one-eighth of the _ Whole mass of gravel and loess, and makes the yepe 

A, Tylor on the Amiens Grovel. er poe 
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ence of chalk is concerned. The unrolled condition in which 
the large pieces of chalk in the gravel generally occur proves — 
the local origin of the chalk, and that it has been brought 1 
down from the high lands and not thrown up by the river. 
We might expect an important difference in mineral ¢ i 

ter between the gravel and loess at the respective heights of 150 — 
and 75 feet above the sea. I have compared the gravel of St- 
Acheul, 140 feet above the sea, with that at Montiers, from 70 
to 80 feet above the sea, as carefully as I could, in order to find 
some marked distinctions, but up to the present time without 
success. I have sketched a piece of gravel ‘at St.-Acheul, 140 
feet above the sea (Plate IV, fig. 12), and a piece in La New 
ville, 105 feet above the sea, and immediately north (fig. §). 

Fig. 8.—Section in La Neuville Ballast-pit, Loess and Gravel, 

but there is still more variety in the gravel section of apart of 
St.-Acheul, 200 yards to the east, at a height of 145 feet above 

B =) pee B ct oa B = f oO et mM a Th e. 5 S foo Dp Q = 3 Ja = a 7° =| os & i 

would enable us to distinguish any particular level. ae to 
The large stones of Grés are abundant in all the quat a od 

made notes of the numbers and sizes of all I observed, a 
in the on 

above the railway as below it, and range up os ‘Monten 

d one Gris : northern pits as in those at St.-Acheul. I observe 
at La Neuville partly covered by loess, th 
being on gravel; but elsewhere the Gres stones 
the gravel. : earth at 

I have mentioned the loess being a very good bpetienie | a point 120 feet above the sea in Montiers. The color are 
terial of the loess is generally a dull brown, varying ™ 
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tions of clay and sand and in the amount of angular flints con- 
tained in it throughout the whole area. I have, however, 

remarked a reddish friable brick-earth on the terraces fringing 
the Somme at Longueau, ninety feet above the sea, This is 
cand of the same character as that in the similar terrace at 
Neuville and Montiers. This brick-earth is very similar to that 
of the river Lea; indeed at Clapton there is a well-marked 
terrace of brick-earth bounding the marshes, which are com- 
posed of gravel. The Clapton terrace is higher than that of 
the Somme at Amiens, and reposes on London clay, instead of 
chalk as at Amiens. 
This low escarpment of loess is to be seen for a great many 

miles eastward along the Somme; and, from the angle at which 
faces the river, with its flat top, it so resembles a military 

earthwork that it is often regarded as artificial. I have meas- 
ured the escarpment at five or six points; and the angles vary 
from 20° to 40°, the average being 35° (figs. 9 and 10.) 

In the Saveuse valley the angles are also various. I have 
often remarked similar escarpments in England. I madea note 

Fig. 9.—Section near Cagny, in the valley of the Arve. Loess Terrace 

just above the level of Marsh. 

- 

of aseries of terraces, seven in number, one over the other, on 

the chalk hills, on the north side of the Somme valley, about 
tne tiles from Amiens, on the Paris line; and, indeed, in the 
‘pace of ten miles you may see twenty small lateral valleys 

Fig. 10.—Se ction three-quarters of a mile south of
 M. Daill’s house 

(valley of the Arve,) Loess Terrace. 

°pening into the Somme, with escarpments as distinct and well 

marked as those drawn of the Saveuse val ley. 2 | 
— by the vere Steps cut in the brick-earth of the Saveuse valley by the 

peasants to enable them to get up the steep sides; but 
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that was the only information I was enabled to get as to the 
structure of parts of these terraces, except at Longueau, wher 
a pit was open and good brick-earth visible; so I do not know 

oldest in the section, and infer that the remainder of the gravé 
series was deposited in re 
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The existence of such a pluvial period is demonstrated by 
the size, constitution, and level of the fluviatile gravel and 
loess deposits at Amiens and other well-known localities, 

@ rivers certainly existed to a later date than the glacial 
period, as they formed such large terraces of loess over the gla- 
cial gravels. If we were to judge of the age of these later de- 

its, such as the loess escarpments at Amiens and Clapton, 
their modern appearance and by their being unaltered by 

weather and not cut into by streams, we should place them al- 
most in the historical period. The Amiens sections of loess 
accord with those of the Rhine and other rivers. The differ- 
ence between this loess deposit at Amiens and the present warp 
of the Somme ought to be an index of the rainfall in the plu- 
vial period, when the loess was deposited, as compared with 
that falling at the present time; and we may Kock at these 
gravels and loess beds as registering rain-gauges, 

@ same manner, the comparative rainfall at the epoch of 
the deposition of gravels might be estimated approximately by 
omparing the dimensions of the blocks of Grés and large flints 
moved by fresh water in the gravel-period with the size of the 
materials moved in the same valleys at the present time 
The existence of a glacial period almost necessitates that of a 

pluvial period, commencing prior to the glacial, and continu- 

Ing after it, occupying a region south of that occupied by the 
ice and snow, 
We should have had no cause for surprise if, when the theory 

of a period of ice and snow in these latitudes was first broached, 
the probability of arainy period south of the Thames had been 
also deduced from aconsideration of the effects of so large a 
Mass of ice and snow on the country and atmosphere bordering 
on the ice-land, but possessing a warmer climate. : 

© have the evidence in almost all wet valleys of the river 
..) Occupying a small groove cut in the ancient valleys, 

Which valleys I believe, were shaped to their present configura- 
ei im such a rainy period as I have inferred. Every wet valley 

* number of dry valleys opening into it, which bear the 
: — of having been shaped by water and continual showers 

Uring the pluvial period. 
wery,, Pots of difference between other authors who have 
- — Tespecting the Somme Valley and myself are as fol- 

te the appendix to Mr, Prestwich’s paper in the ‘ Philosoph- 
* 1, ensactions,’ M. Pinsard gives the height of the railway 

8 Neuville as 83 feet above the mean tide at Havre. 
_ Survey made for me by M. Guillom, Principal engineer of 
8400p, Ser—Sacoxn Surtes, Vou. XLVI, No. 138—Noy., 1868. 
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the Chemin de Fer du Nord, the height is 96 feet, (Mr. Prest- 
wich has marked this same level as 76, in his drawing, plate 
10. Phil, Trans. 1860,)* This is just 13 feet below the real 
height. Again, in Mr. Prestwich’s section, page 257, Phil 
Trans. 1864, the height of the rails at Montiers is marked 130 

says, “‘ The upper section at Montiers, which I discovered in 
1861, was conclusive as to the relative ages of the gravel 
(p. 248, Phil. Trans. 1864. — 

urements of M. Guillom, present examiners have a great _ 
vantage over their predecessors, in examining the structure 

I cannot suppose that Mr. Prestwich would now separate the 
Montiers gravels, seen in and above the railway-cutting # 
M & 9 1 y J into two 

tween the height of the gravel on the top of the r ailway-cur 
ting and that in the Imperial road. As nearly the whale 

the present time, with the additional information we P® Mr 
he section on Plate IV. therefore appears to d jivisiol ; 

Prestwich’s argument, on which he has constructed a 
of the gravels at St.-Acheul and at Montiers into upp tasted : 
gravels and lower valley-gravels, of different ages, 
on different horizons, separated, as he supposed, by vel belts : 

feet fod 
bare chalk from each tae upper valley-gr@ 

* This is calculated from the mean tide at St. Valery, which differs 
that at Havre. 

E 
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supposed to have been deposited before the excavation of the 
last fifty feet of the Somme valley, which excavation, he con- 
sidered, preceded the deposition of the gravels near the Im- 
perial road, Montiers. 

The character of the surface of the chalk at Montiers has 
been discussed at full length in this paper, and shown to be 
concave at the pits; while it is represented as highly convex at 
Montiers by Mr. Prestwich and Sir C. Lyell. 

In the long section C D (Plate IV, fig. 3,) the St.-Acheul 
gravel, at a height of 140 feet above the sea, is shown to be 
separated from the loess at Longueau, at a height of ninety feet, 
by an escarpment of bare chalk. The tramway (Plate LV, fig. 

4d, passing from the Imperial road to the railway, crosses one 
of the supposed bands of chalk marked by Mr, Prestwich. 
But, instead of chalk, there were nine feet of good gravel and 
loess exposed in this cutting. The La Neuville ballast-pit, 
&xposing ten feet of gravel and loess, is also on the supposed 
outcrop of bare chalk (Plate IV, fig. 2: RS on the Plan). 

The outline of the sections © D and I K would at first sight 
seem to confirm the opinions advanced by Mr. Prestwich, that 
the gravel at the 140-feet level might be of a different age to 
that 50 feet below it, 

_ The loess, also, at Longueau, at the 90-feet level, near C, can 
be traced to La Neuville, and then up to the St.-Acheul pits 
continuously. The railway-cutting in La Neuville for half a 
mile is in loess, with veins of gravel (fig. 12); and this is seen 
to be continuous with the St.-Acheul gravel to the north, by a 
number of old pits, and in the tramway. The surface of the 

kis concave in this part of the La Neuville valley, between 
RS and I K, so that gravel and loess would be retained on it; 
While along the lines C D and IK there isa very steep escarp- 
yent, on which no gravel would lie. This escarpment would 
be swept by the stream of the river Arve and the Somme, flow- 

Acheul and La Neuville is of one period, and that it remained 
Spread over the valley of the Somme where the ground was 
foncave enough to retain it. The absence of gravel. on the 
Stee ents and near the river channels is a proof of 
great floods and rapid currents during the Quaternary eae 

i i er 
seg vant - it was sloped and very much in the state it is at 
(Big, 19). 

‘ae M. Guillom’s section the depth of the chalk below the 
Tails has been accurately determined at two points, where the 
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sections NQ and NOP cross the railway (see figs. § and 9, 
Plate IV). In fig. 8, M. Guillom found the chalk 8 feet below 
therails; in fig. 9, 14 feet below the rails, Mr. Prestwich has 
represented this railway-cutting as on one of his bands of chalk, 
dividing the valley-gravels into two horizons; and in conse- 
quence, I had the section N O P taken, as nearly as I could, on 
the same line as Mr. Prestwich, because I had always remarked 
gravel in the Montiers railway-cutting, and not chalk. I also 
give a section along this railway (see fig. 12, page 324). By 
the French survey, the chalk is 14 feet below the rails. In Mr. 
Prestwich’s section of the same place, it is 20 feet above the 

_ This difference of 34 feet added to the error in the height 
tails, before mentioned, of 31 feet, makes a total difference of 

of 65 fect in the height of the chalk between Mr, Prestwich : 
ay om, supposing I am correct in placing Mr. Prest- 

wich’s section on the line : 

Mr. Prestwich has recently informed me that he considers 
section was intermediate between the lines N O P and N Q. 

cy the railway-cutting ceases at the ballast-pit (fig. 12,) and 
there is an embankment to the west of that point for some dis- 

tance, it is difficult to place Mr. Prestwich’s section at any 

other point than where I supposed it was taken, on account of 

the configuration of the ground. Whether there was chalk, or 

tot, at any one point, is quite immaterial to my argument. I 

do not find the Montiers section at all as represented by Mr. 

Prestwich and Sir C. Lyell. (See fig. 12, p. 324) 
The Montiers section appears to be the one adopted as a type 

< the Somme district, first by Mr. Prestwich and afterward 

by Sir C. Lyell. Both authors represent, in several sections of 

bede mme, a great extent of chalk, separating highly inclined 
eds of gravel, which they have distinguished in age by its po- 

seg on above or below this outcrop of chalk, as upper- and lower- 

f -and low-level gravels. The sections which I place be- 
ore the Society appear to me, on the contrary, to show that 

istinction is not a real one, but that the deposit of gravel is 

val and continuous, deposited in concavities of an ancient chalk 

Re 6y, and is not highly inclined as represented in the ‘ Antiq- 

- Se Man’ and the ‘Philosophical Transactions,’ 

orets pS? 264, Phil. Trans. 1864, Mr. Prestwich gives a the- 

"tical account of the view he takes of the deposition of the 

Wiens Part of the upper-level gravels are represented as ré- 

fica untouched, while the valley is cut down 50 feet, and a 

gt set of gravels deposited at lower levels; my sections show 

nat there is no evidence of any such action, — ; 

dens. ue Views are extended by Mr. Prestwich to the oe 

Sage! the loess of St.-Acheul is considered a much older de- 

Sit than the loess at Montiers, 
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Mr. Prestwich lays great stress, in his paper in the Society's 
Journal, p. 500, on the valley being too large to admit of the 
possibility of its being filled with water up to a height of 100 
feet above the present water-level. 

I have already submitted the argument that we ought to 
judge of the height of a flood by means of the debris it has 
left, and not by any theoretical notions of our own. 

I , twenty inches of rain fell in Scinde in twenty-four 
hours, in a flat country intersected by rivers. Nine gi 
weighing nearly eighty tons each, were washed off the piers by 
the Mulleer river from the Railway bridge, situated sixteen 
miles above Kurrachee (fig. 13). This bridge consisted of eight- 
een girders (see Plate IV, fig. 10). They were not box girders, 
but made of wrought iron on Warren’s system. The bottoms 
of these girders were sixty-five feet above high-water matk, 
spring tides, Kurrachee harbor, and seventy-four feet above low- 
water spring tides. They fell in the course of six hours; ‘ 
one girder of the weight of eighty tons was carried two ; 
down the river and nearly buried in sand.* The section of : 
the river bridge is represented (Plate IV, fig 10). The fall of 
the Mulleer river onlyaveraged ten feet per mile for fifteen miles 
above the bridge; and as rain rarely falls, there is generally less 
than a foot of water in the river-bed. This bed was nearly dry 

Fig. 13.—Map of the district near Kurrachee. 

I 
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the day after, as well as the day before this excena es In Other instances of the same kind have been reported “a. 
dia. The river first banked up wood and grass f these bridge and then threw the girders over. The weight © Ge 
girders moved in a river-bed of the dimensions Bist as the IV, fig. 11)} is an index of the rainfall in Scinde, JP" 

* Mr. John B i inde Railway. Weg me a he Meeting, and conimed this anton, whieh be had OMT vot Pigg: 10 and 11, Plate TV, are from drawings supplied by MEU" 
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fluviatile beds at Amiens are an index of the current of the 
Somme, of its flood-level, and the force of its stream. e 
cannot determine the rainfall at Amiens in the Quaternary 
Period except by its results in the form of gravel-deposits; and 
these appear to give as good indications as the fall of the Mul- 
leer bridge girders does of the flood in that river. 

Arr. XXXI—On the Artificial Formation of Organic Sub- 
stances; by C. GREVILLE WiLt1aMs, Esq., F.R.S.* 

CHEMICAL researches are liable at various epochs to take 
special directions, Before 1830 organic chemistry was compar- 
atively little studied. The simplification of the methods of 

organic analysis by Liebig took place at a most opportune mo- 
ment, and gave an extraordinary impetus to the study of car- 
bon compounds. So great was this influence that proximate 
and ultimate analysis made a progress, the rapidity of which 
was unexampled in the history of science. 
_ But chemists soon became dissatisfied with merely determin- 

ing the composition of substances, and they very soon began 

eagerly to study their products of decomposition, and in this 

aa get a clue to the way in which nature had put them 
er 

The successful attack on this problem led to a much grander 

one suggesting itself. This was to utilize the insight analysis 

had given them into the constitution of substances, and to en- 

deavor to build them up without the assistance of life. The 

speaker showed that we thus arrive at the two great engines of 
chemical resedrch, analysis and synthesis. : 

He then proceeded to define and illustrate experimentally 

these terms, 
In organic chemistry the information supplied by the analysis 

of a substance often renders its synthesis easy. Water was de- 
fomposed by a battery, and its properties and quantitative re- 
lations shown i 
Soap-bubble, so prepared as to last a considerable time. It was 

Was then shown by applying a light to the bubble, when it burst 

With a loud seprk Phe quisialvee synthesis of water was 
€xperimentally shown by passing hydrogen over cupric oxyd in 

a0 apparatus which allowed of the collection of the water. It 

* From the Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, May 8, 1868. 
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was then shown that in organic chemistry the molecules ar 
too complex to be put together so easily; and this statement 
was proved by reference to the constitution of methylamine, 
the simplest of the organic alkaloids. 

The speaker then went somewhat fully into the question of 
the propriety of the use of the terms “‘ organic” and “inor 
ganic.” He shewed also that all the attempts hitherto made at 
‘separating chemistry into two distinct branches had failed. 
Liebig’s definition of organic chemistry as the “ chemistry of 
compound radicals” being obviously inadequate, inasmuch as 
some compound radicals (such as sulphury] and phosphoryl) are 
certainly inorganic. ye 

aurent’s definition, “chemistry of carbon,” is equally in- 
sufficient, inasmuch as carbonic anhydrid and carbonic tetri- 
chlorid are as clearly inorganic as sulphuric anhydrid or sodie 
chlorid. He then proceeded to argue that chemistry was “ one 
and indivisible,” and stated that one of the chief aims of his 
discourse was 0 prove that assertion. 

It was shown that until within the last few years, all the 
specific attempts made to break the apparently natural barmers 

tween organic and inorganic chemistry had proved failures. 
It was true that in the course of innumerable researches and 

experiments made by chemists, one or two of the simple orgamie 
bodies had presented themselves; but, like urea and cyanoge? 
they were substances which, as it were, hovered on the confines 
of inorganic chemistry, and would have been called imorganit 
had they not contained carbon. ts 

rand problem, which consisted in taking the ae 
themselves, and building them up gradatim into the proxuma 

mate principles of animals and. sonra to eh ey” 

time supposed that the laws which regulate combination Wa 
i 

e 
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The speaker then proceeded to enumerate some of the prin- 
cipal instances where substances originally derived from animals 
or vegetables had been formed synthetically. W06hler’s synthe- 
sis of urea was shown to be one of the earliest in point of date, 
and his method was described, and also Kolbe’s new process by 
the mere heating of ammonic carbonate to a point just below 
that at which urea is decomposed. 
One of the next most important steps in the history of 

synthesis was shown to be the conversion of carbonie disulphid 
into carbonic tetrachlorid or perchlorinated marsh gas. _Inas- 
much as carbonic disulphid is a purely inorganic body, it is evi- 
dent that any substance which can be formed from it is a case 
of true synthesis, i 
Ths following equations represent the — by which acetic 

acid may be produced from carbonic disulphid :—* 

CS, + 6Cl, = CCl, + 2(SCI,) 
kere ii iS 

disalphia tebrachtonla, tetrachlond 
2(CCl,) = O,Cl, + 2Cl, 
eS ee 

Carbonic Carbonic 
tetrachlorid. dichlorid. 

C,Cr, + Cl, = C,Cl, 
— 

Carbonic dichlorid. Carbonic trichlorid. 

C,Cl, + 2(H,0) = C,HCI1,0, + 3(HCl) 
ee 

Carbonic trichlorid. Trichloracetic acid. 

C,HCI,0, + 3H, = 0,H,0, + 3HCl 
ee“ —_ 

Trichloracetic acid. Acetic acid. 

a This important series of reactions, then, result in the pro- 

ction of acetic acid, one of the most marked of the so-called 

Mere distillation, yields formic acid, the synthesis of the first 

“T leads directly to a new synthesis of the second. sik oe 

’ he other modes of effecting the synthesis of formic acid 

| Ns then pointed out, viz :—Berthelot’s process, which consist 

: heating potassic hydrate in an atmosphere of carbonic oxyd; 

aa Kolbe and Schmidt’s methods, by exposing potassium to & 

— atmosphere of carbonic anhydrid 

si SAM GS Sele gi nie gt a eI el SD es aia... 

FUMES rite Gael > Mie ee 

RS et, a ao 

off Speaker, in the course of his remarks on the constitution 

neg acid, showed that the quantity of oxygen In It was So 

‘ge that it only required one atom more to convert it into 

“atbonic acid and water. Its easy oxydation was illustrated by 

[* C=12, O=16, S=32, ete] 
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letting it fall on plumbic dioxyd in an apparatus which caused 
the evolved gas to pass into a solution of baric hydrate, them 
sult being a copious precipitation of baric carbonate, 

aving shown that acetic acid can be formed from carbonic — 
disulphid and the chlorids of carbon, and oxalic and formic 
acids from the oxyds of carbon, the speaker proceeded to indicate 
the modes in which complex bodies, hitherto obtained from an- 
imal and vegetable sources, can be built up from elemental car 
bon and hydrogen. . : 

f carbon can only be made to combine directly with hydro- 
gen, no matter how simple the resulting compound may be, it 
becomes possible to effect the synthesis of a vast number of the 
most characteristic substances found in animals and vegetables. 
This brilliant result has been accomplished through the 

agency of acetylene, a most remarkable hydrocarbon which was 
first noticed-by Edmund Davy as long ago as 1836. 

There are two methods by which acetylene can be formed 
from inorganic materials—one devised by Berthelot, and 
other by the speaker. The first consists in passing a stream 
hydrogen through a globe in which the voltaic are (from 70 | 
80 cells of a Grove’s battery) is produced between carbon points 
At this tremendous temperature the carbon unites directly with 
the hydrogen. The experiment was made, and the productioa 

of acetylene shown, by the formation of a precipitate a $010 
tion of ammoniacal cuprous chlorid. , 

The speaker then showed, experimentally, that much mY 
quantities of acetylene can be formed by the decompositio® Y 

the induction spark of carbonic tetrachlorid in presence ° y 
drogen, in accordance with the equation:— 

2(CCl,) + 5H, = C,H, + 8(HC)). 

ut the most simple and ready means of preparing en was shown to be by drawing air through the flame of ow s 
glass spirit-lamp, by means of an aspirator. So readl'y 

acal cuprous chlorid to obtain evidence of the presence of 
lene in the flame. he experi hen ed pr 
few seconds the solution became thick with the suspen" 
cipitate, f ole 

The speaker had ascertained that all the homologne the 

fiant gas give acetylene in abundance when subject! 
induction spark. Amylene does it readily in accor” 

€ annexed equation: — 
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2(0,H,,) = 5(C,H,) + 5H,. 
——— ————d 

Amylene. Acetylene. 

0H, +H, = 0,8, 
yaa 

Acetylene. Ethylene. 

C,H, + H,S80, = i C,H,80, 
a 

Ethylene. Ethyl-sulphuric acid. 

H, C,H,SO, + H,O = 0,H,O + H,S0, 

Ethyl-sulphuric acid. “Mechel. 

. The synthesis of succinic acid from acetylene was next shown 

I accordance with the annexed equations, omitting the synthe- 
“is of ethylene, which has been already given:— 

C,H, + Br, = C,H,Br, 
KS 

Ethylene. thylenic dibromid. 

0,H,Br, + 2(KCN) = C,H,(CN), + 2KBr) 
i a x aes 

Sezenic Potassic Behylent 
ry H ON . cyanid., cyanid. N 

v:H\(CN), + 2(KHO) + 2(H,0) = 0.H,K,0, +2(NH); 
Ethylenic dicyanid. Potassic succinat 

ey mode of effecting the synthesis of succinic acid is due 

= Ms researches of Maxwell Simpson. : 

of : beautiful appearance of succinic acid under the influence 

The. zed light was shown by the aid of the electric lamp- 

gests used had been artificially prepared. eg 

__, ae speaker then proceeded to show that the synthesis 0 

— lat acid was a direct step te that of tartaric acl This 

“tter reaction is due to the researches of Perkin and Dupp@. 
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The artificial formation of succinic acid, starting with acety- 
lene, having been proved, it is only necessary to start with — 
that acid to prove the synthesis of tartaric acid from acetylene— 

C,H,O, + 2Br, = C,H,Br,O, + 2HBr 

Succinic acid. Dibromosuccinic acid. 

C,H,Ag,Br,0, + 2(H,0) = C,H,O, + 2(AgBr) 
oe 

Argentic dibromosuccinate. Tartarie acid. 

The speaker then proceeded to show how the synthesis of the 
organic alkaloids could be effected from inorganic materials. 

In the first place the fact that cyanids can be produced b 
heating carbon in presence of nitrogen and an alkali, is W 

own. The next step is to procure prussic acid by distilling 
cyanids with acids. From pure prussic acid, methylamine, the 
simplest of the primary monamines, can easily be obtainel, 
either by the aid of nascent hydrogen, or free hydrogen m the 
presence of spongy platinum. 

CHN + 2H, = CH,N 
—_—— —_—o 

Prussic acid. Methylamine. 

above, the first by Mendius, the second by Debus. 
It is also evident that as alcohol can be obtained from acely- 

lene, that all the ethylic, primary, secondary, and tertiary The 
amines of Hofmann can no - (2) 
steps being, (1) conversion of acetylene into olefiant g8) Bi 

eat, can be made to yield a number of the homologues of +. 

ant gas. The latter by treatment with excessively SiO driodic acid, become converted into the iodids of the 
radicals (Berthelot). By following up this last reactio a 
pentylene, heptylene, octylene, and nonylene, the spe@’ a and ceeded in obtaining pentylamine, heptylamine, octylamine, © 
nonylamine. 

was The direct ascent from acetylene to the coal tar colors 
then shown according to the following equations:— 

3(C,H,) = C,H, 

Acetylene. Benzol. 

C,H, + HNO, = C,H,NO, + H.9 
—_—— Saf taf 
Benzol. Nitrobenzol. 
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C,H,NO, + 6(FeO) + H,O = C,H.N + 3¢(Fe,0,) 
— 

Nitrobenzol. Aniline. 

C,H, Br + CH,Br + Na, = C,H, + 2NaBr 
ue SY 

Bromobenzol. Methylic Bromid. Toluol. 

C,H,N + 2(C,H,N) = C,,H,,N, + 3H, 
eee enigertet your He 
Aniline. Toluidine. Rosaniline. 

These transformations were all described at length. In effect 
aa tua through a red hot tube becomes polymerized 
into benzo 
The rr of toluol into nitro-toluol and toluidine is omit- 

ted in the 
in kind with those of benzol into aniline, 

beaker, and the vapor drawn off as if it had been a liquid, and 
inflam he vapor descending through the syphon was then 
teceived into a warm beaker, from which it was decanted into 
another beaker in which it was inflamed. . 
The speaker then proceeded to show the way in which the 

‘ynthesis of zinc-ethyl could be effected ; it is, however, un- 

Recessary to follow the equations in detail, because, having al- 

teady explained the manner in which alcohol can be syn- 

thesised from acetylene, it is obvious that zinc-ethyl can be 

directly derived from that fluid. ; : 
anklyn’s interesting synthesis of acetic acid from sodium- 

ool then shown to take place in accordance with the 
ion: 

CH,Na+C0,=0,H,NaO, , 

Th Sodium-methyl. Sodic acetate. h 

© method appears to be general, inasmuch as the same 
chemist has effected the synthesis of propionic acid : 

C,H,Na+C00,=C,H,NaO, 

Sodium-ethyl. Sodic propionate. ¢ 

jut substituting carbonic oxyd for carbonic anhydrid, we 

2(CH,Na)+CO=C,H,0+2Na 
——— ; 

Acetone. 
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The speaker stated that one of the most interesting of the 
cases of synthesis recently accomplished was that in which 
Mr. W. H. Perkin had succeeded in producing artificially the 
odoriferous principle of new hay and the tonquin bean. 

The delicious fragrance of new hay is entirely due to the 
presence of the sweet-scented vernal grass, anthoxanthum od — 
ratum. Itis the same substance which is the cause of the 
sweet smell of the woodruff, asperula odorata 3 and the melix 
lot, melilotos officinalis. It is also the flavoring ingr 
in th : e mat wein ot the Germans, which is perfumed with — 
woodruff, i 

Until lately, nothing was known about coumarin, except 
that it was a colorless crystalline body, having the formula— 

C,H,0,. 
The crystals of coumarin appear very beautiful under the 

influence of polarized light. The image of some 
coumarin, which had been fused and allowed to crystallizes 
plate of glass, was then thrown upon the screen, and the 
being polarized by the aid of Nicol’s prisms, the crystals — 
sumed the most gorgeous and varying colors as the pris 
were rotated. 

licylic and acetic acids, The production of salicylic acid 
coumarin was then shown experimentally, the presence of the 
acid ae pore by its yielding a deep purple coloration with 

orid, ferric ¢ 
Artificial coumarin was obtained from the hydrid of salicyl | 

By treatment with sodium it yielded hydrid of peg this ols tor ne heated with acetic anhydrid, gave sh aceti€ 
aceto-salicyl, This last substance was then distilled wi 
anhydrid and sodic acetate, and when the temperature 290°, the distillate solidified to a mass of erystals Sel coumarin, having all the fragrance and beauty of that 0 from the tonquin bean. 

bad mal The speaker then submitted that the assertion he had tural at an early period of his discourse that there Bie Mad bee barrier between organic and inorganic eve Be amply proved by the instances he had brought fo ral. cast? 
“i ne had studied together that evening sevel™ ©. 5 re, § 

. secre animals and vegetables. os 

ony and says note distinctly inorganic than mittens bon, and oxygen ? What more distinctly an anima 
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than urea? What more completely inorganic than acetylene? 
What more distinctly vegetable in origin than coumarin ? 

Chemists have then, so far, done what a very few years ago 
would have been regarded as possible only by aid of the vital 
force. A true organized substance, he said, is so definite that 
we can almost invariably determine its molecular weight, and 
itis generally crystalline. But when we come to the tissues we 
are dealing no longer with organic substances, but with organ- 
ized beings, and feel that we are approaching the barriers 
Which separate the study of life from the study of matter, 
The bonds which unite them are so close that we cannot ima- 

ine life without matter, and it is equally difficult to conceive 
assumption of vitality by matter ; but we must never cease 

to look anxiously for the solution of the problem. The im 
possible is a horizon which recedes as we advance, and the 
terra incognita of to-day will to-morrow be boldly mapped 
Upon every schoolboy’s chart ! 

Arr. XXXII.—WNotes on the Caucasus ; by eg F. von 
Koscuxutn, (Communication addressed to Prof. J. 8. 
Newserry, and translated by him for this Journal.) 

(Continued from page 222.) 

Astve from the ores which have been mentioned and which 
ae associated with the igneous and crystalline rocks, thevsedi- 

y formations also contain minerals of value. ; 
The inferior strata of the Jurassic formation include impor- 

E 

tup, Laba and Belaya. During the last ten years 
has been mined on the Kuban to the amount of about 

4000, kilograms per annum. On the southern slope of the mountains, the beds of coal crop 
“hee the banks of the upper Rion and its tributaries from 

North, and have an aggregate thickness of about 28 feet. 
t an insignificant quantity of a peculiar quality of coal, a 5 3 s n 

a 
Of Which the inhabitants make ornaments, rosaries, buttons,’ 
“re etc., the coal of the Rion is not yet mined, the 

ce of wood in that region fully supplying the present 
a of fuel ; but with the construction of the proposed rail- _ vad from the Black sea to the Caspian these rich deposits will 

a ‘ndoubtedly be brought into use. 
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The Jurassic strata of the Caucasus also contain rich depos- 
its of sulphur. These’ are found in the eastern part of the 

g the pl | 
their imagination had peopled all these subterranean passZ® 
with evil spirits, of which they stood in great fear. Duet | 
ing their superstitions, I penetrated one of the ancient al® — 

; . the fairly well wrought mine dently of great antiquity. At : 
: pega gy, laa abe of heaps of mined 4 

salt and hundreds of tools of various forms and sizes, a a 
perfect or more or less worn and broken. These ined, 

ith great labor varying from 5 to 15 inches in length, wrought with grea ae and considerable skill out of a cok hasatlia rock. re 
of these tools were pierced for the insertion of handles, thongs 
were encircled by grooves for the reception of withes of 
In this respect, as in the character of the material they were formed, resembling many of the stone jmplem 1 
Europe, and being apparently*the product of the sr i : 
more accurately speaking, of the same stage of ™ 4 development, opine The salt lakes of which I have spoken occur 02 the Pt the las of Taman and Apscheron, and on the plains boi eine 4 
rivers Terek and Kuban, From the concentration of the crust solutions of these lakes in summer, on many of them : q of salt forms, which attains a thickness of from pag 
inches, This crust ig collected by the inhabitants for 

e 
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The total production of salt in the Caucasus is about 
24,000,000 kilograms of rock-salt, and 16,000,000 kilograms of 
lake-salt per annum. 
Aside from the salt lakes to which I have referred, there are 

others in the valley of the Kur and Araxes, of which the 
waters contain large quantities of sulphate of magnesia and 
carbonate of soda. 
Alum stone, which is very rich in alum, occurs on the 

northern slope of the Little Caucasus, and there is produced 
from it a yearly product of about 16,000 kilograms of alum. 
Of the minerals of the Tertiary formation, by far the most 

mportant are petroleum and asphaltum. All the accumula- 
tions of these substances are in the upper Tertiary strata, and 
are distributed geographically in several districts, of which the 
Most important are the extremities of the great Caucasian chain, 
which form the peninsulas of Taman and Abscheron; on the 
uks of the mountains on the north, in the valleys of the trib- 

Utaries of the Kuban, and of the river Saundga (Sundscha); 
on the southern slope, in the valleys of the Rion and Kur. 
_A considerable degree of system is noticeable in the distribu- 

tion of the springs of petroleum in each of these districts, and 
they are found to bear certain relations to the principal lines 
of upheaval which traverse them. Sometimes the springs issue 

m the summits of the anticlinal axes, and sometimes in par- 
allel lines along the slopes of the upturned strata. The petro- 
leum of the Caucasus consists of two well marked varieties; one, 
very fluid, of a light yellow color, found only on the peninsula 
of Abscheron; the other, dark brown in color, varying in density 
ftom that which is very thin to mineral tar and asphaltum. 
Carburetted hydrogen gas issues from all the petroleum springs, 
and is most abundant where the petroleum is lightest. 

eg oil springs of the Caucasus have been known and the 
collected from them for ages. Upon the peninsula of Ab- 

scheron, and on the banks of the Saundga and Kur, the petro- leum st 
the 

18 collected in pits of greater or less depth excavated in 
Sandy strata of the Tertiary age. The deepest of these pits 
nd from 70 to 100 feet from the urface, while the shallow- 

‘st are only two feet, : 
‘ In these pits the oil is accompanied by water, from which it 

wheeTterously separated by skimming. The instrument b 
h this 18 effected is a sack of green hide, the mouth encir- 

ky Y an iron ring, the sack being suspended by a cord. 
& general rule the wells are skimmed once a day. The 

nny ot petroleum obtained from the different pits is very 
arable, but is nearly constant for the same pit. The openmg 

AM. Joun, Scl.—Szconp Serres, Vou. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1868. 
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of new wells in the vicinity of old ones seems not to affect the 
yield of the latter, so that the productiveness of a given area 
depends directly on the number of wells which it. contains 
This fact has determined the method pursued in the collection 
of petroleum on the island of Tschelaken and on the eastera 
shore of the Caspian, where to obtain a. large quantity of oll — 
20,000 wells have been sunk, but none to any great depth — 
The Persians, who were the first to collect the oil of the penin- _ 
sula of Abscheron, seem to have followed the same system of 
exploitation. 1 

The number of wells dug there is very great, and they ae 
very closely approximated. In 1863, a new well was sunk 
the side of one which had for centuries yielded about ], 
ilograms of petroleum per day. The new one now produces 

19,200 kilograms every twenty-four hours without affecting ™ 

the least the yield of the old well. ; 
In 1865, the method pursued with so much success 

America in the exploitation of petroleum was introduced into 

the Caucasus and with complete success, In a locality let 
by myself, near some oil springs in the valley of one of 

tributaries of the Kuban, a well was commenced in the abot 
mentioned year. At the depth of 40 feet encouraging mate 
met with, and in Feb., 1866, when the boring had reac : 

At first the production of this fountain well was 32,000 kl o 
ey per day, but the yield gradually diminished to about one 

alf that amount. There have since been periods = na 
flow was entirely arrested, but apparently in consequenc® “a 
clogging of the well, as when cleaned out, the normal flow ¥ 

resumed. this 
During 57 days in 1866 during which the flow from ilo 

well was carefully measured, the production was 880, + yale 
grams of petroleum, with one-tenth of that quantity * rodced : 

2,160,000 196 days of service this well hae: a 
160, ograms of oil. . i : 
The tariipstatate of the oil as it flows from this well 67 

Reaumur, that is to say, 3° less than it should be acco ; 
the geothermic law for a liquid drawn from a depth of 5 

low the surface. Can this depression of temperatm’ iy 
tributed to the absorption of heat in the conversio? of a : 
of the petroleum into cas ? that 

learn by a letter recently received from the Canary oilf | 
a new well sunk in the vicinity of that just described, ‘ 
reached in November last the depth of 258 feet, eemajet : 
fissure from which the oil issued with such force 4 oe ee 
60 feet in height, and yielding 64,800 kilograms of oil pet 
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In addition to the petroleum produced by the wells and 
springs in the valley of the Kuban, of which no accurate 
measurement has yet been made, the total annual yield of the 

1 oil region of the Caucasus may be estimated as follows : 
Kilograms. 

1, Petroleum produced on the peninsula of Abscheron, 8,640,000 
2. ni ‘(Inthe valley of the Kur, ............ 192,000 
3 as “ce a“ “ a Ss 000 

__Inall the oil districts of the Caucasus in the vicinity of the 
oil springs, deposits of asphaltum and ozokerite have been 
discovered. Not long since a beginning was made in the use 
of these substances for the manufacture of paraffine, and the 
amount now obtained from this source is 100,000 kilograms 
per annum, 

Minor, having its center in Mt. Ararat. Earthquakes are so 
fommon in the Caucasus that they may be almost said, like 

inhabitants , to form part of the daily experience of the 

: vide Severity of these earthquakes varies greatly ; some are 
_ ‘mbly destructive, as was that which a few years since de- 

yed the fortress of Nazrau on the north side of the Cau- 
— qsus, and that other which nearly demolished the city of 

> The mud volcanoes now, or recently in action, are for the 

_ avSt part confined to the extremities of the great Caucasian 
“ain, that is, to the peninsulas of Abscheron and Taman. 

% 
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These mud volcanoes generally form conical hills from 200 to 
1,000 feet in height, on the summits of which are craters with 
many cones of eruption. The diameter of the craters is some 
times considerable (as much as 700 feet). 

The ordinary and moderate action of these volcanoes is 

On the peninsula of Taman the ejections from the mud vol- 
canoes are found covering many of the mounds which contalm 
the tombs of the ancient Greek colonists who inhabited this 
region. At the other extremity of the Caucasus in May, 1861, 
an island was formed by volcanic eruptions in the Caspian 7 
between the peninsula of Abscheron and the mouth of 
Kur. In the course of a few months this island was washed 
away by the waves, the 

The thermal springs to which I have alluded, are for aa 
most part confined to the flanks of the main chain and of 
Little Caucasus. Yet they are sometimes found in the mou® 
tains at a considerable elevation. All these springs form “a 
tain groups disposed in lines parallel with the great on 
elevation. The water of the hot springs sometimes reac in 
temperature of 72° Reaumur, but in this respect as well fife 
regard to the matters held in solution, there are marked as 
ae between the different springs even when closely ap? 
ma 

The most remarkable groups of springs are on the norther® 
side of the principal Minis of iene Ist, Those north . 
t ilbruz, near the city of Pjatigorsk, interesting fut 

y 

ture of & the river Ere also sulphurous, with a cot salpldt spring : 

rings, and some of them very hot (72° Reaumur). 3rd 
e rive 

Reaumur. On the Kuban ; like the last 

temperature of 30° Reaumar - another near the city of F this ; akha; the third in the mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia; © 
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latter group is remarkable for the diverisity of character ex- 
hibited by the different springs. 
Even in this brief description of the Isthmus of the Cau- 

casus, it seems necessary that something should be said of the 
rélations which exist between the orography and the climate, 
population and productions. 

he principal chain of the Caucasus divides the country 
into two districts, which present marked differences of climate, 
_ The plain drained by the rivers Terek and Kuban passes 
imperceptibly on the north into the steppes of Southern 
Russia. The southeastern portion of this plain bordering on 
the Caspian Sea is represented by broad sandy surfaces and 
extensive “salt-pans ;” while the interior and western portions 
consist of low prairies, marshes and mud flats, In eapeninenes 

mercury often falls to -20° Reaumur. During the summer, on 
the contrary, fair weather prevails, and in this portion of the 

prety sheltered from the north winds by the great mountain 
er 

the east 
Caspian and Black Seas, while its climate is somewhat influ- 
enced y the wall of mountains which in Northern Persia and 
Asia Minor bound it on the south. In consequence of these 

Spe Mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia exert an influence on 

to be ite of the valleys of the Rion and Kur which deserves 

‘Roticed. From its transverse direction across the great 
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valley—if such it may be called—drained by the Rion and 
Kur, it forms a barrier limiting the influence of the Black 

scenery, have made it the favorite abode of many nations 
Not only do the writings of the ancient historians, Herodotus 
and Strabo, prove that this country was inhabited at a tm 
very remote from the present, but the traces of human occupt 
tion of still earlier date scattered over all portions of it, indicate 
that anterior to the historic period it was possessed by various 
races greatly differing in their degree of civilization. a 

tone implements are frequently found in the valley or 
Araxes, and in the old salt mines of the same region ; em 
which are regarded as the most ancient known, and as pro 
the oldest monuments of human industry that now exist. | 

In the mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia are excavated (7% 
lodyte’’) houses, and an entire city has been discovered ii he 
out of the rocky walls which border the narrow valley ° 
niver Ljokhwa, an affluent of the Kur. North of Mt. the city . on the summit of a hill, are to be seen the ruins of he 

nawyt, which, according to historical records, wThis city 
capital of Armenia, more than 2,000 years B. C. the rivet 
was then situated on the banks of the Araxes, but te 
wos Leger at the distance of seven or jr gee W 

my colleagues, M. Guileff, has lately found in 
valleys of the Caucasus, not far from he eastern shore of te 

melange Ab =f ere casus the tradition exists “that these so-called tombs ¥ wat 
tote ee of a people who lived here, and re a wut tor them by their ne} iants.” Un Us. sula of Taman nd : eir neighbors the giants.” ch isat- 

remains are found throughout southern Russia, and south as the base of the Great Caucasus. 
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én ornaments. Among these were masks made of thin plates of 

gold, which had been molded to the features so as to represent 

¢ physiognomy of the wearers, Above them were two crowns, 

Which with the masks were indicative of a difference of sex in 

ost numerous; as for example, beneath her mask was a 
collar formed of several rows of chains interlaced. To these 

and other fantastic figures. In the same sarcophagus were 
found bracelets for the arms and limbs 

around the sarcophagus and along the walls urns, vases, PeT 
fume bottles, inersenstiries. metallic mirrors, and shells con- 
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taining pigments. There were also statues in terra-cotta rep- resenting the following divinities: Cupid, the Three Graces 

150 men for several months, and resulted in complete _ 
From the broken fragments were reconstructed a large vase al 
a flat dish bearing different designs, but referring to one pr 
sode in the history of Greece, Upon the dish was pe the meeting of Paris and Helen, and upon the vase the a tion of the beautiful wife of Menelaus, From their size, a beauty of the conception and the execution of the ornamel 
tion, this vase and dish are unquestionably the finest specimé of the kind yet discovered, os The mounds containing tombs similar to those desc mostly found on the peninsula of Kertsch, in the su 

anticapeeum, and on the peninsula of Taman, near the site the aie cities of aad and Phanagoria, of se _ almost no other traces remain. : those fter the remains of the Greek colonization we 
which belong to the propagation of Christianity. Of = . we have traces in nearly all parts of the Caucasus. but they ese occupied not only the peninsula of the ea over the were scattercd through the valley of the Rion, an th of Mt. horthern slope of the Great Caucasian chain nor te of i0- Elbruz. The pass of Moroukh served them as @ ee of the 
mountains, Along this route, and in general in all the dm- 
portions of the Isthmus are found ruins of churches 4? nal 
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monuments, inscriptions, ornaments and utensils. The most 
remarkable remains of the period of the propagation of Chris- 
tianity among the Armenians and Georgians are the ruins of 
the city of Ani, the ancient capital of Armenia, situated on the 
banks of the river Arpa-tschai. 
Nearly all the ancient remains found in the eastern part of 

the Caucasus belong to the epoch of the domain of the Persians 
and consist of ruins of mosques and caravanseras, palaces and 
fortifications, aqueducts, and canals, 
The height of the mountains, and the isolated and enclosed 

character of the valleys of the Isthmus of the Caucasus may 
be considered as the principal cause of the diversi in the 
Population of the Caucasus and of the tenacity with which 
national characteristics have been maintained. 

he northwest part of the Caucasian chain, as far east as 
Mt. Elbruz, is inhabited on the north side by the Netokhasch, 
Schapsaughes, and Abadzek; on the southern slope by the 
Oubjiskh and Abkhaz, : 

Atter the subjugation of this portion of the Caucasus, in 
, the greater part of these tribes, except the Abkhaz, quit- 

ted the country, and it has since been occupied only by the Rus- 
sans, All the tribes mentioned speak different languages. 
J udging from certain customs which are retained by these peo- 

Ple, We are led to believe that during the time of the Gennis 
colonies Christianity spread widely among the inhabitants of 
this part of the Caucasus, but now they are all Mohammedans, 
and belong to the sect of the Sunnites. 
Between the meridians of Elbraz and Tebaulas-mtha, on the 

..2ern slope of the mountains, and along the river Terek and 
its tributaries are some Russians who form military colonies; 
‘a original population consisting of the inhabitants of Ka- 

tda and Tschetschnia, The valleys among the mountains in 
T part of the chain are inhabited by the Ossethes and the 
orschethes 
ie in the basin of the Rion are found the Mingrelians and 
€ Imerethians, in the valley of the Kur, the Georgians, an 

Lj her south in the mountains of Kathlo-Imeritia and the 
ttle Caucasus, the Gourians and Armenians. All these speak 
Kacrent languages, and are Christians, except the inhabitants of 

aand Tschetschnia, who are Mohammedans. The south- 
the Portion of the Isthmus of the Caucasus is occupied, in 

valley of the great mountain chain by a population known 
e 

teak different dialects of one la d who nguage, an 
hammedans of the Sunnite sect. The southern slope of the 
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ans, Wao 
speak one language, are Mussulmans of the sect Slhiite, In” 
addition to the indigenous tribes which have been enumerated, — 
there are in the Caucasus many Russians and Germans who 
form communities scattered through all parts of the country, | 

The occupation of the Isthmus of the Caucasus for ages by 
so many nationalities, has made it the scene of incessant str 

by which its productiveness and prosperity, so highly fav 
by nature, have been greatly impeded. : 

Except the working of mines and the manufacture of metals, 
the industry of the country is absorbed in agriculture, stock : 

raising, fishing, rearing of silkworms, horticulture and the man- 

ufacture of wine. e 

generally cultivated—trye sparingly, and barley, oats, 
wheat are grown. 3 

Along the rivers when irrigation is easy, fruit and vegeta 
are raised; but only in the vicinity of the cities Pjotigorsk: | 
Kyzljar is the vine cultivated and wine made. a 

As the vast plains bordering on the Terek and Kuban col ‘ 

sist largely of prairies, the raising of horned cattle and | 

there extensively followed. ethe 
n the Great and Little Caucasus, in consequenc® © 

physical conditions which prevail there, the inhabitants the 
themselves to the raising of sheep, and the cultivation © 

soil is of secondary importance. cially it 
In the southern portions of the Isthmus, and espe i 

the valleys of the Rion, Kur and Araxis, W | 
been more generous in her gifts, the range of produc the soll 
try is much extended. As the climate is mild, 2 oe 
good, it may be said that the productiveness of this aba 
dependent simply on the amount of water availab tton 
tion. Beside wheat, barley and buckwheat, TC° ee 
maize are raised here. Horticulture is also largely PR a. 
and the cultivation of the vine assumes great impor live alos 
merly the principal occupation of the Cakhethit daar = - 

e Alazan, one of the tributaries of the Kur. . ,. and af 
The cultivation of tinctorial plants such as indigyr aa a 

fron is tollowed on the western shore of the Caspia®- of fraits 
In the localities most favorable to the eget The 

much attention is also given to the rearing of silkwor of Har 
most important centers of this industry are the cities FP 

makha and Naukha, : ee 
Upon the shores of the Caspain and Black se ail gt the 

of Azoff, especially on the peninsula of Tama” 
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mouths of the Terek and Kur are important fisheries, which 
compensate in some degree the inhabitants of these districts 

_ for the marshy and unproductive nature of the surface, 
ince the Russians have gained control of the Caucasus, the 

Government has taken great pains to foster all forms of pro- 
ductive industry, but its efforts have been much impeded, and 
often completely thwarted by the perpetual war which the 
mountaineers have maintained, In 1864, however, the last of 
the opposing forces were overcome and with the general resto- 
tation of peace it is hoped that the development of the re- 
sources of the country will advance with more rapid strides, 

important is the proposed rail road from the Black Sea to the 
. i 4 = hd . . d 

waspian, This will give a new impetus to the intellectual an 
industrial development of the country, hitherto so much re- 

tarded e want of unity and harmony among its hetero- 
Seheous population. : 

Note—A convenient map for consultation in connection with this article may 
befound in Haxthausen’s Transcaucasia, (2 vols. Svo. Leipsic, 1856.) A profile 
P Caucasus range, with the heights of numerous peaks, may be found in 
—" Mittheilungen for 1859, (tafel xii,) based Ag? the data o a 

nD, me of Abich’s papers on the geology of the Caucasus are give 
the Berlin Zeitscrift fiir Endeunde. ne of baie ie the volume for 1853, is illus- 

s + aa a profile, colored geologically, of the slope of the Caucasus, north from 

aged Eps. = ward Beschtau.— 

nr ane tOe 

Anr. XX XII.—Notes on Mr. Charles Stodder’s paper entitled 
Nobert’s Test-plate and modern Microscopes,” published in 

_ the American Naturalist, April, 1868; by W. S. Subtivast. 

a Mt. StoppEr’s paper above cited is full of interest to the 

Boke re In it is announced the resolution of lines on the 

a rt est-plate* which are as close together as the yrz:sa7 
sok English inch, and much exceed in fineness those hereto- 

Seen by other observers. 

reed Plate used in the trials fetailed by Mr. Stodder is one of nineteen bands, 

olen ruled to the 7,';, of a Paris line or to the ;74r5 of an Engiee 
oe increasing by 500 so that the 19th band is ruled to the press 
ae line or to they, 3533 of an English inch. 
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to resolve lines eloser together than about the ;;/,;; of an inch, 

ch. 
On the other hand, the late Professor J. W. Bailey claimed 

to have seen lines the ;,,';5; of an inch apart; and Messm 
Harrison and Sollitt claim to have measured. strie on the dia- 
tom Amphipleura pellucida having an interval of the rassv 

i and gave it as their opimon 
lines as close as the ;~;';;5 of an inch could, with prope 

means, be resolved. The above is learned from Mr, Stodders 

paper. 

accordance, obtained by the observers first mentioned, but 

reference to the claims made by Prof. Bailey and Messrs. : 
rison and Sollitt, it may be remarked that Prof, Bailey, though 

some of his micrometrical measurements ;* and with re 
to 

a 

ference that ; 2 > Tr er ‘ yf anterior to the experiments reported in the pape than about ; thet 
@ z5,455 of an inch, either on Nobert’s test-plate oF 2 by 

previous observers, the skill in manipulation and ” w, 60 dis 
agement of the illumination, &c., that brings to vie inch that 
tinctly and palpably, lines ruled to the ;yz!s07 f a found t0 they have actually been counted and measured a? Fs 

1 

* Ho assigned to Pleurosigma Spencerii a striation of ever 1 2770 Jun, 
inch, the real striation being ay oes nia of an inch. (This a? 
1850). The striae of Grammatophora subtilissima are given had (this Jou 
ae = e inch apart instead of about +5}, the true distance, a 

n., ; : ve Amy 
+ Mr. Sobb, (Carpenter on the Microscope, 34 ed., p. 198) claims pee aaidinons 

pleura pellucida, Prof. H. L. Smith, of Gambier, Ohio, whose to this di : : ‘ tion : 
to microscopical apparatus are well known, has given much atten A 
tom; he recently witnessed Mr. Sobb’s alleged resolution of i as is the on | 
siders the lines exhibited as spectral or spurious, and 8U 
ion of Mr. Wenham. 



>. 
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correspond with the registration on the test-plate (p. 100), 
challenges the admiration of all interested in microscopy, an 
proves by the inexorable test of experiment, that the resolution — 
of such lines is not incompatible with the physical properties 
of light, as has been asserted by Fraunhofer and other writers 
of authority on optics. 

e grade of some of the objectives with which these reso- 
lutions were made is scarcely less remarkable than the resolu- 
tions themselves. Reliance was placed, not so much on those 
beautiful achievements in optical art, the ; and the ,'; lately 
sent out by Powell and Lealand, as on objectives of a medium 

grade, such as a + ¢mmersion and a1 dry by Tolles. Mr. Stodder 
says “these trials show conclusively that it is not the great 

power of the objective that is important, for in many of the 
trials here reported, the lower powers have given the best re- 
sults, but the skill of the opticians in making the instrument.” 
The objectives of Mr. Tolles unquestionably rank among the 

st, but it may be doubted if evidence exists, unless it be these 

trials reported by Mr. Stodder, of their superiority to those 
e by Spencer in this country, and by Powell and Lealand 

and others in England. Hence it is a fair inference that the 
failure of previous efforts on the highest bands of the Nobert 

tes!-plate is attributable to causes other than an incapacity In 

the objectives used. 
. Stodder would have done an acceptable service to those 

who may hereafter attempt such investigations, had he gone 
Somewhat into detail as to the system of illumination, the aux- 

apparatus, &c., adopted by himself and other gentlemen 
whose experiments he reports. : 
Such success in carrying up the resolvability of lines so far 

beyond the point at which well-directed efforts, sustained by 

: n inch. ae 
. {tis well known to all familiar with this subject, that it 1s 
apossible to distinguish, by their mere visual appearance, the 

— from the true lines on the highest bands of the Nobert 

eeutnted, measured, and found to correspond with the regis- 
aioe. on the test-plate.* a 

ea here assumed that the lines are ruled on the test-plate a8 indicated by 

— i lates. . 

having yet been found on any of his p: 
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Mr, Stodder remarks “it has been said that the resolution — 
of lines to the eye, implies the ability to count them, but this, — 

I think, is a fallacy,” and illustrates his remark by the difficuliy — 

of counting the pickets on a fence, at a given distance, The 

difficulty in both cases could perhaps be surmounted to the ex 

tent necessary, by enlarging the visual angle under which the — 

lines and pickets appear to the eye, viz: by adding to the am- — 

plification of the microscope, and shortening the distance to 

the fence. ee 

Among the highest bands of the Nobert plate, owing tothe 
want of perfect flatness of field inseparable from the best ob- 

jectives, a portion only of the width can at one time be brought 

into exact focus. If that portion, however, is measured andits 

lines resolved under a suitable amplification, the data are ob 

tained for the solution of the problem in hand, namely, the d& 

counting lines of such exquisite fineness, either the micromewr = 

or the stage must be moved, and it is next to impossible tooat ; 
struct apparatus that canbe moved atonce przco0 OAR 

bove cited 

were seen (page 99) with a } objective and under an ampli 

tion of 550 diameters foatamt 
Besides the low grade of the objective, & noteworthy tae 

in this performance, is the low amplification employed. 4 ai 

— tofore it has been found no easy task to confirm by ere 

f an inch apart, resolved by ® ws 

grade objectives, under an amplification of 6,000 iameters : 

Mr. Stodder very correctly remarks that an exact and ©" 

trollable mction in the micrometer or the stage for t 

of counting the lines of the highest bands, 1s next to 

ble. But in the mere counting of lines, 

important requisite, not the micrometer, 
simply to measure that portion of the wid 
the linescan be counted. Motion in the measumie 

rately, and thus measure the portion of the band on ne one 

req 
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amplification with illumination for counting them, and appara- 
tus for measuring the space in which they are counted, are all 
within the reach of the microscopist. 

Mr. Stodder’s views on the micrometry of the Nobert lines, 
are certainly untenable. He invests the subject with insurmount- 
able difficulties, and thus seems to ignore the only certain and 
reliable means of determining the nature, whether real or s 

, of any lines that may be seen on the high Nobert bands. 
_ His paper, nevertheless, will form an interesting part of the 
literature of a subject that has long attracted much attention, 
namely, the limit of the resolvability of lines under the micro- 
scope. The experiments recorded by Mr. Stodder go far toward 

a ep eS ape ae ee ee 

ae shy | ee hee 

+ = > fae) > co ba J ° ee =i fa*) on me UE Oo nw as Bb [oF wa a = fae] ‘ P S ee ee oO m ot st 2 & io) Bb pa 
3 
. 
p d o> ag r=) a B ° °o ot oo fa) Ler J ™m : fas) b*) re ro Lo | S iz) a fas) wm =a 

ro 
4 5 =) Lear) m o Py & 1 

tion to that of sight; and that, especially when the eye is 
stained by an eager observer, and the imagination perhaps, 
plays under the pressure of a theory, it is quite possible, after 
a little, to see almost anything that is expected.” 

x Note—Since the above was in type the writer has been kindly presented by Dr. 
J. Woodward of the U. §. Medical department at Washington, with a series of 

area? Fees sual et ee + eR 

Into their true lines; the 15th band, however, (which is ruled to the sogon Of an 

ine ~ ~ requiring a hand-glass, magnifying four or five diameters, to show its 

istinctl 
© resolving and photographing such extraordinarily fine lines rank first among 

roa f eo of the nd on gure and attest the remarkable skill of Dr. 
‘© has accomplished both so successfully. +f att : The objective used was a z; inch made by Powell and Lealand; amplification 

AW) to 2,000 diameters. ‘The photographs of the 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th bands Save, as Dr. Woodward remarks, only false or spectral lines. 
Lp Sia eda 
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ART. XXXIV. —Remarks on the oe “a , 
Nobert ; by J. J. U8 Aone Asst. Surgeon, st 
Lieutenant-Colonel U. 8. Arm j 

THE Jan number of this Journal for 1861 contains an 
interesting article on the te test-plate of Nobert, by 
W.S. Sullivant and T. G. Worml 4 

In this test-plate the lines of the “first band are ruled ;;;th, 
those of the thirtieth band the ;,',;th of a Paris line apart, 
measuring from the center of one line to that of the next. 

Sullivant and Wormley resolved the first twenty-six of thee — 
bands, partly resolved the pean rete but failed to resolve 

nineteenth band Weing the ;;);5,;th of a Paris line a | 
In this new plate the fifteenth band corresponds precisely 

with the last band of the erokiaene plate, the lines ei 
the ;;';;th of a Paris line apar 

On one of these new plates Max Schultze * has snoceeded 
resolving the fourteenth band, Eulenstein of Stutgard 
done the same, and Nobert himself has gone no further,t | 
so far as I know, has any other European micr roscopist. Basta 

Under these circumstances, Mr. Charles Stodder of Bost! 
tells us that he and Mr. Greenleaf ‘‘saw the nineteenth sgl, 
satisfactorily” with a Tolles’ }th immersion of 170° amg 

magnifying 550 diameters. 
They did not count the lines, an operation which Mr. Btod- 

ef 
myself, nae also seen lines which I to rein 

what I saw, that these were ae wpcotaal or spurious, al Stoddet 
es, | am quite convinced that those which wie chat 

and Greenleaf have seen are of the same nature, and AH nine 
— will attempt to count the lines they see ip gill 

Archiv fir mikroskopische Anatomie. Bonn, sig Ay Peary bten His ~Geupne 
“Bl cen gs Licht bin ich mit den besten systemen bi 

Charles Sroile 
"+ Se See qu otations from a letter of Eulenstein in the paper of a 

hereafter quoted. vol. 
Nobert’s test-plate and modern microscopes, America 

p. 97, also Microscopical Journal, July, 1868, p. 131. To the Ia 
i i claims that Dr. Barn: 

lines in the nineteenth band. I am quite sure the hnes Dr 
~ age ones, and he himself writes me that his — in 

matured, and that he intends to make further 



- teenth band by the very ee method I shall append, or to 
make a photograph of them, either of which t. think, 

_ speedily bring them to my opinion. 
I have lately made a careful study of a nineteen-band plate 

; to Rev, Dr. F. A. P. Barnard, which was made for 
him by obert during 1867. 

___ , To convince all microscopists interested of the accuracy of 
a my statements, I have had p pe of the mt bands 

by Dr. E. Curtis, at the Army Medical Muse 
Tam satisfied that I have seen, and that Dr. “Ourtis has 
: fee De the true lines in the fifteenth band, but no 

| “rma Dr. Curtis has also photographed two views of the 
te nineteenth bands, in 

number and character to be spurious, althoug h he 
_ and I supposed them to be real his rte them by the 

method I shall presently mention. For exampl lg Pe ter 
_ lines in the photograph of the bebctemch in num- 

Fist, i lines, Eighth, 26 lines. Fifteenth, 45 
Second, 10 « Ninth,” 27 Sixteenth, der rcounted. 

Thin, 13 « Tenth, 36.4% Seventeenth,“ 
Fourth, 15 « Eleventh, 34 “ Eighteenth “ 
Rifth, 17 « Twelfth, 37 “ Nineteenth,“ “ 

ae. % Thirteenth, 40 “ 
Seventh, 23. « Fourteenth, 43 * 

_ | The er gs were taken with the ;,th of Powell and 

_ ha a akete sufficient to magnify 1000 diameters 
< a The slide was illuminated by direct sunlight passed 
through a solution of sulphate of copper in ammonia, and 
_ “oneentrated by an achromatic condenser, with large dia- 

‘agm opening, without any central stop, the pencil made 

. oblique by throwing the condenser to the right or left of its 
te cen centering. I tried on the slide many object glasses, in- 

cluding an ith of Ross, a j,th of Tolles, a No, 11 immersion 

' the best results with the jth. The ;',th of Powell and 

Account of the cere est of cover. 
Dr. ©: has also 

ot Jour, atone Series, VOL. yee oa 138—Nor., naar 
24 
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hear 

id did not do quite so well as the ath, ae age on 2 
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imperfect, spurious lines are shown. The thirteenth band, 
example, shows 25 lines in one photograph, and 16 in | 
other, the real number being 40. “ 

These two photographs agree closely in character with 
of the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth 

The foregoing results lead me to believe that the lines in 
last four bands are really ruled as claimed by Nobert; and 
that with greater defining power the true lines could be sem 
They also compel me to doubt the accuracy of the statements 
of those who think they have seen the true lines in any 
beyond the fifteenth, and especially if the lines seen have 
been counted. a 

I may here mention that the first of this series of 
graphs represented the last four bands, and was 
Curtis some months ago. Both he and I supposed at the: 

mistake copied the twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth < 
bands : 

disappears. Still better than this is the followimg 
_ The microscope being set up in a dark room as though 

with as much ease and precision as if they ¥ 

to be touched by the finger. 
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Art. XXXV.—Notes on the Geology of Southwestern Onta- 
op by T, Sterry Hunt, F.R.S., of the Geological Survey 

(Read before the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, at Chieago, August, 1868.) 

Tue paleozoic strata of the southwestern portion of the 
province of Ontario (late Upper Canada), are generally covered 
i. considerable thickness eles which has made their study 
extremely difficult. During the last few years, however, nu- 
merous borings have been made over a wide area in this region, 

‘mM search of petroleum, and have disclosed many facts of geo- 
a A interest. By hag visiting the localities, and care- 
a bled preserving the records of these borings, I have been ena- 
a to — — some important sonal as ye a 
_ Bess and the distribution of the underlyi P ilurian 
Devonian strata, to which I now beg be pall the attention of 
the Association. 

E third group, embracing the Portage and the Chemung shales 
_ 4nd sandstones, with the local Catskill sandstone, makes the 
| nian.* Hyper Devonian. 

he black Genesee slate, according to Mr. Hall, is paleon- 
ceeeally related to the Hamilton slates, and by him included 

oo. r. Hall as belo ig 0 eee 
_ Si group, is, according to him, only twenty-four 
_ fastern end of Lake Erie. 

“James Hall, in Foster & Whitney's Geology of Lake Superior, ii, 386. 
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There exists in southwestern Ontario, along the River St 
Clair, an area of several hundred square miles underlaid by 
black shales, in the counties of Lambton and Kent, of which 
only the lower part belongs to the Hamilton group, Thew 
strata are exposed in very few localities, but the lower beds am 
seen in Warwick, where they were, many years since, examined 
by Mr, Hall, in company with Mr. Alexander Murray of the 
Geological Survey of Canada, and were by the former iden 
tified with the Genesee slate forming the summit of the Ham 

i ilton group. They are in this place, however, overlaid by more 
arenaceous beds, in which Prof. Hall at the same time detected 
the fish remains of the Portage formation. The thickness of 
these black strata, as appears from a boring in the immediate 
vicinity, is fifty feet, beneath which are met the gray Hamilton — 
shales. A similar section occurs at Cape Ipperwash or Kettle 
Point in Bosanquet, on Lake Huron, where bands of alter 
ting greenish and black arenaceous shales, holding Calamites,ar 
met with. These strata also were recognized by Mr. Hall, who 3 
examined them, as belonging to the Portage formation; and 
abound in the large spherical calcareous concretions which 
occur at the same horizon in New York. The entire thickness — 
of the black shales at this point has not been determi Lett 
in numerous borings throughout the region under notice, re 
are easily distinguished, both by color and hardness, from 
soft gray Hamilton shales which underlie them. At Coruna 
tee Sarnia, a thickness of not less than gs feet a hard black 
shales, interstratified toward the top with greenish sands) — 
were met with. In the northern part of Enniskillen, 2 
Wyoming, they are about fifty feet in thickness; at Al ‘ 

to be seventy-seven feet, while southward, along the ey 
Lake Erie, about sixty feet of the hard black slate over® 

Cy) strata, down to the summit of the ath: gray : ls 

whole thickness of the Portage ( ak 
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4s just defined, including twenty feet of black shale at its base, 
‘is only 224 feet, which are represented in Ontario by 200 feet 
om the Sydenham river, and by 213 feet at Corunna on the St. 
Clair. Yet Prof. Winchell, for some reason, doubts the exist- 
ence of the Portage formation in Ontario. 
The Hamilton shale, which in some parts of New York at- 

tainsa thickness of 1,000 feet, but is reduced to 200 feet in 
le western part of the state, consists in Ontario chiefly of 

_ Soft gray marls, called soapstone by the well-borers, but in- 
cludes at its base a few feet of black beds, probably represent- 

the Marcellus shale. It contains, moreover, in some parts, 
beds of from two to five feet of solid gray limestone, holding 
silicified fossils, and in one instance impregnated with petrole- 
syne which, but for the nature of the organic remains, 

the 
the underlying marls, would lead to the conclusion that 
Lower Devonian had been reached. The thickness of the 

=e 

shale above, varies from 275 to 230 feet, while along the 
of Lake Erie it is not more than 200 feet. Further 

the base of the black shales. It thus appears that 
milton shale (including the insignificant representative 

the Marcellus shale at its base) augments in volume, from 
200 feet on Lake Erie to about 400 feet near to Lake Huron. 

Such a change in an essentially calcareous formation, 1s 1m 

Scordance with the thickening of the Corniferous limestone 
™ the same direction, : 
The Lower Devonian in Ontario is represented by the Cor: 

>on limestone, for the so-called Onondaga limestone has 

Bi 

bin 

h have-been sunk through this lime: 
paration Met with nothing distinctive to mark the se 
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outcrop of this formation, crossing the Niagara river, enters 
Ontario. ee 

At Tilsonburg, ninety miles west from Buffalo, borings have 
shown the existence of the Corniferous limestone — Oe 

pure limestones, were met with to the depth of 854 bat 

50° of the salometer, The well was then abandoned. bie 
here a boring traversing 854 feet of solid strata, from wh 
was, probably, near the summit of the Corniferous, Salins 
reaching the marls which form the lower part of the 5au™ 
formation. hal ae 
Ina boring at London, where the presence of the rer’ 

the Hamilton was marked by about twenty feet of ST tile 
including a band of black pyroschist, overlying the wh 
rous, 600 feet of hard rock were passed through before depth 
soft esian marls, which were penetrated to the cepr 
seventy-five feet. Specimens of the borin 
oe a another near by, carried 300 feet pe the to 
orniferous, show that pure limestones are int . pure 

the dolomites to a de r of 400 feet. At Tilsonburg a pur 
Heetate he met with at 524 feet oe the iy 2 . 

t St. y's, 700 feet, and at Oil Springs 2 & 
595 feet of i : trated, last, soft 
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upper part of the Salina formation, is about 600 feet in Lon- 
don and Enniskillen, and farther eastward, in Tilsonburg and 

Marys, considerably greater, exceeding by an unknown 
amount, in these localities, 854 and 700 feet. The Cornife- 
tous at its outcrop in Woodhouse, twenty-five miles to the 
east of Tilsonburg, measures only 160 feet thick, so that there 
is evidently, in the localities just mentioned, a great increase 
in the volume of the Salina formation from the 300 feet ob- 
served in western New York, At Goderich, on Lake Huron, 
the thickness of this formation is much greater. Here are 
found non-fossiliferous strata, having the character of the so- 
called Water-lime beds, which belong to the summit of the 

: 
oe: 
3 

: 
3 

0 
After the 164 feet of free, rock salt was met with, interstrat- 
ified with clay, through a distance of forty-one feet, beneath 
Which the boring was carried five feet in a solid white lime- 
ome probably belonging to the underlying Guelph formation. 

ntical results, including the mass of rock salt at the base. 

These borings now yield, by pumping, a copious supply of 

brine, nearly saturated and of great purity, so that this newly 

liscovered saliferous deposit has already attracted the atten- 
on of salt manufacturers, both in Ontario and New York. 

A detailed description of the first well, with an analysis of the 

vil be found in the Geological Report for 1866, already 

terred to, : 

Brines are said to have been met with at this horizon im 

_ Sennected with accumulations of salt at its base, would ao 

_ 1 point to ancient basins, or geographical depressions in the 
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overlying quaternary gravels and in the fissures and cayi® 
the Hamilton shales, but in some cases the borings are 
entirely through these strata, into the Corniferous 1M) before getting oil. Among other instances cited in af ge: 

* Canadian Naturalist, June, 1861, and this Journal, March, pew of t Itis proposed to give, ina subsequent communication, the o amination of this remarkable limestor co 



fable depths in the underlying limestones of the T 
tas € supplies from this region have not ee ae abundant, yet from one of the wells just mentioned, 120 bar- 
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gical Report for 1866, may be mentioned a well at Oil Springs, 
in Enniskillen, which was sunk toa depth of 456 feet from 
the surface, and seventy feet in the solid limestone beneath the 
Hamilton shales, before meeting oil, while in adjacent wells 
supplies of petroleum are generally met with at varying depths 
in the shales. In a well at Bothwell, oil was first met with at 
420 feet from the surface, and 120 feet in the Corniferous lime- 
stone, while a boring at Thamesville was carried 332 feet, of 
which the last thirty-two feet were in the Corniferous lime- 

_ Stone. This well yielded no oil, until, at a depth of sixteen feet 
in this rock, a fissure was encountered, from which, at the time 
of my visit, thirty barrels of petroleum had been extracted. 
At Chatham, in like manner, after sinking through 294 feet of 
shales, oil was met with at a depth of fifty-eight feet in the 

_ underlying Corniferous limestone. 
We also find oil-producing wells sunk in districts where the 

formation overlaid by a portion of the Corniferous. At a dis- 

_ fal barrels of petroleum. Again at Tilsonburg, where the 

and their probable importance as sources of petroleum, was 
first pointed out by me in 1861. The conditions under which 

oll occurs in these limestones in Ontario, are worthy of notice, 
- ‘Masmuch as they present grave difficulties to those who main- 

- tain that petroleum has been generated by an unexplained pro- 
— 8s of distillation going on in some underlying hydrocarbona- 

ales, but petroleum has been found only in fissures at eo 
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rels of petroleum were obtained. The limestone here restson 
the white unfossiliferous Chazy sandstone, beneath which ar — 
found only ancient crystalline rocks, so that it is difficult to — 
avoid the conclusion that this limestone of the Trenton group — 
is, like those of Upper Silurian and Devonian age already no- — 
ticed, a true oil-bearing rock. ; 

In concluding these observations on the geology of Ontario, — 
it may be remarked that throughout the southwestern counties — 
the distribution of the middle and upper Devonian rocks has — 
been determined almost wholly from the results of borings u- — 
dertaken in search of petroleum. From these it appears that — 
the wide spread of these rocks in this region is connected, re : 
with a tranverse north and south synclinal depression, wil 

that passing by Cincinnati, and may be regarded as part of the = 

Sass antichinal of the great axis of vleeanee which divides the 

The Devonian rocks are found in the region under cone : 
tion, at depths not only far beneath the water-level of thea» — 
jacent lakes of Erie and St. Clair, but aetually below the hore a 
zon of the bottom of those shallow lakes. Thus at big 5 
in Bayham, at a point said to be about forty feet above * 
level of Lake Erie, the underlying rock was met with bao 
240 feet of clay, while at Port Stanley, twenty feet rere a 
lake, the Hamilton shale was struck beneath 172 nia de: 
and at the Rondeau, just above the level of Lake Erie, pray : 
was 104 feet thick. A similar condition of things rg 
the south side of the lake, at Cleveland, where no T0¢ gait 
countered at a depth of 100 feet below the water-level in ae 

a well ten feet 4 

above the river passed through 100 feet of clay Det0ry an 
the black shales at the Pande group, while in Maidstone 
the shore of Lake St. Clair, and a very few feet ae ia 
109 feet of clay were found overlying the Corniferou thirty 
stone. The greatest depth of Lake St. Clair 18 scat sa EO 
fect, and that of the southwestern half of Lake Bne 

* 

out of the paleozoic rocks, and including in i 
western part of the peninsula of Ontario. 
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- — lar manner; all my experiments in this directio yi : 

s esky thus far been unsuccessful. Nevertheless, since this redue- 
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Ant, XXXVI.—On the action of Sunlight on Bisulphid of 
Carbon ; by O. Lorw, Chemical assistant in the College of 
the City of New York. 

Pore bisulphid of carbon, when exposed to the sunlight for 
aconsiderable time becomes somewhat yellow. To study the 
changes thus produced, a large quantity of the bisulphid was 
enclosed in sealed tubes and exposed to the action of the sun, 
Decomposition took place gradually, and a brown insoluble sub- 
stance was formed, which adhered so closely to the inner surface 
of the tubes that it could not be detached by vigorous shaking. 
This substance prevented the farther action of the sun’s rays, 
and consequently the decomposition ceased. 

water be present in the tubes, this adherence is prevented 
and a larger quantity of the brown substance is obtain 
After an exposure of two or three months the tubes were opened. 
The water was slightly acid in its reaction, and, after being neu- 
tralized and concentrated, it showed a distinct reducing power 
on salts of silver and mercury. Evidently therefore a trace 

{formic acid was produced, according to the following equation : 
Formic Acid. 

CS,+2H,0—CH,0,+H,8+5.* 
On filtration, the newly formed brown compound remained on 

the filter, while the filtrate contained free sulphur dissolved in 

the bisulphid of carbon. On examination, this compound cor- 
responded in every particular to. the sesquisulphid of carbon, the 
substance discovered by me two yearsago. It was insoluble in 

Water, alcohol, ether, chloroform, bisulphid of carbon, and oils, 
but soluble vith decomposition in a_ boiling solution of caustic 

putas On heating it in a glass tube, it was directly separa 

vias ne ; the sulphur volatilized and the carbon re- 
in 

2 to the sunlight, the decomposition is so slight as hardly 
n 

88m, however, a reduction to lower sulphids takes place. 

takes place very readily in 
: influence of sunlight, I am not without hope that this process 

__ Will yet be imitated in the laboratory. 
“ew York, Sept. 20, 1868. . 

* C=12; O=16; S=32, ete. 
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Art, XXX VIT.—Observations on the Metamorphosis of Sire- 
don into Amblystoma ; by O. C. Marsu, Professor of Pa- 
leontology in Yale College. With a plate, _ 

or from the long journey. They all fed readily upon worms e 
and insects, and occasionally came to the surface and inaled ; 
air 

b at a wees 

pete on the sides 
8 

Small round spots of dark brown were first 2 
49, 1867. 

‘ * Comptes Rendus, tome Ixi, p. 775, 1865, and tome Ixy, p. 24% Z 
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of the tail, and the color of the entire animal gradually as- 

only were partially altered, and at the present time, or nearly 
three weeks later, they still retain tubercular remnants of the 
external branchie, although in most other respects the change 
appears to be complete. The two remaining specimens, how- 
ever, which had throughout been kept with the three last, 

wed no distinct signs of changing, although the probability 
Of their doing so, and the importance of retaining some 

2 ble evidence of the original condition, led to the transfer of one 
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of them to a jar of alcohol after the first week, a precaution, as — 
the result showed, quite unnecessary in the case of the other, 
which at the time of writing (Oct. 5th) still remains a typical — 
Siredon, with no alteration more important than a single ap- 
pearance in a new epidermis. a 

The changes observed in the five specimens that underwent — 
the complete metamorphosis were essentially the same as those — 
noticed in the one already described, although in no two ind- — 
viduals were the successive phases quite contemporaneous or — 
identical. The most marked differences observed were in the 

8 
grades, one individual, represented in fig. 2, having dark brow 

th it 

his able Review of the Amblystomide ;* and it is an m8 
ing fact that among the six specimens that have 7 

; ge of color which took place in one ©) 
Siredons before any indications of metamorp oeveral Oe 
detected. The animal had been in the dark for sev" e, 
and was then placed in a white porcelain vessel, and “de 
several hours in a strong light, while an attempt was * 

* Proceedings Philadelphia Acad., xlx, p- 166, 1867. 



sought the darkest part of the space in which they were 
nfined 
The second distinct phase in the metamorphosis, which, how- 

ever, commenced in every instance before the change in color 
had made much progress, was the absorption of the dorsal and 
caudal membranes, This began on the lower margin of the 
tail, and soon after could be detected in the dorsal region, and 
then farther back, the last portion remaining being usually on 
oot il part of the tail. The absorption extended below the 
dorsal surface, leaving at first a groove along the back, marki 
the position of the membrane; and as this disappeared the light 
colored specimens retained in its place a narrow black line, 
which extended also to the end of the tail. 

ee P * Marked alteration in the shape of the head, which occurred 
about the same time. In the todo state the head is broad- 
‘st at the base, and comparatively flat above (figures 1 and 1 a), 
but after the loss of the branchial arches, its test breadth 
Was a little back of the eyes, while it was much more rounded 
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above, and in outline more oval. The neck also diminishal 4 
in size, and the snout became more pointed. The changein 
the eyes, already alluded to, likewise altered the appearanceaf 
the head materially. The flat, fish-like eye of the Siredon 
projected very slightly above the surface of the head, but — 
during the transformation this organ became more conyex, and 
also much more prominent (figures 2 and 3), This change in 
the eye was apparently indicated also in the habits of the ani- 
mal, The Siredons seldom missed their aim in catchinga — 
worm or insect, but when under water after the metamorphosis — 
they often made several ineffectual attempts to seize objects 
quite near them. oe 

ne of the most interesting features of the transformation — 
occurred in connection with the mouth of the animal, The — 
opening, or gape, increased considerably in size, one half at — 
least ; the internal and external nostrils became perce : 
E oO os me —s om je] 5 os i) f=] Qu 2. oO et °o os S &P = Ss pie i=) 4 & ss) ct eZ 

interrupted in front, and to some extent on the sides, as repre . 
sented in figure 1b, which shows the position of these teeth, 7 
but not their exact number or size. After the nein 

ferent individuals that had apparently passed through the samy 

external phases of transformation, although the tendency, ore 
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angle of about 45°, with the external nostrils above the sur- 
i Frequent efforts to leave the water soon followed, and 
40 opportunity of so doing was in most instances speedily im- 

@ ta and the change then seemed to progress more rapidly. 
; or two specimens, however, showed for some time, es 

tive element, apparently suffering little or po inconvenience 
from remainin. 

ar propensities of 
ecasional assaults on one 

of movement, and when irritated, especially when held 
, Would often turn and snap at the hand with a ra- 

ressed with great rapidity, but it apparently ceased, or 

Whil very slight progress, in the cool 

staan time, but were less favorably situated, required at 

: twice that time for its completion. The only living speci- 

Shown slight indications of an approaching metamorphosis, but 

48 its larva (hitherto known only as Siredon lichenoides 

AGL Jour. Scr.—szcoxp Serres, Vou. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1568. 

25 
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has but very rarely been met with, it may be well to mention 
some of the more important characters noticed in the individe- 
als just described, in addition to those given in the original de 
scription of the two forms, when the connection between them 
was unknown. It should, perhaps, be first stated that, afte 

Prof. Baird under the name Stredon melanosticta, which & 
possibly only a variety of S. lichenoides.t The coloration, the 
regular outline of the membranes, the rounded extremities of 
the branchial processes, as well as the arrangement of the pali- 
tine teeth, all indicate that the animal figured had already 
tered upon the preliminary stages of metamorphosis. Ine 
of these cases, however, it is not improbable that the alterat® 
may have been temporarily, or possibly even permanently, a. : 
pended, before the animal was captured. Aside from part 
tures which may be the result of partial transformation, Prif 
redons from Lake Como do not differ essentially from + ee 
Baird’s original figures of S. lichenoides, except in having® — 
somewhat broader head, and in not having the dorsal a 
extend to the occiput, differences which may be due bout 0 
locality, as the type specimen came from a point abou © — 
miles farther south. stated, 

The Siredons obtained at’ Lake Como, as already sii , 
were from five to ten inches in length. The color nile the 
is a very dark olive above, and a light olive below, ¥ black 
fimbrie of the external branchie are nearly or Ligh ~. 
On either side of the body are twelve costal grooves, . 
cluding the inguinal. The skin is smooth and 7 
and shows beneath it the ends of innumerable giants hol thes 
crowded together, In specimens preserved in The 
glands project, making the surface appear granules base 
sal membrane commences a short distance from “ extend 
the head, and both this and the lower membrane ©" 

* Stanbury’s E . to the ¢ e, p. 336, 1855. + part 2B 
: e Pacific & Relieeea Rice ee ee ae 1, and vol. sis , 
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the end of the tail, thus making the vari 

eas eerie See we tee 

their lower surfaces with lamellar fimbrie. 
palatine series of teeth have already been mentioned, and their 
— in this species of Siredon is represented in figure 10. 

former consists of a single row of slender pointed teeth on 
the premaxillary and maxillary bones. The palatine arch of 
teeth, situated on the vomerine and pterygoid bones, forms a 
harrow and more complex series, only the position of which is 

f the lower jaw consist of a 

mo Siredons, No. 1 is the individual figured in the accom- 
 Panying plate, and No. 2 a specimen preserved a short time in 

ee No. 1. No. 2. 

a Inches. Lines. Inches. Lines. 
2 Length from snout to end of tail,...........---- a. 8 8 
4 a a “© gular fold, i241 1 1 
; j or eo ie i. 9 
2 * OG ls bs cc Ra ec ode oe 3: 10 

Wig Civic, SM Bilin lies sce. cer 4:4 4-5 
ae idth of head where greatest,......-.....---s« : 2 — 

i ‘ “ tongu e, hae i a 

oS “ance between eyes anteriorly,..........-.-- 7 7 
‘ is z outer nostrils, 5 5 

————_ Mength of ant % Fa : ee Pp : 
a posterior “ a ee a 1 2 

Distance between outstretched toes, 9 S28 
Height of tail including membranes where greatest, 1 3 1.8 

4 Before the transformation was entirely mpleted, the generi & , | pleted, 
e characters of -AmBlgafomen had become uamistekable ; although 

following measurements are taken from two of the Lake 

home 2 ae eee 
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in each instance—as not unfrequently occurs in nature—some 
of the characters which distinguish the species had already 
preceded them. Among the altered forms, developed from lar- 
vee apparently identical, the two types of coloration, shown 
respectively in figures 3 and 2, have each at present two repre- 
sentatives, and are sufficiently distinct to merit a more particu 
lar description. The former has a ground color of greenish 
black, on which are bands or patches of grayish yellow, more 
or less confluent, especially along the back. The abdomenis 
dusky olive, with a darker medial band. The latter He 
(figure 2) clearly corresponds to Amblystoma maculatum Hal- 
lowell, which is regarded by Prof. Cope as a variety of 4. ma 
vortium Baird. In this torm the ground color is light olive, 
on which are scattered numerous small brown spots, 42 | 
specimen, a few of these first appeared on the tail, and next 
four of larger size on either shoulder, and subsequently other 
on the sides. The specimens of this type are also larger, 
more sluggish in habit than the other variety, and until vay 
recently would have been considered distinct species by all 
herpetologists. In most other respects, however, there 1s little 

or no difference between the two forms, and both of them, with 
one other specimen representing an intermediate grade, must 
apparently all be regarded as belonging to Prof. Baird’s spe 

cles Amblystoma mavortium.* ee 
At the time the Siredons here described were obtained f 

Lake Como, several others also were secured by Prof, Busts a 
Harvard College. All were brought to New York iogehes 
‘there separated, part being taken to Cambridge, where pe oat 

since been carefully observed by Professors Wyman anc. 
and the rest brought to New Haven by the writer. i 
specimens, however, strange to say, have shown but vely” 

just completed its metamorphosis. This individual, as Prof. 

i ; ‘er remaining i man informs the writer, seems still to pref ee 

up, and the branchie partially gone. On beim 
ter, it refused food, and soon died. That 
ently this species are occasionally found in wet 

* Journal Acad. Nat, Sci. Philadelphia, 1849, P- 292 
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tat, regards it as probably permanently aquatic.+ In the ele- 
vated region where Lake Como is situated, although the 

upon the later, of even slight differences of physical conditions, 
as shown in the preceding instances, are known to produc 
When combined remarkable variations in the same os as 

reaso 
cannot for various 

th; ns be discussed in this connection, but it is evident that in 

is direction lies a rich field for further investigation. The 

seems have sus- 

pectedi—that all Siredons are merely larval Salamanders, and 

' Perennibranchiates (by no means a natural division of 
© Batrachia) may not prove eventually to be the undevel- 

oped young of well known species. ; 
In addition to the acknowledgments already made, the writer 

* Pacific R. R. Report, vol. xii, part 2, p. 306. t Loe, eit. 
+ Recherches tial tase Ma Reptiles, rie Paris, 1807, p. 35. 
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desires, in concluding, to express his thanks to Gen, W. Snyder, 
Superintendent of the Union Pacific Railroad, for his kind 
assistance in securing the Siredons at Lake Como in August 
last ; to-his friend Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, for vari- 
ous suggestions in regard to the subject here treated of, and 
likewise to his friend, Prof. George F'. Barker, of Yale College, 
for careful observations on the specimens while he was tempo- 
rarily absent from New Haven. 

Yale College, Oct. 10th, 1868, 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE. 

Figure 1. Undeveloped larva of Amblystoma mavortium Baird, hitherto known 

as Siredon lichenoides Baird. Animal represented as in motion, with 

external branchize thrown back (} natural size). 

Figure 1a. Dorsal view of same specimen when at rest, with branchis fully er 

pande 
Figure 1b. View from below, showing arrangement of maxillary and palati 

series of larval teeth and inner nostrils of same species (natural size) 

Figure 2. Amblystoma mavortium Baird, (variety A. maculatum Ball), partially 

developed from Siredon lichenoides Baird, with remnants of external - 

branchize, and internal arches, still retained (} natural size). 

Figure 3. Amblystoma mavortium Baird, developed from Siredon 

Baird: metamorphosis apparently completed (4 natural size), 

Figure 3a. Maxillary and palatine series of teeth of Amblystoma mavortium Baird, 

after metamorphosis (natural size). 

Arr. XXXVIIL—Notice of a new and diminutive spects 1 
fossil Horse (Equus parvulus), from the Tertiary of 
braska; by Prof. O. C. Marsu, of Yale College. | 

In a small collection of fossil eda 6p —— obiained 
the writer during the past summer in the 35 ie ieresh, 

i: ye 5 BGwe ne they indicate a new species of fossil horse, page a An 

mi 

of a well, they had been thrown out from a depth wile pee 
eight feet. This locality has since attained considera baer 

riety, from the fact that the remains then found were ‘i arious 
ced to be human by those who first examined them, #2 : 

. ° 0 wud 

already given elsewhere.* ae 

* National Academy of Sciences. Northampton Meeting, Avg: 

. 





ments, apparently from other parts of the skeleton. All are in 
an excellent state of preservation, and part of them are so 
characteristic that they clearly indicate the near affinities of 
the animal to which they belonged. 

he ungual or hoof-phalanx differs in form from that of the 
recent horse only in being somewhat more depressed, and in 
having the sides of the upper surface slightly less convex trans- 
versely, and the beak of the articular face a little less pointed. 
Its length measured along the axis is very nearly one inch, the 

shorter diameter of the articular face is five lines, and the lon- 
ger, or transverse, ten lines, The coronary, or middle phalanx, 

as the ossification of the various bones clearly proves. Ad- 
ditional parts of the skeleton, especially the teeth, would per- 

aps show generic characters different from those of the living 
horse, but in the absence of these, as the remains are evidently 

distinct from any hitherto described, the species may be named 

Equus parvulus, This makes seventeen species of fossil horses 

now known to have lived in North America, although until 

quite recently it was very generally believed that there was none 
indigenous to the continent. a 

the bones above described occur in a stratum of gray arena- 

ceous clay, lying nearly horizontally, and apparently of later 

ertiary age. The large number of vertebrate remains found 

Yale College, Oct. 5th, 1868. ” 
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Art. XXXIX.—On Hansen’s Theory of the physical Const. 
tution of the Moon; by Stuon Newcoms. my 

THE great reputation of the author has given extensive cur 
rency to the hypothesis put forth by Prof. Hansen some years 
since, that the center of gravity of the moon is considerably 
farther removed from us than the center of figure. The conse- 
quences of this hypothesis are developed in an elaborate mathe- — 
matical memoir to be found in the twenty-fourth volume of the 
Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society. But the recep- 
tion of the doctrine seems to have been based rather on faithin 
its author, than on any critical examination of its k 

then consider these three propositions : : Jaa 
e moon revolves on her axis with a uniform mouo — 

equal to her mean motion around the earth. ‘ne 
2. Her motion around the earth is not uniform, but she 8 — 

sometimes ahead of and sometimes behind her mean pint; — 
owing both to the elliptic inequality of her motions and © — 
perturbations, pe 

Suppose her center of gravity to be farther removed = 
us than her center of figure, and so placed that when the moon 
is in her mean position in her orbit, the line joining these ce 
ters passes through the center of the earth. «at all 

Let us also conceive that these two centers are visible be" : 

observer on the earth, Then a consideration of the ge athe 
cal arrangements of the problem will make it clear that 
the moon is ahead of her mean place, the observer ik e 
two centers separated, the one nearest him being ie co 
vanced in the orbit, while, when the moon is behind This oe 
place, the nearest center will be behind the other. | ‘ate 

effect of the moon’s libration in longitude. | ted from : 
Now the inequalities in the moon’s motion, C0 M cent a 

the theory of gravitation, are those of a Ek are those 

* In this connection it is curions to notice that on page 83 of he Coonolis boli 
sen appears as the first of the independent modern discoverers 0 : os 
rem of spherical trigonometry: er oa 

cos a cos b cos C+sin a sin b==cos A cos B cos menor" gs new DF . 

This was about three years before the above formula wé 2 : ope 
Mr. Cayley, and geometrically demonstrated by Prof. Airy . : 
Magazine. 
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Also, their ratio will be inversely as that of the distances of 
the centers which they represent. 

rof. Hansen, in comparing his theory with observations, 
found that the theoretical inequalities would agree better with 
observation when multiplied by the constant factor 10001544, 
cupposing that this result could be accounted for on the hy- 
pothesis of a separation of the centers of gravity and figure, he 
thence inferred that the hypothesis was true. But the result 
cannot be entirely accounted for in this way, because the 
largest inequality of theory (evection) has a factor (eccentricity) 
which can only be determined from observation, and therefore 
even the theoretical evection is that of the center of figure, and 
hot of the center of gravity. It must not be forgotten that 
the eccentricity, which is not given by theory, is subject to be 
multiplied by the same factor that multiplies the other ine- 
qualities. ‘I'o be more explicit, 

Let e be the true eccentricity of the orbit described by the 
moon’s center of gravity. Then the true evection in the same 
orbit will be exA; . 
A being a factor depending principally on the mean motions 
of the sun and moon, And on Hansen’s hypothesis, the ap- 
parent evection, or that of the center of figure, will be 

ex AX 10001544. 
On the same hypothesis, the eccentricity derived from observa- 
ton, being half the coéfficient of the principal term of the 
*quation of the center, will be 

ex 10001544, or 
a - theoretical evection computed with this eccentricity 

: ex x A, : 
Which is the same with that derived from observation. Hence, 
The theoretical evection will agree with that of observation, 

hotwithstanding a separation of the centers of gravity and 
re of the mo 

Passing, now, from the evection, the next great perturbation 
(Of the moon’s motion is the variation. But the value of this 

Perturbation has not been accurately determined from observa- 
ton, because, attaining its maxima and minima in the moon's 
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rately with precision, because their coéfficients have the same sign in that part of the moon’s orbit where nearly all the me — ridian observations are made. From this cause Airy’s value of — the parallactical inequality from all the Greenwich observations _ 
from 1750 to 1830 was 3” in error, And when, in his last in- — 
vestigation,* Airy rejected the observations previous to 181], 
owing to some uncertainty as to what semi-diameter should be 
employed, the result was still a second too small. It is there 
fore interesting to find what value of the variation will result 
if we substitute the known value of the parallactic inequality — 
in Airy’s equations for the determination of that element 
Neglecting those unknowns which have small coéfiicients, these 
equations are, from 1806 to 1851, 

1806—15  10-66W+ 28-14V = + 172 
16—24 9°45 + 30°92 249 i 
25—33 943 + 29°26 + 421 : 
3449 929 + 2728 + 108 “ 
43—51 905 + 23°36 + 19 
Sum, 47-88W +138°96V = +1029 t 

125”50—122'"10 _ 
hE e- pemae <: 

The sum of the preceding equations gives 
W = 2:15—2:90V = —0-46, is The resulting correction to the provision variation 2370") : 

046x073 = —0'-34, making t 69°96, therefore — g the bee 4g fived from observation. ...... _.. s._-.-s- asenmaew 9369 4a 
while Hansen’s theoretical value is-------- “ro ae 2 ) EA, i a sn ie sone 
The differences are too minute to found any theory UP tis ae q aving the evection and variation, the other snes ee | 
so minute that their product by Hansen’s coéflicient * © | gether insensible, me that oe up the results of our inquiry, it appear tweet = | the case of the evection the supposed disco Hansen's theory and observation would not follow from be attribatel = | pothesis, and therefore, even if it exists, cannot be en 6 | ; é f the vane” ther 

age of ne Se 
inequalities the discordance would be insensible, jation. : 

* Memoirs Royal Astronomical Society, vol. x= 
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Arr. XL.— Notices of papers in Physiological Chemisitry— 
No. II; by Gzorcz F. Barker, M.D. 

5. On the formation of Sugar in the Liver. 

7 

1s invariably saccharine, whatever the nature of the food. e 
D s i 

upon a diet exclusively animal, for four, five, or even eight 

“ forming sugar. This sugar has been detected even in foe 

livers; beside being readily fermentable, 

* C.R., xxvii, 514. + Ib., xxi, 571. 
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stimulus to the production of sugar by the liver, was demon- 
strated by showing that this function ceased entirely on dividing 
the pneumogastric nerves of both sides in the vicinity of the 
eart. 
(3.) The same year, C.G. Lrnmann published* the results 

of an extended research on the relative composition of portal 
and hepatic blood, made in order to elucidate the function of 
the liver. The experiments were made with horses; their food 
consisted of 23 lbs. rye-bran, 2 lbs. chopped straw and 2 Ibs. 
hay, and they were killed by injecting air into the jugular vem, 
5 or 10 hours after eating. The blood was collected without 
admixture, and minutely examined. After describing the phys- 
ical and morphological characters of the two varieties of blood, 
their chemical differences are considered. Portal blood contains 
fibrin, normal in amount and in properties; hepatic blood con- 
tains none, As to sugar, though abundant in the im 
canal during the digestion of a mixed diet, Lehmann found 

the residue of the blood, was precipitated by a freshly pre 
alcoholic solution of potassic hydrate, the precipitate dissolved 
in water containing tartaric acid, and examined either by ' 
mentation or a copper-test. In portal blood 0°055 ber 
(calculated on the dry residue) of sugar was found, and m 
serum ‘0052 per cent. In the hepatic veins on the other hand, 

In three experiments, . 

dried residue of this blood eave 0°635, 0°893, and 0°776 peroe 

tains so much more saccharine matter than the portal, the 

scarcely bea doubt of the formation of sugar by theliver. — remarkable disappearance of fibrin from the portal blood, po 

salicin and similar substances, split into sugar and some of 
body containing their nitrogen. ume- (4.) Ina paper published in 1851, Bavatert, after eT 
rating the intimate relations which exist between the i an- carbo-hydrates, and alluding to their rare occurrence 19 ee! 
imal organism, notices Bernard’s investigations, - of them by experiments of his own. From 6 pounds © yo) sheep’s livers, he obtained 3 scruples of 70 pet cent | 

* Ber. d. . d. Wiss. in Leipzig, ; »» lili, 205. se 

jf Jaitosh @ chles Genelisch, Eaten Cutan tole ais J: we Ob 
; OV. 
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sp. gt. 0892); and from the liver of a fox fed for six weeks 

itis oxydized in the lungs; though he was unable to demon- 
strate experimentally any of the intermediate products of this 

with chalk, and kept at a temperature of 25° to 35° C., it ac- 
tively fermented, and yielded lactic acid, of the same kind as 

t produced from milk. 
6.) In January, 1855, Fiavrer presented a paper to the 
Acalemy+ in which he sought to prove the existence normall 
of sugar in the blood of animals fed ona mixed diet, in amount 
{qual to about one-half that found by Bernard in the liver; 
ind, since the meat on which Bernard’s animals were fed, came 
fom the herbivora the blood of which contains sugar, he argues 

that the liver is an organ designed simply for storing up the 

eee Mua a hata 

In the blood of rabbits he found 0°57, in 
an ox 0°48, and in that of man 0°58 per cent. He also 

™ € fluids upon the albuminates, called albuminose, pre- 
Yents the detection of sugar by the copper-tests. 
i February, Lonert published{ the results of some 

: Upon the detection of sugar. He was never able to detect 

"od_by the gastric juice exists in the blood in considerable 
oe and at the same time glucose in small amount, neither 

aleohoe et test boiling with potassic hydrate, polarimetry, 
- ntation, nor in a word, any other method in use, tn rme 

math monstrate directly the existence there of the saccharine 
~ ri 

ears 
: tC.R, xl, ae xxv, 29; Jahresb., 1854, 405, 

¢ Ib., p. 286. 
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(8.) In March, LEnMANN communicated to the Academy* the 
results already mentioned, together with some new facts, 
found not a trace of sugar in the portal blood of dogs, either 
when fasting or fed on meat; when fed on boiled: potatoes, 
however, traces were detected. In the hepatic blood, on the 
other hand, of three dogs fed on meat, 0°814, 0°799, 0:946 
cent of sugar was found; of three others, fasting for two days, 
0°764, 0°638, 0-804 per cent; and of two others fed with pota- 
toes, 0-981, 0°854 per cent. In arterial blood, sugar is rarely 
found. Lehmann was unable to detect it in that of horses fed 
on starch or oats, or of rabbits fed on sugar, or given a large 
quantity of beets or carrots. j 

(9.) ‘To this paper, BERNARD added a note,} in which he 
says that the meat on which his animals were fed, was proved 
by analysis to be free from sugar; asserts that the sugar found 
in the general circulation is liver-sugar which has escaped 0xy- 
dation in the lungs; controverts Schmidt’s idea that sugar, like 
urea, is formed throughout the body and is simply excreted DY 
the liver; remarks that the formation of sugar by the liver cam 
no longer be disputed; and concludes that the only question 

remaining is, from what materials is this sugar formed. Since 
his researches have shown that the ingestion of fat dim 
the production of sugar, he is disposed to agree with Lehmann 
that it is formed from nitrogenous materials. iis: 

(10.) On the 26th of March, Ficurer communicated net 
experiments to prove the existence of sugar in bl 
A young dog, large and vigorous, was fed, after three days fast- 
ing, with raw beef for eight days, then allowed to fast forty 
hours, and then given 2} pounds of raw beef. T:wo hoursaits 

an incision was made in the right side of the animal, the i 
finger introduced through the opening along the inferior bora 

of the liver, and the portal vein seized and ligated. Then 
abdomen was opened and the blood from the engorged po 

de 
the copper-test; and by this means the sugar present wae 
termined to be 0-248 io cent of the entire a. ye ie 

ms, 1¢: after 

above treatment, 0-15 grams, and afforded only traces we 
On repeating the experiment with another dog fed for 

* O.R., x1, 585. } Ib, p. 589, $ Tb.,p- 67% 
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__({il.) In a note to the Academy, presented on the second of 
_ April,* Berwarp says: 

“Dans la derniére séance de l’Académie, on a nié l’exactitude de 
_ @s fits constatés et vérifiés par les hommes les plus competents 
¢ les plus habiles 
“Vauteur qui a émis cette négation est arrivé non seulement & 

dire que chez les animaux carnivores, 4 certains périodes de la di- 
gestion, il y a du sucre dans le sang de la veine porte aussi bien 
que dans celui des veines hépatiques, mais il n’a pas craint d’avan- 
‘er que deux heures aprés le repas, on trouve chez un chien qui a 

_mangé de la viande de beuf crue une plus forte proportion de 
Sucre dans le sang de laveine porte que dans le sang pris au-dessus 
du foie, 
“Lassurance avec laquelle une pareille assertion a été avancée, 
pourrait peut-étre en imposer 4 certaines personnes. C’ our- 
quoi je crois de mon devoir de venir déclarer ici que ces résultats 
“ont entiérement inexacts.” * * * * “Or je déclare de nouveau 
que jai toujours obtenu le résultat que j’avais annoncé, a savoir que 
“zn chien en digestion de viande cuite ou crue il n’ ; hy ees 
ne? °C aprés le repas, et qu’il y en a au contraire dans les 
memes circonstances constamment et en notable proportion dans 

bo Sang des veines hépatiques.” 
, (12.) At the same session, Bernard presented a note from 
Lehmann, + confirming his view that the hematin which dis- 
> aed from the blood in considerable quantity in passing 

$ Ib., p. 774. t Ib., p. 887. § Ib., p. 903. 
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mented on were all killed by a section of the medulla; the por- 1 
tal vein was then ligated through an incision on the right side, 
the abdomen opened, and the inferior vena cava tied below the 
diaphragm. By cutting through this muscle, a second ligature 
was placed upon the vena cava, just above it. It was then — 
easy to collect the hepatic blood without admixture, by intro- 
ducing a glass tube into that portion of the vena cava included 
between the ligatures. The portal blood was obtained by means _ 
of a second tube introduced below the portal ligature. Exper 
iment has shown that blood taken between this ligature and the 
liver always contains sugar, from regurgitation. The blood to 

examined is mixed with three times its weight of st 
alcohol, strained through linen, pressed out, the residues and 
vessels washed with alcohol, the whole filtered, acidulated with 
a few drops of acetic acid and evaporated on the water bath. 
The residue is mixed with water, a gram of fresh yeast is ad 
and the whole is introduced into a graduated bell-jar over mer- — 

cury, standing in a warm place. A like quantity of the same 

yeast mixed with distilled water is used as a blank test, for : 
comparison. After from 18 to 24 hours, the gas evolved Is 

3 

; 
4 

‘measured, the necessary corrections are made, and the amount — 
of sugar calculated. Three careful quantitative examinations — 
made in this way, showed no sugar-in the portal blood of an 
mals fed on meat, either raw or cooked; while under the same 
conditions the hepatic blood contained from one to four thou- 

sandths of its weight of sugar. : a 

(15.) In May, 1855, F. W. Pavy communicated to 

Special 
hich takes 

~ 4 inasmuch as the direct oxydation of glucose is not CMY os 
suggests that under the influence of fibrin acting as @ ferme 

the sugar is split into lactic acid; an opinion which is st 



their report.* ing selves to a verification of facts, 
they state that since the universal presence of sugar in the 
_ liver, as the evidence of an important function of this organ, 
_ has never been contested, the questions to be settled, are its ori- 

ginin this viscus, its use there, and its final disappearance. 
Alter enumerating the views of the authors named, the Report 

_ says that Bernard’s view rests upon four data: 1st, the constant 
_ presence of sugar in the liver of all animals; 2d, the presence 
- ‘ho less constant, of sugar in the hepatic veins; 3d, the absence 
of sugar in the portal blood of animals fed on animal food; 
_ and 4th, the temporary appearance of sugar in portal blood, 
_ When the food is amylaceous or saccharine, Of these points, 
_ two, the Ist and 4th, are universally admitted; it therefore re- 

of the hepatic veins contained it in appreciable quantity. 
therefore remark, in conclusion ; ‘la doctrine professée 

_ Pat notre confrére parait intacte,” : : 
/; Miz) On the 27th of August, Ficurer replied to this Report,7 

hours afterward, ligated the portal 

ee : The blood drawn from this vein, 
hed when defibrinated, 700 grams; 600 grams of this were 

_ ated with 24 volumes alcohol, strained from the coagulum, 
- Midulated slightly with acetic acid, and evaporated on the water- 

_ Mth. The residue wes dissolved in water, the solution strained 

'80dic carbonate and mixed with well washed yeast. In 
nutes, fermentation began and continued several hours; 

S evolved was absorbed entirely by potassic hydrate, and 
‘lation, alcohol, recognizable by its odor and its reauc- 

“Of potassic dichromate with the odor of aldehyd, was 
. > OR, 21,1384 + ©. R., xi, 352. i 
Ax. Jour, Sct.—Szconp Serms, Vou. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1868. 
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a hee | obtained. The ex; t was repeated many ti 
with the same result. 

18 

yy? 

24th of September, he recapitulates the grounds on which he 

in the liver from fibrin or hematin, and of Frerichs that ni- 
trogenous matters break up in the liver into urea and sugal— 
all of which views suppose the change to take place in the 
blood,—he advances the opinion that the glycogenic sub- 
stance exists in the tissue of the liver itself. This view hesus- 
tains by the following experiment: a vigorous and healthy dog, 
fed for many days exclusively upon meat, was killed by section 
of the medulla, seven hours after a full meal of tripe. The 
abdomen was immediately opened, the liver carefully removed, 
and while yet warm, before coagulation of the blood had taken 
place, the portal vein was connected with the laboratory hydrant 
by means of a rubber tube, and water allowed to flow throug 
the organ, escaping from the hepatic veins in a strong Je : 
Gradually the tissue of the liver became paler, andin 15 mi rae 
utes the water was colorless, After 40 minutes, the escapMG = 
water contained nota trace either of sugar or of albummolé 
matter; and on macerating a fragment of the viscus, no Sug 

was detected in the tissue. The liver was then allowed tote 

| 
: 
| 

main exposed to the air for 24 hours, after which time et ak 
isted in it abundantly; even a little liquid remaining in the OS 
gave the reactions; and on injecting water into the portal her 

it issued strongly saccharine. The liver must therefore eae | 

sufficiently 7 

; is, which, 

in alcohol and ether; and showed that it is confined strictly 
* C.R., xli, 461. E 
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t 3 liver, not being recognizable in portal or in any other blood. 
is absent from this viscus, whenever the conditions are such. 

“en sugar and albuminose are both present, the cupric oxy 

B reduced, the blue solution changing to yellow, but with the 

tati ation of no precipitate. That albuminose hinders fermen- 

(on, is true only when the solution is so strong, that a simi- 
solution of sugar would do the same. No true chemist, how- 

would think of testing directly a fluid containing much 
mose. German i 

ofthese fluids, in which but a trace of albuminose exists. But, 

vsti this, it i . 

chemists, at least, use alcoholic extracts : 
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alcoholic potash. No substance which can interfere with the 4 ’ 

physiological method, it is evident that it should furnish blood 
such as flows in the veins during life. This is especially neces- 
sary with portal blood, as at death there is a stasis of blood in — 
the liver ; and, since the nutrient arteries of the liver pour 
their blood, not into the hepatic vein, but directly into the 
portal capiilaries, there may easily be regurgitation of blood — 
containing sugar, Though Figuier has avoided this source of 
error, he has fallen into another ; it needs no deep insight into 
the distribution of the blood to perceive that the 400 grams 
of portal blood which he took is far more than the normal 
content of that vein, even in a very large dog. According to 
the analysis of Bischoff and Welker, the blood constitutes not 

cavity opened quickly, a noose placed 10 or 15 m.m. below Me 
ture, the blood pressed toward the mesenteric and splenic 

subsequently, In 16 of these, from whom from v9 to ta 

grams of portal blood were taken, not a trace of sugaT hese | tected. Tn order to see whether any difference would r 351 
ry . : ge . ml Wate 



é to discover the presence of any material which prevented 
reactions for sugar. 

_ 21.) At the conclusion of this paper, Bernard remarked that 
the glycogenic function of the liver, as at first enunciated by 
_ tim, was now incontestibly proven. 

(22.) In a paper published by Hensen,* he confirmed Ber- 
’s view that the liver contains an insoluble body which is 

verted into sugar by the action of a ferment, by acting on 
substance of the boiled liver by the salivary and pancreatic 

ments, and thus producing sugar; he also converted starch 
Sugar by means of the liver ferment. : 
.) Pogarare, in a communication to the Academy in Feb. 

6,; contests the opinion that the presence of an alkaline 



one large ray attained an altitude of about ; ree 
_ Streamers moved toward the west. At 92 15™ a long WP 
_ cloud-like arc spanned the heavens from east to west, es oo: 
to the  eagon of ¢ Pegasi, ; Delphini, 7 Sagitte and « Op iucht. 

14th, fro 
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[To be continued. } 

Art. XLI.—Observations of the Auroras of Sept. 5th and 15th, 
1868, at Mt. Desert Island, Maine (lat. 44° 20’ N., long. 
68° 15’ W.); by W. 8. Giumay, Jr. We ; 

On the evening of Sept. 5th, 1868, there was a fine aurora 
here. At 8 p.m. streamers shot up in the north and NNEj 

°. These ; 

ear the meridian its breadth was about a degree, and it W. @ 
broken into short parallel bands of light. cae 

At 94 30™ the are of light was more to the south, bordering : 
on the Dolphin and Arrow. At 10% 30™ aurora faintly visibl a 
under Polaris, po 
On the evening of Sept. 15th, from 7» until 11 30, thew 

was a remarkably fine die 

N.N.E. not unlike those proceeding from a very regular 
aurora, T 



fs 

pella less than a degree broad, quite bright, and shaped 
Tike a whale’s rib. The right end curves downward toward the 
horizon, as shown in the accompanying sketch. 
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_ At 7+ 35" a second Iuminous are formed about half way to: 

At 7 49m brilliant beams between Capella and Polaris. 

| est. 
_ 8) 15, The arc is curiously shaped ; the upper edge is like 
the outline of a huge mountain. To the east the arc drops 

58 55". Auroral cloud spans the heavens. Origin in east 
ut 8° above horizon, between Jupiter and « Trianguli. 

Moved slowly southward. : 
0. The highest part of arch is now at @Cygni, 
Sa Streamers in sheets—lower edge foliated like the 

ina t. 

nd. 
flicker from the horizon 

m a great conflagration. There 

enith and went over to the western horizon. The heavens 
How appeared all afire to the north and up to the zenith, the 
flames ascending from the entire northern horizon from the E. 
to the W, point. ; 7 »t* 0". The flickering can be seen to within 8° or 10° of 
‘omalhaut in the sou eee 
, 18 10", Flashings cover more than half the sky to within 
abou 20° of southern horizon. : : a os 0, Flashing light still continues but is growing muc 
— ee. Heavy mass of clouds obscured the northern sky 
inder OL ris, oe : 
[The preceding notes are extracted from a very minute report 
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of these auroras furnished us by Mr. Gilman. If any other ob- 
server, favorably situated, has carefully noted the same phe- 
nomena, and will communicate his observations to us, we will 
institute a comparison of the observations, and make a report 
of the results, In order to determine the height of these auro- 
ral exhibitions, it is desirable to obtain simultaneous observa-— 
tions at two places situated near the same magnetic meridian, 
and at a distance from each other of about 100 miles.— Eps.) 

tT, XLII.—Discoveries of new Planets, (Communicated by a 
Prof. J. 6. Warsow of Ann Arbor.) : 

Planet c).—The following are my observations on the new 2 
planet . —— S by me on Sept. 7th: 7 

(108) @ 08)6. 
1868. re . 188 31™ 468 Oh g2m 138-18 —3° 49/513 9 

9,14 45 42 0 20 53°04 4 9479 
0, .:9-68 <69 «9: 20 fe 66 —4 9 24°9 

The planet is of the 10th magnitu ei 
New planet (oi) ; (communicated jones 14th)—I have the 

pleasure to send you the following observations of a new planet 
which I oo. last night : 

bor M. 

a 

a3 é Comp. 
1368. Bop 13, 11" 35m 98 Ob 20m 25*-61 | ee 

12 85 52 0 20 23°65 —1°10'52"6 4 ? 
13, 18..1 88 0. 20-92 56... 1 10 48-0, 2.8 
18,15 55 57 -0 o 17-38: =-1 11 28:7, 20 2 

= Daily motion, Aa — —45s = —5. oe 
The planet is of the 11-5 sagen tude. ie 

-- Planets «i wo and (ii); of pee Sept. 18th).—On > be 
Sorin Augus Dr. 6 i F. Peters of Clinton, N. Y., discov- 
ered minor Sosdieg 0a. “He proposes to eal it Miriam, ands ks 
commmnicat ed ragga agg observations ao 

7 : 1a as 
—-1868. Berk 3 13, oat 48m g9s jh gp 1°93 +12°8 i 

1317 23 «1 13 40°18 12 3 571 
_ Planet 11th x 
Th 

~ been communicated to you. E on et to add that I diseay : 
ered still nese a on the 16th yet of which I have 0 

105) 
1868. Spee 18, ae “3m 15% oh Hs 478-42 

6,16 38 22 013 46°28 
- 10 29 16 0138 10°57 
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a y of Planet 0%, and new observations ON (100), (ti), 
(i), (02), 03) ; (communicated Oct. 13th).—I have observed 
following places of a new planet discovered by me on the 

Ann Arbor M. T, (09) a (10g) 

Oct. 10, 10" 36™ 378 12 1™ 218-84 0° 31’ 425 
aay ik. ..O: 10 Lie O 84559 0 28 31 0 
12,10 26 52 0 59 48°72 +0 25 31 2 

how resembles a star of the tenth magnitude. 
te are my latest observations of the other new 

Hecate (100), 
BY a a a 

8" 31m 588 208 49m 598-68 —21° : 324 
26 57 20 48 36°02 —20 59 9 6 

nS: Helena (10) 
» Oct. 11,10 12 55 23° 5 1835 —0 24 88 6 

12,58 O29 89 4) 80-75 2 0 oe 8 

Minor Planet (2, bates 
Oak 11,11 54 10 0 57 22°67 + 8 43 46 “4 

12,10 53 37 0 56 13 Wg. 8 85 16 “7 

Minor Planet (0). 
Oct. 11,14 82 19 93 57 6:49 —7 24 29 6 

| 12, 9 569 13° 93 56 86-69 .— 7 27-622 

aa Minor Planet (0). 
Det i, 18 1 49 23 59 34:97 —3 0 22°9 
12, 0.2 15 23 59° 1450 3 2 529 

Minor Planet (30). 
Dee 12 29 56 28 54 45°95 +0 16 50'°8 

ia, 8 82 37 23 54 14°88 +0 6 2°83 

ne (6) and asi); (communicated Oct. 26th). —I have 
ed the elements of the orbits of two of these planets, 
obtained the ees: results : | 

_ Hecate @%). Helena (101). ‘a 
BS, Sept 1-0 Washin'n M. Tr. ‘pooh = 1863, Rept 13's Washin’a M. T. 

OL 45 “0 5 Ecliptic and ‘ees ig es Ecliptic and 
28 38T 7 7 t moa ean equinox = 343 35 0 ‘1 mean equinox 
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t these results have a very direct + bearing on the views now 
garding the constitution of the stars and nebul, and prom- 
make the application when his complete memoir is laid be- 

the Royal Society.— Proc. Royal Society, xvi, 419. 
Ww. 

2. On the reduction and saturation of organic compounds 8 uy 
ro “8 —Since the publication of our abstract of 
oe on this subject we have received ano ghee vor 
mplete memoir, from which we extract the following as 

C,H,(C,H,)+2H, = 
ola Allyl. ot nba as of  alropren. 
C,H,(C,H,)+3H, = 20 Fis 

H ydraret of ee 

2d section—complex carbids of the aromatic se 

Sgt 1, C,,H,,, by taking up hydrogen sider” the action of an 

iodhydric acid yields hydrid of hexylene as principal 

: C2,H,, 2 = 20,24. : 

less iodhydric acid it yields as chief product benzine: 

24°74 +H, = Cio 

2 as pecondary products carbon, hydrid of ‘propylene and free 

Styrolene yields hydrid of octylene as chief product : 

~+oH, = C,,H,, 
less ae le the ayo of 9 hexplene ml ethylene: 

16 H,+6H, wuts He. : 
sabes less st of the bare styrolene yields hydrid of 

C,.H,+H, i6Hyo 
a es abundantly oii! and nydrid of a 

OH 4-08, = 0,04 
= Be rocin » Or6Bo or C,,H, (C,H ‘iG ca as chief product 

— 
me : H, +48. H.. , 

16 z 

t being perhaps hydrid of ethylhexylene, C,H, 4(C Hk 

ter proportion ms the author obtained also the hydrids of 

ene and ogee 

“eae x pyrogenic carbids, . C55 —— a Rats le Fe acid 4 rile ce 

product ; ist tha 20, 

yitid ( Je ont diethyl penzine, Coy H145 rs hiya of 
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benzine, C,,H,., ethyl benzine and hydrid of ethylene, +©,H,, hydrid of ethyl-hexylene and hydrid of ethylene, C,H C : : 

: the normal or complete product is hydrid of decylene, ©, ota 8 Perchlorinated naphthalin, C,.H,, yields as chief product hy- 4 drid of ethylhexylene, the reaction being e 
Cz,Cl,+32HI = C,-H,,+0,H,+sHCl+16l,. a Anthracene, C,,H,,, yields as chief product hydrid of tetra — decylene: 

ee 
C,,H,,+10H, = C,,H,,; : a notable quantity of hydrid of heptylene and smaller quantities of the hydrids of hexylene and ethylene. With an insufficient quan tity of hydracid, anthracene gives toluene, C,,H,, traces of ben- zine and hydrid of ethylene, and a small quantity of what may be 

_ Alizarine, C,,H,0O,, in presence of a large excess of hydracid 1s completely changed into saturated carbids, among which are the — hydrids of octylene and hexylene. pe = Phthalic acid, C,,H,O,, yields as principal product hydrid of __ heptylene, C, 4H,,, and a small quantity of hydrid of octylene, the last being the normal product : 

‘Terephthalic acid, C, ,H,0,, yields hydrid of heptylene: 
€,sH,0,+-7H, = C,,H,,+0,0,+2H,0,. —Bull. de la Societe Chimique de Paris, 1868, p. 265. 

ce 

3. 
- phid in 

In contact with sulphuric acid the crystals are decolorized, ant o adding water colorless transparent oily drops of persulphi : drogen are repeated, Which after some time are resolved int 

- Society, xvi, p. 437, 
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the compounds of molybdic and apes a acids.—DE- 
vi a . cite: described a arkable series of 

ters 

acid by nitric acid, when boiled in nitro-muriatic acid, 
es a fallow liquid which on evaporation yields beautiful doubly 
ique prisms containing one equivalent (old style) of anhydrous 
sphoric acid and 20 equivalents of ae ee poles os acid, 

er With about 13°3 per cent of water. Two ot her hydrates 

sas ipitates under these circumstances s; the same is the 

yath the heavy metallic oxyds when the solutions are sufli- 

yacid, The yellow phosphomotybdate of potassium, thal- 

and ‘nelyeanrees§ ee joe general fo: 
: PO: “200105. 

O.PO,, 20MO,+24H0. 
nitric acid dissolves es salt; from the solution crystals are 

having the are ula 

ving are some of ee most beautiful salts of this secon 

phosphomolybdates: 

ag 59), age soar Rit 
6KO.2PO, .10MO,+14 

formulas are not divisible by two, as the salts in 

careful treatment with acids a new series 0 of | 

having: the general formula 
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5RO.2PO0,, 10MO,+-Aq. ‘ 

A double salt of one of the above acids with potassic nitrate has — 
the formula 

6KO.MO,+6KO. 2P0, .10MO,+18HO. 

tes R xvi, 702. 
5. On iodid of silicon and silico-iodoform.—F R1EDEL has ob- 

its vapor was found to be 19:1 2, theo 
rm silic 

prittle 
thisit 

7. Connotations of Magnetism + b ny Earve © ae following summary gives the piiacipal points of the general 6 cepted theory of terrestrial magnetism, together with su ations. cations as seem to be warranted by the foregoing consid ange a Although I can hardly imagine the possibility of semanas” 
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particular, I submit it as a merely provisional chagesaee 
to - oo amendments as may be required by t 

of disco 
Beare by currents which 

he earth’s rotation 

, &e. 
eS velocities varying from that of light or of ae 

ns, 

‘periodical and the SR disturbances are all modified 

t The phenomena are thus com Ses and 

bance of terrestrial saad oe is accompanied by 
ance of terrestrial gravitation. 5 

Vitating atmospheric currents, hae are originat 
i ic di ces, become, in their 

, be it sire or _ 

, Periodical or nasty there is an immediate tendency to 
um, and that tendency is in the Radian of the terrestrial 

tion of flui 
_ The regular disturbances by the sun’s heat and attraction, 

ed with the rotation and a ttraction of the eart lue 

nd currents analogous in form to those which ‘cireulate 
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11, Similar revolving currents must be excited about the sun, 
and about every other r rotating celestial body. Such bodies, there- 
fore, may eee like the earth, electro-magnets, or the seats of a 
specific magnetis 

12, If the specific magnetism is to be measured by the intensity 

dncertained appear to "along exclusively to the first class of peri 
ca 

16. eapictian, does not seem to be, strictly speaking, a simple 
or independent force, but, like the central force of an edd ly, 

tant of revolving currents, moving with a speed which is, 
a. at least as erest as that of light at the surface of the 
os Sage bod y- 

17. Terrestrial and cosmical magnetism can be satisfactorily ac ae 
counted for by the hypothesis that all the magnetic eddies are 
produced by the action of gravity in the restoration of ‘distur 
equilibrium. No known force, other than gra rh 
velocity sufficient to shable it to act promptly, as ¢ 
force, in all the known cases of magnetic disturban Amer. Phil. Soc., Feb. 21, 1868, 

ay MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY. 

On @ new Mineral in Cryolite ; by TaxEo. 
Bet i, | neal, for which I propose the name Lvigtite, from its I ity, 

was first observed in m 1866, but ove recently has been ob obtained mm 
slice Saey for examinatio: 

t oce ssive rye ated in films : and seams through ma ‘carbonate 

. BB. alon 
white slag. With he of soda fuses readily and wit 
vescence to # orenis bead. In borax dissolves readily we ane a 

ses Sm reaction. In microcosmic salt dissolves readily ex 

ee a eee oR ee ana ieee Sloe” peat eager egy 

e—sometimes forming a coating between crystals of ad - 
lite a 

: : 

hg NEBR ete ber pga: 
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bead yellow while hot, bluish opalescent when cold. In 
sed tube yields acid water. 2 

With considerable difficulty 0°679 gram of the mineral, free from 
mixture, was obtained and submitted to anlysis with the follow- 
g percentage result : 

Water, 3°42 
Fluorine, “75 
ilica, 36°49 
Sesquioxyd of iron, 754 
eM aS ls 24°09 
a, 16°03 

Loss, 
11°68 

100°00 

aes & 
of fine sees and measuring from half an inch to four inches 

s. A black blende, containing much iron, has been found in 

s period. Previous to that time large collections of fos- 

| been made from rocks of that age on the Atlantic and 

‘coasts, but the beds which furnished them were marine sedi- 

ian fish. In these remains there was found a generic cor 

ence with those of the middle and upper Cretaceous beds 

ad April 224, 1867, Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History in New 

‘You ix, April, 1868. ae 
Jour. Sc.—SEcosp SeRims, Vou. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1868. 
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of the Old World, = many species were recognized as th 
found there. In 48 Dr. F. Vv. H ayden made the sncciel of f his 

us journeys into his 83 country be rdering nie upper Missouri, 

Wines, orps of Topographical Engineers, 

In the great mass of interesting pg ae brought by Dr. Hay- 
den were ber of angiospermous leaves, obtained from a 
sandstone lying at the base of the Cueasasun: formation at Black- 
bird Hill, in Nebraska, Outline sketches of some of these leaves 
were sent to the distinguished fossil Botanist, Prof. Oswald Heer, 
of Zurich, Switzerland. By him they were pronounced o of 

fnoy Gen) sent out Sg Se War Department under command of Lieut. 
Gen 

Laurus primigenia Un ng.; a broad rounded one with Populus — 

Leuce Ung., both found in the Miocene of Europe. At the same 

time the fossils themselves were submitted to me for examination, 

and regarding the so-called Populus — as Fetter fe cally cally identiea 

from ag hich they came to that ate The plant — Laurus 

e specimens all before me, I had no species ns of the 
pra flora of Europe, but only figures and descriptio 
“ier aratively few leaves up to that time found in this fo format nite 
a Dr. Debey, Steihler and others. It was, s, therefore q ¥ 

ible that we could then make an  ntliget, ORF, 
de bw vat floras, The genera recognized among ese_ plant an 

is not s rising, therefore, that Prof. Heer should have 

“a othe ee age, and ‘that this opinion sho uld be shared by 
many 0 

ous rocks in Kansas, Col apieio Arizona, New Mexico 
During these explorations I obtained from the C 
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ata great number of localities, angiospermous leaves, consisting 
_of some of the species obtained by Dr. Hayden, with many others, : ‘bed j od 

Ey as Dr. Hayden 
_ done, I obtained these leaves from the sandstones overlaid by cal- 

| are 

B 

_ first discovered, and was able to obtain them at nearly every _. 

4 y 

; the true position first taken by us in regard to the age of 
_the beds which furnish these leaves, the flora hey. represented was 

ana, Proteoides grevillieformis, P. acuta, ee daphnogenoides, 

omeda. j pre- 
an 

Diospyros 
Capellinit and 

y own observations prove this richness still more clearly, 
Thave said, in the outcrops of the lower Cretaceous rocks 

$ 

ern margin of the continent it is well known that 

eous strata are quite largely go le having been 

in Sonora, California, Oregon, Washington Territory 
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Ww. 
Inoceramus, Pholadomya, ete. before described by Mr. Meek, and — 
which plainly indicated their Cretaceous age. These db ee were 
described by the writer in 1863 (Boston Journal of 
tory, vol. vil, No. 4). Previous to that time the fossil Sars col- 

b erritory of 

Botanist, who published descriptions of them in the American 

viz: 
Populus rhomboidea Lesqx., Quercus Benzoin Lesqx., Quer 

multinervis Lesqx., Quercus platinervis Lesqx., Salix Tslandieus esqx., Cinnamomum Heerii Ficus sp. Lesqx., with wi 

li. bl 
and named Salishuria polymorpha, also a small piece of a fern te 
ferable to the genus Duabraie- and a Sequoia probably identical 
with S. sempervirens, 

The Bellingham Bay plants described by Mr, Lesquereux 60 
sisted of species of Sri cus, Planera, Cinnam 
Persoonia, Diospyros and Acer. By Mr. Lesquereux the plant 
bearing strata of Bellingham Bay and Vancouver's Island is 
regarded as of the same age, and from the resemblance of om 
species they contain to those found in the Miocene of yp 30) 

of which sketches had been sent him by Mr. Lesqueret%. 
these notes the extinct flora of Vancouver’s Island and Bellingham 
ay are considered of the same age, and brought. still Miocene of Europe; quite a number of species being reg identical with those found at Oeningen, et 

rer the | ere | 

gen, ete. ere 
that time a collection of fossil plants made by D™ i 

Wood at Nanaimo, V. L., and at Buzzard’s Inlet, British Co 
5 <on: From 

eee 

p es 

te 
Z 
: 
‘ 
. 
fr 

: 
S 
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the fossil flora of Vancouver’s Island has produced the same 
misapprehensions as the Cretaceous flora of Nebraska. This, how- 

r, is not to be wondered at, and conveys no reproach to the emi- 
nt scientific men who have been misled by it. The identification 
Species by few and fragmentary specimens, or still worse by 

‘ 

ind 

in regard to the generic relations of the plants described, it 
° ° . fe} 

Nand Montana. The truth probably is that both formations are 
~ eis at or near Bellineh B 

4 locality not far distant in the interior. pe 

Orcas Island, which occupies an intermediate position be- 

1 Bellingham: Bay and Vancouver's Island, a collection of 

Ww ; . - 

e include ferns, palms and broad-leaved plants described in the 
' to which I have alluded, where they are referred to the 

us period. 
| 

ombining the contributions thus made to our knowledge of the 

staceous flora, and referring to this formation all that we now 

to belong there, we have the following list of genera - 
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NV. A. Cretaceous Plants now or hitherto described. 

Populus rhomboidea Lesgz. Nanaimo. Proteoides daphnogenoides Heer, Nebr. — 
Salix Islandi Ly es P. acuta Heer, Nebraska. 
Quercus Benzo gx ce . grevilli is Heer, é 
Quercus multinervis Lesqz., S Leguminosites Marcouanus Heer, Nebr. 
Quercus platinervis Lesqz., st Sapotacites Haydenii Heer, Nebraska. 
Cinnamomum Heerii wt,  ‘“ | Populus cycloph 
Salisburia polymorpha Lesgz., “ Phyllites obcordatus Heer, . 
Aspidium Kennerlii Vewb., a Sassafras cretaceum JVewb., 
Sabal sp., Newb., * Liriodendron primeevum Vewd., “ 
Taxodium cuneatu * Araucaria spatu Newb., 43 
Ficus (?) cuneatus Vewb., Orcas Is. Quercus salicifolia Vewb., yy 
Tzeniopteris Gibbsii Newb.  “ Magnolia rotundifolia Newb., “ ” 
Sphenopteris (Asplenium) elongata Platanus latiloba Vewb., s 

Newb., Orcas Is. Fagus cretacea eh 
Populus Debeyana Heer, Nebraska. Sphenopteris corrugata Newb., “ 
P. litigiosa Heer, Af Pyrus (?) cretacea Vewb., f 
Salix nervillosa Heer, & Populus elliptica 5 
‘Platanus tryana Heer, “ P. microp Ne - 
Andromeda Parlatorii Heer, “ P. cordifolia Newb., m 
Diospyros primeeva Heer, Acerites pristinus Newb., = 
Phyllites Vannonz ms Alnites grandifolia Newb., : 

istolochites dentata Heer, “ Salix flexuosa Newb., # 
Cissites insignis Heer, ve 8. cuneata ° 
Ficus primordi Heer. . Membranacea New 2 

olia alternans Heer, “ Quercus antiqua Newd., 8. Utah. 
M. Capellinii Heer, Quercus sinuata Newb, “ 
Liriodendron Meekii Heer,“ Cupressites Cookii Newb., New Jersey: 
Betulites denticulata Heer, “ 

From this list it will be seen that the Cretaceous strata of the 
west coast include some forms not yet discovered in the 

ka be Am 

their existence, and there is nothing now known in the Wiese 
flora of that region which gives it a tropical or even sub-trop! 
character, 

It will be remembered that this vegetation grew upon 3 

we shall find the palms and cinnamons restricted to the 
margin of the Cretaceous continent. It will be seen by the eel 
now given of the Tertiary flora of our continent, that, at 9 

Cre 
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_ 
‘ 

“The mastodon’s bones being found in the same spe ecg oti 

Sp, a eA Ra = PEO, APS a Cs Sass OR ed ORE Te Egan e trots heBay TN ARE BEANS oe Sal ERE Pai cee mete gm eae ag TE yep NEES epee mn wean ine TERT Ne eR ce ELE PRES RN nr 0s Fa oS ag ate epee ee 2 E ens i Lg RE ey eet i 

F ; 2 i} A, R @ =z Og oO 3 & a 6 Da — < ® oo : la) i=] > mR a ba 5 ~ ? 

“§ = 5 @ 2. > o ss eb » I a] B, ° A. 0. 5 2S a © 
; hp 

z @ gg, z # S 

_ “Scovery was made in 1855. He adds also: “I have a pg ie es of a gigantic bone which Leidy examined and wrote me that s 
a belonged to an extinct Sloth. It came from beneath the mos' 

Populous part of the city, 30 feet, perhaps, below the surtace. 
| Another smaller. from another locality outside ne city west, I took 

~“8Ments of trees and sery tine stones bored by Lithodomi, lymg 
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pell-mell together from 60 to 90 feet below the surface in a tunnel 
far from the western shore of the peninsula.” 

. Meek on the shell structure hon some Spirifera—Mr. Meek’s 
sth on this subject, referred to . 262, was read before the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in December, 1865, 
and published in the Proceedings of the Academy, February, 1866. 

Ill BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY. 

¢ sta gto raid _. = sea Martius have bee 
1. Botanical Notices.—Two new parts pe ~ fasciculi) 

ed during 
onsiderable is fase. ‘4, pope 

tius, a ‘penta of andoubted. character, and four others, two of them 

long ago proposed by Martius, which are conceded to be less dis- 

Phoradendron, an Ividium, this being a genus founded by Eichler 

on one Brazilian species and the Cuban Hremolepis pec 

Grisebach , and an n Lh tbrachion. Tn a note we have a syno} 

ago indicated, is not the case in the original Chionanthus. 

fase. 46, Dr. Seubert describes the Styracacew, two species of Pane 

philia and 22 of awe nueva by five plates. : : 
DeCandolle’s Prodromus, vol. xvi, section 2, fase. 2, issued in 

‘iacel, 

aeons &e., akan editor. This im seers vi espe 

cially as to the C oni, a. ag a wide range for commentary, a 
which we may not her ¢the 

No. 2 of the 12th sateue of the 7th series of the Me moirs 0 secupied 
we Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburgh (1868) i 15 OC® Sache- 

pe Schmidt’s Riesen in Amur-lande und aut ie —_ 

umerated ; 
interesting Flora Sachalinensis, Noting the points MOS" aq 
able as respects the relations of this ed or that of the United 

States, we observe that the Japan Thaenetiters is cone a — 
from the North American ; pipiigiet a Grayi fr 
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good diagnosis, not yet published, 

nia. A. G 
2. Contributions to the Fauna of the Gulf Stream at great 

depths ; by L. F. pz Povurrates, ist. 8. urvey, 
(from the Bulletin of the Mus. Comp. Zoél., Cambridge).—The au- 
thor introduces his paper, describing the species observed by him, 
with the following remarks. 
The study of the constitution and of the inhabitants of the bot- 

tom of the sea is a field of research which has attracted the atten- 

étation on the slopes of the Andes are considered indispensable in 
graphy. But what one man could do 

_ 48 far as the eye could reach, an investigator even as zealous as 

pation of many naturalists; the Scandinavian seas have also been 

t 

| 

ee e s Jeffreys 
_ Sees, whilst the research extends only over several square yards. 

tis particularly in the greater depths, in the so-called abyssal 
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ing nearly to 1500 fathoms, But, of course, aside from the Foram- 
inifera and Diatomacew, for the study of which this material 

. 

So 

: : enage 
but interrupted for several years by the war. Besides observa- 

searches will be extended to the Fauna of the bottom, of the sur 
ace, and of the intervening depths. Not only will an insight 

powers of transportation from shallow to deeper. water, or alo 

its bed, on its action in forming deposits in particular localities, 

o parpo : 
ne cable, shortly afterwards laid between these two — 
The Coast Survey steamer Corwin was assigned to the work; 
here I wish to express my thanks to my colleague, Assistant 

e ex 
out oe fellow fever on board, so that the dredgings were few | 
num 

and as great an abundance as in shallow water. + the 
The identifications of the species has been made by — éok 

Museum of Comparative Zoélogy at Cambridge, in the esc 
lections of which I have found abundant material for comp®” for facilities of every sort were afforded me by Professor . 

- . for this op” 
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of the Gulf Stream, about 5 miles §.8.W. of Sand Key, in depths 
varying from 90 to 100 fathoms, on a bottom of calcareous mud. : : ; mab te The following list comprises the animals obtained : 

A number of s 

* 7) a. 
The tubes of severe species .of Annelids were obtained, but 

the animals were in most cases too defective for identification. 
The largest and best preserved is Morphysa floridana, nov. sp. 
oe mt There are also tubes of one or more species of 

rpula, 

very common in deep-sea soundings. The _are repre- 
sented by Vincularia margaritacea, nov. sp. (see description). 
Radiata.—Of Echinoderms were obtained an Ophiurian bn 

arm, undetermined) and a number of specimens of Comatula Ha- 
genii, nov. sp. (see description). i 
A Zoanthus, rather small, was obtained also, but not having 

been noticed when alive, it would be somewhat uncertain to de- 
ermine 
_ Hydroids : Antennularia triseriata, nov. Sp. 5 Thoa pulchella, 

nov. sp.; Zh. capillaris, nov. sp. (see descriptions). 
The Hokriinitors had malty: “it been washed out of the dredge ; 

only the following were noticed: Textilaria conica D’O. (verylarge) : 
perculina (Spirillina) incerta D’O.; Rotalina eultrata D O:; 

aad Globigerina rubra D’O. ; : 
The total for this locality is therefore twenty-nine species, to 

: few ought to be added for the undetermined fragments of 
Nnelids, An 
No dredgings were had in mid-channel; this part has been re- 

_ Served for the return trip, but the unfortunate interruption of the 
mise prevented the execution of — st ee ae np ; avana in 270 fathoms | 

e. 

: The results of the two casts are combined below :— 
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Of the Molluses the Sen and sane have not yet 
ith one excepti 

The following genera se represented : Mitra ?, Fusus, Turd 
Saeinntecs Dentalium, Nucula, and Spondylus, all dleadlt 
Pedicularia decussata, Gould (see remarks), and a very small 

: “i Conon re all 
dead ; they are: Hyalea trispinosa, affinis D’Orb., gibbosa Rang, 
and uncinata Rang; Creseis spinifera Rang ; Cleodora pyrami- 
data Pér. and Les.; Spirialis rostrata Kyd. and Soul; and 
lanta Peronii Les. Of Brachiopods we obtained er ebratula Cu 
bensis, n. sp., Terebratulina Cailleti Crosse; both living and 
oe, abundant. The Bryozoa are: Farcimi ia eae 8D 

in 

O 
— SP. 3 "Antipathes a n. sp.; Acan tho ogorgia asperd, 

sat nia exserta Ellis ; oe es exserta Duch, and Mich.; 
Stamtentiea (ies; Car, yophyltia formosa, n. sp.; Deltocya 
thus Agassizti, n. sp.; Stylaster complanatus, n.sp.; Hrrina gla- 
bra, n. sp.; ene cochleata, nD. yt Crypthelia Peireeh n. 8P-5 
sea — ns SP. Heliopora ? t ubelaia a, 0 Helio- 

per areere Thoa pulchella, n. sp.; mise crinis, 0. - 
Foraminifera: Lagena striata Mont., rare ; ia pyr 9 
D’0., rare; Dentalina communis DO., rare; D. (agglutinans y 
Lingulina. carinata DO; Textularia trochus D’G. 5 oo Ono 
large also abundant in shoaler water; 7! agglutina D’O., rare; 
ontnninis a scapha, rare ; Nonionina umbilicatula “ong, ne 
Cristellaria oe F. and , Tather common ; i 
adunea D?O., rare and only o a worn state, its proper habia 
in the littoral zone; Amphistegina gibbosa D’O., rare and M 2 
young specimens ; it is ver ery common throughout the Gulf as ie 
1co in deep water; Globigerina cubed D’0., very 4 abuntar % agp 

; i 
rather co 3 Spheroidina dehiscens P. an yO. 
Rotalina cultrata D’O., very common; Rot. truneatulinoides pai 

species in single and imperfect specimens; . Biloculina, 8p + 

ein? i ie: Quinguel eloculina bice state 
70.) 3: yer 
“See of the specimens of Foraminifera are filled up wif 
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low mass, like the first stage of transformation into greensand, 
but the process seems to stop here. 

Of sponges quite a number were obtained, at least a dozen spe- 
cies, which have not yet been determined. Some of the detached 

icules are remarkable for their size; one, for instance, of the 
slender rectangulated sexradiate type of Bowerbank measuring 
more than half an inch. 
The vegetable kingdom was represented in this dredging a 

single specimen of a minute alga, Centroceras clavulatum Agardh., 
which Harvey says was found abundantly at low water mark at 
Key West. In its branchlets was entangled a chain of a species 
of Biddulphia. Other Diatoms are rather scarce and have not 
yet been determined. We therefore find here, also, a confirmation 
of the remark made in European seas, that vegetable life does not 
extend to depths as great as are reached by animals, and that, 
therefore, the greater number of deep-sea animals must be carni- 
vorous 
The dredge contained also a number of nodules of a very po- 

Tous limestone, similar in color and texture to the limestone form- 
Ing the range of low hills along the shore of Cuba, but composed 
apparently of the remains of the same animals which were found 
living. Thus our Deltocyathus, Caryophyllia, the various Ptero- 
pods were recognized in the stone, and found also in various stages 
of fossilization. The interstices between the larger forms are gen- 
erally filled up with Foraminifera. ‘ 
On May 25th the dredge was sent down in 350 fathoms, outside 

of the locality occupied on the 24th and 29th. It brought u 
y a few dead corals: Caryophyllia formosa, Deltocyathus 

Agassizii, Diplohelia profunda, the latter in numerous specimens 

see description). Also a fragment of the siliceous omens x a 
at of Eu- 

rt time, after which the ship drifted off into water too deep for 
d che 

3. Deep-Sea dredgings in the region of the Gulf Stream; by L.F. 
A Communicated by t f the Editors, 

; of the National Academy at Northampton. | ‘Ag the speqmmen 
et all been determined as yet, I can give here but a short 

* The article above noticed. 
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The dredgings were made outside of the Florida reef, at the 
same time as the deep-sea soundings, in lines extending from the 
reef to a depth of about 400 to 500 hous, so as to develop the 
figure of the bottom, its formation and fauna. Six such lines were 
sounded out and dredged over, in the space comprised between 
Sand Key and Coffin’s Patches, All of them agree nearly in the fol- 
lowing apt from the reef to about the hundred fathom line, 

ve miles off, the bottom nosis chiefly of broken shells 
and very few corals, and is rather barren of life. A second region 
extends from the neighborhood of the handeed fathom line to about 
800 fathoms; the slope is very gradual, particularly between 100 

miles. The third region begins between 250 and 350 fathoms and 
is the great nee < Foraminifera so widely extended over 
bottom - the o 

The second ieniba is the most pong 2 from the variety of 
sedinaie. inhabitie ng it. The bottom-rock, of which many pieces 
were brought up, is a limestone, still 1 in Ladkitises of formation from 
the debris of the shells, corel, ete., growing and dying on its sur 
face. In this fauna the vertebrates are only veprencitol by a very 
ag ‘small fishes, and ae not deeper than 100 fathoms. But 
all the branches of invertebrates are represented; I will mention 

the most characteristic. _Of the Molluscs, the most common is 

te oll eropods are 
rarer and mostly small, the largest being the Voluta Junonia, 
which was obtained living sever eral times, and dead frequently. 
Acephala are rather rare and small, but ee are abundan 

there aré. several new species of Echinide and very ‘overeating 
Asteridx and Ophiuride. Holothurie are rather rare, except anew 

-Psolus. Of corals, I have eeperen : i species, belonging pa 
pally to the families of Turbino: and Oculinide; the 
psammide are also represented . tao or three ct be yg civ 

pha che of Antipas, es: or nine "of Go gee 
ecg 

re a general rule, ev ad thing is ee whose 

tal, s of Cep the 
shells of Peencte &c., which have event 0 come from a 

of bo: the mana i 

am not able to account, as the manatee does not inh 
sea, and there are no currents to bring the floating care 
its usual haunts in the shallow bays. 
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From the third region the dredge brought up fewer though no 
less interesting specimens, the chief of which is a new Crinoid, 
belonging to the genus Bouwrgueticrinus of D’Orbigny ; it ma 7 
even be the species named by him 2. Hotessieri, which occurs fos- 

of 

; lates, are in prepara- 
tion and will be published by the kindness of Prof. ge ys the 

om- 

i. He) Dr. Leidy describes a large carnivorous reptile allied to 
rri 

> some hay . : on the two margins in part, and others having a lenticular section, 
c= te toa greater or less degree, in place of its angles, and 

therefore crenate on three edges in 

~ the genus Zelaps (Proc, Acad., p. 279), I said: “The genus La 
Ups belongs ta ths family Dinodontidie, which is characterized 
_,. ~_ by its compressed sabre-shaped teeth. It differs _ : 
“nat Dinodon in that teeth of the ane shave ae posterior ser 

. ges separated by a posterior plane.” This, then, | 
to the usage of iatabelihes, establishes the name of Dinodon for 
the truncate teeth, and Lelaps for the two-edged. 
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Dr. Leidy, however, in an essay just published (Proc. Acad., 
1868, P. nee in expressing his belief in the ae te. of the 
two genera, states that “teeth of like sha ape” (i. e., like Mega- 
losaurns), v4 referred “ me to Dinodon, alone belong to this ge 

_ nus,” and names the species represer nted by the truncate teeth, or 
i - ue Deioden hebridwie Aublysodon mirandus, He then goes 

ay: “Future discover ry may prove Lelaps and Dinodon 
identioal ” and on p, 1 * “ An enemy which may perhaps 
on nearer comparison of Bithesickatig parts prove to be another 
epee of the same genus, until now supposed to be different, un- 

rthe names of Dinodon and Leela aps.” It is thus sufficiently 
re ious that the proposition is to refer Lelaps as a synonym 0 
of Dinodon, It appears to me, onthe other hand, that is contrary 
to the rules of nomenclature, and the principles which a at 
their root, and that the name Awbdlysodon isa synonym 
nodon 

This is is, however, on the nei peete ae Leidy had left the 
question open or uncertain, as to w of the two forms of teeth 
was characteristic of his genus Dinsitn ink, however, he 
has not left it undecided, and I am supported i in is by the opin- 
ion of von Meyer. 

The teeth of Leelaps, both from New Jersey and Nebraska, do 
not differ from those of Megalosaurus, while those of Dinodon 

It was not to be supposed that Dinodon was established on 

in 
the Proc. Academy (p. 198), | that they are “identical in charactet 
with those of Mopelsbast rus. 

e, however, specifies that the truncate teeth of Dinodon ae r 
ally those that characterize it, in the following words: in 
the entire dentition of Megalosaurus has not yet been ascertain 
it may turn out to be the case that in other parts o 
those known it possesses teeth like the ones abo: 
euliar. Should, on future discovery, such a sondeaee hin 
be proved to exist, Dinodon would then cease to be anyt Ad 

The tre spate tee 
are then the “ peculiar” feature of Dinodon, and all that prevents 

vii, F ). 267) that while some of the teeth are identical ee vis 
of \ egalosaurus, “the others indicate such peer te - 

: tical grounds, * Falconer Says of fy s che — a difference rene eesngiee aie ged ete 
it goes, indicates the c: 

tion would = to arrest on in shi threshold the investigation of the means 
phical forms, presenting common characte 

Fist. 1 64, ciated from, acommon origin.—(Nat. Review, 363, | p. 64) 
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who has ae the investigation, thought it necessary to charac- 
terize the animal st distinct from a ees: under the name 

>, = ” 

 Dinodon are vislly those that require a new name, if ee 
me. 

: cn, ca nat would thus be a synonym of Dinodon, 
oe a . alto eget er useless name, since the latter was given 

us of serpents by Duméril and Bibron, and 
ay therefore be snippreseed. The name of the family Dinodon- 
oe” which I gave in compliment to Dr. Leidy, may also be 

cnn the same way, 2 genus of extinct reptiles was oni Sree 
odon Leidy, a name one since given to a genu 

% = « Lataps Cope. 
4 nodon Leidy, 1868, not of 1857. 
 Laraps squireovs s Cope, rein Ae. Nat Sci. Phil., 1866. 

___ Lezaps macrorus Cope, s —This species differs from the 
_ former in the Se lndeite prsporaea ‘of the phalanges and tibia; the 
E toes were peated eee than in the preceding. Some of these 

bones are figured by Leidy (Cretaceous Reptiles), and described 
under the head of animals related to Hadrosaurus. It will be 

ibed more fully by me in vig forthcoming memoir on the 
2 - extinct reptiles of North Am 

2 

Dye essol Leidy. 
nodon Leid ale Proc. A. N. Sci. Phil., 1866, p. 198, not 

ee and B a 
Etrerconox 2 poyaen Dinodon horridus Leidy, Trans. Amer. 

8. Soc., xi, p. 143. Aublysodon mirandus Leidy, Proc. Acad. 

il., 1866, 198. 
: 
:- EL Scupper, (from A ceedings of the Boston a Bony 
a e ural Histo sg cate 22. 1868) )—Mr. 8. H. Scudder 

_ Stated that he: ~peae bags studying the mole crickets with 

i d 

foll haracteristi 

on ane oF of the ae of the eighth 

it. JouR. Scr. -Seconp Serres, VoL. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1868. 
28 
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abdominal segment of the g is produced into a stout prominent 
central i y in is enti 

ally small, seldom exceeding half the length of the tibial 
the form is cultrate or lenticular. 

Scapteriscus is furnished with only two fore-tibial dactyls, both 
of which are movable; Gryllotalpa has two movable dactyls be- 
sides a second pair which are immovable. 

With but few exceptions, the hind femora of Scapteriseus more 
than equal the pronotum in length, while in Gryllotalpa they are 
always shorter than the pronotum. 

In Gryllotalpa the length of all the hind tarsal joints taken to- 
gether seldom exceeds half the width of the pronotum, while they 
equal its whole width in Scapteriscus. ‘ . 

e hind tarsal claws of Scapteriscus are clothed with short hairs 
_hearly to the tip; those of Gryllotalpa have hairs only at the base. 

The tegmina of Scapteriscus, with but few exceptions, cover, 
when at rest, two-thirds of the abdomen; in Gryllotalpa they sel 
dom conceal more than one-half of the abdomen. 
The nervures of the middle field of the tegmina in the females 

of Gryllotalpa are distant and rather irregular, somewhat resem 
bling those of the males; in Scapteriscus they are approximate, 
regular and straight. : s 

e anal ceri are longer than the pronotum in Gryllotalpt) 
shorter in Scapteriscus. : 

Finally, the ninth, and sometimes the eighth abdominal — 
are furnished above, in Gryllotalpa, with two transverse raped 
rows of long hairs directed inward, as if to keep the long fol 
wings in place; these are absent from Scapteriscus, where the wings 
are equally long and similarly folded. “pont the 

one species of Scapteriseus has been found eoapoes my 
wrrin limits of South and Central America, and that—oceurring an ola 

8 Cylindrodes, ete., we find great and striking differences a 
erences whi ith th 
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important than the sexual sculpture of the abdomen, the ultimate 
neuration of the tegmina, the length of the legs, the contour of the 
trochanters, or the digitation of the tibiw, which separate Scapter- 
iseus and Gryilotalpa. 

_ The facts cited above present two features which bear upon the 
question of the origin of species. 

_ First: these little mole crickets, so unique in their structure as 
to be widely separated from their nearest allies, are spread uniform- 

_ lyover the whole surface of the globe; but few species occur in 
_ any one place, and at least one is found in every temperate or hot 

abiiat, this same unique structural form has sprung up all over. 
o the globe? 

ca, from some previous synthetic form of mole cricket, both 
sent fe 

of the world the four-fingvered speci ly—destroying at the same é d o pecies only: ying 
time the primeval form : 

d ‘With distant nervures, simple and slight divarications, an 
the outer half of the wing, which alone is preserved, @ CTOs 
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neuration, composed of most delicate and irregular veinlets, The 
wing is also furnished with a large number of larger and smaller 
discolored spots, the surfaces of the larger ones irregularly elevated. 

The vena mediastina is simple and straight; the vena scapularis 
sends out two branches from its upper side, the first of which does 
not reach the border but loses itself in a congeries of minute veins, 
while the second, branching again quite near its origin, supports 
the tip of the wing ; the vena externo-media occupies the middle 
third of the wing, and divides once near the base; each branch 
is straight and forks again, the upper one a little nearer the border 
than the second divarication of the vena scapularis, the lower still 
nearer to the margin; the vena interno-medi 

terspace between the vene scapularis and externo-media; the others 
llow in succeeding interspaces. The two other large spots are 

found in the same interspaces with the upper two of the inner row, 

and are situated about half way between them and the border. 
The smaller spots appear to be less regularly distributed ; they are 

usually round, but sometimes oval or elongated ; there are three at 
equal distances from each other in the lower outer interspace = 

space between the branches one spot is found close to the margi ; 

an oval spot; finally two faint ones are situated upon and — 

each of the branches of the vena externo-media near the m! 

g- 
. * * 

The wing was probably a little more than three inches pase 
its greatest breadth measured by a line at right angles to _— 

opthe 

large spot to the outer margin 1°05 inches; greatest breadth ¢ 
as 34. This nseokapparetiidy allied to the easy 4 

gide by the simplicity of its neuration, differs from and the 
not only in the cross-veining, but in the mode of renee Hagen 

eed ei of the wing allotted to each of the —, ‘anid 
as shown me in this wi Par cits 

_ istics from any known type of Neuroptera. 
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; rounded prominence 
_ the upper surface at the very base of the tibia and anothe 
4 beyond the middle ; opposite the latter, on the upper su 

on 
r just 

Amblystoma ; by B. 
has given on pp. 364-374 an interesting 
mation of Siredon into Amblystoma, 

g 

dth of 
breadth of the same, ‘045 inches, 

of Am 
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Sage I received the statements with a measure of incredulity. 
ore than three weeks elapsed before I again heard of our New 

Haven colony of Siredons, and I was not a little interested to 
earn, on my return here, that nearly the whole number 1 
ready undergone the transformation into Amélystoma., 

now, therefore, in the case of two different colonies of Sire- 
dons from the same locality, placed under very unlike conditions of 
elevation above the sea, but otherwise similarly situated, that 
a ndergone the same transformations. We cannot therefore 

avoid the conclusion that Siredon is a stage in the development of 
Amblystoma. 
New Haven, Nov. 2d, 1868. 

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

western coast from New Granada to Chili was shaken, and cities 
and towns in great numbers were suddenly laid in ruins, either by 

the violence of the shocks, or by the subsequent influx of the se, 
or by both. The loss of life is but imperfectly known, the estimates 
ranging from 30 to 60 thousand and upwards; some statements 
making it over 40,000 in Ecuador alone, where it was Lage 

ally greatest on account of the first shocks occurring In the d m4 
of night, while in other regions they took place for the most p4 
in the daytime. ak 

The shocks commenced on the 13th of August, about 5 0 cloc 
p, M., and were felt throughout the coast provinces of Peru “s 

Bolivia, the center of disturbance being in southern Peru. 0 

E A ta ~ 9] — ao) et ° 

SER 
~ oS 

ct = o =) | o is") B 2 3 fu 3 a 
c 
feet high, that covered many towns and swept away in ! 
every thing within its power, leaving ships high and dry pat = 
land. The places where the convulsion was felt most severe haa 

n 
habitants, situated but 14 miles from the lofty peoneet ailt of 
“Misti,” was almost totally destroyed. Though solidly ple, nor 
stone, not a church is left standing, not a house 1s arte of the 
scarcely one stone left upon another. Some two hundr 
inhabitants eer the rest having had time to C8 adalating 

At this place the earthquake commenced with a2 “keep his 
movement, and as the shocks culminated no one could 2e8, apd 
feet; the houses rocked like ships in the trough of the 
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came crumbling down. Nineteen minor shocks took place the 
_ same night, and the earth continued to be disturbed for some days. 

_ Openings occurred in the plains around the city, and water made 
__ its appearance in various places. The neighborhoods of Tiabaya 
_ and Sanbandia and all the outlets of the city shared her fate. e 
_ neighboring voleano opened on the side toward the north, and 
_ threw forth earth and ashes; the water which the inhabitants used 
_ to drink turned black, and of an insupportable taste. 

__ Another important city almost totally destroyed was Iquique, 
- in southern Pe respondent of the New York Times 

q 

a known by the name of the Puntella has been entirely destroyed, 

__ Repeated shocks were felt subsequently to the 13th, although of 
_ milder nature. 

The establishment of the Tarapaca Nitrate Company at Molle, 

fight miles south of Iquique, has entirely disappeared, and other 
Works in the nitrate districts have suffered materially. The works 

of the Peruvian Mining Company of London are entirely destroyed, 

‘Upwards of 400 tons of silver ore, heavy machinery, 
Rees of quicksilver having been swept away like so much 

like manner Arica in Peru, the chief port for the commerce of 3 é ali d Via, after being destroyed by the earthquake, was yal 
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Some of the officers of the Wateree have reported the following 
facts :— 

At 32 minutes past five o’clock, that is, 17 minutes from the ces- 
sation of the initiary shock, which lasted ten minutes, the first wave 
was experienced. These waves for a short period followed each other 
with great rapidity and regularity. e experience of those on 
the Wateree was peculiar. The water retired from the shore and 

ll 

a 
and not a breath of wind stirred—was driven from her moorings 

which was destroyed, some distance inland, and finally left on an 
elevation of twelve feet on an otherwise lev 

ing the disaster, there was not a plank of her left that was whole. 
There were shocks of greater or less violence at Arica up t? 

30. 

J ne destruction at Arica was complete. All public and po 

buildings, even the fort and the trees were swept away. Of the 

500 persons have perished. The towns of Tiabaga 
liendo and Mejia, and all the villages within 150 miles are t 

el plain immediately — 
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pened in many places and vomited forth hot water. The valley 
of Lluta is completely ruined. 
Owing to the elevation of the port, the damage done to Islay by 

EP 

a Bererged. The ships were dashed about like cockle-shells, and 

Suffered great damage from striking against each other. All the 

oe ches and small vessels are totally destroyed, the wharves and 

emole are so injured that immense sums will have to be ex- 

of service. 

felt between the 13th and the 

, hock, according to a Government circu- 

urred a little after one o’clock a. M., of the 16th. It was 

onged and caused much damage to the city, with considerable 

sturbance was in the province of Im- 

San Pablo, Atuntaqui, Imantad, Oto 

a nD ins. The shock hap- 

ed at midnight, and was so sudden and violent that there was 
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® 

In Constitucion the vessels anchored in the port were swe 
up the river, some of them being left aground and others sustain- 
ing considerable damage. The city itself was but slightly 
in 

to 4p. M., the date of writing, on the 15th. A principal pir 

the distance that it fell at other times. sth, From Kawaihae Mr. Conway writes, under date of Aug. 16 

ed to have 

From the Island of Molokai Captain Fountain writes, a : Seek A. M. on the 14th, he ar that the tide was four feet higher than usual, and that 1 pat it fell twelve times during the next four hours. The next aed continued the same, but longer between the time of mising vals lling. On the 16th, it was continuing, but with the — longer, 

jured. Segre 
Earthquake Wave at the Sandwich Islands.—The oceanic dis- 
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uite bare. { 
nearly twelve feet. It was highest about 7 and 11 o’clock a. Mm. 
At places on the lee side of Maui, the rise and fall appears to have 

about 9 o’clock p. m. of the 13th. At midnight the sea was re- 
ceding, with a noise as of persons wailing, caused by the water 
rushing over the reef. At 7 o’clock the sea began to flow out 
rapidly, until 15 minutes past, when it checked and rapidly re- 

turned. The extreme fall, from the highest point, was three feet 
and ten inches. t 20 minutes past 8 a. M., the water again re- 

ed, and continued falling for 15 minutes, when it turned and 
rose 28 inches in eight minutes. Since that hour it continued 
rising and falling rapidly every 20 minutes, until about 25 minutes 

of 3 Pp. a, when it reached the highest point, five feet and four 
inches above the lowest mark. 

on the forenoon of the 14th. No measurements were taken. 

It appears, trom these reports, that at the Sandwich Islands the 

‘rhere observed, the sea rose and fell Abrerirn ¢ though in some 

W hours in crossing the entire Pacific. i 
Earthquakes and earthquake waves in Australia and New Zea- 

land.—On the morning of August 17 (Aug. 16 as compared with 
‘me in the Sandwich Islands) earthquake shocks were felt at sev- 

7m, es 

ee eastern Australia there were unusual waves and tidal er 

turbance. At etna it was high water at 5" on the 15th o 

‘the ferries, and creating much confusion. At one point the wate : 

Tose two feet in five minutes. At Newcastle ee ro in 15 min- 
REN i 3 be . ' nba Was Swept from her moorings; the water rose 49 ia, Queens 

Similar disturbances were experienced in Tasmania, 
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land and New Zealand. It is stated also that at the same time 
two slight shocks of earthquake were felt at Wellington, N. §, Wy 
and at some other places; but whether on the same day precisely 
is not quite clear. 

2. Earthquake in California, Oct. 21.—On the 21st of October, 
at 7h. 50m. in the mo orning, an i ech occurred, doing consid- 
erable damage to houses, in San Francisco and Oakland, At the 
corner of Market and First streets, fae Francisco, the ground 
opened several inches wide, for a distance of 40 or 50 feet. An- 
other shock was felt in the city at 7 P 
The earthquake was also severe in ee interior. Shocks were 

t of Papers jue oe session of the National Academy 
$F ‘Sete in August, 1868, at Northampton. 

n the Tides a Tidal Currents of Hell Gate; Henry 
e. 

nry. 
a. fe rks on Mr, Airy’s iyiion of Kirchhoff’s scale; Wol- 

cott Gibbs. 
4, On the origin of bitumens, together with experiments upon 
i formation of Asphaltum; J. F. Peckham 

On the Topo faphy a topographical work west of the 103d 
ca Fa J.D PWhitn 

6. On an pe Seta A. C. Twining. bed 
7. On the ave and Tidal currents in an DOHERTY, or a canal 

tween two tidal i 5 Benjamin Pei 
8. On deep sea ing ae the Gulf oan L. F. Pourtales. 
9. On subdivisions sof Cretaceous and Marine Tertiary formations 

in California; W. M. G na 
10. On the Fall ta Uric Acid and its derivatives; W: 

cott Gibbs. 
11. On new methods in Analytical Chemistry ; Wolcott Gibbs. 

D a fossil human skull of Calaveras county, California; 

13. On the distribution ah the Forest Vegetation west of the 
Rocky Mts. W. H. Brew Antelope 14. On the reported soe of human bones at 
station, Union Pacific Railroa, d; O. C. Marsh. a 15. On the motions of a freely suspended pendulum; rnar 

16. Tides and tidal currents in a harbor; Benjamin Peire 
17. On alphabetic systems as tests of race} ow D. Whitney. ¥ 
18. On the estimation of © ae sal acid; S. W, Johnson. 
19. On Nitrification; S. W, J. 
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20, On a new Borate from Mine Hill, Sussex Co., New Jersey ; 
G. J. Brush. 

21, Some points in the Surface Geology of the region west of 
the Rocky Mts.; J. D. Whitney. 

22, On the transportation of the materials of the Carboniferous 
Conglomerate; J. S. Newberry. 

23. On the deposits of Sulphate of Strontia on Strontian Is- 
land, Lake Erie; J. S. Newberry 

24, A new and general method of developing the real roots of 
an equation, essentially extracted from my algebra, page 512; 
Theodore Strong. 

25. Remarks on the pendulum and gyroscope as exhibiting the 
rotation of the earth; J. G. Barnard. 

26. On some interesting points in the structural geology of the 
Nile Valley; J. P. Lesley. 

4. On a Meteorite which exploded over Kansas, June 6, 1868; 
by Prof. B. F. Mupex, (communicated for this Journal.) —At 
twenty minutes before noon, June 6th, a most brilliant meteorite 

e ae 2g m eq Es a, A © 0g oe foe BE 38 Bp 
25 
a 

as 

28 {ot | ae Ou Pu &5 oo BS g4 a, o JR o E rye ae or 
os 
4.3 > 

the horizon, leaving a streak or sharply defined line of its track, 
which continued nearly a minute en first seen by me, it had 

an elevation of 55°, though others saw it still higher. The diam- 
eter of the nucleus was about 15’ or nearly half the diameter of 

Cae a af ee oe re BT 

owing to inadvertence the time was not exactly noted. de- 

__ tonation was do but following each other in quick succession, 

nearly simultaneous. Here it sounded as loud as & twelve-pounder 

_ amile distant. Those west of us, who heard it, described it as 
_ Morelike sharp thunder. A farmer in the Republican ge of ae | 

é 
i 

+ 

Height when first seen, ...------------------- 81 miles. 

“--% ‘exploded,........--+ Seee tina 12°5 : 

Length of the stoaidh caused by the explosion,...- 1°44 © 

Breadth « 7". 196 

Size of the neucleus or head, - -------- --------- 1,890 

Distance from this place whe 
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It must have exploded over the country about midway between 
the Republican and Solomon rivers, which has few inhabitants. 
An aerolite must have fallen and I have spent some time in en- 
deavoring to find it, but thus far without success. 

State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas. 

5. Corrigenda for Article XTV on Vision.—In the article on 
‘Vision by 8. Rowrery in our September number (p. 158), notice of 
two omissions in the statement of the proposition was forwarded — 
by the author, but reached us too late for insertion. The follow- 
ing are the corrections to be made: ' 

n 8th line from bottom of page 155 (counting the lines of the 
note), between the words behind and the, insert the words, the center 
0 

In 4th line from top of page 156, between the words plane and 
perpendicular, insert the words, passing through the middle of the 
interval between the eyes and the point of intersection of the optic 
anes, 

6. British Association.—The next meeting of the British Asso- 
ciation will be held at Exeter, under the presidency of Prof. G. 8. 
Stokes, Sec. R. 8. ‘ 

V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

1. Report of J. Ross Brown on the Mineral Resources of the 
States and Territories west of the Rocky Mountains. Washing- 
on: Government Printing Office, 1868. 8vo, pp. 674.—We find 

in Mr, Brown’s Report a large mass of important and interesting 

information which it is desirable should be accessible in a compact 

0 wish a resumé of the ee oe of 
re) development as well as of the general nature and exte the 

Vv neral regions of the U.S. west of the Rocky Mountains. 
5 is neither a mineralogist, geologist nor miner, We 

can fairly look in this document only for such information as a0 

amass upon almost any subject to which he brings zeal and inte 
ligence. We can readily overlook numerous slips in matters “on 
nical and scientific, in view of the substantial pegeep nr set 

Ww Brown has made to our literature upon this subject. The w 
ps in Mr. 

at these 

“oat party, but the volume on the mining regions labors 
ontana, Idaho, Utah, and Colorado, which embraces the ‘his 

of the mining engineer, Mr. James D, Hague, charged 
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special department, will, we understand, be in readiness for presen- 
tation, this coming session, to Congress. 

ut one half of Mr. Brown’s Report is occupied with a de- 
tailed notice of the gold region of the State ot California. The 

which, Arizona, Uta ntana, Idaho, Washington Territory, 
Oregon and Alaska are discussed ; follo d by general observa- 
tions on the “ Pacific general considerations on the pre- 

d th 
those which possess perhaps the highest permanent value of any 

8 

‘heport, we find a 

James W. Tayror on the “ Mineral Resources of 
. 71,—A more 

7 Pp 
; 

of this hotch-potch of “Canadian Mines,” “ Nova Scotia,” Metal- 
lurgical Treatment, Taxation, Transportation, and Foreign ail- 

_ that of preparing a Report on the Mineral Resources of the States 

_ 4nd Territories East of the ipa § Mountains to such unworthy 

“ hands. The country abounds wit men who have devoted their 
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0 
cisco: office of Mining and Scientific Press. New York: West- 
ern & Co., office of American Journal of Mining.)—Mr. Kustel 
has already done great service for practical metallurgy by the 
publication of his book on the “ Nevada and Califo 
of Gold and Silver extraction,” and the present work is one of much 
importance to both miners and metallurgists. It is, we believe, 

and percussion tables; in short, the principal machines and metho 
employed in ore concentration. The fifth division is devoted ie 
the chlorination process, and is the most complete presentation : 
the subject that has yet been published. As before stated, the wor 
contains much that till now was inaccessible to the English reader, 
and we believe that a careful study of the principles contained In 7 
will be of great service to all sielebieod in this department 0 
practical science. peste 

4 ster of Impor- . The American Annual Cyclopedia and Regi Y 
tant events of the year 1868. Vol. vii. 8vo, pp. 799. New ork, 
1868. (D, Appleton & Co.)—Like its predecessors, this portly 2» 
nual yolume is devoted to bringing down to date all the ere 
important events of the year 1867, political, civil, military, ns 

finance, literature, science, agriculture and mechanical industry 

The ample space of these volumes admits a degree of “ey ra 
the discussion of important subjects which gives to t oe 
articles the character of separate treatises. The articles on eed 

tific subjects are of course not very numerous. ae Those 

rominence are i ici ical explorations Laer are chemistry, electricity, geograp medicine, metals, 

ects. ° 
5. The Wine Maker's Manual; by CHARLES ReeMenis, sue 

of the “Vine Dresser’s Manual.” 123 pp. 12mo. Cincinnatl, 
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(Robert Clarke & Co.)—This little manual is especially intended 

as a guide to small farmers and others who wish to make wine 
in small quantities, whether from grapes or other fruits. The 

- author is evidently a person well acquainted with the practice of 

The English of the book would have been improved by a little 

Contra Costa County, a blunder which any gazetteer would have 

corrected. But the climate, vine and soil of alifornia are 80 entirely 

unlike anything in the Eastern United States, and especially in 

their peculiar adaptation to the production of the grape and its 

wine that we can hardly include them in a book intended for those ~ 
tates. 

. Chambers’s Encyclopedia: a Dictionary of. Universal Knowl 

edge for the people. argh Vols. viii-x. Philadelphia: Lip- 

pincott & Co.; Edinburgh: W. & R. 

prising nearly every department of human knowledge, are in its 

alphabetical list. Its natural history articles, and those on the 

i ero 

for Americans. Its biographical articles are numerous and em- 

brace the living as well as the dead. 

In an appendix which fills two-thirds of the final volume, many 

articles are added to keep pace with the rapid progress of science 

in its various departments. The article on chemistry brings for- 

1 in a manner on the whole pretty satisfactorily, the modern 

chemical philosophy i : , recognizing fully its importance, and rapl 

strides toward supremacy. Sir Benjamin Brodie’s Calculus of Chem-
 

is not forgotten. It is a singular f the slowness with 

which the Anglo-Saxon mind adopts new ideas, that in 1868 1t 1s 

Still deemed essential in a leading exponent of the existing state 

of knowledge, to give in connection with the article chemistry an 

elaborate exposition of the metrical system of weights and meas- 

‘ures, now for a generation in almost exclusive use among all scient- 

Ast Jour. Sc.—Ssconp Serres, VOL. XLVI, No. 138.—Nov., 1868. 

a aX” | 
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bers and its supplement more than he can inwardly digest. In the 
appendix many of the scientific and mechanical tigre of the 
last few years are well treated of, such ‘for example, 
Engine; Electro-magnetic Engine of Wilde ; 

5 
Biwi, machines 

including Root’s of the U. 8; Armorer Plates; ; Artificial Limbs; 
Breech- loading arms (deficient i in no mention of important Amer- 
ican forms) ; Cattle Plague; Chemistry ; Coal Supply; ier 
Fi igures ; ompress sed AirEngine ; Dipsomania ; Floating Doc 
Meteors; National Education (an elaborate and pala ge paper 
Nitro-glycerine ; oe iameene Machines; [Here again the Ameri- 
ean researches of Twining reproduced in the English Ettier refrig- 
and the air rarefactoire of Gerrie described in a series of articles 

maintain the status of the excellent Encyclopedia by the addition 
of an annual volume as has been done by the Appletons for the 
American Enc cyclopedia, 

7. Mitchel?’s Manual of Practical Assaying, 34 edition. Ed- 
.S. Lond ited by Writ1am CrooKkEs, 

lvii of tables. London, 1868 (Long gmans, Green & Co).—Miteh- 

any cases veep ster before difficult and uncertain. These, as 
Walls as the blowpipe assay by the latest methods of Prof. Kerl, 

are found fully set forth in this pe — thus becomes the 
best manual for practice in our lan 
English weights and measures is still rated 
cessitated by the law requiring assay re 

The use of the old 
to, as indeed is ne- 

be made in ounces, 

penny weights and grains, all ‘the gold Sua silver tables being Sind 

dered in the same terms. In the volumetric wri owever, the 
rational methods of the metrical system are employ 

onthly Journal t devoted i the sits sd 

re 
commends itself to all whose tastes or vocations lead them im this 
direction. The articles are original, critical and suggestive; 
Hustratious varied, numerous and bea utifully executed, an 

ist Wl 

ciate as bringing to a practical test the examples given. 

have 

It is a work wht 

the 

German more than to any other people do we owe the recent rapid 
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_ progress of correct ideas and sound principles in art; but until 

now the English reading artists have had very limited means of 

information in this direction. This want the Workshop does much 

and we cheerfully commend it to general attention. 

9. Thesaurus Siluricus: The Flora and Fauna of the Silurian 

Period, with Addenda (from recent acquisitions); by Joun J. 

Biespy, M.D.; F.G.S., formerly British Secretary Canadian Boun- 

| : 4 pp.4to. London, 1868. (J. Van 

Voorst.)—This work is a condensed and comprehensive review of 

the facts in Silurian paleontology. It is the result of a vast amount 

of labor on the part of one who has examined for himself the Silu- 

ria 

as were comprised in Bronn’s admirable tables of 1856. 0 no 

geologists has the work greater interest than to those of North 

erica. 
10. sé des Formations Quaternaires de la Suede ; par A. 

ErpMann. 118 pp. 8vo, illustrated by 26 wood cuts, with an atlas 

| and that of submergence and submarine deposits. 

The Post-glacial is also divided into two epochs, 1, that of subma- 

ing detail, The quarto atlas is one of great beauty, containing, 

besides sections, several maps illustrating the distribution of the 

deposits, the direction of scratches, 

ll. Prof. Safford’s report on th 

b rdeners, fruit growers an thers. oe. 
editors are fully capable of sustaining well the J ournal, anes od 

t number holds out excellent promise for the future. The p™ 

er year is but one dollar. 
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